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ABSTRACT 

 
This dissertation examines the changes in the occurrence of overlap in L2 Japanese 

learners’ conversation from the perspective of the development of interactional competence 

during study abroad. Previous studies have suggested that overlap of utterances in talk-in-

interaction can function positively to show involvement, understanding, and cooperation and to 

move a conversation forward (e.g. Tannen, 1985; Maynard, 1989; Fujii & Otsuka, 1994). Given 

that overlap can positively contribute to the joint construction of the conversation, overlap can be 

considered as one of the interactional resources that participants in conversation use for effective 

interaction (Young, 2008). A few studies have examined L2 Japanese learners’ overlapped 

utterances in conversation, but the number is limited. A longitudinal study in the context of 

spontaneous casual conversation will lead to a further understanding of the use of overlap by L2 

Japanese learners.  

I collected recordings of dyadic casual conversations and of pre- and post-interviews 

from five L2 Japanese learners who participated in one-year study abroad programs in Japan. 

Each student recorded three to four conversations with their native Japanese friends or host 

families over the course of study abroad. The interviews were conducted before and after study 

abroad with the investigator. Their conversations and interviews were transcribed and all 

instances of overlaps were extracted and analyzed.  

The results showed changes in both frequency and contexts in which L2 learners’ overlap 

was observed. All L2 learners showed an increase in the occurrence of overlap in their 

conversations and expanded their use of different functions of overlap in the conversation over 

time. Although the L2 learners developed at a different rate, they appeared to have followed a 

similar developmental sequence. The results suggested the influence of two main factors, 
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linguistic ability and the degree of involvement in the conversation, on the types of overlap 

found in their conversation. The findings suggested some trends in the developmental sequence 

of L2 learners’ overlap in conversation.   

 

Keywords: overlap, L2 Japanese, interactional competence, study abroad  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1   Introduction 

Dialogues we often see in language textbooks typically show a first line spoken by person 

A, a second line spoken by person B and so on. Since the textbook is written in this way, when 

the students practice the dialogue, they practice the same way. That is, student B will wait until 

student A completes his or her line. However, do people really talk like this?  

Certainly, a fundamental feature of conversation has been said to be ‘one party talking at 

a time’ (Sacks, 2004, p. 37), and speakers use various techniques to minimize gap and overlap 

between turns in conversation (Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974). The term ‘overlap’ 

indicates the occurrence of more than one person talking, and it functions and is interpreted 

differently depending on the contexts and places of its occurrence. “Interruption,” for example, is 

often considered as a violation of “etiquette” (Schegloff, 2006, p. 289), which is rude and should 

be avoided.  

However, researchers have argued that overlap in conversation is very common, and 

studies have reported that there are various kinds of overlaps that could help the flow of 

conversation. Tannen (1985) calls this type of overlap “cooperative overlap; that is, talking at the 

same time without interrupting” (p. 126), which demonstrates “interpersonal involvement” (p. 

127). Other scholars have pointed out that overlap in Japanese conversation shows the speaker’s 

positive attitudes and promotes smooth conversation. Studies have suggested the cooperative use 

of overlap in Japanese conversation that shows the listener’s interest, empathy, and 

understanding and can prompt smooth conversation (e.g. Fujii & Otsuka, 1994; Honda, 1997; 

Ikoma, 1996). Maynard (1989) also argues that “in Japanese casual conversation, the overlap 

may function to show the listener’s enthusiasm, understanding, and involvement” (p. 157).  
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Previous studies have suggested that these cooperative uses of overlap in Japanese 

conversation underlie the notion of “kyoowa” 1 or cooperative talk. Mizutani (1984) introduced 

the term kyoowa and argued that the style of Japanese conversation could be characterized by 

jointly constructing a flow of conversation, which blurs the line between the speaker and the 

listener because of the listener’s active participation during the speaker’s talk (e.g. listener 

responses and co-construction). A cross-linguistic study by Clancy, Thompson, Suzuki, and Tao 

(1996) investigated “Reactive Tokens (RTs)”2 as an interactional devise in Japanese, English, 

and Mandarin Chinese. They found that while English and Mandarin speakers showed strong 

tendency of placing RTs at points of grammatical completion, Japanese speakers tended to place 

RTs in the middle of the primary speaker’s talk instead of waiting for a possible completion 

point, which develops high rapport. Their findings also seem to support the notion of kyoowa. 

Although Clancy et al.’s study did not look at overlap, placing RTs in the middle of the primary 

speaker’s turn seems to cause overlap more frequently than the other two languages.             

A cross-linguistic study has reported that Japanese speakers do actually overlap more 

often than other languages. Stivers et al. (2009) examined turn transition time of various types of 

question-answer sequences extracted from spontaneous conversations in ten languages (Danish, 

ǂAkhoe Haiǁom, Lao, Italian, English, Korean, Dutch, Yélî-Dnye, Tzeltal, and Japanese). In their 

study, Japanese showed the shortest mean time of turn transition. Moreover, Japanese was the 

only language among the ten languages that the average turn transition time was constantly 

                                                
1 Kyoo means ‘together’ and wa means ‘talk.’ Mizutani (1984, 2001) claims that kyoowa is different from taiwa, a 
more general term for a dialogue. According to Mizutani, taiwa clearly distinguishes the speaker and the listener 
roles.  
2 Clancy et al. (1996) defined a Reactive Token as “a short utterance produced by an interlocutor who is playing a 
listener’s role during the other interlocutor’s speakership” (p. 355). 
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negative, which means that the response overlapped the question turn3. This finding seems to 

support the use of overlap for smooth turn transition in Japanese conversation.        

As previous studies suggest, it seems that overlap is one of the characteristics of Japanese 

conversation and one of the resources that Japanese speakers often use to promote successful 

interaction. Of course, it does not mean that more overlap is always better in Japanese 

conversation. For example, talking over each other to compete for the floor is not a kind of 

overlap that prompt smooth conversation. The majority of previous studies are in agreement in 

that the type of overlap observed in casual Japanese conversation is predominantly cooperative 

type of overlap and the proportion of competitive type of overlap is rather small (e.g. Fujii & 

Otsuka, 1994). Therefore, L2 learners also need to develop their interactional competence to 

utilize cooperative overlap to have successful interactions with Japanese speakers, and the 

increase in the frequency of overlaps in L2 learners’ conversation could be one of the indications 

that show the L2 learners’ competence to interact like native Japanese speakers.  

However, this is not something L2 learners typically learn in a language classroom. As 

far as I am aware, I have never seen a textbook that mentioned the positive effect of overlap in 

Japanese conversation. Obviously, L2 learners are not explicitly taught how to overlap in 

conversation. However, one time I was listening to a recording of an L2 Japanese learner’s 

conversations that was recorded before and after study abroad and there was a noticeable 

difference. It appeared that the conversation that was recorded at the end of study abroad 

included more overlaps and sounded more engaged compared to the conversation that was 

recorded before study abroad. Being inspired by this experience, the present study investigates 

                                                
3 Turn transition time was defined as the time between the end of the question turn and the onset of the response 
turn. When there is a gap between the question turn and the response turn, the transition time is positive while when 
the response turn overlaps the question turn, transition time is negative. 
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the development of the occurrence of overlap in L2 Japanese learners’ conversation during study 

abroad.  

  Interactional competence (Hall, Hellermann, & Pekarek Doehler, 2011; Young, 2011) is 

defined as “a relationship between the participants’ employment of linguistic and interactional 

resources and the contexts in which they are employed. … interactional competence is not the 

knowledge or the possession of an individual person, but it is co-constructed by all participants 

in a particular discursive practice…” (Young, 2008b, p. 101).  Taguchi (2015, p. 7) says 

interactional competence is the “ability to work together with their co-participants to co-

construct interactional activities.” In Japanese conversation, overlap is one of the resources that 

the participants use to collaboratively construct a conversation. Therefore, if one of the 

participants perceives overlap as a cooperative conversation strategy, but the other does not, 

there will be a problem. Given that overlap is often used as cooperative participation in the 

conversation, it is important to acquire the ability to appropriately use and react to overlap in 

Japanese conversation. Thus, in order to jointly construct a successful conversation, overlap 

should be considered as an important interactional resource in Japanese.  

By looking at the instances of overlap in L2 Japanese learners’ conversation, this study 

investigates L2 Japanese learners’ development of interactional competence during study abroad, 

focusing on the overlap in talk-in-interaction between native and L2 Japanese learners. I attempt 

to reveal how L2 Japanese learners develop this way of demonstrating involvement in 

conversation.        

   

1.2   Research Questions 

My research questions include the following.  
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1. Does the frequency of overlap change during study abroad?  

2. What types of overlaps are observed in the L2 Japanese learners’ conversations?   

3. Do the overlap functions observed in the L2 learners’ conversations change over time?  

4. Is there a developmental sequence in the occurrence of overlap by L2 learners of Japanese?    

 

1.3   Organization of Dissertation    

This dissertation is organized into eight chapters. Chapter 2 provides literature related to 

the occurrence and function of overlap in talk-in-interaction. I also discuss the theoretical 

framework of interactional competence. Chapter 3 discusses the methodology of the study, 

focusing on background information of participants and the method of data collection. In Chapter 

4, I first discuss the overall frequency of the occurrences of overlaps found in the L2 learners’ 

data, then present a classification of overlap functions, analyzing all overlaps in the current data. 

Chapter 5 and 6 examine the L2 learners’ production of overlap in the pre- and post- interviews 

and casual conversations recorded during study abroad respectively and discuss developmental 

trends in each data set. In Chapter 7, I first examine the differences and similarities in the 

findings in the interview and conversation data and discuss how the L2 learners’ development 

during study abroad is seen in the changes between the pre- and post-interviews. Then, taking 

into account all of the findings of the occurrence of overlap in the interaction between the L2 

learners and native speakers of Japanese, I attempt to suggest a developmental sequence 

observed in the occurrence of overlap by L2 learners of Japanese over the course of study abroad. 

Finally, Chapter 8 briefly summarizes the answers to the research questions, followed by 

pedagogical implications and directions for future research related to this topic.    
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CHAPTER 2:  LITERATURE REVIEW 
  
 
2.1 Research on Overlapping Talk by Native Speakers  

It is said that a fundamental feature of conversation is that “one party talks at a time” 

(Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974, p. 700), and it is common that speakers are able to take 

turns without gap and overlap by reference to transition-relevance places (TRPs), which are 

junctures where another speaker can legitimately take the next turn (p. 704). Sacks et al. (1974) 

viewed overlapping talk from the perspective of the turn-taking system and suggested two 

instances where overlap occurs: one is when more than one speaker self-select for the next turn 

in multi-party conversation, and the other is when the next speaker anticipates the completion of 

the current talk (TRP) and starts a next turn overlapping the end of the current turn (p. 706). In 

other words, these overlaps are seen as the result of systematic errors of turn-taking organization. 

Sack et al. state that these kinds of overlaps are common but are usually brief (p. 706).  

Researchers have used a variety of terms for the phenomenon of ‘more than one party 

talks at a time,’ such as overlap, the overlap of utterance, interruption, and simultaneous talk, to 

name a few. While ‘overlap’ is a mere term that refers to more than one person talking, the term 

‘interruption’ generally has negative connotations, such as not letting one’s interlocutor finish 

and intending to grab the floor (Schegloff, 2006; Tannen, 1982). For example, Ehara, Yoshii, & 

Yamazaki (1984) defined a starting up of talk while current speaker’s turn is still in progress as 

warikomi ‘interruption,’ and claimed that such utterances violate and take away the current 

speaker’s turn (p. 165). In the last few decades, more studies have focused on the cooperative 

functions of overlap in Japanese conversation (e.g. Fujii & Otsuka, 1994; Ikoma, 1996; Endo & 

Yokomori, 2015; Kogure, 2002b), and in these studies, researchers appear to use more neutral 

term kasanari ‘overlap’ as a general term and use warikomi ‘interruption’ for specific types of 
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overlaps. However, the definition of these terms is rather vague, and they have been used 

somewhat interchangeably.    

According to Schegloff (2000), there are four kinds of cases where overlaps are not  

treated as problematic or competitive in terms of turn-taking; they are “terminal overlaps,” 

“continuers,” “conditional access to the turn,” and “chordal” or “choral” kinds of overlaps (p. 5-

6). “Terminal overlap” occurs when the next speaker can see that the current speaker is orienting 

to the completion of a turn (i.e. TRP). Since this kind of overlap is at a possible TRP, it is 

considered to be an acceptable turn incursion. “Continuers” are interpolations such as uh huh and 

short assessments that listeners produce during another’s talk. Continuers display that the listener 

understands that the current talk is in progress and has not been completed yet, and thus they are 

not competitive overlaps. “Conditional access to the turn” means that the current speaker yields 

to another or invites another to speak in his or her turn’s space, which often happens in word 

search and in collaborative utterance construction, in which a speaker initiates an utterance and 

lets another finish it. “Chordal” or “choral” kinds of overlaps include laughter, collective 

greetings, leave-takings, and congratulations, which are commonly produced “chordally,” not 

serially, in multi-person settings.  

The use of “continuers” and “conditional access to the turn” in Japanese conversation has 

been widely examined, focusing on the use of short listener responses known as aizuchi, often 

translated as “backchannels” (e.g. Clancy, Thompson, Suzuki, & Tao, 1996; S. Iwasaki, 1997; 

Maynard, 1986; Mizutani, 2001; Nagata, 2004; Ohama, 2006) and co-construction or 

collaborative utterance construction (e.g. M. Hayashi, 2014; Hayashi & Mori, 1998; Ono & 

Yoshida, 1996; Sasagawa, 2007; Szatrowski, 2007), although whether they overlap or not in 

conversation was not the focus of these studies. Both aizuchi and co-construction are considered 
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to show high involvement by the speaker. Various studies have also examined the use of aizuchi 

or backchannels in L2 Japanese learners’ conversation (e.g. Cutrone, 2005; Foster & Ohta, 2005; 

Fujii, 2001; Hanzawa, 2012; Hatasa, 2007; Horiguchi, 1990; Ishida, 2009; Kubota, 2000; Liu, 

2003; Maynard, 1990; Mukai, 1998; Murata, 2000; Watanabe, 1994; Yamamoto, 1992). 

However, these studies generally focused on the variety of functions and frequency of use of 

aizuchi and did not examine those features from the perspective of overlap, and few studies have 

specifically looked at overlaps in L2 learners’ conversation.  

While many studies have examined overlap from the perspective of turn-taking systems, 

some researchers approached overlap from a different perspective. Tannen (1985) looked at 

overlap as part of a conversational style that shows “interpersonal involvement” (p. 127). She 

calls this type of overlap “cooperative overlap” (p. 126), which displays the listener’s interest in 

the topic and understanding. (See also James & Clarke, 1993 for a review of the literature in 

“Interruptions as supportive and cooperative speech acts.”) Related to Tannen’s point of view, 

Pomerantz (1984) suggests that when someone shows strong agreement with the primary speaker, 

the agreement is uttered with a minimal gap and even slightly overlapped (p. 69).  

Other researchers have also argued that there are times when more-than-one-at-a-time 

speaking is acceptable and not be regarded as a violation. For example, Goodwin and Goodwin 

(1987) suggest that the one-at-a-time organization may be relaxed for assessments, and Lerner 

(2002) demonstrated a way of participating in conversation besides gaining and producing a full 

turn, using “choral co-production” in conversation, which can be used to (but is not limited to) 

show agreement and understanding with a primary speaker. 

Studies that have examined overlaps in Japanese conversation also support the idea of 

cooperative overlap. Fujii and Otsuka (1994) examined multi-party conversation among 
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Japanese female friends and concluded that overlap in Japanese conversation among friends is 

very common and can function to show positive attitudes such as agreement, empathy, and 

interest, and to encourage a sense of unity among participants. In the study, Fujii and Otsuka 

categorized overlapped utterances into four types: 1) self-selection, that is more than two people 

start the next turn at the same time after the end of the previous turn, 2) interruption, in which 

overlap starts at a non-TRP, 3) terminal overlap, and 4) continuation, where there is a pause and 

another speaker starts a next turn, but the previous speaker was not done yet and continues his or 

her turn.  

In their data, “interruption” was the most frequent kind of overlap, which accounted for 

about fifty percent of all overlapped utterances. However, they reported that there were cases 

where overlaps at non-TRPs were actually cooperative. They labeled 42 percent of all overlaps 

in their data as cooperative, and although the study did not mention the rest of the overlaps in 

detail, they claimed that the rest of about 60 percent of all overlaps were mostly incidental and 

did not affect the ongoing turn, or that it was hard to tell whether they were cooperative or not. 

Overall, the findings indicate that in many cases, the overlap of utterances in Japanese 

conversation has a positive influence on the progress of ongoing talk.  

Honda (1997) also examined overlap from the perspective of cooperativeness. The study 

found that in multi-party conversation, interruptive overlap with a new topic and simultaneous 

start at the beginnings of turns were most frequently observed, whereas overlaps in the dyadic 

conversation were mostly cooperative overlaps, such as co-construction. Honda pointed out that 

while previous studies focused more on the interruptive side of overlap, overlap caused by co-

construction and appropriate early start of next turn, which shows the listener’s interest, may 

show empathy and understanding and can prompt smooth conversation.  
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Other studies have suggested various effects that overlap has on the conversational 

interactions in Japanese. Fujii (1995) reported that in conversations between friends, overlap 

functions to strengthen a sense of unity between participants and spark conversation by actively 

displaying their agreement, empathy, interest, and understanding. Ikoma (1996) argues that 

overlap is one of the conversation strategies that are necessary for smooth communication (cf. 

Hata, 1988). Ikoma suggests that overlap can affect conversation both positively and negatively, 

but when it functions positively, it effectively moves the conversation forward and creates a fast-

paced and lively conversation. From the perspective of the psychological effect that overlap has, 

Ikoma claims that overlap can imply closeness and unreservedness, and at the same time, it also 

has the potential to be offensive depending on the relationship with the interlocutor.  

Related to Ikoma’s claim on the psychological effect of overlap, Machida (2002) 

suggests that in a first-encounter conversation, overlap works to reduce psychological distance 

between participants. Machida examined conversations between unacquainted persons and found 

that in this particular context, the participants tended to use overlap to quickly let their 

unacquainted interlocutors know that they have shared knowledge and similarities. By doing so, 

they deepen their empathy, and as a result, their psychological distance becomes closer. Takeda 

(2016) also reported similar findings in terms of overlap use in first-encounter conversations. 

Takeda found that the participants used overlap to minimize nervousness and silence, which 

reflects their concern for the psychological distance unique to a conversation with unacquainted 

persons.  

Ushida, Ogawa, and Saito (2010) investigated the relation between the participants’ 

perception of a conversation and the frequency of the occurrence of overlap in the conversation. 

The results showed that in both conversations between unacquainted persons and friends, the 
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more the participants were overlapped by their interlocutor, the more positively they evaluated 

their conversations. Given that this correlation was observed only with overlaps at non-TRPs, 

that is, in the midst of an interlocutor’s turn, Ushida et al. suggest that overlap at non-TRP may 

lead to positive impressions about a conversation.  

While most studies have focused on overlapping talk from the listeners, Iida (2005) 

demonstrated that the current speaker or floor holder also uses overlap to show their active 

participation in the conversation. Iida also classified overlaps first based on who overlapped 

whom (as a floor holder or a non-floor holder) and then into detailed functional categories.  

Endo and Yokomori (2015) also investigated overlapping talk from quite different 

perspectives compared to the other previous studies on the overlap. They examined overlapping 

talk during the current speaker’s turn as a way to negotiate agency and epistemicity (cf. Vatanen, 

2014). They mentioned that in an assessment or opinion sequence, the first turn that states 

assessment and the second turn that responds to the first assessment are not equal in terms of 

agency and epistemicity, even if they both made the same assessment (see also Pomerantz, 1984). 

This is because the second turn is considered to be subordinate to the first turn. However, Endo 

and Yokomori argue that by overlapping the first turn, the overlapping turn can be considered as 

a slightly delayed first turn, with equal agency and epistemicity. In other words, the two speakers 

assessed together.          

As we have seen in the previous studies, overlap shows interpersonal involvement and 

cooperativeness to some people. However, people who do not share such conversational style 

could interpret the style very differently or negatively (Tannen, 1982). Studies have shown that 

there are more overlaps of utterances in Japanese conversation than in English or some other 
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languages4 (e.g. Clancy et al., 1996; Hirokawa, 1995; Horiguchi, 1997; Iida, 2005; Stivers et al., 

2009; Tanaka, 1999). This may suggest that Japanese people perceive overlap in conversation as 

a preferred conversational style.  

 
2.2 Research on Overlapping Talk by L2 Learners of Japanese  

Studies on overlap in L2 Japanese learners’ conversation are small in number (e.g. 

Fukazawa, 1999; Honda, 2015; Kogure, 2002a; Sasaki, 2002; Tomita, 2003), and some of them 

focused more on how native speakers’ overlaps function in the conversation with non-native 

speakers. However, these studies have shown some trends in terms of the types of contexts in 

which overlap and interruption tend to occur in L2 learners’ conversation and their relation to the 

learners’ proficiency level.  

One of the few studies that focused on L2 Japanese learners’ production of overlap in 

conversation is Tomita (2003), which analyzed video-recorded natural dyadic conversations 

between L2 learners (their native language varied) and a Japanese staff at a study abroad office. 

The majority of the overlaps found in her data (approximately 95%) were overlap with ‘listener 

responses’ and ‘misjudgment of turn completion,’ that is, the listener took the floor at a possible 

TRP, but the primary speaker continued talking after the TRP.  

In her study, Tomita focused on the overlaps that seemed randomly started in the middle 

of the primary speaker’s turn. She found that the L2 learners’ overlaps in the midst of the 

interlocutor’s turn were actually produced in response to the interlocutor’s nonverbal cues, such 

as pointing to information on a document. In other words, the L2 learners used both the 

interlocutor’s verbal information and other resources available to understand the ongoing 

                                                
4 Clancy et al. (1996) compared Japanese, English, and Chinese. Stivers et al. (2009) examined ten languages: 
Danish, ǂAkhoe Haiǁom, Lao, Italian, English, Korean, Dutch, Yélî-Dnye, Tzeltal, and Japanese. Among those 
languages, Japanese showed the shortest response time. 
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conversation, and the moment they expressed their understanding ended up at a somewhat 

random timing during the interlocutor’s turn. Tomita concluded that seemingly random overlaps 

in the conversation were not necessarily interruptive utterances that disrupted the flow of the 

conversation, but rather, they functioned to show understanding and to move the conversation 

forward.  

  Kogure (2002) investigated the occurrence of L2 learners’ overlap in conversation and 

its relation to the learners’ proficiency level. In this study, elementary to advanced level learners 

of Japanese recorded a dyadic conversation with their Japanese friends, and both participants’ 

production of overlap was analyzed and compared. Overall, regardless of the proficiency level, 

the L2 learners produced more overlaps than their Japanese interlocutors. One of the most 

frequently occurred overlap types by L2 learners was ‘misjudgment of turn completion,’ which 

was caused by the native speakers’ continuation after a possible TRP, but the contents of their 

continuation were different depending on the L2 learners’ proficiency level.  

In the case of elementary learners, the continuation after the possible TRPs tended to be a 

paraphrase or explanation of the previous utterance out of consideration for the L2 learners’ low 

language ability. On the other hand, when the interlocutor was an intermediate or advanced level 

learner, such linguistic accommodation was not observed. Another overlap type that showed 

differences between low and high proficiency learners was choosei-kei ‘adjusting type’ of 

overlap. This overlap type includes utterances for clarification, repair, information supply, and 

related questions (also see Fujii, 1995). Overlaps that seek clarification and repair were seen 

mostly in elementary learners’ conversations, and information supply and related questions were 

seen in intermediate to advanced learners’ conversations.          
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Fukazawa (1999) and Sasaki (2002) also reported that native speakers’ consideration of 

the L2 learners’ language ability caused overlaps in the conversation. Fukazawa (1999) 

examined interruption (the listener speaking during the speaker’s turn) in conversations between 

Japanese native speakers and elementary level learners of Japanese. Unlike Kogure’s (2002) 

results, Fukazawa’s data had more overlaps on the native speakers’ side. She argues that native 

speakers utilize interruptions, which include supplying information, making corrections, co-

constructing a turn and so on during the L2 learners’ turn, to reinforce mutual exchange that 

might otherwise be weak due to the L2 learners’ limited linguistic ability. In other words, native 

speakers’ interruption serves as an important function to facilitate smooth communication, 

supporting L2 learners’ turns. In Sasaki (2002), the native speakers’ tendency to interrupt with 

intent to support the L2 learners’ talk was also seen in conversation with intermediate to 

advanced level learners of Japanese. Since this trend was not seen in conversations between 

native speakers, Sasaki argues that this is observed characteristically in intercultural 

communication.     

While Fukazawa (1999) and Kogure (2002) showed different results, in terms of whether 

native speakers or L2 learners overlap more, Honda (2015) examined the occurrence of overlap 

in L2 learners’ conversation from the perspective of why they do not overlap. She particularly 

focused on overlaps that function positively in the construction and progress of conversation. Her 

examination revealed that native speakers use overlap as a politeness strategy and as a display of 

empathy. Comparing the L2 learners’ and native speakers’ overlaps, Honda suggests two reasons 

that L2 learners are less likely to overlap in conversation: one is the L2 learners’ insufficient 

linguistic ability and sociocultural knowledge, which makes it difficult to predict their 

interlocutors’ ongoing turn, and the other is the degree of willingness to produce overlap as a 
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politeness strategy and as an expression of empathy. She argues that the former issue may be 

resolved as learners improve their language ability, but the latter may be difficult to overcome.       

Overlap is closely related to the listener’s participation during the speaker’s turn, and thus 

the L2 learners’ development of listener response may help understand how L2 learners develop 

in their ability to participate in conversation as a listener. Fujii (2001) examined dyadic 

conversations between Taiwanese learners of Japanese and a native Japanese speaker from the 

perspective of listener response, that is, a listener’s linguistic responses to the speaker without 

interrupting his or her turn (p. 79). The subjects were intermediate to advanced level learners and 

the conversations were recorded twice during their stay in Japan: once right after their arrival and 

again five months after the first recording. The conversation data showed that the learners 

acquired aizuchi (backchannel) first, and then they developed the use of repetition, early 

response, and co-completion in this order. She suggested that the learners were acquiring 

cooperative ways of talking to show empathy and unity and to construct conversation together.   

Although the timing of the responses in relation to the ongoing talk was not the focus of 

the study, previous studies have pointed out that the types of listener responses Fujii examined 

are often produced while the other speaker is still talking (cf. Fujii & Otsuka, 1994; Honda, 

1997; Ikoma, 1996; Schegloff, 2000; Tannen, 1983). In fact, seven out of eight examples of 

listener responses she showed started before the completion of the other speaker’s turn. This 

suggests that similar developmental sequence might be observed from the perspective of 

overlapped utterances as well.  

As with Fujii (2001), Cho's (2008) study does not particularly focus on the occurrence of 

overlap. However, her examination of ‘interruption utterances’ in Oral Proficiency Interviews 

between a Japanese interviewer and Korean learners of Japanese suggests some ideas about 
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when and why L2 learners interrupt or initiate their turn before a possible TRP. Cho found that 

the more advanced the learner’s proficiency level, the more frequently they interrupted the 

interviewers’ turn. Cho also reported that the purpose of the learners’ interruption utterances 

differed between low and high proficiency learners. For novice and intermediate learners, 

negotiation of meaning was the main reason for the interruption, whereas for advanced and 

superior learners, overlap was a way to further conversation. Overall, the Japanese interviewer 

interrupted more than L2 learners. Cho says that this is probably because the learners’ position as 

interviewees made it inappropriate for them to interrupt the interviewer’s turn. Therefore, it 

should be noted that the format of the conversation, where the learners had a fixed role as 

interviewees and were being evaluated, might have influenced the results.  

Some studies have shown that the way turn-taking is managed in language proficiency 

interviews and in classrooms is very similar; that is, the interviewer or the teacher tends to have 

the right to allocate turns (Young, 1992; Young & Milanovic, 1992). Interactional competence is 

practice-specific (Young, 2013). That is, it varies depending on the kind of interactive practice 

and the participants. Therefore, the way L2 Japanese learners and their Japanese friends, for 

instance, manage turn-taking in spontaneous conversation is expected to be different from how 

an L2 Japanese learner and an interviewer manage turn-taking in a language proficiency 

interview.     

 The previous studies’ findings summarized above have in common that L2 Japanese 

learners’ overlapping talk mostly functioned positively to construct conversation together with 

their interlocutors and to keep the conversation moving. Their results also indicated that learners 

of different proficiency levels would produce overlap differently. Given that many of the 

analyzed conversations were semi-formal situations (Tomita: inquiry, Sasaki: first-encounter 
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conversation, Fujii: first-encounter conversation, Cho: oral interview), it will be meaningful to 

consider informal conversation between L2 Japanese learners and Japanese native speakers who 

have close relationships with them. Also, since the subjects of the previous studies were mainly 

native speakers of East Asian languages, such as Chinese and Korean, and the longitudinal 

investigations are still quite limited, the present study will shed light on changes in overlapping 

talk by English speaking learners of Japanese in casual conversation during study abroad.    

 

2.3 Interactional Competence and L2 Learning 

 Interactional competence (Hall, 1995; Young & He, 1998) is defined as “a relationship 

between the participants’ employment of linguistic and interactional resources and the contexts 

in which they are employed” (Young, 2008b, p. 101). This theory includes “knowledge of social-

context-specific communicative event or activity types, their typical goals and trajectories of 

actions by which the goals are realized and the conventional behaviors by which participant roles 

and role relationships are accomplished” (Hall & Doehler, 2011, p. 1). The groundwork of this 

framework came from Hymes' (1972) idea of communicative competence, as contrasted with 

Chomsky (1965) distinction between competence (the knowledge of rules of grammar) and 

performance (the actual use of language in real situations). Hymes’ communicative competence 

claimed the importance of sociocultural knowledge in addition to grammatical knowledge for 

accurate and appropriate communication in social contexts.  

Based on Hymes’ idea, Canale & Swain (1980) proposed the theory of L2 

communicative competence, which suggested that successful communication required four sub-

competencies: grammatical, sociolinguistic, discourse, and strategic. Grammatical competence is 

the knowledge of vocabulary, morphology, syntax, semantics, phonology, and orthography. 
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Sociolinguistic competence includes knowledge of sociocultural rules of use to produce and 

understand utterances appropriately in various sociolinguistic contexts. Discourse competence is 

described as mastery of ways to combine grammatical forms and meanings to achieve a unified 

spoken or written text. Strategic competence refers to the knowledge of verbal and non-verbal 

communication strategies to compensate for communication breakdowns and to enhance the 

effectiveness of communication.  

Bachman (1990) and Bachman and Palmer (1996) developed a more elaborate model of 

communicative competence. In their model, language competence has two parts: organizational 

knowledge and pragmatic knowledge. Organizational knowledge can be further divided into 

grammatical knowledge and textual knowledge or knowledge of cohesion and rhetorical 

organization. Pragmatic knowledge includes functional knowledge for interpreting the 

association between utterances and language users’ communicative goals, and sociolinguistic 

knowledge for creating and interpreting utterances that are appropriate for a specific context of 

language use.     

The major difference between communicative competence and interactional competence 

is that communicative competence focuses on an individual language user in social context 

whereas interactional competence looks at all participants in an interactive practice (Young, 

2000; 2013).  That is, while communicative competence is a general knowledge and ability that a 

language learner needs in order to communicate, and this required competence is independent of 

contexts, interactional competence is context-specific and is acquired through joint construction 

of specific interactive practices.  

Young (2008, p. 101) states that “interactional competence is not the knowledge or the 

possession of an individual person, but it is co-constructed by all participants in a discursive 
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practice, and interactional competence varies with the practice and with the participants.” The 

term discursive practice is an important notion for interactional competence. As Young (2008, p. 

2) explained, he used the term “practice” as in “Practice Theory,” which has focused on “what 

people do in practices,” and in that sense, he has called it discursive practice, as “what people do 

that involves language.” Effective use of verbal, nonverbal, and interactional resources to 

interact effectively with others in discursive practice shows the participants’ interactional 

competence (Young, 2008).  

Applying this concept to second language learning, by participating in discursive 

practices, L2 learners learn ways to use a variety of resources to create meaning with other 

participants. Through recurring participation in context-specific discursive practices, L2 learners 

demonstrate changes in their participation in the practices, and this is an indicator of their 

development of interactional competence.       

Young (2008) suggests three types of resources that participants use to jointly construct 

interactive practices as listed in Table 2.1: Participation framework (i.e. the identities of all 

participants in an interaction) as identity resources; register and mode of meaning (i.e. how 

participants build interpersonal, experiential, and textual meanings in a practice) as linguistic 

resources; and speech acts, turn-taking, repair, and boundaries (i.e. the opening and closing acts 

of a practice that serves to distinguish a given practice from other talk) as interactional resources.  

L2 learners’ changes in their participation in discursive practices using these resources 

(Table 2.1) indicate L2 learners’ development of interactional competence. In the cases of L2 

learners of Japanese, studies have investigated L2 learners’ development of interactional 

competence during study abroad by examining their changes in use of sentence-final particle ne 

(Ishida, 2009; 2010; Masuda, 2011), style-shifting (Taguchi, 2015), and incomplete sentence 
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Table 2.1   

Three Types of Resources for Interactional Competence (Reprinted from Young, 2008a, p. 71) 

• Identity resources 
- Participation framework: the identities of all participants in an interaction, present or not, 

official or unofficial, ratified or unratified, and their footing or identities in the interaction.  
 

• Linguistic resources  
- Register: the features of pronunciation, vocabulary, and grammar that typify a practice. 
- Mode of meaning: the ways in which participants construct interpersonal, experiential, and 

textual meanings in a practice.  
 

• Interactional resources  
- Speech acts: the selection of acts in a practice and their sequential organization 
- Turn-taking: how participants select the next speaker and how participants know when to 

end one turn and when to begin the next.  
- Repair: the ways in which participants respond to interactional trouble in a given practice 
- Boundaries: the opening and closing acts of a practice that serve to distinguish a given 

practice from adjacent talk 
 

(Taguchi, 2014; 2015) as interactional resources in Japanese conversation. However, overlap has 

not been investigated previously as an interactional resource. Therefore, the present study will 

examine how the occurrence of overlap in L2 Japanese learners’ conversation serves as an 

indicator of L2 learners development of interactional competence through the analysis of their 

overlap in joint construction of interactive activities with Japanese native speakers. 
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CHAPTER 3:  METHODS 
 

In this chapter I discuss the methodology of the study, focusing on background 

information of participants and the method of data collection. 

 

3.1 Participants 

Five L2 Japanese learners participated in this study. I took the following procedures to 

recruit participants. First, I attended a pre-departure orientation for students who were leaving for 

Japan to study abroad from fall and distributed a recruitment flyer to the participants of the 

orientation. I also contacted a study abroad office at another university in the U.S. to distribute 

the recruitment flyer to students who were leaving for Japan to study abroad through their 

programs. However, the number of students who agreed to participate from these two 

universities were less than what I expected, and thus I contacted a study abroad program at a 

Japanese university and asked to distribute the recruitment flyer to the students who had just 

arrived in Japan to study in their program. Initially, nine students volunteered to participate in 

this study, but only five of them completed all procedures till the end. Table 3.1 describes the 

participants’ background information.  

 
Table 3.1   

The Participants’ Background Information 

Name5  Age Gender 
Native 
Language 

Japanese language instruction  
prior to study abroad (SA) 

Living 
Situation 

Ethan 22 Male English Three- and Two-month SA in Japan Dormitory 
Frank 20 Male English Four semesters in university Dormitory 
Jeff 20 Male Chinese Three semesters in university Dormitory  
Ken 21 Male English Four semesters in university Homestay 
Tina 22 Female English Two semesters in university Homestay 
 
                                                
5 Names are pseudonyms. 
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Each participant enrolled in an intensive Japanese language program at different Japanese 

universities for one academic year. All of them were native speakers of English except one 

student (Jeff). Jeff’s native language was Chinese, and he was a student at a university in the U.S. 

The histories of the learners’ Japanese language studies varied, but all of them started learning 

Japanese at the college level in the United State. One student (Ethan) had attended two short-

term study abroad programs prior to this study. The rest of the students had never been to Japan 

before. Three students (Ethan, Frank, and Jeff) lived in university dormitories by themselves. 

They reported that because those dormitories were for international students, they had limited 

interaction with native speakers of Japanese in their dormitories. The other two students (Ken 

and Tina) lived with Japanese host families during their stay in Japan. Ken’s host family 

members did not speak English while Tina’s host mother understood English though rarely used 

English with her.   

  

3.2 Data Collection 

3.2.1   Pre- and Post-Study Abroad Questionnaires 

 Each learner answered two online questionnaires: one before study abroad and the other 

after study abroad. The pre-study abroad questionnaire included the learners’ demographic 

backgrounds, histories of their Japanese language studies, motivations to study abroad, and 

LinguaFolio® (National Council of State Supervisors for Languages, 2009), a self-assessment 

grid, which provides a global overview of language proficiency levels (see Appendix A). The 

post-study abroad questionnaire had two parts. The first half asked for information about the 

learners’ living situations in Japan and their goals for study abroad. The second half asked about 

the learners’ language use. For example, participants were asked about the frequency of their use 
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of Japanese in different situations and their interaction with native speakers during study abroad. 

I used a modified post-test version of the Language Contact Profile (Freed, Segalowitz, & 

Dewey, 2004) for JFL learners (see Appendix B). LinguaFolio® was also included to see the 

change in each learner's self-assessment of Japanese language skills.  

 

3.2.2   Japanese Language Proficiency Test  

 The learners took an online Japanese language proficiency test called “SPOT906” before 

and after study abroad to measure the development of their Japanese proficiency level. Simple 

Performance-Oriented Test (SPOT) was created at the University of Tsukuba and is available to 

anyone on the Internet. This test measures “automatic processing of grammar, involving reading 

and listening skills through timed reading and listening tasks” (Eda, Itomitsu, & Noda, 2008). 

This test has become a popular assessment tool as a placement test in Japan and overseas. N. 

Iwasaki (2002) and Y. Suzuki (2014) examined the correlation between the scores of SPOT and 

ratings of ACTFL’s Oral Proficiency Interview (OPI). Both studies found that the scores of 

SPOT significantly predicted the same subjects’ ratings of OPI.  

The participants took the test individually on their computer at their convenience. The 

test format is the following: A single sentence appears on the computer screen with one blank 

space enclosed by parentheses within the sentence. When the sentence appears, an audio file of 

the sentence being read aloud is played simultaneously. While listening to the audio, the test 

taker must fill in the blank by selecting from the four choices. Only a very short amount of time 

is allowed for each answer. There are ninety question items and it will take approximately fifteen 

                                                
6 The present study made use of TTBJ (SPOT 90), developed by the International Student Center at the University 
of Tsukuba. Please see http://ttbj-tsukuba.org/ for details about TTBJ.   
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minutes to complete. After taking the test, the test score in a PDF file will be emailed to the test 

taker. 

Table 3.2 lists the participants’ test scores and length of their stay in Japan. The 

suggested interpretation of the test score is the following: zero beginner (0-30), those who have 

not had much experience of studying Japanese; elementary (31-55), those who can understand 

basic daily use of Japanese if it is spoken slowly; intermediate (56-80), those who can understand 

a certain level of spoken Japanese at natural speed in everyday situation; Advanced (81-90), 

those who can understand spoken Japanese at natural speed in a wide range of situations. 

 
Table 3.2   

The Learners' Japanese Proficiency Level Before and After Study Abroad 

Name  Length of stay 
Japanese proficiency level (SPOT90)  
Pre-study abroad                      Post-study abroad 

Tina Eight months 30   Zero beginner 44  Elementary 
Jeff Ten months 51   Elementary  57  Intermediate 
Frank Ten months 59   Intermediate 70  Intermediate 
Ken Eight months 60   Intermediate 67  Intermediate 
Ethan Ten months 80   Intermediate  84  Advanced 
 

3.2.3   Interview Data 

Before and after study abroad, I interviewed each participant via Skype video-call. The 

interviews were conducted in Japanese and audio-recorded with an IC recorder (see Appendix C). 

Each interview lasted for about 30 minutes. The purpose of collecting interview data was to 

examine conversations in similar context across participants. The interviews were semi-

structured and asked students pre-selected questions regarding study abroad and Japanese 

language learning, but the wording and the order of the questions varied slightly from student to 

student depending on the students’ responses and the flow of a conversation.   
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3.2.4   Conversation Data 

During their stays in Japan, the participants made three or four recordings of themselves 

talking to a native speaker of Japanese for a minimum of 30 minutes each. The suggested 

recording schedule was once every two to three months, and I sent reminder emails to each 

student about seven weeks after the previous recording. However, the duration between 

recordings varied from two to four months due to each student’s schedule. Table 3 shows the 

duration of each student’s stay in Japan during study abroad, the number of recorded 

conversations, and the dates of recording.   

 
Table 3.3   

Recorded Conversation Data 
Name Duration of study abroad Completed recordings 
Ethan September 2013 – July 2014 4 recordings (10/13, 12/27, 4/3, 7/14) 
Frank September 2013 – July 2014 4 recordings (10/19, 1/9, 5/12, 7/7) 
Tina September 2013 – May 2014  3 recordings (10/23, 2/13, 4/3) 
Jeff September 2014 – July 2015 3 recordings (10/18, 12/23, 3/23) 
Ken September 2014 – May 2015 4 recordings (10/26, 2/25, 4/12, 5/30) 
 

The conversations were audio-recorded using an IC recorder. The location of each 

recording varied depending on each participant’s preference such as restaurant and coffee shop. 

Their conversation partners were native speakers of Japanese with whom each student had 

interaction on a regular basis at the time of recording. I did not particularly ask them to record 

with the same conversation partner, though they could if they wanted. While there are benefits to 

recording all conversations with the same partner to minimize variation, it would be quite 

challenging to adjust a schedule if the partner was fixed, and also there was no guarantee that the 

students would keep their relationship with their first conversation partner throughout their stay 

in Japan. Every time the students asked a new conversation partner to participate, oral consent 
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was recorded before the actual conversation. After each recording, the students filled out a 

conversation report that included basic background information about the partner, their 

relationship (e.g. friends, host family), and brief reflection about the conversation (see Appendix 

D). The participants sent me the conversation data and the report after each recording.     

 

3.2.5   Data Collection Procedures 

Table 3.4 illustrates the process of data collection. The actual dates of data collection 

varied depending on the participants’ schedule and availability.  

 
Table 3.4   

Data Collection Process 
Timing Collected Data 
Before leaving for study abroad: Pre-study abroad questionnaire  

Japanese language proficiency test 
Pre-study abroad interview 
 

During study abroad in Japan: Recording of conversations (once every 2-3 months) 
Conversation reports 
 

After coming back to the U.S.: Post-study abroad questionnaire  
Japanese language proficiency test 
Post-study abroad interview 

 

3.3 Analysis 

I transcribed all recordings of pre- and post-interviews and conversations during study 

abroad (total of 14 hours of recordings). In the conversation data between L2 and native Japanese 

speakers, some native speakers seemed to be distracted by the presence of the recording device at 

the beginning of the conversation and some others started to check the time towards the end of 

the conversation. Therefore, I decided to exclude the first and last five minutes of a 30-minute 

conversation from the analysis. If a recording was more than 30-minute long, only the first 20 
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minutes of the conversation, excluding the first five minutes, was analyzed. Eventually, total of 

11 hours of data (six hours of conversation data and five hours of interview data) were analyzed. 

I extracted all of the instances of overlap in each conversation (i.e. when more than one person 

utter simultaneously) and analyzed from both qualitative and quantitative perspectives. In order 

to examine the overall frequency of overlaps, I employed Speaker Change (Clancy et al., 1996) 

to calculate the percentage of all overlaps to all Speaker Changes. As defined by Clancy et al. 

(1996, p. 359), “a speaker change was judged to have occurred at any point at which another 

speaker took a recognizable turn, whether a full turn or a Reactive Token turn7” (See also Ford 

and Thompson, 1996).  

I categorized each case based on the function of the overlapping utterance. I discuss the 

detail in Chapter 4. Representative excerpts of each type will be explained in detail in the 

following chapters. The total instances of overlap were counted by category. To examine 

whether the types and frequencies of overlap that occur in L2 learners’ conversation change over 

time during study abroad, I compared each student’s total production of overlaps by category 

across the series of recordings. In order to see if there is a developmental sequence in terms of 

the types of overlap that learners produce, the data were examined in relation to the proficiency 

level and each learner’s quantitative and qualitative changes in overlapping talk throughout their 

stay in Japan.  Given the small number of participants and the variation in the students’ 

proficiency levels, this study focused on each individual’s change at different points in time 

during study abroad, rather than treating the participants as one group of learners. 

  

                                                
7 Clancy et al. (1996, p. 356) defines Reactive Token as “a short utterance produced by an interlocutor 
who is playing a listener’s role during the other interlocutor’s speakership.”  
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CHAPTER 4:  CLASSIFICATION OF OVERLAP FUNCTIONS IN L2 JAPANESE 
LEARNERS’ CONVERSATIONS 

 

In this chapter I first discuss the overall frequency of the occurrences of overlaps found in 

the L2 learners’ data, then present a classification of overlap functions, analyzing all overlaps in 

the current data.  Figure 4.1 show L2 learners’ change in their overall frequency of overlap per 

100 speaker-changes observed in pre- and post-study abroad interviews. The number includes 

every instance of overlap (when two speakers spoke simultaneously) initiated by the L2 learners. 

Overlap by the interviewer and the native conversation partners are not included. 

 

 
Figure 4.1  Overall Frequency of Overlap by L2 Learners in Pre- and Post-Interviews 
The vertical axis indicates the frequency per 100 speaker-changes. 
 

Comparing the pre- and post-interviews, all participants except Ken showed an increase 
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102%, 22%, and 31% more in their post-interviews respectively while Ken overlapped 35% less8. 

The qualitative analysis of the overlap in the interview data will be discussed in Chapter 5.  

On the other hand, in the conversation data, all participants overlapped more in their final 

recordings than their first recordings. Figure 4.2 illustrates L2 learners’ change in their overall 

frequency of overlap per 100 speaker-changes observed in natural conversations. Frank’s overlap 

frequency increased 79% from his first recording to the fourth recording, which was the highest 

increase rate among the five participants. The next highest increase was Ken whose increase rate 

was 53%. Ethan showed 30% increase, and Jeff and Tina showed 23% increase respectively.  

 

 
 
Figure 4.2  Overall Frequency of Overlap by L2 Learners in Casual Conversations 
The vertical axis indicates the frequency per 100 Speaker Changes; the horizontal axis indicates 
Nth month since the beginning of their study abroad program. For example, 1 means the 
conversation was recorded during the 1st month of their study abroad.  
 

                                                
8 The percent change was calculated by first working out the difference (increase) between the frequency of the pre- 
and post-interview, and then divide the increase by the original frequency (pre-interview) and multiply the number 
by 100.  
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It should be noted, however, that Jeff and Tina only recorded three times, and they recorded their 

third conversations a few months before the end of their study abroad. Therefore, if they had 

recorded their fourth conversations near the end of their study abroad, their increase rate might 

have been higher. Although all learners showed increase in the frequency of overlap in their final 

recordings, it was not a pattern of always increasing. In Chapter 6, I will analyze each learner’s 

data and reveal what caused the change in their frequency of overlap in each conversation.     

 

Classification of Overlap Functions 
 

In this section, I will discuss the functions of overlap observed in the L2 learners’ 

interview and conversation data for this study, that is, the purpose of the overlapping utterance. 

In the previous literature, the classification of overlap varied from study to study, but the main 

focus had been where overlaps occurred (e.g. TRP, non-TRP, or simultaneous start) and how 

overlaps affected the flow of conversation (i.e. positively, neutral or negatively), and only 

overlaps by the listeners were analyzed (e.g. Do, 2001; Fujii and Otsuka, 1994; Fujii, 1995; 

Honda, 1997; Ikoma, 1996; Kogure, 2002). Iida (2005) criticized the inconsistency and 

ambiguity of overlap classification in the previous studies and created her own overlap 

classification based on their specific function in the conversation and from the viewpoint of who 

overlapped whom (i.e. floor holder or non-floor holder). She argued that the analyses based on 

the position of overlap occurrence have often disregarded a closer analysis of terminal overlaps 

or overlaps near a possible TRP because these types of overlaps were considered as a process of 

smooth speaker shift, which could have overlooked what was actually happening between the 

participants of the conversation; and thus, focusing on overlap functions would be more relevant 

for the analysis of overlap in conversation.           
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Iida’s approach is especially relevant for examining overlaps in conversation between 

native and non-native speakers of Japanese because L2 learners’ overlaps might not be as simple 

as whether they are smooth transitional, cooperative, or interruptive overlaps like previous 

studies on native Japanese speakers’ overlap have described. That is, we need to consider factors 

such as lack of linguistic and/or interactional competences that may affect the L2 learners’ 

production of overlap. Furthermore, previous studies have suggested that native Japanese 

speakers tend to overlap more when they speak with L2 learners to accommodate L2 learners’ 

lack of Japanese proficiency by supplying information, paraphrasing, and so on (e.g. Fukazawa, 

1999; Kogure, 2002; Sasaki, 2002), which might cause L2 learners’ overlap as well. Therefore, 

examining functional features of overlaps and the contexts they were observed is crucial for 

understanding why and for what purpose L2 learners overlapped. In addition to that, these 

detailed classification scheme would be helpful to compare native and non-native speakers’ 

overlaps for future research. For these reasons, I categorized overlaps by L2 learners based on 

who overlapped whom (as a floor holder or non-floor holder) and their functions, partially 

modifying Iida’s classification to fit the data for this study.  

Referring to the view of “floor” by Edelsky (1981) and R. Hayashi (1988; 1991; 1996), 

Iida (2005) defined “floor” for the purpose of analyzing overlaps in conversations as “public 

acknowledgement of what is going on by the participants of a conversation. The person who is in 

the center of the floor is referred to as a “floor holder,” who holds the right to talk, which is 

publicly acknowledged” (p. 96). According to Edelsky, “what is going on” can be the 

development of a topic, a function, or an interaction of the two. In other words, the participants 

of the conversation would be able to describe what is going on such as “he’s talking about grades” 

(1981, p. 405).   
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As for “turn,” Iida defined it as “any utterance which conveys a substantial message. The 

end of each turn is marked by CTRP or at least by pragmatic completion” (p. 97), based on the 

idea of turn-taking at a Complex Transition Relevance Place suggested by Ford and Thompson 

(1996), and also incorporating Tanaka's (1999) finding that Japanese conversation relies more on 

pragmatic completion than syntactic completion to recognize a turn end.  

 

4.1 Overlap as a Non-Floor Holder 

In the L2 learners’ interview and conversation data, ten types of overlap functions as a 

non-floor holder were observed: listener response, new turn at TRP, misjudgment of turn 

completion, early response, delayed response, clarification question, information supply, co-

construction, floor bidding, and interruption. I will discuss each function in the following section 

and give examples from the L2 learners’ recorded data.  

 

4.1.1   Listener Response  

One of the most frequently observed overlap types is a non-floor holder’s listener 

response given during a floor holder’s turn. Although listener response has been defined in 

various ways in previous studies (see Horiguchi, 1997), listener response in this study is defined 

as a short utterance produced by a non-floor holder in response to the floor holder’s talk without 

claiming the floor (cf. Hirokawa, 1995). Listener responses have various functions, such as 

showing agreement, understanding, and emotional reaction (e.g. surprise) or serving as a 

continuer. Listener responses appear in a variety of forms. Ones found in the current data are 

non-lexical short utterances, often referred to as aizuchi (e.g. Horiguchi, 1988; 1997; Iida, 2005) 

or backchannel (e.g. Clancy et al, 1996), a short non-floor-taking lexical phrase or word, and 
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repetition of a part of the floor holder’s utterance.9 Table 4.1 shows commonly used listener 

responses by L2 learners in the current data.    

 

Table 4.1  

Commonly Used Listener Responses by the L2 Learners 
Non-lexical short utterance Non-floor-taking phrase or word 
 un (u:n, un un etc.) 
 a:  
 e: 
 o: 
 fuun 
 hee 
 ee 

hai ‘yes’ 
soo ka (sokka, soo desu ka etc.) ‘I see’ 
soo (soo soo etc.) ‘right’ 
hontoo ‘really’ 
tashika ni ‘(you’re) right’ 
sugoi ‘amazing’ 
naruhodo ‘I see’ 

 

Listener responses do not always appear as overlapped utterances, but in many cases, 

they overlap with the floor holder’s turn because they are often produced while the turn is still in 

progress. Excerpt 4.1 shows examples of overlapped listener responses.10 In this conversation, 

Tina and her host mother are talking about putting a snake’s skin in a wallet. It is said that 

putting a shed snakeskin in one’s wallet will bring economic fortune. While her host mother tells 

Tina about it, Tina gives listener responses, overlapping with her host mother’s turn, as a display 

of her understanding and agreement.   

  

Excerpt 4.1  Tina-2  8’54”  Snake’s skin 
 
1   M: hebi no kawa tte shitteru? 
                “Do you know a snake’s skin?” 
2      (0.8)  
 
3   T: n n (.) oh, a:: [hai hai. shitteru shitteru. un. 
                “No. Oh, um, yes yes. I know I know. Yeah.”              
          

                                                
9 Repetition with a rising intonation was classified as ‘clarification question.’   
10 Some of the English translation may sound less natural due to direct translation, which was intended to help 
understand what was said in what order in Japanese. 
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3   M:                 [hebi no  sukin. 
                                                       “Snake’s skin” 
4      sore saifu ni (0.8) saifu tte [shitte- 
                “that in a wallet,  do you know wallet” 
5 → T:                               [o:::    soo [soo soo soo.  ] 
                                                                                      “Oh, yeah yeah yeah yeah.” 
6   M:                                            [ireru to okane]mochi=    
7      =ni naru [tte   ne? 
                  “if you put (it in a wallet), (you will) become rich, it’s said, you know?” 
8 → M:          [un un un. haha 
                                      “yeah yeah yeah.” ((laugh)) 
 

In line 1, Tina’s host mother asked Tina if she knew what hebi no kawa ‘snake’s skin’ 

was, and Tina confirmed that she knew what it was in line 3. Then, her host mother started 

talking about putting a snake’s skin in a wallet in line 4. She, again, checked whether Tina knew 

the word saifu ‘wallet,’ but overlapping with her host mother’s turn, Tina said o:::, which 

indicated her understanding or realization, and soo soo soo soo, which showed her agreement in 

line 5. When Tina produced her listener response o:::, her host mother was in the middle of her 

turn, and the only information she had provided thus far was hebi no kawa ‘snake’s skin’ (line 1) 

and saifu ‘wallet’ (line 4). Since her host mother had not mentioned her main point yet, it is 

assumed that Tina understood or realized the connection between a snake’s skin and a wallet and 

agreed with what she presumed her host mother was going to say. Her host mother cut off her 

utterance in line 4 and continued to the main point of her talk in line 6. Tina’s overlapped listener 

response in line 5 conveyed Tina’s shared knowledge about putting a snake skin in a wallet. She 

also showed her shared knowledge in line 8 by agreeing with her host mother right after she 

uttered the statement ireru to okanemochi ni naru ‘if (you) put (the skin in a wallet), (you will) 

become rich.’ These overlapped listener responses signaled a common understanding between 

the two, and the fact that her host mother was aware of it is evident from her use of the final 

particle ne in line 7, which indexes affective common ground (Cook, 1992) and refers to Tina’s 

alignment with her host mother. Therefore, these examples suggest that overlapped listener 
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responses can reveal shared knowledge early in the conversation and also prompt the floor holder 

to move the conversation forward.        

   

4.1.2   New Turn at TRP 

In some cases, the beginning of the next turn briefly overlaps with the end of the current 

turn at a TRP. ‘Turn’ in this case indicates a full turn that takes a floor, and non-floor holders’ 

supportive turns, such as listener responses, are not included (Iida, 2005, p. 196). Jefferson 

(1984) calls this type of overlap "terminal overlap," where "a next speaker starts up just at the 

final sound(s) of the last word of what constitutes a ‘possibly complete utterance'" (p. 13). A 

systematic approach to turn-taking suggests that overlap can derive from the projectability of 

possible TRPs (Sacks et al., 1974, p. 707). The prediction of the end of a turn can be made not 

only by syntactic units such as sentential, clausal, phrasal and lexical units (Sacks et al., 1974), 

but also by intonation units and pragmatic completion (Ford & Thompson, 1996). Excerpt 4.2 

shows an example of a response turn overlapping with the end of a question turn.  Frank and the 

interviewer are talking about a club he joined at his host university in Japan. Prior to this 

segment, Frank mentioned that he was the only exchange student in the club.  

 
Excerpt 4.2  Frank Post-Interview 4’21”  Making friends 

1   I: Ja soko no saakuru de takusan tomodachi o  
               well  there  LK      club        in       many          friend         O 
2      tsukurimashita [ka? 
                 make-Past                   FP 
       “Well then, did you make many friends in that club?” 
3 → F:          [hai, tsukurimashita.   
                                                     Yes             make-Past                                                            
                      “Yes, I did.” 
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Frank answered the question before the completion of the question in line 3, resulting in 

an overlap with the final particle ka, which is a question marker. Tanaka (2010) suggests that in 

Japanese there is a range of grammatical elements called utterance-final elements that are 

employed to mark a possible TRP by providing an ultimate sense of closure to a turn. Some 

examples of utterance-final elements are final particles, final verb suffixes, and copulas (Tanaka, 

2010, p. 18). Therefore, these elements can be cues for a listener to project a possible TRP. In 

this excerpt, Frank responded after he heard the past tense verb suffix -mashita, overlapping with 

the final particle ka. 

This type of overlap also happens when a non-floor holder self-selects and starts a new 

turn, as seen in Excerpt 4.3. In this segment, Frank (F) and his friend Akiko (A) are talking about 

cleaning one’s house. Prior to this conversation, Frank was telling Akiko how Frank’s mother 

loved cleaning and that he thought cleaning once a week was understandable, but cleaning every 

day was too much.  

 
Excerpt 4.3  Frank-3 11’36”  House cleaning 

1  A: akachan nara ne, shite agenai to hokori toka gomi toka ne,  
2      chot[to ki ni naru kedo. .hh moo watashitachi otona da shi 
                 “If it’s for a baby, if you don’t (clean), dust and trash will be a concern, but.  
                   We are already adults and” 
3   F:     [un. 
                          “Yeah.” 
4   A: ii kana, mitai na. chotto hokori atte mo  
5      daijoobu kana to o[mou. 
                 “maybe it’s okay, you know? Even if there is some dust, it will be okay, I think.”                 
6 → F:                   [ma ima hitori gurashi kara, sooji toka  
7      motto kantan dakara. 
                 “Well, because now I’m living by myself, so cleaning and such are easier.” 
8   A: a:: sokka sokka sokka sokka. 
                 “Oh, I see I see.” 
9   F: ie ja nakute jibun no heya dake. 
                 “Not a house, but just my room.” 
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In lines 1 – 5, Akiko told Frank about her thoughts about cleaning one’s house, agreeing 

with Frank’s opinion. She claimed that if it was for a baby, the house or room should be kept 

clean, but adults like Frank and herself would be fine with some dust. Then, Frank self-selected 

and started a new turn in line 6, overlapping with the last element (part of a verb) of Akiko’s turn. 

In lines 6 – 9, Frank mentioned that now cleaning was easier because he was living by himself in 

a dorm room. Frank started his new turn in line 6 after he heard the quotation marker to in 

Akiko’s utterance in line 5. In most cases, the quotation marker to will be followed by a verb 

such as iu ‘to say’ and omou ‘to think’ as in this example. Therefore, Frank could predict that 

Akiko’s turn was approaching a possible TRP at the point where he started his turn.    

  

4.1.3   Misjudgment of Turn Completion  

Another case of overlap at a TRP is when the speaker of the current turn adds optional 

elements after the first possible TRP (Sacks et al., 1974) or keeps the floor and continues talking 

after the TRP while another interlocutor expects the turn to complete after the TRP and starts a 

new turn (Iida, 2005). Excerpt 4.4 is an example of instances in which a non-floor holder starts a 

new turn after the completion of the current floor holder’s question sentence, but the floor holder 

continues after the possible TRP and causes an overlap. Prior to this segment, Tina (T) told her 

host mother (M) that she learned a new grammar structure shika ‘only’ in her Japanese class on 

that day. In the following exchange, the host mother is checking with Tina to see whether the 

grammar structure is what she is thinking it is. 
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Excerpt 4.4  Tina-3 (12)  Only 100 yen 

1 M: tatoeba? n:::, hyaku   en shika, arimasen toka? [sono shika? 
            for example   um         a hundred   yen  only         have-Neg       like          that       shika  
     “For example? Um, like (I have) only 100 yen? That shika?” 
 
2 T:                                                 [ha::i.  
                                                                                                                                  yes                                                                                                             
                                                      “Yes.” 
 

In line 1, the host mother was trying to come up with an example that uses the newly 

learned grammar structure, and she asked Tina if the structure shika was as in hyaku en shika 

arimasen ‘(I have) only 100 yen.’ Right after the mother’s confirmation question hyaku en shika, 

arimasen toka? ‘like (I have) only 100 yen?’ Tina answered ha::i ‘yes’ in line 2. However, 

immediately after the confirmation question, which was a possible TRP, the host mother 

continued saying sono shika? ‘that shika?’ explicitly asking if the use of the structure in her 

example was what Tina learned. As a result, Tina’s response in line 2 overlapped the host 

mother’s turn. All cases of overlaps categorized in “misjudgment of turn completion” in this 

study occurred in question and answer sequences similar to excerpt 4.4, and the added utterances 

after the question sentences were to facilitate the L2 learners’ understanding of the question.11   

 

4.1.4   Early Response  

In other cases, a non-floor holder answers the current floor holder’s question quite early 

in the turn, before the floor holder reaches the utterance-final elements (Tanaka, 2010) of the 

                                                
11 Iida (2005), which investigated L1 Japanese speakers’ overlap in conversation, reported that a misjudgment of 
turn completion may cause competition between the participants in the conversation; that is, both party will not give 
up the floor after the overlap occurred. In such case, it is debatable whether the non-floor holder actually misjudged 
the turn completion. Therefore “misjudgment of turn completion” may not be the best terminology to represent this 
kind of overlap. On the other hand, the instances of overlap categorized as “misjudgment of turn completion” in this 
study did not show conflicts in terms of floor taking; that is, the current floor holder released the floor shortly after 
the overlap. However, in the future study, this category and the terminology may need to be reconsidered.    
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turn, as shown in Excerpt 4.5. In this segment, the interviewer (I) and Frank (F) are talking about 

a club that Frank joined at his host university in Japan. Frank’s early response is in line 8. 

 
Excerpt 4.5 Frank Post-Interview 3’26”  Joining a club 
� �
1   I: nan no saakuru desu [ka? 
                 “What kind of a club is it?” 
2   F:                     [.h nanka chotto setsumei shinikui  [kedo,  
                                                                       “Like, (it’s) a little hard to explain, but” 
3   I:                                                        u[n 
                                                                                                                                               “uh huh” 
4   F: saakuru no gakusei ni yoru to    nan demo dekiru [saakuru, to 
                 “according to the students in the club, (it’s) a club that you can do whatever” 
5   I:                               un                 [hahahaha 
                                                                                    “uh huh”                              ((laugh)) 
6   F: [to iware[ta n da. 
                  “that I was told.” 
7   I: [a::     [jaa minna de asobu saakuru mitaina kan[ji desu [ka? 
                  “Okay. Well then, a club for everyone to hang out together, or something like that? 
8 → F:                                                 [hai.    [s: 
                                                                                                                                “Yes.” 
9      soo desu. 
                 “That’s right.” 
 

In lines 2 – 6, Frank explained the club he joined as a club in which its members can do 

whatever they want to do. The interviewer showed her understanding in line 7 with a listener 

response a:: ‘okay,’ and then following the listener response, she rephrased the characteristics of 

the club as minna de asobu saakuru ‘a club for everyone to hang out together’ based on what 

Frank said. Since the interviewer posed this as a question, the purpose of the interviewer’s 

utterance in line 7 was to check her understanding, seeking Frank’s confirmation. Frank 

confirmed that what the interviewer said in line 7 was correct by saying hai ‘yes’ in line 8. 

However, he gave the confirmation well before the ending of the question turn, which is 

projectable by the utterance-final elements: the copula desu and the final particle ka. Therefore, 

this is not that Frank had anticipated that the turn was coming to an end and responded early as 

in the case of ‘new turn at TRP.’  
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Jefferson (1973) study on precision timing of overlap in ordinary conversation mentions 

that certain overlaps by a listener are the display of one’s knowledge of the content of the 

interrupted turn and show that one has received enough information to understand what the 

current speaker is talking about. Jefferson claims that the “placement at a precise point of ‘no 

sooner and no later’ within the talk of an ongoing speaker accomplishes the display of familiarity 

and the display of coparticipant acknowledgment” (1973, p. 65). In the case of Frank’s early 

response in line 8, he started his response after the interviewer said mitaina ‘sort of’ in line 7. 

The term mitaina ‘sort of’ indicates the speaker’s intention to describe something and some 

degree of uncertainty, and thus, by adding it to minna de asobu saakuru ‘a club for everyone to 

hang out together,’ it implies that the interviewer was trying to define the club in her own words. 

Although Frank said that it was hard to describe the club in line 2, he participated in it and knew 

what it was like, so minna de asobu saakuru mitaina ‘a sort of club for everyone to hang out 

together’ was enough information for Frank to confirm the description. Therefore, the timing of 

Frank’s confirmation can be interpreted as the point by which he had enough information to 

recognize the intention of the interviewer’s utterance and reacted accordingly (confirmed).  

 

4.1.5   Delayed Response 

When a current speaker selects a next speaker, but the selected next speaker does not 

respond promptly after the completion of the current turn, the current speaker may continue his 

or her turn and be overlapped by the selected next speaker’s delayed response, as seen in Excerpt 

4.6. This excerpt is from a dinner-table conversation between Ken (K) and his host mother (M). 

In this segment, the host mother is talking about yesterday’s dinner with her son, Taichi.  
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Excerpt 4.6  Ken Conversation 3 24’22”  Fun dinner 
 
1   M: demo kinoo wa tanoshikatta yo na, hisashiburi ni 
2      Taichi tachi to gohan tabete.= 
                 “But yesterday was fun, wasn’t it? Eating with Taichi and others after so long.” 
 
3   K: =un. 
                 “Yeah” 
4   M: hisashiburi yan na? 
                 “It had been a while, right?” 
5      (2.2) 
6   M: itsumo [wa, [ano sangatsu ni Taichi no ie de 
                 “Usually,              um, in March, at Taichi’s house” 
7 → K:        [un. [hai.  
                                  “Yeah. Yes” 
8   M: Taichi no tanjoobi? o suru n. tanjoobi paatii. 
                 “Taichi’s birthday? we celebrate. Birthday party.”  
 

The host mother mentioned in lines 1 and 2 that yesterday’s dinner with Taichi was fun, 

and Ken promptly agreed with her in line 3. Then, the host mother said that it had been a while 

since the last time they had dinner with Taichi in line 4, seeking agreement from Ken. However, 

Ken did not respond right away. After 2.2 seconds of silence (line 5), the host mother started her 

new turn in line 6. Soon after the host mother took the turn, Ken uttered his delayed response un. 

hai ‘yeah. yes’ in line 712 to the host mother’s utterance hisashiburi yan na? ‘it had been a while, 

right?’ in line 4. Because of this delay, Ken’s response overlapped with the host mother’s turn.  

  ‘Delayed response’ may also happen in a form of simultaneous start as shown in 

Excerpt 4.7. Prior to this segment, Ethan (E) mentioned to his friend Keiko (K) that Japanese 

exchange students at his home university in the U.S. would take classes all in English. In the 

following excerpt, Ethan is complaining that he had to take classes in English at his host 

university in Japan. Ethan’s delayed response is in line 8.   

                                                
12 It is possible to interpret Ken’s utterance in line 7 as listener responses (continuer). However, in the entire 
conversation, Ken never gave a listener response so early in a turn, and his primary use of listener responses was to 
show understanding. Therefore, it is more appropriate to interpret Ken’s utterance in line 7 as a delayed response to 
the host mother’s utterance in line 4, rather than a continuer. 
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Excerpt 4.7  Ethan Conversation 1 22’00”  Taking classes in English 

1   E: demo gyaku ni Kanzasu kara no [ryuugakusei ga joochi ni iku to, 
                “But conversely, when students from Kansas go to Joochi,” 
2   K:                               [un 
                                                                                      “uh huh” 
3      un 
                “uh huh” 
4   E: eigo no jugyoo o toraserareru. 
                “(we) are made to take classes in English.” 
5   K: nande? 
                “Why?”  
6      (1.8) 
7   K: [nihonjin no tame ni na]ru kara? 
                 “Because it would be beneficial for the Japanese students?” 
8 → E: [ma teikyoo sareteru.  ] 
                 “Well, (these classes) are provided. 
9   K: fuu:n. 
                 “I see.” 
 

In lines 1 and 4, Ethan explained that exchange students were made to take classes taught 

in English at his host university. Then, Keiko asked Ethan nande? ‘why?’ in line 5. Ethan did 

not answer immediately, and after 1.8 seconds of silence, both Keiko and Ethan started talking at 

the same time in lines 7 and 8 respectively. Jefferson (1986; 1989) indicated that ‘standard 

maximum’ silence seems to be about one second and waiting more than one second is waiting 

too long. Jefferson’s argument was based on the analysis of English conversation, and it is not 

certain whether the same thing applies to Japanese. However, the fact that Keiko continued her 

turn in line 7 indicates that the 1.8 seconds of silence signaled something to take action instead 

of waiting for Ethan’s answer. Keiko’s utterance in line 7 is her speculation about why exchange 

students in Japan have to take classes in English. Keiko’s initial question “why?” in line 5 was 

an open-ended question, but because of the 1.8-second pause, Keiko gave Ethan some help to 

make it easier to answer the question by providing a possible answer in a form of yes/no 

question in line 7. It is hard to say who overlapped whom when the overlapped utterances started 
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at the same time. However, since Keiko’s utterance in line 7 was triggered by the 1.8-second 

silence, the overlap was due to Ethan’s delayed response. 

 

4.1.6   Clarification Question  

When a non-floor holder finds something difficult to undersand or seeks additional 

information about what the floor holder has said, he or she may ask a ‘clarification question’ 

(Iida, 2005). A non-floor holder often starts a clarification question before the floor holder 

finishes his or her turn, and thus it overlaps, as seen in Excerpt 4.8. In this conversation, Tina’s 

host mother is telling Tina about a conversation she had with her daughter, Rina, about going to 

Taiwan. While her host mother explains it, Tina asks for clarification of what she has just said.   

 
Excerpt 4.8  Tina-2  5’00”  Taiwan 
  
1  M: watashi mo taiwan ni ikitai n da kedo ne?    
              “I also want to go to Taiwan, but” 
2  T: un. 
              “Uh huh.” 
3  M: Rina ni a mama mo taiwan ikitai na:: tte ittara, a mama muri= 
              “When I told Rina ‘oh, mom wants to go to Taiwan, too,’ ‘oh, mom impossible’” 
4     =muri muri tte. [dooshite, tabemono ga muri da to omou t[te itta. 
              “‘impossible impossible,’ she said. Why? She said that (I) wouldn’t be able to eat food (there).” 
5→ T:                 [ahaha                                  [muri?  e? 
                                                     ((laugh))                                                                       “impossible? e?” 
6  M: u:::[n. 
              “Yea.” 
7→ T:     [dooshite? 
                         “Why?” 
8  M: ma watashi hora (0.2) ni- oniku [tabenai desho? 
              “Well, I, you know? don’t eat meat, right?” 
9  T:                                 [o::: o:::     niku.  
                                                                                         “Oh, I see. Meat.” 
10 M: u::n. 
              “Yeah.” 
 

In lines 1 – 4, her host mother explained how her daughter discouraged her from going to 

Taiwan when she mentioned that she wanted to go there. In line 4, her host mother stated the 
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specific reason that her daughter pointed out, quoting tabemono ga muri da to omou ‘(you) 

wouldn’t be able to eat the food (there).’ After Tina heard the reason, although her host mother 

was still in the middle of her turn, Tina repeated the word muri ‘impossible’ with a rising 

intonation in line 5, and uttered e? as a repair initiator (Shimotani, 2007). This indicated Tina’s 

request for clarification. However, her host mother gave only a minimal response to Tina’s 

clarification question in line 6. Tina then explicitly said dooshite? ‘why?’ in line 7, overlapping 

with her host mother’s acknowledgment u:::n ‘yeah.’ In response to Tina’s clarification question, 

her host mother mentioned in line 8 that she does not eat meat, implying that it would be difficult 

to find food without meat in Taiwan. Although not all clarification questions overlap with the 

floor holder’s turn, they often do so probably because the non-floor holder wants to resolve 

trouble sources quickly before the floor holder’s talk moves on.    

          

4.1.7   Information Supply  

On some occasions, the non-floor holder helps the floor holder construct his or her turn 

by providing information. For instance, when the floor holder searches for a word in the middle 

of the turn, the non-floor holder may supply the right word and help him or her continue the 

floor if he or she shares the knowledge with the floor holder (Iida, 2005). Information supply can 

also involve providing correct information when the non-floor holder has more knowledge about 

the topic than the floor holder, as seen in Excerpt 4.9. Prior to this segment, Rika had told Frank 

that she read about Vietnamese immigrants in California and how they had difficulties building 

relationships with the locals due to cultural differences. Her point was the cultural difference 

between Vietnam and the U.S. However, in the conversation below, Frank, who is Vietnamese-

descended, points out that there are cultural differences even within Vietnam.       
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Excerpt 4.9  Frank-3  16’52”  Cultural differences in Vietnam 
 
1  F: a:: betonamu de mo (0.8) kita no hito to minami no hito wa  
              “Um, in Vietnam as well, people from the north and people from the south are” 
2     zenzen chi- chigau [n daro dakedo (0.8) maa minna amerika de  
              “completely different, but, well, everyone (is living) in the U.S.” 
3  R:                    [a soo na n da. 
                                                           “Oh, I see.” 
4  F: sundeiru kara issho ni bunka o tsukutte (0.6) tanoshii to omou. 
              “living, so (they) create the culture together, and (I) think it’s fun.” 
5  R: sokka sokka. mo- ja hontoo wa betonamu dattara moo mata kita to  
6     minami de zenzen bunka ga chigau [kara 
              “I see. Well then, actually if it was in Vietnam, the north and  
                the south have totally different cultures, so” 
7→ F:                                   [un. kita to minami to mannaka. 
                                                                                           “Yeah, the north, south, and central.” 
8  R: a sokka. 
              “Oh, I see.” 
 

In lines 1 – 4, Frank said that although the north and the south of Vietnam are culturally 

very different, he found it interesting that Vietnamese people in the U.S. have created their own 

culture together regardless of their region of origin. Then in line 5, Rika took the floor and 

started talking about the fact that people from the north and the south Vietnam are actually 

culturally very different. In the midst of Rika’s turn, Frank acknowledged her utterance saying 

un ‘yeah’ in line 7 and then provided more accurate information, that is, the cultural difference is 

seen not just between the north and the south, but also in the central region. It is unclear what 

Rika was going to say afterward in line 6 since she did not resume the incomplete turn after this 

segment. Therefore, in this particular case, Frank’s information supply did not actually help her 

construct the turn. However, it can be considered important to provide accurate information 

when mistakes become apparent before the floor holder continues his or her talk based on 

inaccurate information.      
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4.1.8   Co-Construction  

In this study, co-construction is defined as a practice where a non-floor holder joins the 

construction of a floor holder’s turn by completing a part of the turn (see also M. Hayashi, 2014; 

Szatrowski, 2007). This action is possible when the non-floor holder can assume what the floor 

holder is going to say. Co-construction does not always appear as an overlapped utterance, but it 

often does so because when the non-floor holder co-constructs the turn-in-progress, the floor 

holder is also in the middle of producing the same turn. In the data for this study, there were co-

constructions that were (almost) exactly the same as a floor holder’s utterance, and also instances 

where a non-floor holder’s co-construction was not identical in the way it was phrased but was 

similar in concept, as shown in Excerpt 4.10. In this conversation, Ethan and his friend Keiko are 

discussing how Japanese people tend to overreact when foreigners speak Japanese, but the same 

will not happen in the U.S. in English.   

 
 
Excerpt 4.10  Ethan-1  21’05”  Language skills 
 
1   K: dakara ryuugaku shiteite nihongo chotto shaberetara,  
2      hee sugo:i tte nihonjin wa naru kedo, gyaku ni uchi ga koo  
3      amerika toka ni itte jikoshookai toka shite mo, e:: you can  
4      speak English wow toka ni zettai nannai yo ne. 
                “So, if (you) were studying abroad and able to speak a little Japanese, Japanese people 
                 would be like ‘oh, (you are) amazing,’ but in contrast, if I went to the U.S. and such, and  
                 introduced myself, it would never be like ‘you can speak English, wow!’ right?” 
5   E: ahahaha 
                ((laugh)) 
6   K: ahaha [sore wa sa, amerikajin toka wa sonnani  
                ((laugh)) “That’s because Americans and such are not really” 
7   E:       [maa ne.                                             
                               “Well, yeah.” 
8   K: ryuugakusei [ni         a eigo dekiru koto ga atarimae tte  
                “towards exchange students, oh, being able to speak English is nothing special” 
9   E:             [tashika ni 
                                             “That’s true.” 
10  K: iu fuu ni (1.0)[miteru desho? 
                “they see (like that), right? ” 
11→ E:                [omowareteru kara.= 
                                                    “assumed as (such), so” 
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12  K: =un. 
                “Right.” 
 

Prior to this conversation, Ethan was complaining about how Japanese people praise his 

Japanese based simply on hearing his short self-introduction. Keiko said that it was probably 

because not many people speak Japanese compared to English, which is spoken in various 

countries. Then in lines 1 – 4, she pointed out that while Japanese people would be amazed by 

non-native speakers speaking Japanese, if she went to the U.S. and introduced herself in English, 

people would never be surprised by it. They both laughed (lines 5 – 6) and Ethan agreed with her 

point in line 7. At the same time, Keiko started explaining why it would be like that in the U.S. in 

line 6. In line 8, she said eigo dekiru koto ga atarimae ‘it’s only natural that (international 

students) are able to speak English,’ which was the key point of her argument. Keiko paused for 

a second in line 10, then when Keiko resumed her turn, Ethan also simultaneously completed her 

turn by producing a predicate in line 11. Ethan’s co-construction omowareteru ‘being assumed’ 

was different from Keiko’s miteru ‘to see,’ but the basic meaning was the same. Keiko was 

talking from the perspective of Americans who ‘see’ a non-native speaker speaking English as 

normal, whereas Ethan was talking from the perspective of exchange students who ‘are assumed’ 

to be able to speak English. In line 12, Keiko immediately gave a positive acknowledgment of 

Ethan’s co-construction.  

 

4.1.9   Floor Bidding 

A non-floor holder may produce a short utterance in the middle of the floor holder’s turn 

to indicate his or her intention to take the floor. This type of overlap is classified as ‘floor 

bidding’ (Iida, 2005). Excerpt 4.11 shows an example of overlap for ‘floor bidding.’ Prior to this 

conversation, Tina and her host mother were talking about cherry blossom viewing, and her host 
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mother mentioned that having cherry-viewing parties had been prohibited at one park. In this 

excerpt, Tina and her host mother are talking about why cherry-viewing parties were banned at 

the park.  

 
Excerpt 4.11  Tina-3  21’51”  Cherry blossom viewing at a park 
 
1  T: e dooshite? 
              “E, why?” 
2  M: ano: manaa ga minna warui. gomi   [sutetari toka:  
              “Um, everyone has bad manners. (They do things like) leaving garbage or” 
3  T:                                 u:[: : : : : : n  
                                                                                       “I see” 
4  M: ookii koe de uta utattari toka. u:n. tabun sorede [dame n °natta.°  
              “sing songs in a loud voice. Yeah. Probably that’s why it was banned.” 
5→ T:                                                   [a : : :             
                                                                                                                                  “Um” 
6     tomodachi wa    tabun    jiko ga arimashita tte iima[shita. 
              “my friend said probably there was an accident.” 
7  M:              un.      un.                           [jiko? 
                                          “uh huh”       “uh huh”                                                       “Accident?” 
8  T: tabun. 
              “Probably.” 
 

In response to Tina’s question (line 1), her host mother told Tina her speculation in lines 

2 – 4, pointing out possible reasons for the ban. Before her host mother completed her turn, Tina 

uttered a filler a::: ‘um’ in line 5, which indicated that she had something to say. When Tina bid 

the floor, overlapping with her host mother’s turn, her host mother lowered her voice and 

finished her turn shortly after (line 4). Tina then took the floor and told her host mother what her 

friend said about the circumstances in line 6. In this particular case, floor shift happened quite 

smoothly after Tina’s floor bidding, but in some cases, the floor holder continued his or her turn 

well after a floor bidding, and floor shift did not occur. 
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4.1.10  Interruption 

Overlap for ‘interruption’ in the present study specifically refers to cases in which a non-

floor holder starts his or her talk in the midst of the current floor holder’s turn in order to gain 

the floor (Iida, 2005). Excerpt 4.12 is an example of such a case. In this conversation, Nana is 

telling a story about her childhood and how her grandfather, who owns a bicycle shop, let her 

ride an unusual unicycle. Although she seems to intend to continue the floor, Ethan interrupts in 

the midst of her turn and asks a question, which stops her talking.  

 
Excerpt 4.12  Ethan-3  10’49”  Unicycle 
 
1  N: ato mise ni kazatte aru    chotto saakasu mitai na  
               “And being displayed in a store, a little circus-like” 
2  E:                         ee 
                                                                   “Uh huh.” 
3  N: koo nagai ichi[rinsha?               [mo: katte ni nosete kure@ta@. 
              “like this long unicycle?”                                             “also (my grandpa) let me ride it freely.” 
4  E:               [a:: nagai ichirinsha. [ee. 
                                                “Oh, long unicycle. Yeah.” 
5     hee. 
              “Really?” 
6  N: dakara [ka- 
              “So, ka-” 
 
7→ E:        [daijoobu datta? noreta? 
                               “Were (you) okay? Were (you) able to ride (it)?” 
8  N: un. chotto kowakatta kedo noreta. Hahaha 
              “Yeah. (I) was a little scared but able to ride (it).” ((laugh)) 
 

In lines 1 and 3,  Nana told Ethan how her grandfather let her ride a very tall unicycle. 

Ethan gave a listener response in line 5, expressing his surprise and understanding. Then, Nana 

continued the floor in line 6, saying dakara ‘so.’ It was obvious that she had more to say, but 

Ethan interrupted her and asked a question in line 7. Although Ethan’s question was related to 

the topic she was talking about, and it showed his interest in her talk, his interruption caused her 

to stop talking.  
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4.2 Overlap as a Floor Holder 

4.2.1 Floor Continuation 

This type of overlap occurs when a current floor holder continues his or her talk while a 

non-floor holder is giving a listener response (Iida, 2005, p. 212). Since listener responses do not 

claim a new turn, this type of overlap is not considered competitive. Overlap for floor 

continuation can happen in two cases; one is when the non-floor holder gives a listener response 

in the midst of the turn and the floor holder continues to complete the turn, and the other is when 

the floor holder reaches a grammatical completion, which is a possible TRP, but continues 

talking. Excerpt 4.13 shows examples of the two types of floor continuation. Prior to this 

segment, the interviewer (I) asked Frank (F) about jobs for Linguistics majors. The following is 

part of his answer. Frank’s overlaps for floor continuation happen in lines 5 and 9. 

 
Excerpt 4.13 Frank Post-Interview 13’53’’  Linguistic research 

1   F: mata, [chotto (1.2) etto kenkyuu o       ki ni shimashi[ta kedo,  
                “Also, a little, um, I cared about research, but” 
2   I:       [un.                         un un.              [un un. 
                              “uh huh”                                                   “uh huh”                                 “uh huh” 
3   F: donna kenkyuu wa    nanka (.) kimete nai n [desu.] 
                “(I) haven’t decided what kind of research.” 
4   I:                  un                        [a::  ] soo de[su ka. 
                                                       “uh huh”                                              “Oh, I see.” 
5 → F:                                                          [maa (.)  
                                                                                                                                                    “Well”  
6      gengo gaku wa iroiro na    kenkyuu ga arimasu kara, 
                 “Linguistics have various (areas of) research, so” 
7   I:                         un. 
                                                                       “uh huh” 
8       soo desu [ne::.        ] 
                 “That’s right, isn’t it?”  
9 → F:          [ma (.) chotto] erabi nikui to [omoimasu. 
                                      “Well, it’s a little hard to choose, I think.” 
10  I:                                         [un. 
                                                                                                             “Yeah yeah.”    
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In lines 1 and 3, Frank said he was thinking about research as a job option but had not 

decided which areas of research he wanted to do. Frank’s answer reached a grammatical 

completion in line 3 and the interviewer gave a listener response in line 4. Overlapping with the 

listener response, Frank continued his talk in lines 5 and 6 and explained that there are many 

areas of research in linguistics. The conjunction kara ‘so/because’ in line 6 indicates that Frank’s 

utterance in line 6 is a subordinate clause, which gives a reason. Since subordinate clauses come 

before main clauses in Japanese, Frank’s utterance in line 6 is grammatically incomplete13. Then, 

the interviewer gave a listener response soo desu ne:: ‘that’s right’ in line 8, showing agreement 

with Frank’s point. Overlapping with the sentence final particle ne::, which expresses an 

agreement in this context, Frank continued and finished his turn in line 9.        

 

4.2.2   Reconfirmation 

Overlap for reconfirmation occurs when a current floor holder reconfirms what he or she 

has just said in response to a non-floor holder’s listener response (Iida, 2005, p. 209). The 

reconfirmation is usually a short utterance such as un ‘yeah,’ and hai ‘yes.’ Excerpt 4.14 is an 

example of such a case. In this segment, the interviewer (I) is asking Jeff (J) if he uses Japanese 

when he talks with other exchange students at the Japanese university he is attending. Jeff’s 

reconfirmation happens in line 6.  

 
Excerpt 4.14 Lee Pre-Interview 18’53”  Spoken language     

1   I: hanasu toki wa nihongo desu ka? 
                 “When you talk, is it in Japanese?” 
 
 
                                                
13 In this context, the subordinate clause could be the reason for Frank’s response in lines 1 and 3. That is, although 
he thought about doing research, he had not decided what kind of research he wanted to do because there are various 
areas of research in linguistics. However, the continuing intonation at the end of line 6 indicates that Frank’s 
utterance in line 9 is the main clause.  
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2   J: a:: nihon- a: nihongo to [eigo.= 
                 “Um, Japanese, um, Japanese and English. 
3   I:                          [un.    
                                                                           “uh huh” 
4   J: =[demo (1.6) taitei nihongo da[ke.  
                    “But, usually only in Japanese.” 
5   I:  [fuu::n.                     [a soo desu ka. [fuun. 
                    “I see.”                                                       “Oh, I see. I see.” 
6 → J:                                               [hai soo desu. 
                                                                                                                           “Yes, that’s right”  
 

Jeff replied to the interviewer’s question in lines 2 and 4, and overlapping the last 

element of Jeff’s utterance in line 4, the interviewer gave listener responses to show her 

understanding in line 5. Following the listener response a soo desu ka ‘oh, I see,’ Jeff 

reconfirmed his response by saying hai soo desu ‘yes, that’s right’ in line 6, overlapping with the 

interviewer’s listener response fuun ‘I see.’ In the current study’s data, L2 learners’ 

reconfirmations were observed overwhelmingly after the listener response soo desu ka ‘I see.’   

 

4.2.3   Floor Hold 

Similar to ‘floor continuation’ explained above, ‘floor hold’ is also a continuation of a 

current floor holder’s talk. The difference between the two is that ‘floor hold’ happens when a 

current floor holder tries to keep the floor upon an occasion when a non-floor holder attempts to 

take the floor (Iida, 2005, p. 215), whereas ‘floor continuation’ is an overlap with listener 

response(s), which do not claim a floor. In other words, ‘floor hold’ is a competitive overlap, but 

‘floor continuation’ is not. Excerpt 4.15 is an example of an overlap for floor hold. Prior to this 

segment, the interviewer (I) asked Ethan (E) if it was difficult to make friends in Japan. Ethan 

replied that he did not find it difficult to make friends, but it would depend on one’s personality, 

language level, and willingness. In the following segment, Ethan explains his tips on making 

friends in Japan.  
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Excerpt 4.15 Ethan Post-Interview 8’15”  Tips on making friends 

1   E: mizukara tomodachi o tsukuroo to sureba,  
                 “If you try to make one’s own friends,” 
2   I: un  
                 “uh huh” 
3   E: soreni eigo ni (1.2) .h (1.0) ma (.) amari eigo ni  
4      (.) tayotte wa naranai to omoimasu. 
                 “and you shouldn’t rely on English too much, I think.”  
 
5   I: a:: naruhodo ne.=  
                 “Oh, I see.” 
6      =.h jaa [ano     ]   [un 
                         “Well then, um”              “uh huh” 
7 → E:         [soo sure]ba [daitai (.) umaku (.) iku to=  
8      =omo[I masu. 
                  “By doing that, most of the time it will work out well, I think.”  
9   I:     [un un un.  
                           “yeah yeah yeah” 
 

Ethan explained what one should and should not do to make friends in lines 1 – 4, and 

then the interviewer gave a listener response a:: naruhodo ne ‘oh, I see’ in line 5. Immediately 

after the listener response, the interviewer attempted to take the floor by saying jaa ‘well then’ in 

line 6. However, overlapping the interviewer’s utterance, Ethan continued his floor in line 7, 

which turned out to be a concluding remark to his response to the question about making friends. 

Although it was clear that the interviewer was about to take the floor, after the overlap with 

Ethan’s utterance, she promptly gave a listener response, signaling that she gave up the floor and 

returned to the listener role (lines 6 and 7). 

While one of the criteria of ‘floor hold’ is to overlap with a current non-floor holder’s 

utterance that was in an attempt to take the floor, if the floor holder did not actually continue his 

or her talk after the overlap as shown in Excerpt 4.16, it is categorized as a delayed start of ‘floor 

continuation’ rather than ‘floor hold.’ Prior to this segment, the interviewer (I) asked Ethan (E) 

where he was going to live during his stay in Tokyo. Ethan answered that he would be staying in 
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a dormitory that is 40 minutes away from his school. The interviewer commented “that’s far, 

isn’t it?” and line 1 is Ethan’s response to this reaction. 

 
Excerpt 4.16 Ethan Pre-Interview 21’26”  University dormitory 

1   E: chot[to tooi desu [ga. 
                “A little far, but.” 
2   I:     [hee.         [a::::→  
                           “I see.”                   “Oh” 
3 →    Demo [nihon no daigaku ni mo ryoo tte aru n desu ne.  
                “But Japanese universities have dormitories as well, huh? (I didn’t know that.)  
4 → E:      [sono 
                             “That” 
5      mezurashii desu ke[do.  
                “It’s rare, though.”  
6   I:                   [un un. soo nan da. sokka sokka.  
                                                           “Yeah yeah. I see. OK OK.” 
7      °wa[karimashita°. 
                  “I see.” 
8   E:    [de sono ryoo wa (2.5) n:: (0.7) wariai wa chotto  
9      wakaranai n desu [kedo, nan wari ka ga nihonjin de  
                “And that dormitory has, um, I don’t really know the ratio, but a percentage of residents  
                  are Japanese and” 
10  I:                  [un. 
                                                        “uh huh” 
 
11  E: nan wari ka ga gaikoku[65inn anode, ryoo de mo  
                “a percentage of residents are foreigners, and thus, in the dormitory as well” 
12  I:                       [un un. 
                                                                    “uh huh” 
13  E: nihongo tsukaeru to [iina °to [omoimasu°. 
                “I hope I can speak Japanese.” 
14  I:                     [un un.   [soo desu ne:. 
                                                               “yeah yeah. You’re right” 
 

After Ethan agreed with the interviewer’s comment that the dormitory is far from school 

in line 1, the interviewer gave a quite long listener response a:::: in line 2, and then attempted to 

take a new turn with a discourse marker demo, which may be used to develop the current topic 

(Chen, 2011) in line 3. Following the discourse marker demo, Ethan also tried to continue his 

talk and overlapped the interviewer’s utterance in line 4. However, Ethan stopped his talk after 

the overlap and the interviewer took the floor. The interviewer expressed her surprise in line 3 
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because dormitories are not common in Japanese universities. Ethan also agrees with the 

interviewer and commented that his university is a rare case in line 5. Then the interviewer gave 

multiple listener responses showing her understanding in lines 6 and 7. Since Ethan’s comment 

in line 5 matched with the interviewer’s impression about dormitory in Japan, her expression of 

understanding is not towards Ethan’s last comment, but rather, it was towards the whole answer 

for the initial question about the place to stay in Japan. The interviewer’s chain of expressions of 

understanding and the softer voice towards the end (line 7) implies the closure of the talk on this 

topic, at least on the interviewer’s side. Then, overlapping the interviewer’s utterance, Ethan 

took the floor and started to explain about the particular dormitory that he is going to live in from 

line 8. It is probably safe to say that sono ‘that’ in line 4 and line 8 indicate the same thing. In 

other words, Ethan resumed what he was going to say in line 4 in line 8. This suggests that 

Ethan’s overlap in line 4 was a continuation of his talk about the dormitory. The discontinuation 

in line 4 shows that the overlap was not intentional for floor hold, but due to a delayed start of 

the talk, and thus this overlap is not ‘floor hold’ but ‘floor continuation.’  

 

4.2.4   Self-Correction 

This type of overlap occurs when L2 learners correct their own mistakes after the 

completion of their turn. These are typically grammatical mistakes, such as errors in conjugation 

or tense. The correction often overlaps with the non-floor holder’s listener response, as shown in 

Excerpt 4.17. In this segment, the interviewer is asking Jeff about his Japanese classes. Jeff 

initially responds in the plain form, which is usually used in casual conversation, but afterward 

he corrects it to the polite form, which is more suitable for the semi-formal interview setting.     
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Excerpt 4.17  Jeff Pre-Interview 1’01”  Japanese classes 
 
1  I: ano nihongo no jugyoo wa doo desu ka? 
              “Um, how are Japanese classes?” 
2  J: nihongo no jugyoo wa, etto tottemo tanoshii.[haha 
              “Japanese classes are, well, very fun.”                                        ((laugh)) 
3  I:                                             [fuun.  
                                                                                                                    “I see.” 
4  J: un. totemo tanoshii. ano: minna yasashii to omou. 
              “Yeah. Very fun. Um, everyone is kind, I think ((plain form)).” 
5  I: a soo [desu ka. 
              “Oh, I see.” 
 
6→ J:       [to omoi masu. un. 
                              “I think ((polite form)). Yeah.” 
 

Jeff used the plain form in his response in lines 2 and 4: tanoshii ‘fun’ instead of tanoshii 

desu ‘fun (+ polite copula)’ and omou ‘to think’ instead of omoimasu ‘to think (+ polite verbal 

suffix).’ Although the speech style would not change the meaning of Jeff’s answer, it was more 

appropriate to use the polite form in this situation, since it was an interview, and the interviewer 

was Jeff’s former Japanese teacher. Therefore, after he finished his answer using the plain form 

of the verb omou ‘to think’ in line 4, he corrected the last part of his answer in the polite form 

omoimasu in line 6. Since the interviewer had already started her listener response when he 

corrected the verb form, his self-correction overlapped with her listener response. Using 

appropriate speech style is important since it indexes various social and situational meanings 

such as politeness and formality (e.g. Cook, 1999; 2006; 2008; Jones & Ono, 2008; Maynard, 

1991; Okamoto, 1999). Also, incorrect conjugations and tense might cause misunderstanding. 

Therefore, it makes sense that the speaker would want to correct such mistakes as soon as 

possible, even if that would overlap with the current speaker’s turn.      
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4.2.5   Self-Clarification 

The floor holder sometimes adds additional information to clarify what he or she has just 

said to help the non-floor holder’s understanding (Iida, 2005), as seen in Excerpt 4.18. Prior to 

this conversation, Ethan and his friend Nana were talking about Nana’s grandfather’s bicycle 

shop, and she explained that her grandfather built each new bicycle only after receiving an order. 

In this segment, Ethan asks Nana a question, but in the middle of her response, he restates his 

question with additional information.   

 
Excerpt 4.18  Ethan-3  6’51” Used bike 
 
1  E: chuukohin wa doo? 
              “How about used ones?” 
2  N: chuukohin (0.7) chuukohin [wa: 
              “Used ones. Used ones are” 
3→ E:                           [ojiisan wa chuukohin atsukatteru? 
                                                                           “Does your grandfather carry (them)?” 
4  N: a nanka shuuri o suru? 
              “Oh, like, (he) fixes (them).” 
5  E: shuuri o [suru 
              “(He) fixes (them).”            
6  N:          [un. shuuri wa suru.  
                                    “yeah. (He) at least fixes (them).” 
7  E: e:: 
              “I see.” 
 
8  N: kedo atarashii jitensha shika uttenai °kana°. 
              “but (he) only sells new bicycles, I suppose.” 
9  E: sokka. 
              “I see.” 
 

After hearing about how new bicycles are built after receiving an order, Ethan asked 

chuukohin was doo? ‘how about used ones?’ in line 1. This question was somewhat vague even 

considering the context since he did not specify what he wanted to know about used bikes. In 

response to the question, Nana first repeated the word chuukohin ‘used ones’ in line 2, and there 

was a short pause afterward, which might also suggest that the question was not clear. Then, in 
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line 3, overlapping with her response, Ethan clarified his question by making it more specific. 

After his clarification, she uttered a change-of-state token a ‘oh’ and began her answer in line 4. 

Given that his clarification started well after she started her response turn, he might have sensed 

from the way she responded that his question was not clear and felt the need to clarify it. Since 

the clarity of a question is essential to getting a relevant answer, and also to maintain mutual 

understanding, it would be natural to clarify as soon as possible.   

 

4.2.6   Overlap with Non-Floor Holder’s Co-Construction 

As I mentioned earlier, co-construction is a non-floor holder’s participation in producing 

a part of the current floor holder’s turn. In some cases, the non-floor holder started up the co-

construction before the floor holder, and the floor holder continued the turn overlapping with the 

non-floor holder’s co-construction. In the data for this study, there were two types of reactions; 

one was that the floor holder also produced the rest of the turn overlapping with the non-floor 

holder’s utterance (Excerpt 4.19), and the other was that the floor holder acknowledged the non-

floor holder’s co-construction and further continued the floor (Excerpt 4.20). In the following 

example, Frank and his friend Rika are talking about college basketball players in the U.S. Prior 

to this conversation, Frank told Rika that to become a professional basketball player, one has to 

go to college at least for a year. In the following segment, Frank is trying to explain the reason 

for that, and Rika co-constructs his turn.  

 
Excerpt 4.19  Frank-4  22’34”  College basketball 
 
1  F: nanka (0.8) amerika no: daigaku no basuke wa tottemo (0.5) ma nanka 
              “like, college basketball in the U.S. is very, well, like” 
2     puro mitai.    °nanka° (1.2) soo iu (0.4) ma shiai to (0.8) taikai 
              “like professional. Like, well, (experience of) games and tournaments” 
3  R:            u:n. 
                                      “Yeah.” 
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4  F: keiken ga aru    areba °maa nanka° (0.9)[kekkoo  
              “(you) have experience, if (you) had (experience), quite ” 
5  R:               un.                       [motto: [puro ni hairiyasui? 
                                            “uh huh.”                                              “easier to join a professional (team)?” 
6→ F:                                                 [motto:  puro ni 
                                                                                                                            “more, professional” 
7     u[n. 
              “Right.” 
8  R:  [puro no kankyoo? 
                  “Professional environment?” 
9     (0.7) 
10 F: soo soo soo. 
              “Yeah yeah yeah.” 
 

Frank’s explanation in lines 1 – 4 was not uttered smoothly but included frequent pauses 

and fillers. He explained in lines 1 – 2 that college basketball in the U.S. is similar to 

professional basketball and then produced the conditional clause, shiai to taikai keiken ga … 

areba ‘if you have some experience in games and tournaments.’ After a .9 second pause (line 4), 

Rika started her co-construction in line 5. Although Rika did not know about what Frank had just 

told her, it seemed that she was able to predict the point he was trying to make from the 

information he provided. Frank also continued his turn in line 6, overlapping with Rika’s co-

construction, but instead of completing the turn in his own words, he partially shadowed what 

she said and then agreed with her utterance, saying un ‘right’ in line 7. In this example, it seems 

that Frank did not know exactly how to explain his point, so Rika’s co-construction helped move 

his turn forward. Frank, on the other hand, aligned with her reasoning in line 6 by repeating her 

utterance. This suggests that Frank acknowledged Rika’s collaborative participation and jointly 

constructed his turn with her.     

Another pattern of overlap with co-construction was to simply acknowledge the non-floor 

holder’s co-construction, as seen in Excerpt 4.20. Prior to this conversation, Ethan complained 

Keiko that Japanese people often assumed that he was an English teacher. In this example, Keiko 
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completes Ethan’s turn while Ethan acknowledges her co-construction without completing the 

turn by himself.    

 
Excerpt 4.20  Ethan-1  14’23”  English teacher 
 
1   E: tatoeba ke- kesa kyookai ni it[ta. 
                “For example, this morning I went to a church.” 
2   K:                               [un un. a:: (0.8) nani (0.5) a::  
                                                                                      “Yeah. Oh, what, oh” 
3      nihon de eigo oshieten desu ka? mitai [na. 
                “‘are you teaching English in Japan?’ like that?” 
4   E:                                       [un. 
                                                                                                        “Yeah.” 
5   K: a:::. 
                “I see.” 
6      (1.8) 
7   E: tabun nihon ni iru (0.5) gaikokujin to iu yori wa  
                “Probably, (people) in Japan, rather than saying foreigners, but” 
8      [oobeijin no hoo ka,      ano                                                   
                  “more like Westerners”                   “um,”                                                                                                                                    
9   K: [un.                un un. 
                 “Uh huh.”                            “Yeah.” 
10     (1.2) 
11  K: ikooru English teacher mitai [na ne?] 
                “equal English teacher, like that, right?” 
12 → E:                              [un.   ] soo iu image ga 
                                                                                   “Yeah. Such image is” 
13     tsuyoi to omou. 
                “strong, I think.” 
 

After his initial complaint, Ethan started giving an example in line 1. Before he gave any 

details, Keiko understood the context (line 2) and guessed what had happened at the church in 

line 3. This suggests that Keiko was quite familiar with the situation he was complaining about. 

Then, in lines 7 – 8, Ethan mentioned Westerners in Japan as the subject of this turn. Before he 

produced the following predicate, there was a 1.2-second pause (line 10), and Keiko co-

constructed the turn, saying ikooru English teacher mitai na ne? ‘equal English teacher, like that, 

right?’ in line 11. She completed Ethan’s turn-in-progress as ‘especially Westerners in Japan 

were automatically seen as English teachers.’ Ethan agreed with the content of her co-
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construction in line 12, overlapping with the last elements of her co-construction. Then, without 

a pause, he continued, saying soo iu image ga tsuyoi to omou ‘such an image is strong, I think,’ 

referring to Keiko’s utterance in line 11. Although each utterance by Ethan and Keiko in lines 7 

– 13 was produced somewhat fragmentally, the timing of Ethan’s agreement and the use of the 

demonstrative soo iu ‘such’ in line 12 nicely connected the co-construction as one claim that the 

image that Westerners in Japan are English teachers is strong.           

 

4.3 Overlap at a Floor-Free Zone  

When the floor holder releases the floor without selecting the next speaker, anyone may 

start his or her floor freely in what Iida (2005, p. 218) termed a “floor free zone.” In the data for 

this study, there were two types of overlap in floor-free zones: simultaneous start after a pause 

and overlap with the current floor holder’s reconfirmation after he or she has released the floor. 

The former situation occurs when there is a pause after the floor holder has released the floor, 

and then both participants attempt to take the floor at the same time. The latter case occurs when 

the floor holder signals the end of the floor with reconfirmation, and the non-floor holder takes 

the floor overlapping with the reconfirmation, as shown in Excerpt 4.21. In this conversation, 

Frank and his friend Rika are talking about what people do on New Year’s Eve. Prior to this 

segment, Rika said that Japanese people have a custom of cleaning their whole house on New 

Year’s Eve while Frank said that in the U.S. people usually have a party on that day. In this 

excerpt, Rika further talks about how people spend New Year’s Eve. When she concludes the 

floor, Frank takes the floor overlapping with her reconfirmation.    
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Excerpt 4.21  Frank-3  10’29”  New Year’s Eve 
 
1   R: zenbu no katee to wa ienai kedo, imeeji da to ojiisan toka wa nanka  
                “I can’t say it applies to every household, but my impression is that elderly men are, like,” 
2      moo sanjuuichinichi kara osake nonderu mitai.[nihonshu nonderu  
                “already from the 31st they are drinking alcohol. Drinking Japanese sake.” 
3   F:                                               [haha                                                           
                                                                                                                       ((laugh)) 
4   R: mitai.[haha watashi no ojiisan wa sonna kanji datta kedo.(1.0)demo  
                            ((laugh)) “My grandfather was like that, but. But,” 
5   F:       [haha 
                              ((laugh)) 
6   R: nanka otoosan wa nanka okaasan ni iwarete chotto sooji shitari toka.  
                “like, my father was told by my mother and cleaned a little, or.” 
7      (0.8) 
8   R: so so [so soo. 
                “Yeah.” 
9 → F:       [ma:   ore no okaasan wa itsumo sooji shitai kara.= 
                               “Well, my mother always wants to clean, so.” 
10  R: =a soo nan da. 
                “Oh, I see.” 
 

In lines 1 – 6, Rika said that she had an image that elderly men would start drinking on 

New Year’s Eve, but that her father would clean a little on that day. After a pause in line 7, she 

reconfirmed her talk in line 8, which suggests that she had released the floor. In other words, she 

ended the floor in line 6, and line 8 became a floor-free zone. Then, overlapping with Rika’s 

reconfirmation, Frank self-selected himself as the next floor holder and started a new floor in line 

9.       

In the following chapters, I classify all instances of overlaps in the L2 learners’ 

interviews and conversations and examine the trend in each L2 learner’s development in their 

use of overlap over the course of study abroad.  
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CHAPTER 5:  L2 LEARNERS’ PRODUCTION OF OVERLAP IN PRE- AND POST-
STUDY ABROAD INTERVIEWS 

 
 In this chapter I individually examine the L2 learners’ production of overlap in the pre- 

and post- interviews and discuss the L2 learners’ developmental trends. Table 5.1 shows 

different functions of overlap observed in the L2 learners’ pre- and post-interview data. As I 

explained in the previous chapter, overlap can be divided into two types from the perspective of 

who overlapped whom. That is, one is when the L2 learners were speaking as a floor holder and 

overlapped with the listener’s utterance, and the other is when the L2 learners were participating 

in the conversation as a non-floor holder (listener) and their utterance overlapped with the 

primary speaker’s turn. In this table, I arranged the functions of overlap in order of most 

observed to least observed among the L2 participants. The functions that were observed only in 

the post-interviews were listed in the same way under the functions found in the pre-interviews. 

The L2 learners are listed based on the variety of overlap functions in their post-interview. 

 
Table 5.1   

Types of Overlaps Found in The L2 Learners' Pre- and Post-Interviews 

�
 �  Pre-Interview �  Post-Interview 

  Ken Tina Frank Jeff Ethan  Ken Tina Frank Jeff Ethan 

flo
or

 h
ol

de
r Floor continuation X X X X X �  X X X X X 

Reconfirmation X X X X X  X X X X X 

Self-correction X   X      X  
Floor hold �  �  �  X �  �  �  �  X X X 

no
n-

flo
or

 h
ol

de
r  

Listener response X X X X  X  X X X 

Delayed response  X X X    X   X 

Misjudgment at TRP    X X   X  X  
Early response    X   X X X X X 

New turn at TRP         X X X 

Information supply           X 

Repair request �  �  �  �  �  �  �  �  �  �  X 
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For example, Ken, who produced the least number of overlap types is put on the left side of the 

column whereas Ethan, who produced various types of overlap in the post-interview, is listed on 

the right side of the column. I will discuss the actual number of occurrences of each function in 

the individual analysis in the following section. 

 The table shows that most commonly observed functions of overlaps in the pre-interview 

are ‘floor continuation’ and ‘reconfirmation.’ Regardless of the learners’ proficiency level, all 

four learners’ pre-interview data included these types of overlap. ‘Floor continuation’ is an 

overlap with the interviewer’s short listener response during the L2 learner’ turn. These short 

listener responses may be inserted in the middle of a turn or between sentences within a turn, 

creating opportunities for overlap.  This is understandable considering the format of the 

conversation. The interview was semi-structured, and thus the interviewer (myself) had the role 

of asking questions and the L2 learners mostly answered my questions. In this context, it is more 

common for the interviewer to give listener responses while the interviewee answers the question 

than for the interviewee to give listener responses while the interviewer asks a question. In other 

words, in this context, there are more opportunities to overlap as a floor holder while answering 

questions than as a non-floor holder while listening to the questions. As for overlap as a non-

floor holder, no overlap function was observed in all L2 learners’ interviews, but the overlap of 

short listener response and delayed response were more common than other types of non-floor 

holder’s overlaps in the pre-interview. 

 The functions of overlaps were more varied in all L2 learners’ post-interviews than in the 

pre-interviews. We can also see some interesting shifts between the two, instead of simply 

expanding their repertoire of overlap. First, the following functions of overlaps are seen less in 

the post-interview: ‘self-correction’ and ‘delayed response.’ What is in common among these 
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overlaps is that there may be some influence of the speakers’ language proficiency on the 

occurrence of these types of overlaps. For example, ‘self-correction’ happened when the learner 

used the wrong tense or style (plain vs. polite style); ‘delayed response’ was due to a delayed 

start of a turn, which could have been because the learner was thinking about how to answer the 

question and could not respond promptly or was focusing on what to say next and was not fully 

aware of who was taking the next turn. The present data suggest that as the learners become 

more proficient, these types of overlap occur less frequently. On the other hand, functions of 

overlaps that were observed more in the post-interview are ‘floor hold,’ ‘early response,’ and 

‘new turn at TRP.’ These types of overlaps show active participation in the conversation in a 

prompt manner and the learners’ awareness of the turn-taking mechanism. The increase of 

overlap for holding the floor suggests that the learners had more to say and were more aggressive 

about keeping their floor.  

 While the learners showed positive development after study abroad, the relationship 

between the occurrence of overlap and language proficiency is not clear. For instance, even 

though Ken scored the second highest among the participants on the Japanese proficiency test 

before he left for Japan, he overlapped the least during the pre-interview. On the other hand, 

Jeff’s test score was the second lowest at the beginning, but he overlapped frequently for various 

functions, more than any other L2 learners in the pre-interview. This indicates substantial 

difference among individuals and the influence of variables other than linguistic knowledge.    

 Table 5.1 roughly showed the overall change in the occurrence of different functions of 

overlaps in the L2 learners’ pre-and post-study abroad interviews. Although Table 5.1 revealed 

some trends as a group, given the individual variation, it is necessary to look at each L2 learner’s 

case separately to find out the changes specific to each learner. In the following sections, I will 
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examine individual cases quantitatively and qualitatively, and then discuss characteristics of each 

learner’s development of overlap repertoire.        

 

5.1 Individual Change in the Occurrence of Overlap in Pre- and Post-Interviews 

In this section, I will analyze each L2 learner’s interview data in detail and discuss what 

has changed from pre-interview to post-interview in terms of functions observed in the two 

interviews and the contexts in which overlaps occurred. For example, although floor continuation 

was observed in all learners’ pre- and post-interviews, that does not mean that they were all 

exactly the same. Taking into account the contexts in which overlap happened will reveal the 

difference in the quality of the same function of overlap. I will present the analysis of each 

learner’s case in the order shown in Table 5.1 from left to right.      

 

5.1.1  Ken 

Ken produced the fewest varieties of overlap in both interviews. The raw number of the 

total occurrence of overlap did not change much between the pre- and post-interviews. However, 

because the number of Speaker Changes increased greatly in the post-interview, the total 

frequency of overlap per 100 Speaker Changes actually decreased by 35 percent (see Figure 4.1). 

Table 5.2 shows the functions of overlaps observed in Ken’s interview data.   

In the pre-interview, Ken only overlapped as a floor holder. The majority of his overlaps 

were ‘floor continuation’ and the others were ‘reconfirmation’ and ‘self-correction.’ Compared 

to the other L2 learners, Ken overlapped for reconfirmation much less. However, the data 

showed that it was not because he did not provide such utterances, but because he waited until 

the interviewer finished her listener response before he uttered his reconfirmation. 
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Table 5.2   

Occurrence of Overlap in Ken's Pre- and Post-Interviews 
�  Function Pre % Post % 

Floor 
holder 

Floor continuation 9 75 7 63.6 
Self-correction 2 16.7   
Reconfirmation 1 8.3 1 9.1 

Non-floor 
holder 

Listener response   2 18.2 
Early response   1 9.1 

�  Total 12 100 11 100 
 
 
The two instances of ‘self-correction’ were both correction of his grammatical mistakes (verb 

tense and plain/polite form). Excerpt 5.1 shows an example of overlap for self-correction. In this 

conversation, Ken corrected the verb tense (line 12). The interviewer (I) asked Ken (K) how he 

studied Japanese when he was studying Japanese in the US and Ken said he studied by himself 

every day. Then, the interviewer asked him what he used to study Japanese in line 1.     

Excerpt 5.1  Ken’s Pre-Interview  5’42” Studying Japanese 

1  I: doo yatte benkyoo shimashita ka nani o tsukaimashita ka?  
                “How did you study? What did you use?” 
2   K: (1.7) a:: (1.1) e: (1.4) kyooka[sho o? o: (1.3) yonda[ri:,  
                 “Um…mm…I read textbooks and” 
3   I:                                [un                   [un         
                                                                                        “uh huh”                                      “uh huh”                                              
4   K: (2.0) n: (0.7) ano (.) no- e  
                              “mm…well, no- um” 
5      (1.3) furasshu kādo    o tsukattari[:,    
                              “I use flashcards and” 
6   I:                     un             [un 
                                                             “uh huh”                     “uh huh”                 
7   K: °e:° (3.7) a:: (1.1) hitori no:,(1.4) a:  
                “mm…um…one, um…” 
8      (1.2) nihon jin no tomodachi[:, to  
                 “Japanese friend” 
9   I:                             [un  
                                                                                 “uh huh”                                                             
10  K: (1.1) a:: (1.5) e (1.5) ra- rain?     
                 “um… well, la- LINE?”                                  
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11  I: (0.9) un   
                             “uh huh”                   
12 → K: ni (2.2) shitari shimasu.    [shimashita. 
                 “I do (LINE) and so on.”                           “did” 
13  I:                          a:: [rain tte ano keetai denwa no? rain?             
                                                                          “Oh, is LINE that cell phone’s? LINE?” 
14  K: hai. hai.      
                “Yes. Yes.”         
 

In lines 2 – 12, Ken explained how he studied Japanese. In line 12, he initially ended his 

answer in the present tense shimasu ‘do’ and the interviewer immediately reacted to the answer 

with a listener response a:: showing understanding, and then continued to a clarification question 

(lines 13) asking about the messaging application LINE14 that Ken just mentioned. The overlap 

occurred right after the interviewer’s listener response (a:: in line 13) where Ken realized that 

the verb shimasu in line 12 should have been in the past tense and thus repeated the verb in the 

correct form shimashita ‘did.’ In both cases of Ken’s overlap for self-correction, the interviewer 

did not react to his mistakes, which suggests that these mistakes were not critical issues in the 

conversation. His self-correction might have been due to the fact that he had taken my Japanese 

class before and felt that he had to speak correct Japanese to his former Japanese teacher. 

However, prompt repair of a mistake in the on-going conversation can be considered as an 

indication of a cooperative act to avoid misunderstanding. 

 In the post-interview, overlap for ‘self-correction’ was not observed, but two new 

functions of overlaps as non-floor holder were observed, which are ‘listener response’ during the 

interviewer’s turn and ‘early response.’ These types of overlaps suggest Ken’s immediate 

reactions to the ongoing talk. Excerpt 5.2 shows Ken’s listener response during the interviewer’s 

turn. Prior to this excerpt, the interviewer asked Ken how much he thought his Japanese had 

                                                
14 LINE is a free instant messaging application on electronic devices such as smartphones and tablet 
computers and is widely used in Japan. 
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improved after study abroad in Japan. Ken replied that, he was not able to speak Japanese at all 

before going to Japan, but now finds it much easier to speak in Japanese. Then, in the following 

conversation, the interviewer asks him if he tried to do certain things to improve his Japanese 

during his stay in Japan. 

Excerpt 5.2 Ken’s Post-Interview 7’41”  Language partner 
 
1   I: jaa ano, nihongo ga joozu ni naru yoo ni, ano itsumo ki o  
2      tsukete ita koto toka yoku shiteita koto wa arimasu ka? 
                  “Well, to become better at Japanese, um was there anything you were always  
                    careful about or anything you often did?” 
3   K: (3.0) u::::n (2.1) a:: (9.5) tatoeba? 
                  “Hmm, um, for example?” 
4   I: un, tatoeba ano: maa yoku aru no wa, ano: eigo o hanasanai  
5      yoo ni shite imashita toka�:(0.4)[mainichi nihonjin to hanasu  
6 → K:                                  [a : : a 
                                                                                                   “Oh” 
7   I: yoo ni shite imashita toka? 
                “Yes, for example, um, a typical one is, um, trying not to speak English or [trying to  
                  talk with Japanese people every day and such?” 
8   K: a: (1.4) jaa (1.8) rangeeji paatonaa to,  
                  “I see, then, with a language partner”   
9   I: un 
                 “uh huh”   
10  K: (1.4) hanashitara itsumo nihongo de hanashita. 
                                “when I talked to (a language partner), I always spoke in Japanese.” 
 
 

After hearing the interviewer’s question (lines 1 – 2), Ken thought about it for quite a 

while, but could not come up an answer, so instead of answering the question, he asked the 

interviewer to give some examples (line 3). Upon Ken’s request, the interviewer provided two 

examples (lines 4, 5, and 7). In the middle of line 5, after the interviewer gave her first example 

(toka is a particle to list nouns and noun phrases, implying that the list is incomplete and there 

may be other things that are unlisted), Ken produced a listener response a::, showing his 

understanding. The listener response a: in this context is similar to what Heritage (1984) called a 

change-of-state token “oh” in English (Furukawa, 2010). As we can see in line 3, Ken could not 
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think of anything to answer the question, but after hearing the example, he understood what the 

interviewer was expecting to hear from him and immediately expressed his understanding. Ken 

could have waited until the end of the interviewer’s turn to let her know that he understood, but 

by providing a listener response in the midst of the turn at which Ken figured out how to answer 

the question, he let the interviewer know right away, so that the speaker (interviewer) did not 

have to wonder if her examples were making sense to Ken while she was talking. 

 In both pre- and post-interviews, the most common overlap was for floor continuation. 

However, the cause of the overlap was different between the pre- and post-interview. The data 

showed that five out of nine overlaps for floor continuation in the pre-interview were due to the 

L2 speaker’s delay of turn transition whereas five out of seven overlaps for floor continuation in 

the post-interview were at TRP, and delay of turn transition was not observed. Excerpt 5.3 is an 

example of floor continuation overlap as a result of Ken’s delayed continuation of his turn. This 

is the continuation of Excerpt 5.1. As we saw in Excerpt 5. 1, prior to this segment Ken 

explained how he studied Japanese in the U.S. using LINE.  

Excerpt 5.3 Ken’s Pre-Interview 6’31”  LINE 

1 I: a:: rain tte ano keitai denwa no? rain? 
        “Oh, is LINE that cell phone’s? LINE?” 

2   K: hai. [hai. 
        “Yes. Yes.” 

3   I:      [a: soo desu ka. hee. .hh ano= 
                             “Oh, I see. Well” 
4   K: =nihon no    a    
                   “Japanese”       “oh” 
5   I:           un   doo[zo 
                                  “uh huh”  “go ahead” 
6 → K:                   [demo ano (2.0) e a: (1.5) ano (1.5) jugyoo  
7      no igai ni,   zenzen nihongo de,   hanashimashita. 
                  “But, um, well, besides classes, I didn’t speak in Japanese at all (grammar mistake)” 
8   I:            un                   un  
                                     “uh huh”               “uh huh”                             
9      n? zenzen? zenbu?  
                 “huh? Not at all? All?” 
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10  K: e zenzen hanshimasen deshi[ta.  
                 “Oh, I didn’t speak at all.” 
11  I:                           [a: a soo desu ka? hee.   
                                                                              “Oh, Is that so? I see.”     
            
 

In line 1, the interviewer asked a clarification question to check her understanding and 

then Ken confirmed in line 2 that the interviewer’s understanding is correct. In line 3, the 

interviewer showed her understanding to Ken’s explanation about how he studied Japanese in the 

U.S. by saying a: soo desu ka. hee. After the interviewer’s listener responses in line 3, the 

interviewer breathed in audibly and attempted to take the floor by saying ano ‘well’, which is 

one of the floor bidding utterances (Iida, 2005). However, immediately following the ano, Ken 

started a new turn in line 4. The interviewer instantly noticed Ken’s attempt for floor 

continuation and provided a continuer un ‘uh huh’ to give up her turn in line 5. The utterance a 

‘oh’ in line 4 indicates Ken’s recognition of his violation of the turn-taking system (Sacks et al., 

1974). This suggests that Ken did not intentionally interrupted the interviewer’s turn, but rather it 

was due to Ken’s delayed start of his continuing turn. The interviewer again explicitly handed 

over the turn to Ken by saying doozo ‘go ahead’ after Ken’s recognition of interruption in line 5. 

Overlapping the interviewer’s doozo, Ken continued his turn in lines 6 – 7. Ken could have 

continued his floor overlapping or right after one of the interviewer’s listener responses in line 3, 

since these listener responses do not claim a new floor. Ken’s frequent pauses and insertion of 

fillers during his turn (e.g. line 6) suggest that Ken’s lack of fluency in Japanese delayed his 

timing of turn-taking and resulted in overlap with the interviewer’s turn.         

 Ken’s development from the pre- to post-interview can be summarized as follows. In the 

pre-interview, more than half (seven out of 12) of the overlaps were due to Ken’s mistakes (self-

correction) and delays in turn-taking (floor continuation). That is, these overlaps were caused by 

Ken’s poor language skills and often times accidental. Also, all overlaps were produced as a 
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floor-holder. On the other hand, overlaps in the post-interview were mostly intentional and 

purposeful overlaps to smoothly move a conversation forward, such as floor continuation at 

TRPs and an early response. Furthermore, overlaps as a non-floor holder (listener response) were 

also observed in the post-interview. These changes indicate the development of Ken’s ability to 

project a possible TRP and more active participation in the conversation as a listener.       

    

5.1.2  Tina 

As Table 5.3 shows, the most frequent overlap type in Tina’s pre- and post-interviews 

was ‘reconfirmation’. Especially, in the pre-interview, ‘reconfirmation’ comprised nearly 60 

percent of the overlaps. Another notable result is the increase of the frequency of overlap for 

‘floor continuation’ in the post-interview. There were also overlaps that were not observed in the 

pre-interview, such as ‘early response’ and ‘misjudgment of turn completion,’ but the number is 

so small that it is hard to say whether Tina developed the ability to utilize these functions of 

overlap or it was by chance. In comparison with the pre-interview, there were fewer Speaker 

Changes in the post-interview, and because of this decrease in Speaker Changes (155 and 144 

respectively), the frequency of overlap per 100 Speaker Changes in the post-interview increased 

by 31 percent.  
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Table 5.3   

Occurrence of Overlap in Tina's Pre- and Post-Interviews 
�  Function Pre % Post % 

Floor 
holder 

Reconfirmation 8 57.1 7 41.2 
Floor continuation 4 28.6 7 41.2 

Non-
floor 

holder 

Listener response 1 7.1   
Delayed response 1 7.1 1 5.9 
Early response   1 5.9 
Misjudgment of turn completion   1 5.9 

�  Total 14 100 17 100 
  

Excerpt 5.4 Tina’s Pre-Interview 12’27”  Snow festival 

1 I: ichi nen nihon ni imasu kedo nani o shitai desu ka? 
                  “You will be in Japan for a year, but what do you want to do?” 
2   T: (1.6) n:: ryok- (0.8) zenbu.  
                              “Well… tra-, everything. um,” 
3      [etto (1.6) n:: yuki matsuri    ni ikitai. 
                              “well, I want to go to a snow festival.” 
4   I: [un                          un 
                 “uh huh”                                                   “uh huh” 
5      a: soo desu ka. (0.7) [hokkaid]oo?= 
                  “Oh, I see. Hokkaido?” 
6   → T:                       [u : : n]    
                                                                     “Yeah”                
7      =etto (0.7) n? 
                     “Um, what?” 
 
8   I: hokkaidoo ni ikitai n desu ka? 
                  “Do you want to go to Hokkaido?” 
9   T: hai hai [hai. etto, yuki ga suki desu. 
                  “Yes yes yes. Um, I like snow.” 
10  I:         [a:: 
                                   “I see” 
 
 

In response to Tina’s answer in lines 2 – 3, the interviewer showed her understanding 

with her listener response a: soo desu ka ‘oh, I see’ in line 5. The interviewer knows that there is 

a famous snow festival in Hokkaido, so to see if Tina was also referring to the one in Hokkaido, 

the interviewer asked a follow-up question Hokkaido? following the listener response in line 5. 
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Tina, on the other hand, uttered u::n ‘yeah’ overlapping the interviewer’s follow-up question in 

line 6 reacting to the interviewer’s a: soo desu ka ‘oh, I see’. Given that the interviewer already 

expressed her understanding with the listener response and moved onto the next question in line 

5, Tina’s reconfirmation was not requested or a required turn. For this reason, Tina’s 

reconfirmation in response to soo desu ka ‘I see’ often overlapped with what came after the 

listener response.  Excerpt 5.5 is another example of Tina’s reconfirmation. In this excerpt, the 

interviewer asks Tina what she wants to do after graduation. Tina’s reconfirmation is in lines 6 

and 10. 

Excerpt 5.5 Tina’s Post-Interview 12’12”  JET program 

1   I: daigaku o sotsugyoo shita ato (1.0) e::tto: nani o 
2      shitai desu ka? 
                  “After graduating from college, um, what do you want to do?” 
3   T: e jetto [puroguramu o shitai. 
                  “I want to do JET program15.” 
4   I:         [un 
                                 “uh huh” 
5      a: soo desu ka. .hh jaa [ano apurikeeshon o dashimasu ka? 
                  “Oh, I see. Well then, um, are you sending an application?” 
6 → T:                         [hai 
                                                                          “Yes” 
 
7      tabun ashita [wa e:: apurikeesh[on o (1.0) come out? 
                  “Maybe application will come out tomorrow?” 
8   I:              [un               [un 
                                              “uh huh”                           “uh huh” 
9      a soo desu ka. [hee 
                  “Oh, I see. Really.”  
10→ T:                [un  (0.5) hai. ehehe. 
                                                    “Yeah. Yes” ((laugh)) 
 
 

Just as in Excerpt 5.4, we can see a sequence of question (lines 1 – 2) → answer (line 3) 

→ listener response (line 5) → reconfirmation (line 6). After the listener response a: soo desu ka 

‘oh, I see’ in line 5, without a pause, the interviewer inhaled and started a follow-up question 

                                                
15 JET program stands for the Japan Exchange and Teaching program.  
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with jaa ‘well then’ to ask if Tina was planning to apply for the program. Tina’s reconfirmation 

was slightly delayed and overlapped the interviewer’s follow-up question in line 6. In some cases, 

it is possible to give a listener response reacting to jaa ‘well then’ to show that you are listening 

and ready for the next question; however, in line 5, there was no gap between jaa and ano, and 

Tina’s hai ‘yes’ was clearly in response to the interviewer’s a: soo desu ka ‘oh, I see’. From line 

5 to 10, there is another similar question – answer – listener response – reconfirmation sequence. 

In line 7, Tina responded to the interviewer’s question and the interviewer gave a listener 

response a soo desu ka ‘oh, I see’ in line 9. Again, Tina uttered un ‘yeah’ following the listener 

response in line 10 and reconfirmed her answer. This time, the interviewer added another listener 

response hee ‘really/I see’ after soo desu ka, and interestingly, Tina also reacted to this listener 

response and reconfirmed once again by saying hai ‘yes’. 

The soo desu ka → hai pattern seen in overlaps for reconfirmation was still dominant in 

the post-interview; however, another pattern was also observed in the post-interview. Excerpt 5.6 

shows an example of Tina’s overlap for reconfirmation following a listener response other than 

soo desu ka. In this segment, the interviewer asks Tina about the Japanese university she went to 

for study abroad.  

Excerpt 5.6 Tina’s Post-Interview 00’24”  K University 

1   I: K daigaku wa doo deshita ka? 
                 “How was K University?” 
2   T: e::to <tanoshikatta deshita:.> (0.5) kedo: n:: (1.5) takusan  
3      atarashii tomodachi (0.5) o aimashi[ta. 
                 “Um, it was fun. But, um, I met many new friends.” 
4   I:                                    [un un .hh [sore wa] un 
                                                                                                  “uh huh”           “That is”    “uh huh” 
5   T:                                               [kara   ]  
                                                                                                                            “So” 
6      kurabu mo hairimashi[ta to]ka.  
                  “I also joined a club, and such.”                  
7   I:                     [un un]          
                                                                “uh huh”                     
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8      (0.8) a [soo desu ka.  
                                   “Oh. I see.”        
9    → T:         [un.                                             
                                     “Yeah” 
 
 

Responding to the interviewer’s question, Tina said the university was fun and she met 

many new friends there in lines 2 – 3. The interviewer gave a short listener response un un ‘uh 

huh’, and then she breathed in and attempted to take the next turn in line 4. However, by 

overlapping the interviewer’s utterance in line 5, Tina continued her turn saying that because she 

met many new friends, she also joined a club in line 6. The interviewer recognized that Tina was 

continuing her turn and she immediately switched back to the listener role by giving a continuer 

un ‘uh huh’ in line 4.  Near the possible TRP of Tina’s turn (after hairimashita ‘joined’) in line 6, 

the interviewer gave a listener response un un ‘uh huh’ overlapping Tina’s turn in line 7. After 

answering the question, Tina reconfirmed her answer by saying un ‘yeah’ in line 9 and it 

overlapped with the beginning of the interviewer’s listener response soo desu ka in line 8. This 

time Tina did not react to the soo desu ka with her reconfirmation.  

There may be two ways to interpret this reconfirmation. One is as a response to the 

interviewer’s preceding listener response un un ‘uh huh/I see’ in line 7 near the end of Tina’s 

turn, just as she tended to react to the listener response soo desu ka with reconfirmation. Another 

interpretation could be that the reconfirmation marks the end of the turn or floor. Tina’s answer 

in line 6 is grammatically incomplete since it ended with the conjunction toka, which is used to 

list items, actions or states as inexhaustive examples.  The use of toka in this context is 

grammatically incorrect. The 0.8 seconds of pause between the end of Tina’s turn in line 6 and 

the beginning of the interviewer’s listener response in line 8 suggests that the interviewer was 

not projecting that Tina was ending her turn at that point, which demonstrates the incompleteness 

of Tina’s turn. By adding reconfirmation after the end of the turn, it gave a sense of closure. Yoo 
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(2012) called this type of response “jiko keizoku hooki” ‘abandonment of self-continuation’ (my 

translation) in relation to turn-allocation (see also Ohama, 2006). That is, in Tina’s case, her 

reconfirmation also signaled that she released the floor and was no longer continuing her turn.  

While overlap for reconfirmation accounted for nearly 60 percent of total overlaps in the 

pre-interview, its percentage decreased in the post-interview due to the increase of overlaps for 

floor continuation, which suggests the development of Tina’s ability to produce longer turns and 

willingness to provide information without being asked. This development also influenced the 

way the interviewer asked questions. In the pre- and post-interviews, the interviewer asked 51 

and 40 questions respectively. This is due to the decrease in the number of follow-up questions 

by the interviewer in the post-interview. Tina’s answers in the pre-interview were minimal, and 

thus the interviewer had to ask follow-up questions to get more information from her. In the 

post-interview, however, Tina was able to provide more detailed answers, sometimes even in 

multiple sentences, without being prompted by the interviewer. This led to overlap with the 

interviewer’s listener responses given during Tina’s turn. 

In addition to the change in the frequency of overlap for floor continuation, there was a 

difference in Tina’s response to overlaps during floor continuation. Most cases of floor 

continuation were overlapped with non-floor holder’s listener responses. The difference was 

observed when the non-floor holder (the interviewer) attempted to take the floor while Tina was 

still intending to continue. Excerpt 5.7 is one such case in the pre-interview. In this conversation, 

Tina is explaining about the Japanese classes she is taking. Tina’s overlap for floor continuation 

happens in line 12.            
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Excerpt 5.7 Tina’s Pre-Interview 5’12”  Religious visual culture 

1   I: nihongo no jugyoo wa doo desu ka? 
                 “How is Japanese class?” 
2   T: (2.1) a:: (1.5) etto omoshiroi desu. 
                               “um, it’s interesting.” 
3   I: un 
                 “uh huh” 
4   T: a:: (0.7) etto:: nihongo: wa (1.6) chotto taihen. 
                 “Well, um, Japanese is a little hard.” 
5   I: u::n 
                 “uh huh” 
6   T: a:: confusing [<°I don’t know the word for that°.>  
                 “um, confusing XXXX” 
7   I:               [a soo. 
                                                   “Oh, I see.” 
8   T: etto (1.0) nihongo studies kurasu (1.0) a:: meccha omoshiroi. 
                 “um, Japanese studies class, um, very interesting.” 
9   I: a soo desu ka. hee 
                 “Oh, I see. Really.” 
10  T: u::n.  
                 “Yeah” 
11  I: sokka. (0.6) Jaa [e:: 
                 “I see. Well then, um” 
12→ T:                  [religious °oh sumimase[n°      
                                                         “Religious, oh, I’m sorry.” 
13  I:                                         [un ii desu yo (.) doozo. 
                                                                                                             “uh huh, no worries. Go ahead.” 
14  T: (.) hai. religious visual culture wa suki desu. 
                          “OK. I like religious visual culture.” 
 
 

From line 2 through line 8, Tina responded to the interviewer’s question. In line 9, the 

interviewer gave a listener response a soo desu ka. hee. ‘Oh, I see. Really.’ Then, Tina responded 

to the listener response with a reconfirmation u::n ‘yeah’ in line 10. The interviewer once again 

gave a listener response sokka ‘I see’ and then attempted to take the floor by saying jaa ‘well 

then’ in line 11. By overlapping the interviewer’s turn, Tina also continued her floor in line 12. 

Tina, however, realized the overlap, which is apparent with Tina’s utterance “oh” and apologized 

for interrupting the interviewer’s attempt to begin a turn. The interviewer discontinued her turn 

right after Tina started talking, and after Tina’s apology, the interviewer explicitly told Tina to 
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continue her turn by saying doozo ‘go ahead’ in line 13. If Tina continued her turn despite the 

overlap, this overlap in line 12 would be categorized as ‘floor hold.’ That is, Tina intentionally 

overlapped the interviewer’s turn to keep the floor. However, Tina’s apology immediately after 

the overlap suggests that the overlap was not intentional nor competitive, and thus it is 

categorized as ‘floor continuation.’ Moreover, considering the frequent pauses during Tina’s turn 

in lines 2, 4, and 8, the overlap was probably due to Tina’s delayed continuation of a turn.  

An overlap in a similar situation was observed in the post-interview, but the way Tina 

reacted to it was quite different from the pre-interview. Excerpt 5.8 shows an overlap for floor 

continuation that overlapped with the beginning of the interviewer’s turn. This is the same 

segment as Excerpt 5.6. In this conversation, the interviewer asks Tina how her Japanese 

university was. Tina’s overlap for floor continuation occurs in line 5.        

Excerpt 5.8 Tina’s Post-Interview 00’24”  K University 

1   I: K daigaku wa doo deshita ka? 
                 “How was K University?” 
2   T: e::to <tanoshikatta deshita:.> (0.5) kedo: n:: (1.5) takusan  
3      atarashii tomodachi (0.5) o aimashi[ta. 
                 “Um, it was fun. But, um, I met many new friends.” 
4   I:                                    [un un (0.6).hh [sore wa] un 
                                                                                                  “uh huh”                       “That is”    “uh huh” 
5 → T:                                                    [kara   ]  
                                                                                                                                       “So” 
6      kurabu mo hairimashi[ta to]ka.  
                  “I also joined a club, and such.”                  
7   I:                     [un un]          
                                                                “uh huh”                     
8      (0.8) a [soo desu ka.  
                                   “Oh. I see.”        
9   T:         [un.                                             
                                     “Yeah” 
 
 

In lines 2 – 3, Tina answered the interviewer’s question, and then overlapping the last 

part of Tina’s turn, the interviewer gave a listener response  un un ‘uh huh’ in line 4. Tina’s turn 

in line 3 is grammatically complete, and thus the end of the turn is a possible TRP. However, 
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given that the listener response un un ‘uh huh’ is often used as a continuer, the interviewer might 

have been expecting more talk from Tina when she gave the listener response. Tina, however, 

did not continue her turn immediately afterwards. There was a pause for 0.6 seconds between the 

interviewer’s listener response (continuer) and the in-breath in line 4.  Evidently thinking that 

Tina was not going to continue, the interviewer attempted to take the next turn by saying sore wa 

‘that is’ in line 4. Contrary to the interviewer’s prediction, however, Tina continued her turn at 

the same time as the interviewer, which resulted in an overlap in line 5. After the overlap, the 

interviewer instantly switched to a listener role and provided a continuer un ‘uh huh’ in line 4 

and Tina resumed her talk in line 6.  

Unlike the case in the pre-interview, Tina did not seem to be concerned with overlaps 

with the interviewer’s turn in the post-interview. In fact, at no time did Tina overtly apologize for 

overlapping, nor did the conversation temporarily stop due to overlap in the post-interview. 

Similar to the case of the pre-interview, Tina’s overlap in line 5 was due to her delay in starting 

the continuing turn, but what was different in the post-interview was that Tina was able to work 

with the interviewer to resolve the overlap without stopping the flow of conversation. The 

interviewer stopped talking and signaled Tina to continue. Tina received the signal and continued 

her turn. In other words, the resolution of overlap was worked out by Tina and the interviewer in 

a way that suggests Tina’s close attention to the step-by-step interaction (cf. Schegloff, 2002). 

The smooth resolution of the overlap also shows Tina’s active participation as a floor holder. In 

the case of Excerpt 5.8, Tina was not intending to end her turn nor release the floor in line 3, and 

thus for Tina, she still had the right to speak. Therefore, even though the interviewer tried to take 

the floor, Tina did not hesitate to continue speaking as a floor holder.  
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In summary, the tendency of Tina’s overlap developed from a formulaic reconfirmation 

to more overlap for floor continuation as a result of her active participation in the conversation. 

In the pre-interview, more than half of Tina’s overlaps were ‘reconfirmation’ and there was a 

fixed pattern; that is, Tina reconfirmed her utterance following or in response to the interviewer’s 

listener response soo desu ka ‘I see’. This pattern was still dominant in the post-interview, but 

there were also cases where Tina gave a reconfirmation following a listener response other than 

soo desu ka. Another notable change in the post-interview was the increase of overlap for floor 

continuation. Tina became able to provide more detailed answers in longer sentences without 

being prompted by the interviewer, and as a result, overlapped with the interviewer’s listener 

responses inserted during Tina’s turn more often. The way Tina handled an incidental overlap at 

a possible TRP also changed. In the post-interview, Tina participated in the conversation more 

actively as a floor holder by keeping her right to speak and by working with the interviewer to 

resolve the overlap without delay or stoppage.    

 

5.1.3  Frank 

Among the L2 participants, Frank showed the most striking change between the pre- and 

post-interview. Table 5.4 shows the actual number of overlaps observed in Frank’s interview 

data. The raw number of the occurrence of Frank’s overlaps increased from 16 to 57. The 

number of Speaker Changes also increased from 167 to 295 between the pre- and post-interview, 

so the frequency of Frank’s overlap in the two interviews were 9.6 and 19.3 per 100 Speaker 

Changes respectively. That is, the frequency of overlap doubled (102% increase) in the post-

interview.    
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Table 5.4   

Occurrence of Overlap in Frank's Pre- and Post-Interviews 
�  Function Pre % Post % 

Floor 
holder 

Floor Continuation 9 56.2 36 63.1 
Reconfirmation 4 25 4 7 
Floor Hold 

  
3 5.3 

Non-
floor 

holder 

Delayed Response 2 12.5 
  Listener Response 1 6.3 3 5.3 

Early Response 
  

7 12.3 
New Turn at TRP 

  
4 7 

�  Total 16 100 57 100 
 

One of the major changes in the post-interview is the increase of overlap for floor 

continuation. Although ‘floor continuation’ was the most frequent overlap type in both 

interviews, the occurrence of ‘floor continuation’ rose to 36 in the post-interview while it was 

only nine in the pre-interview. One reason for this change is because of the development of 

Frank’s ability to produce longer responses and to extend the floor with multiple sentences. In 

the pre-interview, Frank’s answers were simple and short. Excerpt 5.9 is an example of Frank’s 

overlap for floor continuation in the pre-interview. In this excerpt, the interviewer (I) asks Frank 

(F) about Japanese classes he took in the US.  

Excerpt 5.9 Frank Pre-Interview 12’15” Japanese class 

1   I: nihongo no jugyoo wa doo deshita ka? 
                 "How were Japanese classes?"  
2   F: (2.0) tottemo tanoshii desu. 
                               “very fun” 
 
3   I: a soo. hee. (0.8) dooiu tokoro ga tanoshikatta desu ka? 
                 “Oh, I see. What aspects were fun?” 
4   F: (2.0) a:: (4.2) sensei to hanasu no ga [tanoshii desu. 
                              “Well, talking with the teacher is fun.” 
5   I:                                        [un un 
                                                                                                           “uh huh uh huh” 
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6      a: soo de[su ka. 
                 “Oh, I see.” 
7  → F:          [soshite: tomodachi to renshuu shimasu. 
                                        “And (I) practice with friends.” 
8   I: un un. 
                 “uh huh uh huh” 
9   F: tanoshii desu. 
                 “(It’s) fun.” 
 

In line 1, the interviewer asked Frank about the Japanese classes he had taken in the US. 

Since the answer was about classes in the past, Frank should have answered in the past tense, but 

he used the present tense throughout this segment. Frank’s initial answer in line 2 was simply 

tottemo tanoshii desu ‘very fun,’ so the interviewer asked a follow-up question to get more 

details in line 3. Then, Frank gave a little more detail saying that talking to the teacher was fun in 

line 4. After the end of Frank’s utterance in line 4, the interviewer gave a listener response a: soo 

desu ka ‘oh, I see’ and overlapping the listener response, Frank continued and gave additional 

information in line 7. This was a typical pattern of ‘floor continuation’ in Frank’s pre-interview. 

That is, Frank’s answers consisted of short sentences and he overlapped with the interviewer’s 

listener responses that were inserted in between the short sentences, as shown in lines 4 – 7. In 

fact, only one out of eight instances of ‘floor continuation’ was an overlap with a listener 

response given in the midst of Frank’s turn. This is probably because most of Frank’s talk 

consisted of short single clause sentences.  

While the pre-interview was, for the most part, exchanges of questions and answers 

between the interviewer and Frank, the post-interview included more chatting that was not 

directly an answer to a question. Frank had developed the skill to expand a conversation by 

slightly shifting the topic while still relating to the previous topic of the conversation. Because of 

this skill, he became able to continue the conversation and keep the floor longer. This led to 

more listener responses from the interviewer, and as a result, there were more opportunities to 
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overlap for floor continuation. Excerpt 5.10 is one such case in the post-interview. Prior to this 

extract, the interviewer asked Frank if he experienced any earthquakes in Japan. He answered 

that there were some, but he did not notice them because he was asleep. After he answered to the 

question, he shifted the topic and began talking about a snow storm he experienced in Tokyo. 

Then, the interviewer mentions that heavy rains also hit Tokyo.   

Excerpt 5.10 Frank’s Post-Interview 19’40”  Weather 

1   I: ame mo sugokatta desu yo ne�e. 
                “It rained a lot as well, right?” 
2   F: hai.     soo desu. 
                “Yes.”          “That’s right.” 
3   I:     u::n 
                         “Yeah.” 
4      fuu[:n 
                 “I see.” 
5 → F:    [roku gatsu gurai       mainichi ame dat[ta n da.  
                         “Around June, it was rainy every day.” 
6   I:                      un un                 [a:: 
                                                                “uh huh”                                     “Oh” 
7      a: sokka. he[e: 
                “Oh, I see. Really.” 
8 → F:             [yuki no hoo ga yappari taihen datta. 
                                             “Snow was more troubling all in all.” 
9   I: a: [soo desu ka.] 
                “Oh, I see.” 
10→ F:    [tookyoo de  ]anmari (1.2) nanka snowplow toka [tukaenai kara  
                        “ In Tokyo, not really, like, a snowplow and such cannot be used, so”  
11  I:                                                   [un un un 
                                                                                                                                    “uh huh” 
12     a:[:: na]ruhodo ne 
                 “Oh, I see.” 
13→ F:   [nanka]           
                      “like”                             
14    (1.1) <yuki: ga aru>    aru hi wa    nanka yuki ga 
                            “There is snow, on the day with (snow), like, snow gets” 
15  I:                     un           un 
                                                             “uh huh”               “uh huh” 
16  F: koo[: @iu: made@.  ] su- koo iu made.  
                “up to here.”                                       “Up to here.” 
17  I:    [@a: soko made@.]              
                         “Oh, up to there.” 
18     un un un.   
                 “Yeah yeah yeah.” 
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The interviewer knew about the heavy rains that hit Tokyo, so she mentioned it as a side 

note as a related topic, with the sentence-final particles yo nee ‘right?’ to seek agreement from 

Frank in line 1. Given that the interviewer certainly knew about the heavy rains, the listener 

response fuu:n ‘I see’ in line 4 is not towards Frank’s agreement in line 2, but rather it was given 

towards Frank’s talk in the current floor. It also functioned as a signal to disclaim the acquisition 

of a new turn (cf. Ohama, 2006). In fact, the interviewer did not continue the talk on rain 

although it seemed that she started a new topic in line 1. Overlapping with the listener response 

fuu:n ‘I see’ in line 4, Frank continued his turn and commented further on the rain in line 5. Then, 

overlapping the interviewer’s listener response in line 7, Frank went back to the topic on the 

snow storm in line 8 and held the floor until line 16. The interviewer gave a listener response to 

Frank’s statement in line 8, and overlapping the listener response, Frank continued on to how the 

snow was troubling in line 10. Following the adverbial clause that ends with the conjunction 

kara ‘because’ in line 10, the interviewer gave a listener response in line 12 and Frank continued 

the turn overlapping the listener response in line 13. There was a quite long pause after nanka 

(line 13), which might look as if Frank stopped his talk due to the overlap and waited for the end 

of the listener response. However, the pause after the listener response and the slower speech and 

the repetition in the first half of line 14 suggests that Frank was most likely organizing his 

thoughts during that pause. 

In the pre-interview, Frank usually released the floor after answering a question. 

However, in the post-interview, he was able not only to give a longer response to a question, but 

also to expand the conversation and hold the floor longer. For example, Frank’s talk from line 5 

through line 16 was not a response to the interviewer’s particular question. Rather, he voluntarily 

talked about his experience that was somewhat related to the interviewer’s question about the 
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earthquakes that was asked prior to this excerpt. In other words, although the interviewer had a 

certain control over the conversation by asking questions, Frank also actively directed the 

conversation. The interviewer generally gave a listener response at the end of every sentence, so 

by continuing the floor with multiple sentences, Frank had more chance to overlap with the 

listener responses. The length and the complexity of Frank’s utterances also seemed to contribute 

the increase of overlap. In the post-interview, Frank provided more detailed information in 

longer sentences, which encouraged the interviewer to give listener responses multiple times 

within a turn. In fact, 21 out of 36 overlaps for floor continuation in the post-interview happened 

in the midst of Frank’s turns. The increase in Frank’s overlap with listener responses suggests 

that he recognized listener responses as non-floor-taking utterances and thus considered that an 

overlap with a listener response was not a violation of the turn-taking system.  

Frank’s increased control over the conversation was also demonstrated by his overlap for 

holding the floor, which was not observed in the pre-interview. ‘Floor hold’ is similar to ‘floor 

continuation’ since both types of overlaps occur with the continuation of the floor holder’s talk. 

The difference between the two is that ‘floor continuation’ overlaps with a listener response that 

does not claim a floor whereas ‘floor hold’ overlaps with the non-floor holder’s attempt to take 

the floor, and thus the current floor-holder has to compete to retain the floor (Iida, 2005). Excerpt 

5.11 shows an example of Frank’s overlap for floor hold. In this conversation, the interviewer 

and Frank are talking about hot springs. Frank’s ‘floor-hold’ occurs in line 7. 

Excerpt 5.11 Frank Post-Interview 20’52” Hot springs 

1   I: onsen ni ikimashita ka? 
                 “Did you go to a hot spring?” 
2   F: hai, hakone de. 
                 “Yes, at Hakone.” 
3   I: a:: sokka sokka. doo deshita ka? 
                 “Oh, I see I see. How was it?” 
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4   F: .h tottemo kimochi ii [to omoimasu. 
                 “I think it feels very good.”  
5   I:                       [un un un. 
                                                                    “uh huh” 
6      a: soo desu ka. sore wa [ii desu.      ] 
                 “Oh, I see. That’s good.” 
7 → F:                         [>hoka no ameri]ka jin wa<     
                                                                         “Other Americans were”  
8   I: un 
                “uh huh” 
9   F: watashi ni hazukashii [to iwareta n da [kedo .h 
                 “ told by me that it’s embarrassing but”  
                (“Other Americans told me that it’s embarrassing, but”) 
10  I:                       [un un           [a: naruhodo ne.  
                                                                    “uh huh”                         “Oh, I see.” 
11  F: (0.8) watashi wa    soo iu koto [doo demo ii. 
                               “I don’t care about that.” 
12  I:                  un             [un un.  
                                                      “uh huh”                       “uh huh”   
 
 

After Frank answered the interviewer’s follow-up question in line 4, the interviewer gave 

a listener response a: soo desu ka ‘oh, I see’ and then gave a short comment sore wa ii desu ne 

‘that’s good’ in line 6. By overlapping the interviewer’s utterance, Frank continued his answer to 

the follow-up question in line 7. Although it turned out that the interviewer’s utterance that Frank 

overlapped was a type of listener response that does not take the floor, it was not projectable at 

the point when Frank overlapped. Given that Frank’s overlapped utterance was louder and faster, 

this overlap was not a ‘floor continuation’ but a ‘floor hold.’ Schegloff (2000) suggested 

different resources for resolving overlaps, one of which is a shift in the way the talk is produced, 

such as talking faster and getting louder (p. 12). Therefore, these changes in Frank’s speech in 

line 7 suggest an attempt to retain the floor.  

Another remarkable change that Frank showed in the post-interview was the reduction in 

his response time. More specifically, he acquired the ability to project possible TRPs and to 

understand the direction of the conversation and became able to respond before reaching a TRP.     

The development of these abilities is reflected in the number of overlaps for ‘new turn at TRP’ 
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and ‘early responses,’ which were not observed in the pre-interview. In the pre-interview, Frank 

spoke slowly with frequent pauses, sometimes pausing for as long as five seconds, and there was 

no overlap between the interviewer’s question turn and Frank’s response turn. In the post-

interview, however, four instances of overlaps for ‘new turn at TRP,’ and seven instances of 

overlaps for ‘early response’ were observed. In addition to that, there were 17 instances of in-

breath overlap at turn transition. In-breath overlap is where there is an audible inhalation that 

overlaps with the end of the previous turn. Although in-breath overlap is not in the scope of this 

study, it is worth mentioning since this type of overlap also indicates his ability to project 

possible TRPs. 

Excerpt 5.12 is an example of overlap for a ‘new turn at TRP.’ In this question-answer 

sequence, Frank responded to the question overlapping with the final particle ka, which is a 

question marker.  

Excerpt 5.12 Frank Post-Interview 2’12” Studying kanji 

1  I: Kanji wa jibun de benkyoo shimashita [ka?  
       “Did you study Chinese characters by yourself?” 

2→F:                                      [hai.  
                                                                                             “yes” 

 

Excerpt 5.13 shows a case of in-breath overlap. There is an audible inhaling sound that overlaps 

with the final particle ka, and the actual answer starts right after the completion of the question. 

Excerpt 5.13 Frank Post-Interview 15’49”  Where do you want to go? 

1  I: Doko ni ikitai desu [ka?] 
      “Where do you want to go?”  

2→F:                     [.hh] Oosaka to Okinawa to omoimasu. 
                                                                     “I think Osaka and Okinawa.” 
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In both examples, the turn started overlapping the final element of the sentence, in this 

case, the final particle ka. Tanaka (2010) examined turn projection in Japanese conversation and 

she pointed out that instead of relying on the final intonation contour, participants of the 

conversation may use utterance-final elements16 as a signal of turn endings (p. 22). Tanaka also 

mentioned that the next speaker often starts the next turn at the onset of the utterance-final 

elements without waiting for the current speaker to finish up the sentence (p. 21). Similar trend 

was reported by Stivers et al. (2009). In their study, they found that among the ten languages 

they sampled, Japanese speakers had the shortest turn transition time, and their mean transition 

time for polar questions was negative, which means that the onset of their responses overlapped 

the question turns. Therefore, Frank’s overlap as seen in Excerpt 5.12 suggests that over the 

course of study abroad, he developed the ability to not just respond faster but in the similar way 

that native Japanese speakers respond.  

The analysis of the relationship between the type of question and overlap revealed that 

overlaps for ‘new turn at TRP’ were observed only after polar questions where Frank’s responses 

were all short answers such as hai ‘yes,’ as shown in Excerpt 5.12. In contrast, the in-breath 

overlap occurred as a response to a wh-question, and Frank’s answer was more than just an 

affirmation, as shown in Excerpt 5.13. According to Schegloff (1996), “a hearable “deep” in-

breath at the pre-beginning of a turn or a TCU can foreshadow an “extended” spate of talk to 

come” (p. 105), and this explains Frank’s in-breath overlap when he responded to wh-questions, 

which requires more than yes or no answers.  

 In terms of quicker response, there were seven instances of overlaps for ‘early response’ 

in Frank’s post-interview. Unlike ‘new turn at TRP,’ overlap for ‘early response’ happens well 

                                                
16 Utterance-final elements typically include final verbal suffixes, copulas, final particles, request or 
imperative markers, and others, including nominalizers (Tanaka, 2010, p. 18). 
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before a possible TRP.  Excerpt 5.14 is an example of Frank’s ‘early response.’ Prior to this 

segment, Frank was explaining activities he did in a club that he joined at his host university in 

Japan. In this excerpt, the interviewer is asking about the members of the club. Frank’s early 

responses are in lines 3 and 5.   

Excerpt 5.14  Frank Post-Interview 4’00” Club members 

1   I: ano, sono saakuru no hito wa hotondo nihonjin desu ka= 
                “Um, are people in that club mostly Japanese?” 
2      =soretomo ryuugakusee mo ta[kusan °imashita°. 
                “Or were there many exchange students as well?” 
3 → F:                            [watashi shika inai.  
                                                                               “There is no one but me” 
4   I: a, ryuugakusee [wa hitori?      ] 
                “Oh, exchange student was one?” 
5 → F:                [ryuugakusee nara] hitori. 
                                                    “exchange student was one.” 
6   I: a soo desu ka:. sore wa ii desu ne. ehehe. 
                “Oh, I see. That’s good.” ((laugh)) 
7   F: hai. 
                “Yes.” 
 
 

The interviewer’s question was a combination of two questions; line 1 is the first question, 

asking whether the members of the club were mostly Japanese students, and immediately 

following the first question, the interviewer rephrased the question in line 2 asking if there were 

many exchange students as well. Frank responded to the question, overlapping in the midst of the 

second half of the question in line 3. Soretomo ‘or’ in line 2 suggests that what comes after will 

be something different from what was proposed in the previous question, and the particle mo in 

ryuugakusee mo ‘exchange students as well’ shows the contrast with hotondo nihonjin ‘mostly 

Japanese’ in the first question, and thus, at this point, it can be easily predicted without listening 

until the end that the second question was asking if there were exchange students as well. In fact, 

Frank started his response to the second question after hearing ryuugakusee mo ‘exchange 

students as well.’ This was not a possible TRP, yet Frank had heard enough to understand what 
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the interviewer was asking. Since Frank was the only non-Japanese member in the club, he 

responded in line 3 saying watashi shika inai ‘there is no one but me,’ implying that there were 

no other exchange students in the club. Following Frank’s response, the interviewer uttered the 

change-of-state token a ‘oh’ (cf. Furukawa, 2010; Heritage, 1984), which indicated her 

realization, and asked a clarification question in line 4, rephrasing Frank’s answer in line 3.  

In the initial question in lines 1 – 2, the interviewer mentioned two types of club 

members, Japanese students and exchange students. Since Frank answered in a way that he 

continued after the key term ryuugakusee ‘exchange students’ in line 2, his utterance itself 

watashi shika inai ‘there is no one but me’ was somewhat incomplete as an answer to the entire 

question. Therefore, the interviewer clarified Frank’s answer with the key term ryuugakusee 

‘exchange student’ in line 4. Again, Frank started his response before reaching a possible TRP in 

line 5. Frank’s utterance in line 5 shadowed the interviewer’s clarification question in line 4. Iida 

(2005) called this type of utterance that shadows the current speaker’s talk “echo.”17 Frank’s 

echo was almost exactly the same as the interviewer’s clarification question except for the 

conjunction nara, which is used when a previously mentioned context is used as a condition. 

Thus, ryuugakusee nara hitori in line 5 literary means ‘if it is exchange students that you are 

talking about, there is one.’ The use of nara in Frank’s response in line 5 suggests that the 

interviewer’s utterance ryuugakusee ‘exchange students’ in line 4 triggered Frank’s 

restatement/clarification of his initial answer in line 3. Frank could have waited until the end of 

the clarification question and then provided a confirmation. However, by echoing the 

interviewer’s utterance, Frank not only confirmed the interviewer’s understanding, but also 

created a sense of unity by repeating the same utterance (Machi, 2012).     

                                                
17 While (Fujii, 1997) just described this kind of overlap as “like an echo,” Iida (2005) used the term 
“echo” to define a specific type of overlap.   
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Excerpt 5.15 is another example of Frank’s early response for confirmation, which 

echoed the interviewer’s utterance. Prior to this segment, the interviewer asked Frank what he 

missed the most about Japan, and he responded that he missed Japanese food. Then he started 

talking about a shop at which he often bought the Japanese sweets called taiyaki.18 In the 

following excerpt, Frank talks about a particular kind of taiyaki that he misses eating in the U.S. 

Frank’s early response occurs in line 11.   

Excerpt 5.15 Frank Post-Interview 16’44”  Taiyaki 

1   F: itsumo kurosan no taiyaki o    urimashita.      
                 “They always sold croissant taiyaki.”                                                 
2   I:                             un             hee. 
                                                                               “uh huh”                    “I see” 
3   F: sore wa (1.2) yoku    hoshii mono da to [omoimasu.] 
                 “That is what I often want, I think.”              
4   I:                    un                   [a::: soo ]desu ka.  
                                                           “uh huh”                                     “Oh, I see.” 
5      taiyaki. hee. 
                 “Taiyaki. I see.” 
6   F: nihyaku en [gurai. ringo kasutaado to [iu,  
                 “ About 200 yen. Called ‘apple custard’”            
7   I:            [un.                       [un un. 
                                        “uh huh”                                                “uh huh” 
8   F: to iu [mono mo (0.7) urima[shita.= 
                 “(They) also sold a kind called (apple custard)” 
9   I:       [hee                [a  
                               “Really”                                “Oh” 
10     =anko ja nakutte [kasutaado.  ] 
                 “Not red bean paste, but custard. 
11→ F:                  [anko ja naku] kasutaado [to ringo. 
                                                         “Not red bean paste, but custard and apple.” 
12  I:                                           [un un.  
                                                                                                                  “uh huh” 
13     a sore wa oishi soo desu ne�e. 
                 “Oh, that sounds delicious, isn’t it?” 
  

In lines 6 and 8, Frank explained the kind of taiyaki he often got when he was living in 

Japan. Overlapping the final elements of Frank’s utterance in line 8, the interviewer reacted in 

                                                
18 Taiyaki is a Japanese fish-shaped waffle. The most typical filling is sweet red bean paste, but there are 
various kinds of fillings available. 
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lines 9 – 10 saying a anko ja nakutte kasutaado ‘oh, not red bean paste, but custard’. This 

comment came from the interviewer’s assumption that typical filling of taiyaki is red bean paste 

and ‘apple custard’ is somewhat unusual. Frank instantly reacted in line 11 in the midst of the 

interviewer’s turn, repeating what the interviewer had just said. The interviewer’s utterance anko 

ja nakutte ‘not red bean paste, but’ in line 10 is potentially a turn-construction unit (TCU) if 

there was the rising intonation at the end to make it a question, which makes it pragmatically 

complete. However, there was no such prosodic resource. Furthermore, anko ja nakutte ‘not red 

bean paste, but’ is grammatically incomplete and what follows after this utterance could vary 

greatly. Despite the various possibilities of the directions of the interviewer’s utterance, Frank 

began his utterance in line 11.     

   The interviewer’s utterance in line 10 is not to take the floor, but it functions as a 

listener response to show understanding. It is assumed that Frank’s utterance ringo kasutaado 

‘apple custard’ in line 6 triggered the interviewer’s comment in line 10. A typical filling of 

taiyaki is red bean paste, and apple custard is a rather unusual filling, so after hearing about the 

filling from Frank in line 6, the interviewer showed her realization with the listener response a 

‘oh’ in line 9 and explicitly stated her understanding in line 10 that what Frank was talking about 

was not the typical taiyaki with red bean paste that the interviewer was imagining by saying anko 

ja nakuttte ‘not red bean paste, but’. In line 11, Frank immediately confirmed the interviewer’s 

comment by echoing her utterance. Iida (2005) suggested that participants’ shared knowledge is 

necessary to produce an echo (p. 162). Therefore, Frank’s echoing in line 11 indicates that he 

also knew that red bean paste was a common filling for taiyaki and understood the connection 

between the ongoing conversation and anko ‘red bean paste’. In other words, when Frank heard 

anko ja nakutte in line 10, he recognized that the interviewer was referring to the filling and the 
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uniqueness of apple custard filling. Frank could have just confirmed the interviewer’s comment 

by saying hai ‘yes’ for example, but by echoing the interviewer’s utterance, Frank showed strong 

alignment towards the interviewer (cf. Iida, 2005, p. 171), acknowledging the notability of the 

echoed utterance.        

In terms of ‘echo’ and ‘repetition,’ Frank utilized them for functions such as ‘early 

response,’ as shown in Excerpts 5.14 and 5.15, and ‘reconfirmation’ in the post-interview. Iida 

(2005) distinguished ‘echo’ and ‘repetition’ in that while ‘echo’ starts before the completion of 

the floor holder’s turn and shadows the current speaker’s utterance, ‘repetition’ begins after the 

completion of the key term/phrase by the current speaker (p. 160). The echoed or repeated 

utterance may be exactly or almost exactly the same as the current speaker’s utterance. Although 

the number was small (three instances of ‘echo’ for ‘early response’ and two instances of 

‘repetition’ for ‘reconfirmation’), it is worth noting since they were not observed in his pre-

interview. Excerpt 5.16 shows an example of overlap for ‘reconfirmation’ by repetition. Prior to 

this segment, the interviewer asked Frank if there were many shops around his host university. 

Frank replied that ramen shops were especially popular and there were many of them. The 

following is the continuation of Frank’s answer. Frank’s reconfirmation is in line 7.   

Excerpt 5.16 Frank Post-Interview 17’17” Ramen shop 

1   F: tabun raamen-ya ga   ninki ga aru [to omoimasu. 
                 “Probably ramen shops are popular, I think.”  
2   I:                    un             [un un. 
                                                           “uh huh”                     “uh huh”                                               
3      a soo desu [ka. 
                 “Oh, I see.” 
4   F:            [nanka, gojuppu-(1.0)gojuu raamen-ya  
5      gu[rai ga @ [arimasu. 
                 “Like, there are about 50 ramen shops.” 
6   I:   [un       [gojuu mo. [hee::: ehehehe. <soo nanda>. 
                     “uh huh”         “As many as 50. I see.”     ((laugh))        “I see.” 
7 → F:                        [gojuu mo. 
                                                                       “As many as 50.”                  
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When Frank said that there were about 50 ramen shops in lines 4 – 5, the interviewer 

reacted with a surprised tone saying gojuu mo ‘as many as 50’ in line 6, overlapping with the end 

of Frank’s turn, and the interviewer continued with another listener response hee::: ‘I see.’ 

Although the interviewer’s utterance in line 6 was to show her surprise, and it did not require a 

response from Frank, as suggested by the following listener responses, Frank reconfirmed the 

number of ramen shops in line 7 by repeating the interviewer’s comment gojuu mo ‘as many as 

50,’ overlapping with the interviewer’s listener response. Initially, the way Frank stated the 

number of ramen shops in lines 4 – 5 was neutral. However, by repeating the interviewer’s exact 

utterance in line 7 with the particle mo, which indicated that the amount was larger than expected, 

Frank not only reconfirmed the number, but also strongly aligned with the interviewer’s surprise. 

To sum up, Frank’s overlapped utterances in the pre- and post-interviews differed greatly 

in both frequency and functions. In the post-interview, the total number of overlaps increased 

drastically, and the frequency of overlap per 100 Speaker Changes has doubled compared to the 

pre-interview. One of the notable changes in overlap functions was the increase of overlap for 

‘floor continuation.’ With the development of Frank’s ability to produce longer and more 

complex sentences and retain the floor with multiple turns, the interviewer’s listener responses 

increased as well, which created more chances for Frank to overlap with listener responses. The 

increase of overlap for ‘floor continuation’ also suggests that Frank became able to recognize 

listener responses as non-floor-taking utterances and understand that overlapping with them 

would not be a violation of the turn-taking system. Frank also grew in his ability to direct the 

conversation, and this was reflected in the increase of overlap for ‘floor hold.’ Another notable 

change was the shortening of response time. Not only did he respond promptly, but also his 

response sometimes overlapped with the interviewer’s turn as seen in overlap for ‘new turn at 
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TRP’ and ‘early response,’ neither of which were not observed in the pre-interview. In the post-

interview, Frank was able to recognize the utterance-final elements and project possible TRPs. In 

the case of polar questions, Frank often overlapped his answer with the final particle of the 

question and in the case of wh-questions, in-breath overlap was observed. In other words, he was 

able to project the end of a turn (question) and get ready for the smooth transition to the next turn 

(answer). The overlap for ‘early response’ suggests that Frank was also able to project the 

direction of the current turn well before the end of the interviewer’s utterances or TRPs. In some 

cases, Frank’s early responses appeared in the form of ‘echo’ by shadowing the interviewer’s 

utterances. Similarly, Frank sometimes overlapped for ‘reconfirmation’ in the form of 

‘repetition.’ In both cases, Frank’s overlapped utterances not only confirmed the interviewer’s 

utterances, but also displayed strong alignment with the interviewer by echoing/repeating.        

 

5.1.4  Jeff 

Table 5.5 shows the functions and number of overlaps observed in Jeff’s pre- and post-

interviews. Overall, the quantitative difference between the pre- and post-interviews was very 

slight. His most frequent overlap was for ‘reconfirmation’ followed by ‘floor continuation’ in 

both interviews. Although the proportion of overlap for ‘reconfirmation’ in the post-interview 

decreased relative to the pre-interview, it was because the ratio of overlaps as non-floor holder 

increased slightly. In particular, the instances of overlap for ‘early response’ increased. Other 

minor changes of overlaps for ‘delayed response,’ ‘new turn at TRP,’ and ‘listener response’ 

were so small that it is hard to say whether this indicates a change or this was just a coincidence. 

Compared to the other participants, Jeff produced notably more overlapped utterances in the pre-
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interview19. Ethan’s pre-interview had the second most overlaps (28 times), but the number of 

overlaps was still only about half of Jeff’s. This was due to a large number of Jeff’s 

‘reconfirmation.’ Also, among the participants, Jeff had the widest variety of overlap functions 

(eight types) in the pre-interview. In the following, I will discuss Jeff’s data from the qualitative 

point of view.     

 
Table 5.5   

Occurrence of Overlap in Jeff's Pre- and Post-Interviews 
�  Function Pre % Post % 

Floor 
holder 

Reconfirmation 26 49.1 26 42.6 
Floor continuation 14 26.4 17 27.9 
Self-correction 2 3.8 2 3.3 
Floor hold 2 3.8 2 3.3 

Non-
floor 
holder 

Listener response 4 7.5 6 9.8 
Early response 2 3.8 6 9.8 
Delayed response 2 3.8   
Misjudgment of turn completion 1 1.9 1 1.6 
New turn at TRP   1 1.6 

�  Total 53 100 61 100 
 

Jeff’s frequent overlap for ‘reconfirmation’ seems to be due to his habit of reconfirming 

his own utterances. In addition to reconfirming his own utterances in response to the 

interviewer’s listener responses, he had a tendency to say hai or un ‘yes/yeah’ in response to his 

own previous utterances. Excerpt 5.17 shows examples of Jeff’s reconfirmation of his talk. Prior 

to this conversation, the interviewer (I) asked Jeff (J) where he often meets with his friends. The 

                                                
19 Given that Jeff is the only Chinese native speaker among the participants, there is a possibility that his 
language background might have something to do with these results, but more data of L1 Chinese speakers are 
necessary to see whether this trend is common among L1 Chinese learners of Japanese. 
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following segment is Jeff’s answer to the question. Jeff’s reconfirmations are indicated with 

underlines.  

Excerpt 5.17 Jeff Pre-Interview 15’17”  Cafeteria 

1   J: daigaku no kyanpasu to    tabun e:: (2.5) n::::: 
                “University campus and maybe, hmm, well…” 
2   I:                        un. 
                                                                    “uh huh” 
3   J: a (0.8) waseda no kyafeteri[a. 
                "Oh, a cafeteria at Waseda.” 
4   I:                            [un un. 
                                                                                “I see.” 
5 → J: un. sho- shokudoo? shoku[doo. 
                 “Yeah. Ca- cafeteria? Cafeteria. 
6   I:                         [hai. shokudoo ne.[un un. 
                                                                         “Yes. Cafeteria. I see.” 
7 → J:                                           [so, un shokudoo. 
                                                                                                                   “Right, yeah cafeteria.” 
8   I: a [soo] desu ka. [ano, issho ni dokoka ni dekaketari shimasu ka? 
                "Oh, I see. Um, do you go out somewhere together with (your friends)?"  
9 → J:   [un.]          [hai.   
                      “Yeah.”                     “Yes.” 
 

In this short excerpt alone, Jeff reconfirmed his utterances five times. After Jeff answered 

the question in lines 1 – 3, the interviewer gave a listener response un un ‘I see’ in line 4. Then, 

Jeff reconfirmed his answer by saying un ‘yeah’ in line 5. In his initial response in line 3, Jeff 

used the loan word kyafeteria ‘cafeteria.’ In line 5, however, he used the Japanese word for 

cafeteria, shokudoo, with rising intonation, which suggests his uncertainty. The interviewer 

reacted to Jeff’s utterance shokudoo? and confirmed his choice of word by saying hai ‘yes’ and 

showed her understanding in line 6. Again, in line 7 Jeff reconfirmed the fact that the location he 

often met with his friends was a cafeteria by saying so ‘right,’ and then confirmed more 

explicitly by repeating the location, saying un shokudoo ‘yeah cafeteria.’ The interviewer once 

again gave a listener response a soo desu ka ‘oh, I see’ to Jeff’s answer in line 8. Jeff’s utterance 

un ‘yeah’ in line 9 reconfirmed his utterance shokudoo ‘cafeteria’ in line 7. Although the 
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interviewer’s listener response in line 8 started before Jeff’s reconfirmation, it is hard to say 

whether it was a response to the interviewer’s utterance a ‘oh’ or it was uttered in continuity 

from line 7. Then, Jeff gave one more reconfirmation hai ‘yes’ in line 9 in response to the 

interviewer’s listener response a soo desu ka ‘oh I see.’ Since the interviewer closed this 

question answer sequence with her listener response and moved on to the next question, Jeff’s 

last reconfirmation overlapped with the beginning of the interviewer’s next question. 

Unlike confirmation that is a response to a question or a clarification, ‘reconfirmation’ in 

this case is not a requested response. Therefore, the interviewer often continued her talk when 

Jeff gave a reconfirmation, and as a result, his reconfirmation overlapped with the interviewer’s 

turn. The cases of so ‘right’ in line 7 and hai ‘yes’ in line 9 are examples of overlap for 

‘reconfirmation.’ In both instances, Jeff reconfirmed his answer in response to the interviewer’s 

understanding, shown by her listener responses, while the interviewer continued talking. In other 

words, utterances for reconfirmation are likely to overlap, and thus the more reconfirmations the 

speaker produces, the more overlaps for reconfirmation will be observed. This was indeed the 

case for Jeff.   

In both of Jeff’s interviews, about half of overlaps for ‘reconfirmation’ were in the same 

pattern: the interviewer gave the listener response soo desu ka ‘I see’ (and its variation soo nan 

desu ka ‘I see’) to Jeff’s utterance, and Jeff responded with hai/un ‘yes/yeah,’ as seen in Excerpt 

5.17 lines 8 and 9. More specifically, 13 out of 26 (pre-interview) and 15 out of 26 (post-

interview) of overlaps for ‘reconfirmation’ fell into this pattern.  

Partial reproduction of Excerpt 5.17 Jeff Pre-Interview Cafeteria 

8  I: a [soo] desu ka. [ano, issho ni dokoka ni dekaketari shimasu ka? 
              "Oh, I see. Um, do you go out somewhere together with (your friends)?"  
9  J:   [un.]          [hai.   
                    “Yeah.”                     “Yes.” 
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As I mentioned earlier, this pattern (soo desu ka → hai/un) was also observed frequently 

in Tina’s interviews. It might be that the final particle ka in the listener response soo desu ka ‘I 

see’ elicits a confirmation since the particle ka is a question marker. However, in this set phrase 

the particle ka does not mark a question unless it is said with rising intonation, as in soo desu ka? 

‘is that right?’   

Although the number of occurrence of overlap for ‘reconfirmation’ in Jeff’s pre- and 

post-interviews was identical, the way they overlapped was somewhat different. In the pre-

interview, about 60 percent (16 out of 26) of overlaps for ‘reconfirmation’ were uttered after 

listening until the end of the listener response and thus overlapped with its following utterance, 

as seen in Excerpt 5.18 below. The rest of the cases either overlapped the final element of the 

listener response (5 out of 26) or overlapped almost completely with the listener response (5 out 

of 26) because the reconfirmation was uttered in continuity. In Excerpt 5.18, Jeff is telling the 

interviewer who is living in his dormitory. 

Excerpt 5.18 Jeff Pre-Interview 4’26” International student dormitory  

1  J: kono ryoo wa,   ano:: ryuugakusee no tame desu [kara, 
              “this dormitory is, um, for international students, [so” 
2  I:              un.                               [un un. 
                                           “uh huh”                                                                 “uh huh” 
3  J: hai. demo zenbu minasan wa [ano ryuugakusee desu. 
             “Yes. But all, everyone is, [um, international student.” 
4  I:                            [un. 
                                                                             “uh huh.” 
5     a soo desu ka. [ja ano,]      ryoo de wa nihongo de hanashimasu ka? 
              “Oh, I see. [Well then, um,] in the dormitory do you speak in Japanese?” 
6→ J:                [hai soo] desu. 
                                                  “Yes, That’s right.” 
 

After Jeff said that only international students were living in his dormitory in lines 1 – 3, 

the interviewer gave a listener response a soo desu ka ‘oh, I see’ in line 5. After listening to the 

end of the listener response, Jeff reconfirmed his answer in line 6 by saying hai soo desu ‘yes, 
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that’s right.’ However, at the same moment, the interviewer moved on to the next question. As a 

result, Jeff’s reconfirmation overlapped with the beginning of the next question.   

 In the post-interview, overlaps like Excerpt 5.18 decreased (10 out of 26) and about 60 

percent (16 out of 26) of ‘reconfirmation’ overlapped with the final element of the listener 

response or earlier. If we only focus on the soo desu ka → hai/un reconfirmation sequence, 12 

out of 15 of this pattern overlapped with the final element(s) in the post-interview, while only 

two out of 13 overlapped with the listener response in the pre-interview.20 Excerpt 5.19 shows an 

example of reconfirmation that overlapped with the listener response. In this conversation, Jeff 

and the interviewer are talking about Japanese classes he took in Japan. Prior to this segment, 

Jeff told the interviewer that he skipped level 5 and took the level 6 class. The interviewer asked 

if he needed to take a placement test to skip the level 5 and take the level 6 class. Excerpt 5.19 is 

Jeff’s answer to that question.    

Excerpt 5.19 Jeff Post-Interview 5’58”  Japanese placement test 

1   J: pureesumento tesuto wa�: maa (0.8) sore wa kankei janaku[te  
                “Placement test is, well, that doesn’t matter” 
2   I:                                                         [un 
                                                                                                                                                 “uh huh” 
3   J: ano   [jibun de [ano 
                “um, by myself, um” 
4   I:     e [jaa      [roku ga toritai desu tte ittara= 
                         “well, then, if (you) said (you) wanted to take level six” 
5      =roku ga toreru n desu ka? 
                    “you can take level six?” 
6   J: hai soo desu. 
                “Yes, that’s right.” 
 
7   I: hee. go o torimase- toranakute mo .hh 
                “Really. You don’t take, even if you don’t take level five” 

                                                
20 In Jeff’s post-interview, 15 out of 26 total overlaps for ‘reconfirmation’ were soo (nan) desu ka → hai 
pattern, and among the 15 cases, 12 of them overlapped with the final element(s) of soo (nan) desu ka, 
mostly with the final particle ka. The other four cases of ‘reconfirmation’ that overlapped with the final 
element of listener response or earlier were with other types of listener response (naruhodo ne ‘I see’ and 
repetition of Jeff’s utterances). In his pre-interview, 13 out of 26 total overlaps for ‘reconfirmation’ were 
soo (nan) desu ka → hai/un pattern.  
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8   J: daijoobu de[su. 
                “no problem.” 
9   I:            [ii n desu [ka.  a: so[o desu ka. 
                                           “It’s okay. Oh, I see.” 
10→ J:                       [hai.      [hai.      hai. 
                                                                    “Yes.”              “Yes.”             “Yes.” 
 

In line 1, Jeff said that the placement test was not necessary to take a higher level class, 

and then in the middle of Jeff’s turn, the interviewer interrupted and asked in lines 4 – 5 whether 

he was able to take the level 6 class if he wanted to. After the interviewer interrupted and 

overlapped Jeff’s turn in line 4, Jeff stopped his talk in line 3 and let the interviewer take the turn. 

Although Jeff’s answer was not complete, the fact that the placement test did not matter and 

Jeff’s utterance jibun de ‘by myself,’ gave the interviewer enough information to presume that 

Jeff was able to take classes as he wanted. The interviewer requested Jeff’s confirmation in lines 

4 – 5 to see if her understanding was correct. After listening until the end of the interviewer’s 

turn, Jeff confirmed this in line 6. Then, in line 7, the interviewer brought up skipping level five, 

which was mentioned by Jeff prior to this excerpt. At this point, it was confirmed that the 

placement test was not necessary to take the level 6 class, and since Jeff already said that he 

skipped level five and took the level 6 class, the interviewer’s utterance in line 7 can be 

interpreted as a clarification. Interestingly, Jeff confirmed the clarification by completing the 

interviewer’s turn in line 8. This indicates that Jeff understood the intention of the interviewer’s 

utterance in line 7 and was able to predict and complete the sentence.  

Overlapping with the end of Jeff’s utterance, the interviewer completed her sentence in 

line 9. The interviewer’s utterance ii n desu ka¯ ‘it’s okay’ may be what the interviewer was 

intending to say in the first place, or it might be the case that the interviewer repeated Jeff’s 

utterance daijoobu desu ‘no problem’ in different wording to show understanding. In that case, 

this ii n desu ka¯ ‘it’s okay’ can be classified as a listener response in a form of 
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repetition/rephrasing (e.g. Horiguchi, 1997; S. Iwasaki, 1997; Matsuda, 1988; Mizutani, 1984). 

Either way, it was apparent that skipping a level was okay since Jeff had already said this in line 

8. Jeff reconfirmed the interviewer’s ii n desu ka¯ ‘it’s okay’ in line 10, overlapping with the 

final particle ka. Jeff’s overlapped reconfirmation suggests that he was aware that the interviewer 

was not starting a new turn but was instead rephrasing/repeating his utterance, and he projected 

the end of her utterance.   

The difference of overlap for ‘reconfirmation’ in terms of the timing of the start of 

overlap in Jeff’s pre- and post-interviews suggests that in the post-interview, Jeff was able to 

anticipate the end of listener response and chose to overlap with the final element(s). However, 

given that most of the overlaps for ‘reconfirmation’ that overlapped with the last element(s) of 

listener response in the post-interview were in the soo desu ka → hai  pattern, this may be 

somewhat limited to the case when the listener response is soo desu ka ‘I see.’ Soo desu ka is one 

of the first listener responses that Japanese learners learn in many elementary textbooks, and thus 

this might also be the reason that Jeff was familiar with it enough to not need to listen until the 

end to respond.  

The changes in the occurrence of overlap as a non-floor holder in Jeff’s pre- and post-

interviews were also not apparent because of the small number; however, overlap for ‘early 

response’ in the pre- and post-interviews showed a difference in terms of the contexts in which 

they occurred. In the pre-interview, all overlaps for ‘early response’ happened during repair. 

When Jeff had trouble understanding the interviewer’s question, he initiated the process of repair, 

and while the interviewer was attempting to resolve the trouble-source by rephrasing the 

question, Jeff started his response turn overlapping with the interviewer’s utterance. In the other-

initiated repair sequence (Schegloff, Jefferson, & Sacks, 1977), Jeff did not wait until the end of 
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the interviewer’s repair turn, but rather he started his response at the point where he understood 

the question. Excerpt 5.20 shows an example of such a case.  

Excerpt 5.20 Jeff Pre-Interview 5’33”  Japanese friends 

1   I: ano: nihonjin no tomodachi wa doko de tsukurimashita ka? 
                “Um, as for Japanese friends, where did you make (those friends)?” 
2   J: (1.8) e:: doko de tsukurimasu? 
                             “Well… where do (I) make?” 
3   I: un. ano, doko de aimashita ka?=nihonjin no [tomodachi] to.= 
                “Yeah. Um, where did you meet? with Japanese friends.” 
4 → J:                                            [a:       ] 
                                                                                                                    “Oh” 
5      =e:tto (2.3) a:::n (0.8) a kurasu de.   
                  “Well, um… Oh, in a class.” 
 

The interviewer asked Jeff where he made Japanese friends in line 1, but he could not 

understand the question right away, and after a 1.8-second pause, he requested a repair in line 2 

by partially repeating the interviewer’s question with rising intonation.21 The interviewer thought 

the trouble-source was the word tsukurimashita ‘made,’ so she restated the question in line 3 

using the word aimashita ‘met’ instead. The interviewer’s initial repair was rephrasing of Jeff’s 

repair initiation doko de tsukurimasu? ‘where do (I) make?’ (line 2) by replacing the verb ‘make’ 

to ‘met,’ but because this sentence was missing the object nihonjin no tomodachi ‘Japanese 

friends’ that was included in the original question, she added this portion right after. Jeff did not 

wait for the interviewer to finish her repair turn before he began his response in line 4. 

Overlapping with the interviewer’s utterance tomodachi ‘friends,’ Jeff uttered a change-of-state 

token (Heritage, 1984) a: ‘oh’ in a louder volume (line 4). This a: ‘oh’ indicates that at that 

moment the trouble-source was resolved, and Jeff understood the question. If the word 

tsukurimashita ‘made’ was the only trouble-source that prevented Jeff’s understanding, it might 

be unnecessary to listen to the entire question again before answering the question. This suggests 
                                                
21 See Robinson & Kevoe-Feldman (2010) for a discussion of using full repeats for other-initiated repair.  
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that in repair sequences, especially when the problem was a specific part of the trouble-source 

turn, it is possible to reach an understanding without listening until the end of the repair turn. 

Other-initiated repair suspends and delays “the progressivity of the sequence” (Kitzinger, 2012), 

meaning that repair sequences intervene in a base sequence (Stivers, 2012). In the case of 

Excerpt 5.20, the base sequence was a question (line 1) – answer (line 5), and the repair sequence 

intervened between the two (lines 2 – 4). Therefore, by starting Jeff’s response at the point where 

he understood the question, he promptly returned to the base sequence. 

In the post-interview, in addition to the ‘early response’ overlap in a repair sequence as 

seen in the pre-interview, there were cases where Jeff predicted the interviewer’s question and 

started his response well before the end of the question, as shown in Excerpt 5.21. Unlike 

overlap during repair where Jeff had already listened to the question once before he overlapped 

in the repair sequence, this case requires shared or common knowledge in order for Jeff to 

understand the interviewer’s intention. In the following conversation, the interviewer attempts to 

ask something about after study abroad, but Jeff responds in the midst of the question at which 

the main concern of the question has not been uttered yet (line 2). Jeff also overlaps for ‘early 

response’ in line 13 to confirm. 

Excerpt 5.21 Jeff Post-Interview 16’29”  Feeling lonely after study abroad 

1   I: jaa ano ryuugaku ga owatte�: (0.5) [ima 
                “Well then, um, study abroad has ended and [now” 
2 → J:                                    [sabishi@katta desu@   
                                                                                                  “(I) felt lonely.” 
3   I: @samishii desu ka?@ [haha 
                   “Do you feel lonely?” ((laugh)) 
4   J:                      [soo desu ne. ano [honto ni (0.3) ano (1.0)  
                                                                 “Yes, I do. Um, really, um,” 
5   I:                                        [un. 
                                                                                                         “uh huh” 
6   J: shichi-gatsu nijuugo-nichi ni,   ano (0.7) de (1.2) ano na- nandaro  
                “on July 25th, um, and, um, I wonder,” 
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7   I:                               un. 
                                                                                    “uh huh” 
8   J: ano (1.1) tomodachi to issho ni ita toki    e:to  
                “um, when I was with my friends, well,” 
9   I:                                          un.                            
                                                                                                            “uh huh”                                                         
10  J: (1.0) honto ni @sabishi[katta@ desu. soo desu ne. 
                             “I felt really lonely. Yes.” 
11  I:                         [un un. 
                                                                       “uh huh” 
12     fuu:n. (0.8) motto nagaku ita[katta [desu ka? ahaha. 
                “I see. Did you want to stay longer?” ((laugh)) 
13→ J:                              [.hh   [soo desu ne:. 
                                                                                                    “Yes, I did.” 
 

Prior to this conversation, Jeff and the interviewer were talking about things happened 

during study abroad, and then in line 1, the interviewer shifted the topic to ‘after study abroad.’ 

Because of the interview format and how the interviewer frequently started a question with jaa 

‘well then’, it was predictable that the interviewer’s utterance in line 1 would be a question. 

However, Jeff’s response in line 2 seems a little too early. He responded before the interviewer 

even mentioned her point of the question. Since there was not any prior talk on this topic that led 

to this question (line 1), Jeff’s response in line 2 was solely based on his assumption. Jeff’s 

utterance samishikatta desu ‘felt lonely’ in line 2 suggests that he probably thought the 

interviewer was going to ask how he felt when study abroad came to an end. The interviewer 

reacted in line 3 by repeating Jeff’s utterance with rising intonation. This may indicate that Jeff’s 

utterance was something unexpected for the interviewer. Then, in line 4, Jeff confirmed that he 

felt lonely and told his memory of the day he left Japan (July 25th) and how he felt very lonely 

(lines 4 – 10). His story explains where the connection between ryuugaku ga owatte ‘study 

abroad has ended and’ (partial question in line 1) and kanashikatta desu ‘(I) felt lonely’ (Jeff’s 

utterance that overlapped the question) came from, and this is probably how he predicted the 

question.  
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After Jeff’s recollection (lines 4 – 10), the interviewer gave a listener response fuu:n ‘I 

see’ in line 12, and then asked Jeff if he wanted to stay longer. It was apparent from Jeff’s 

comments that he was not happy about leaving Japan, and the question also reflected this. In 

other words, the interviewer’s question in line 12 was not asking unknown information, but 

rather asking for Jeff’s confirmation of her assumption: nagaku itakatta ‘wanted to stay longer.’ 

Jeff responded to this question in line 13 overlapping with the copula desu and the question 

marker ka, but he actually got ready to respond even earlier than that. There was hearable deep 

in-breath after Jeff listened to motto nagaku ita- ‘longer stayed’ (literal translation), which 

indicates that at this point Jeff understood what the interviewer was talking about and started 

getting ready to respond. Previous studies have argued that overlap is often utilized for showing 

empathy or shared knowledge (e.g. Do, 2009; Fujii, 1995; Fujii and Otsuka, 1994; Machida, 

2002). Therefore, Jeff’s overlap for ‘early response’ in louder volume (line 13) can be interpreted 

as showing his strong agreement and emphasizing their shared perception.   

In summary, the occurrence of overlap in Jeff’s pre- and post-interviews did not show 

notable differences quantitatively. However, further analysis revealed some changes in terms of 

the timing of overlap and the contexts in which it happened. The most frequently observed 

overlap in both interviews was ‘reconfirmation,’ and the fact that Jeff produced more overlaps in 

comparison to other participants was largely a result of frequent overlap for ‘reconfirmation.’ 

This was because of Jeff’s habit of reconfirming his own utterances and responding to the 

interviewer’s listener responses that indicated information receipt and/or understanding, such as 

soo desu ka ‘I see.’ Among the overlaps for ‘reconfirmation,’ the majority were of the soo desu 

ka → hai/un ‘I see → yes/yeah’ pattern. In regard to the timing of overlap, in the pre-interview, 

the onset of Jeff’s overlap for ‘reconfirmation’ was after the completion of a listener response; 
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that is, his reconfirmation overlapped with what followed after the listener response. On the other 

hand, in the post-interview, Jeff overlapped his reconfirmation with the last element(s) of a 

listener response, mostly with the final particle ka in soo desu ka ‘I see.’ This change suggests 

that Jeff was able to project the end of a listener response and react early in the post-interview. 

Another change between the two interviews was the contexts in which overlaps for ‘early 

response’ occurred. While ‘early response’ in the pre-interview only occurred in a repair 

sequence, in the post-interview, it was observed in a regular question-answer sequence as well. 

The overlaps for ‘early response’ in the two contexts showed contrasting purposes. Overlap 

during repair was for marking the point of understanding and promptly going back to the base 

sequence in which they were engaged. In a question – answer sequence, however, overlaps 

indicated shared knowledge that made the prediction of the question possible, and overlapping 

demonstrated strong agreement and shared perception.  

 

5.1.5  Ethan 

Among the five L2 participants, Ethan showed the most increase in the number of 

functions of overlap between the pre- and post-interviews, and the widest variety of functions 

were observed in his post-interview. As Table 5.6 illustrates, in the pre-interview, about 90% of 

Ethan’s overlaps were produced as a floor holder, while in the post-interview, these overlaps 

decreased to about 66% due to the increase of overlap as a non-floor holder. The raw number of 

overlaps as a floor holder did not change much between the two interviews. However, the 

functions of overlap as a non-floor holder increased greatly in the post-interview, including two 

functions that were not observed in other participants’ interview data: ‘information supply’ and 

‘repair request.’ Although the occurrence of newly observed functions of overlap was very small, 
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a close analysis revealed that most of these overlaps were not incidental, but purposefully 

overlapped with the interviewer’s on-going turns to move the conversation forward.     

 
Table 5.6   

Occurrence of Overlap in Ethan’s Pre- and Post-Interviews 
�  Function Pre % Post % 

Floor 
holder 

Floor continuation 21 75.0 18 47.4 
Reconfirmation 4 14.3 5 13.2 
Floor hold   2 5.3 

Non-
floor 
holder 

Listener response 2 7.1 6 15.8 
Misjudgment of turn completion 1 3.6   
Information supply   3 7.9 
Repair request    1 2.6 
Early response   1 2.6 
New turn at TRP   1 2.6 
Delayed response   1 2.6 

�  Total 28 100 38 100 
 

Similar to Ken and Frank, Ethan’s most frequent type of overlap was ‘floor continuation.’ 

He was the most advanced speaker of Japanese among the five participants and was already able 

to answer questions with long and multi-clause sentences in the pre-interview. As I mentioned 

when discussing Frank in 5.1.3, the longer and more complex an answer is, the more listener 

responses the interviewer tends to give. Therefore, this created more chance for Ethan to overlap 

with the listener responses while he continued his turn. Since overlap for ‘floor continuation’ 

was already observed frequently in his pre-interview, there was not a big difference in the 

occurrence of this type of overlap between the pre- and post-interviews. What was different, 

however, was the timing of overlap.  
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As I mentioned in the previous chapter, overlap for ‘floor continuation’ happens when a 

current floor holder continues his or her talk while a non-floor holder is giving a listener 

response. This includes overlap within a turn and between turns, as shown in Excerpt 5.22. The 

two types of overlap for ‘floor continuation’ are observed in line 3. In this segment, Ethan is 

explaining why he is not worried about making friends in Japan. 

 
Excerpt 5.22  Ethan Pre-Interview  Friends in Japan 
 
1   E: nihonjin no tomodachi ga amerikajin no tomodachi hodo ooi node. 
                “Because Japanese friends are as many as (my) American friends.” 
2   I: a: soo desu [ka. 
                “Oh, I see.” 
3 →  E:             [sudeni gojuunin toka    [tookyoo ni imasu. 
                                             “Already about 50 people are in Tokyo.” 
4   I:                                   fuu[:n. 
                                                                                              “Really.” 
 

Ethan explained the reason in two turns (lines 1 and 3). The first overlap with a: soo desu 

ka is an example of overlap between turns where the beginning of the following turn overlaps 

with a listener response. The second overlap with the listener response fuu:n is an overlap within 

a turn. In both interviews, there were more overlaps between turns than within a turn. 12 out of 

21 overlaps for ‘floor continuation’ occurred between turns in the pre-interview, and 14 out of 18 

occurred between turns in the post-interview. This shows that Ethan was more likely to overlap 

when he answered in more than one turn.  

Although the raw numbers of overlaps for ‘floor continuation’ between turns were similar 

(12 and 14) in the two interviews, the timing of overlap was somewhat different. Particularly, 

Ethan’s following turn started earlier in the post-interview. In the pre-interview, most of the 

overlaps between turns happened after the completion of the interviewer’s first listener response, 

but because she gave more than one listener responses, Ethan’s turn still overlapped with her 
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following utterance. In other words, the example in Excerpt 5.22 where Ethan overlapped with 

the final element of the first listener response, in this case, the final particle ka in a: soo desu ka, 

was a rare case in the pre-interview. In fact, the example in Excerpt 5.22 was the only instance. 

Excerpt 5.23 illustrates the most common case of overlap for ‘floor continuation’ in his pre-

interview. Prior to this conversation, Ethan was explaining his experience of studying Japanese 

and said that he studied abroad for three months in Hokkaido when he was an undergraduate and 

continued studying by himself after that. After hearing Ethan’s story, the interviewer asked a 

clarification question in line 1.     

 
Excerpt 5.23  Ethan Pre-Interview  5’50”  Japanese language study 
 
1   I: Jaa amerika no daigaku de wa nihongo no jugyoo totta koto        
2      nai n desu ka? 
                “Well then, you have never taken a Japanese class in a university in the U.S.?” 
3   E: soo iu koto desu. 
                “That’s right.” 
4   I: a:: soo desu ka. hee:::. soo na [n da. 
                “Oh, I see. Really. I see.” 
5 → E:                                 [de jitsu wa ne, ano ma: hokkaidoo                                                                                      
6      de wa totteta n desu kedo,   honto ni: (0.7) kihonteki de 
                “And actually, um, well, I took (Japanese) in Hokkaido, but (they were) really basic, and” 
7   I:                           un  
                                                                           “uh huh” 
8   E: (0.7) amari benkyoo ni naranakatta n desu. 
                “ (I) didn’t learn much.” 
 

After Ethan responded to the interviewer’s clarification question in line 3, the interviewer 

gave a relatively long chain of listener responses in line 4. Ethan listened to the interviewer’s 

listener responses a: soo desu ka ‘oh, I see’ and hee::: ‘really’ until the end, and in the midst of 

soo na n da ‘I see,’ he started his turn in line 5 to continue his talk. Eight out of 12 overlaps 

between turns in the pre-interview were similar to this pattern. These overlaps might not have 

overlapped if the interviewer had only given one listener response. 
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 In the post-interview, however, Ethan began his continuation earlier. Half of the overlaps 

(seven out of 1422) between turns overlapped with the last element of the first listener response as 

shown in Excerpt 5.22 and Excerpt 5.24 below. In all of the seven instances, Ethan’s continuing 

turn overlapped with the final particle ka in a soo desu ka ‘I see.’ Prior to this conversation, the 

interviewer asked Ethan whether making friends in Japan was difficult. He replied that although 

one of his fellow students who went to the same university as Ethan said it was very difficult to 

make friends in Japan, he thought it was not difficult. In the following conversation, he explains 

what he thinks affects the difficulty of making friends and gives his tips on making friends in 

Japan in three turns. At the beginning of each continuing turn, Ethan overlaps with the 

interviewer’s utterances.        

 
Excerpt 5.24  Ethan Post-Interview  8’01”  Making Japanese friends 
 
1   E: jinkaku ni yoru [to omoimasu [a: sore ni (1.7) ma nihongo no 
                “It depends on personality, I think. Oh, moreover, well, Japanese” 
2   I:                 [un un.      [a 
                                                      “uh huh. Oh,” 
3   E: reberu mo    kakawaru to omou n desu keredomo,  
                “level also influences, I think, but” 
4   I:           un 
                                      “uh huh” 
5   E: sekkyoku:teki sa ni    yotte ookiku kawaru    [to omoimasu.]  
                “depending on (one’s) assertiveness, it changes greatly, I think.” 
6   I:                     un                     a: [naruhodo    ]ne. 
                                                              “uh huh”                                       “Oh, I see.” 
7      a soo desu [ka.  
                “Oh, I see.” 
8  → E:            [mizukara tomodachi o tsukuroo to sureba,   soreni  
                                           “If you try to make friends on your own, besides” 
9   I:                                                    un. 
                                                                                                                                     “uh huh” 
10  E: eigo ni (2.0) ma (0.3) amari eigo ni tayotte wa naranai to omoimasu. 
                “English, well, you shouldn’t rely on English too much, I think” 
11  I: a:: naruhodo ne. (0.5) jaa[ano        [un 
                “Oh, I see. Well then, um”                                              “uh huh” 
                                                
22 Out of 14 between-turns overlaps, there were ten instances where the interviewer gave soo desu ka as 
an initial listener response.   
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12     E:                           [soo sureba [daitai (0.5) umaku  
13     (0.5) iku to omoi[masu. 
                “By doing this, it usually works out well, I think.” 
14  I:                  [n n un. 
                                                         “Yeah” 
 

In his first turn (lines 1, 3 and 5), Ethan explained that he thought personality, language 

level, and assertiveness are the factors that influence the difficulty of making friends during 

study abroad. The interviewer first expressed her understanding by saying a: naruhodo ne ‘oh, I 

see’ in line 6, mostly overlapping with Ethan’s turn, and after the completion of his turn (line 5), 

she gave a listener response a soo desu ka in line 7. Overlapping with the final particle ka, Ethan 

then offered his tips on making friends in Japan in line 8, elaborating on the sekkyokuteki sa 

‘assertiveness’ he mentioned in line 5.  

The interviewer’s listener response, such as a soo desu ka (e.g. Excerpt 5.22 line 2, 

Excerpt 5.23 line 4, and Excerpt 5.24 line 7), after a question – answer sequence is what 

Schegloff (2007) refers to as “sequence-closing thirds.” Sequence-closing thirds follow the 

second pair part of an adjacency pair, and they are “designed to move for or to propose, sequence 

closing” (Schegloff, 2006, p. 118). The listener response a soo desu ka ‘oh, I see’ in the third 

position may be used to claim information receipt, similar to the free-standing “oh” in English. 

According to Schegloff (2007), a change-of-state token “oh” (Heritage, 1984) is used to “register 

a just-preceding utterance (or other event, perception, etc.) as an “informing,” as producing a 

change in its recipient from non-knowing to now-knowing” (p. 118). However, in the instances 

of overlaps for ‘floor continuation,’ a sequence continues past a sequence-closing third. 

Schegloff (2007) argues that an extended sequence following a possible sequence-closing third 

may be “prompted by the compositionally partial move to sequence closure” or “by a failure by 
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the speaker of the sequence-closing third to proceed to the sequentially appropriate next move” 

(p. 140).  

For example, in Excerpt 5.24, Ethan’s turn in lines 1 – 5 is a second pair part of a 

question – answer sequence (the first pair part was asked prior to this segment), and the 

interviewer’s listener response a soo desu ka ‘oh, I see’ in line 7 is a possible sequence-closing 

third position turn. This turn marks the interviewer’s receipt of information and is a possible 

place for the interviewer to launch a new sequence. However, because Ethan’s answer was not 

complete at the end of line 5, he extended his answer (the second pair part) past the sequence-

closing third a soo desu ka ‘oh, I see’ (line 6). By overlapping with the final element of the 

sequence-closing third (final particle ka) in line 8, Ethan strategically prevented the interviewer 

from proceeding to a next move and retained the floor.  

As I mentioned earlier, Ethan’s overlap with the final element of a sequence-closing third 

increased in the post-interview. Particularly, instances of the beginning of Ethan’s continuing 

turn overlapped with the final particle ka in the sequence-closing third a soo desu ka were 

observed seven times in the post-interview, whereas there was only one case in the pre-interview. 

This might suggest that Ethan became familiar with this sequence organization with the 

sequence-closing thirds, and by overlapping with the last element of the third position turn, he 

signaled his intention to continue the floor and avoided a possible overlap with the interviewer’s 

attempt to move to a new sequence. In fact, when Ethan did not overlap with a sequence-closing 

third, the interviewer attempted to take the floor and start a new sequence, as seen in Excerpt 

5.24 in lines 11 and 12. 
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Partial reproduction of Excerpt 5.24  Ethan Post-Interview  8’01”  Making Japanese friends 
  
7   I: a soo desu [ka.  
                “Oh, I see.” 
8   E:            [mizukara tomodachi o tsukuroo to sureba,   soreni  
                                           “If you try to make friends on your own, besides” 
9   I:                                                    un. 
                                                                                                                                     “uh huh” 
10  E: eigo ni (2.0) ma (0.3) amari eigo ni tayotte wa naranai to omoimasu. 
                “English, well, you shouldn’t rely on English too much, I think” 
11 →I: a:: naruhodo ne. (0.5) jaa[ano        [un 
                “Oh, I see. Well then, um”                                              “uh huh” 
12 →E:                           [soo sureba [daitai (0.5) umaku  
13     (0.5) iku to omoi[masu. 
                “By doing this, it usually works out well, I think.” 
14  I:                  [n n un. 
                                                         “Yeah” 
 

As we have discussed above, expanding past the interviewer’s sequence-closing third, 

Ethan continued his talk in lines 8 – 10, explaining what would make it easier to make friends in 

Japan. This was the continuation of the second pair part of the question – answer sequence. Then, 

after the completion of Ethan’s turn, the interviewer expressed her receipt of information and 

understanding in line 11. This a:: naruhodo ne ‘oh, I see’ can also be considered as a sequence-

closing third. Ethan did not overlap this time, and there was a .5-second pause after the third 

position turn. Following the pause, the interviewer started a turn with jaa ‘well then,’ which is a 

discourse marker she often used at the beginning of a new question. This suggests that Ethan’s 

lack of action signaled to the interviewer that he aligned with the closure of the sequence. It 

turned out, however, that Ethan was not actually moving towards closure yet, and he started the 

continuation of his second pair part in line 12, overlapping with the interviewer’s attempted new 

turn. Although the interviewer had intended to take the floor, because of Ethan’s overlap for 

‘floor hold’ in line 12, she promptly gave up her turn and gave a listener response (continuer) un 

‘uh huh’ in line 11.  The interviewer’s utterances in line 11 show that her moves were based on 

her careful observation of moment-by-moment interaction with Ethan. In other words, Ethan’s 
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overlap or lack of overlap played an important role in the conversation for a sequential 

negotiation and turn-taking. 

Another notable development that Ethan showed in the post-interview was his use of 

overlap for ‘repair request’ and ‘information supply,’ which were not observed in the other four 

participants’ interview data. Overlap for ‘repair request’ occurs when a non-floor holder initiates 

a repair, overlapping with a current floor holder’s turn. By overlapping in the midst of a turn, 

instead of listening until the end and then initiating a repair, the non-floor holder can promptly 

indicate a trouble-source and work with the floor holder to achieve mutual understanding. Fujii 

(1995, 1997) classified overlapped utterances that adjust prior utterances/talk (e.g. repair and 

additional information) or seek further information (e.g. clarification question) as choosei-kei 

‘adjusting type.’ Fujii (1997) argues that this type of overlap can effectively adjust the ongoing 

conversation for better understanding without going off the track, and that it shows a non-floor 

holder’s high involvement.      

‘Information supply’ occurs when a non-floor holder assists a floor holder in constructing 

the current turn. For instance, when a floor holder searches for a word or some information in the 

middle of his or her turn, a non-floor holder may assist the floor holder by supplying the right 

word or information (Iida, 2005). Excerpt 5.25 is an example of Ethan’s overlap for ‘repair 

request’ and ‘information supply.’ In this segment, the interviewer is arranging a method of 

payment of the compensation for participating in this study. She gives two payment options, but 

Ethan misses hearing one of the options and requests a repair. 

Excerpt 5.25  Ethan Post-Interview  22’08”  Payment methods 
 
1 I: ano: ichiban saisho ni owattara nanajuu doru sashiagemasu to  
2      yakusoku shite ita node, okuritai n desu ga, doo iu fuu ni shitara  
3      ii desu ka? chiekku ka: (1.8) peiparu ka¯ 
                “Um, at the beginning, I promised that I would give 70 dollars after the completion, so I want to  
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                  send it, but how should I do? Check or PayPal.” 
4      (1.8) 
5   E: un. 
                “uh huh” 
6   I: dooiu opushon ga [aru ka. 
                 “What kinds of options there are.” 
7 → E:                  [e      koosha nan- nan deshita kke?  
                                                         “e, the latter, what, what was it?” 
8   I: n?= 
                “huh?” 
9   E: =sumimasen (0.7) koosha wa nan deshita? kikinogashita n desu.       
                 “I’m sorry, what was the latter? I didn’t catch that.” 
10     [suimasen. 
                 “I’m sorry”                                                  
11  I: [a        un. etto:, ichiban saisho no purojekuto:, ichiban  
12     saisho: ni:, ano sain shite moratta toki ni,     
                 “Oh. Okay. Well, the first project, when I had you sign at the beginning,” 
13  E: hai. 
                 “Yes” 
14  I: zenbu owa- purojekuto ga owattara, nanajuu [doru haraimasu tte  
                 “all fini- when the project was completed, I would pay 70 dollars” 
15  E:                                            [hai                  
                                                                                                                    “Right” 
16  I: kai[te atta n desu ne? un. dakara:, [sore o 
                 “(it) was written, you know? Yeah. So, that” 
17→ E:    [hai                             [de sono hoohoo toshite,         
                         “Right”                                                               “And as a method of that” 
18  I: soo soo [hoohoo 
                 “Right right, methods”                         
19→  E:         [hitotsu ga kogitte de moo hitotsu [°wa° 
                                     “One is by check, and the other is” 
20  I:                                            [un. a peiparu. 
                                                                                                                    “Uh huh. Oh, PayPal” 
21     (1.5) 
22  E: a [sono hoo ga ii to omoimasu. 
                 “Oh, that would be better, I think.” 
23  I:   [<pay>pal 
                        “PayPal” ((exaggerated pronunciation)) 
 

In lines 1 – 3, the interviewer mentioned that when Ethan agreed to participate in the 

study, she promised that she would pay compensation, and she asked how she should send the 

compensation, giving two options: check or PayPal. After a 1.8-second pause (line 4), Ethan 

acknowledged her utterances with a continuer un ‘uh huh’ in line 5 without answering the 

question. The interviewer was expecting Ethan to pick one of the options, but he did not, so she 
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asked again in line 6 without specifying payment options. The interviewer’s utterance dooiu 

opushon ga ‘what kinds of options,’ implied that this would be an open-ended question, and thus, 

to answer this question, Ethan needed to either propose a payment method by himself or select 

from the options given by the interviewer earlier. If Ethan was going to do the latter, it was 

crucial that he remembered the options, but, as it became apparent later, he could not recall one 

of the options. Therefore, in order to answer the interviewer’s question and move the 

conversation forward, it was necessary to solve the trouble-source: the second option that Ethan 

did not catch (line 3). Overlapping with the interviewer’s turn (line 6), Ethan uttered e in line 7. 

This non-lexical token e functions as a repair initiator (Shimotani, 2007), and following e, he 

specifically pointed out the trouble-source: the second option mentioned in line 3. Ethan could 

have waited until the end of the turn before he initiated repair, but, as Fujii (1998) notes, prompt 

adjustment functions to fill the information gap between the speaker and the listener quickly. 

This also helps move the conversation forward. 

Line 7 through 20 is an other-initiated repair sequence, and in this sequence, Ethan 

utilized overlap for ‘information supply’ to elicit specific information from the interviewer. 

Ethan’s first attempt to initiate a repair in line 7 was unsuccessful because the interviewer did not 

catch his repair request (line 8), so in line 9, he repeated the same question and added that he did 

not catch what she said. This clarified that he was requesting her to say it again. Although the 

information Ethan missed was only one of the payment options, the interviewer restated her 

previous turn from the very beginning (line 11 –). Ethan’s rather frequent listener responses hai 

‘right’ in lines 15 and 17 suggest that he was indirectly signaling that he already knew the 

information. However, the interviewer seemed to interpret them as continuers. It was probable 

that she was going to repeat everything she said in lines 1 – 3. When she restated about paying 
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70 dollars and continued on her turn in line 16, Ethan co-constructed her turn in line 17 by 

supplying information de sono hoohoo to shite ‘and as a method of that.’ The interviewer 

probably would have said the same thing eventually, but instead of waiting for her to reach that 

part, Ethan fast forwarded to the point of the trouble-source by co-constructing the turn. He 

might have been expecting the interviewer to complete the turn after him by giving the two 

payment options, but she just agreed with his point in line 18 that what she was asking was the 

methods. Ethan continued the turn by supplying the first option, hitotsu ga kogitte ‘one is by 

check’ in line 19, and directed the interviewer to insert the other option, following de moo hitotsu 

wa ‘and the other is.’ It seems that she was not aware of his intention at first, and thus gave a 

continuer un in line 20. However, she quickly realized, as the change-of-state token a indicates, 

and gave the other option in line 20.  

Ethan’s overlaps in lines 17 and 19 were not intended to take the floor, but rather to help 

resolve the trouble-source promptly so that they could return to the conversation they were 

engaged; in this case, deciding on a payment method. Although the interviewer did not have a 

problem in producing repair solution, the way she responded was not well suited to how Ethan 

pointed out the trouble source (see Kitzinger, 2012). That is, he specifically requested a repair of 

the part he did not catch by saying koosha wa nan deshita? ‘what was the latter?’ (line 9), but 

she responded by repeating from the very beginning of the trouble-source turn. By co-

constructing part of the repair solution, Ethan effectively directed the interviewer’s repair to get 

to the point and elicit the exact information he was looking for.  

In summary, Ethan developed his competence to construct a conversation not only as a 

floor holder but also as a non-floor holder by supporting the floor holder’s talk through initiating 

repair and supplying information to maintain intersubjectivity. In the pre-interview, most of his 
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overlaps were as a floor holder, which means that he overlapped with the non-floor holder’s non-

floor-taking listener responses. In the post-interview, however, the instances of overlaps as a 

non-floor holder increased. Overlaps serving functions such as ‘repair initiation’ and 

‘information supply’ helped achieve mutual understanding and move the conversation forward. 

In the post-interview, Ethan’s role as a non-floor holder was not that of a mere listener. He also 

played a role in constructing the conversation with the floor holder by supplying information and 

feedback, and initiating repair in a timely manner. Another notable change in the post-interview 

was the way Ethan continued the floor. Although there were as many overlaps for ‘floor 

continuation’ in the pre-interview as observed in the post-interview, due to his ability to produce 

longer and more complex sentences, the way he continued the floor following the interviewer’s 

listener response (sequence-closing third) in the post-interview was more prompt and strategic. 

In the post-interview, when the interviewer uttered a soo desu ka ‘oh, I see’ in the sequence-

closing, third position turn, in most cases Ethan overlapped with the final particle ka to continue 

the floor. By overlapping with the last element, not only was he able to continue the floor 

smoothly but also prevent the interviewer from launching a new sequence. In other words, his 

overlap effectively signaled that he was not aligned with the proposed sequence closure.  

 

5.2 Developmental Trends in the Interview Data 

In the previous section, we looked at the change in the occurrence of different overlap 

functions in individual L2 learners’ pre- and post-interviews. Table 5.7 summarizes the number 

of overlaps and their functions found in the five L2 learners’ pre- and post-interviews. 
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Table 5.7   

The Number of Overlaps in Each Function in Individual L2 Learners’ Pre- and Post-Interviews 

�
 �  Pre-Interview �  Post-Interview 

�
 �  Ken Tina Frank Jeff Ethan �  Ken Tina Frank Jeff Ethan 

flo
or

 h
ol

de
r Floor continuation 9 4 9 14 21 �  7 7 36 17 18 

Reconfirmation 1 8 4 26 4 �  1 7 4 26 5 

Self-correction 2 �  �  2 �  �  �  �  �  2 �  

Floor hold �  �  �  2 �  �  �  �  3 2 2 

no
n-

flo
or

 h
ol

de
r 

Listener response 1 1 4 2 �  2 �  3 6 6 
Delayed response �  1 2 2 �  �  �  1 �  �  1 
Misjudgment of turn 
completion �  �  �  1 1 �  �  1 �  1 �  

Early response �  �  �  2 �  �  1 1 7 6 1 

New turn at TRP �  �  �  �  �  �  �  �  4 1 1 

Information supply �  �  �  �  �  �  �  �  �  �  3 

Repair request �  �  �  �  �  �  �  �  �  �  1 
 

The results revealed that the occurrence and the number of functions of overlaps did not 

necessarily correlate with the learner’s language proficiency test score and also that there is 

individual variation. For instance, although Ken’s test score was the second highest in the pre-

interview and the third in the post-interview, and in both cases his scores showed him to be at the 

intermediate level, the number and the variety of overlaps in his interviews were the fewest 

among the five learners. In the contrary, Jeff's test scores were the second lowest in both 

interviews, but quite a few functions of overlaps were already observed in his pre-interview. 

Nevertheless, in terms of the developmental trends, there were some similarities among the 

learners, regardless of the difference in the learners’ language levels and the initial variation in 

the number of overlaps, and also developments that were only observed in more advanced 

learners’ interviews.  
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 Overall, the common finding was that the majority of overlaps in the pre-interview were 

produced as a floor holder, while in the post-interview more overlaps and more functions of 

overlaps as a non-floor holder were observed. All five learners had overlaps for ‘floor 

continuation’ and ‘reconfirmation’ in the pre-interview. Although the number of overlaps for 

‘floor continuation’ partly depends on how often the interviewer gave listener responses, which 

depends on the length and complexity of the learner’s talk, the fact that the learners overlapped 

with listener responses to continue their floor suggests that they recognized listener responses as 

non-floor-taking utterances and that it would not be a problem to overlap with them. Similarly, it 

seemed that the learners had no problem with overlapping for ‘reconfirmation.’ As I mentioned 

before, ‘reconfirmation’ is not a required next turn. That is, there is no need to reconfirm the 

information that the non-floor holder has just received. However, by doing so, the floor holder 

can reinforce mutual understanding with the non-floor holder. Furthermore, such reconfirmation 

is usually done with a short token, such as un or hai ‘yeah/yes,’ which is unlikely to be perceived 

as a problem if it overlaps.  

Another function of overlap that was observed in all five learners’ interviews was ‘early 

response.’ This function was not observed in the pre-interview, except for Jeff, but everyone 

utilized this at least once in the post-interview. The contexts in which overlap for ‘early response’ 

occurred varied, such as during repair (e.g. Excerpt 5.20), acknowledgment of the statement, and 

giving an answer well before TRP (e.g. Excerpt 5.14, 15, and 21), but in all cases, by responding 

at the moment of understanding, the learners’ overlap for ‘early response’ helped move the 

conversation forward. In order to respond well before a possible TRP, the respondent must be 

able to predict what the question would be based on shared knowledge or from the context. 

However, it is one’s choice to start the response turn before a TRP, and it is possible to wait until 
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the current speaker finishes his or her turn. Therefore, utilizing overlap for ‘early response’ 

indicates not only the learner’s ability to project the direction of the current talk, but also the 

development of competence in moving the conversation forward by responding promptly.      

The five participants can be divided into two groups based on the occurrence of overlap 

in their interviews: Ken and Tina, and Frank, Jeff, and Ethan. Ken and Tina did not show as 

many overlaps as the other group, and these two showed similarity in the change of overlap for 

‘floor continuation’ in the pre- and post-interviews. In the pre-interview, not all of their floor 

continuations went smoothly. As shown in Excerpt 5.3 (Ken’s pre-interview) and Excerpt 5.7 

(Tina’s pre-interview), they sometimes had trouble continuing smoothly when they overlapped 

or accidentally interrupted the interviewer’s attempt to take the floor. For example, in Excerpt 

5.3, Ken’s continuation was slightly later than the interviewer’s attempt to take the floor. 

Although the interviewer noticed Ken’s intention to continue the floor and gave up her attempt 

by immediately giving a continuer un ‘uh huh,’ he also stopped and uttered a ‘oh’ in a realization 

of his unintentional interruption. The interviewer then explicitly handed over the floor by saying 

doozo ‘go ahead.’ In the case of Tina in Excerpt 5.7, when she attempted to continue the floor 

and overlapped with the interviewer’s turn, she stopped and apologized for overlapping. Similar 

to Ken’s case, the interviewer acknowledged the apology and explicitly gave the floor to Tina by 

saying doozo ‘go ahead.’ In their post-interviews, there were similar situations where the 

beginning of the learner’s continuation overlapped with the interviewer’s attempt to take the 

floor; however, instead of apologizing or stopping the conversation, they continued their turn, 

prompted by the interviewer’s continuer un ‘uh huh.’ This suggests that Ken and Tina learned a 

way to resolve accidental overlaps more smoothly, and developed their ability to closely monitor 

the moment-by-moment interaction, in this case by responding to the interviewer’s continuer.              
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 On the other hand, Frank, Jeff, and Ethan produced more overlaps and functions of 

overlaps in their post-interviews. An interesting similarity in their development was the overlap 

with the final particle ka. As I mentioned when discussing their individual changes in the 

previous section, there were notably more instances of them overlapping with the final particle 

ka for ‘reconfirmation,’ ‘floor continuation,’ and/or ‘new turn at TRP.’ For example, Jeff had the 

same number of overlaps for ‘reconfirmation’ in both interviews, but in the post-interview, the 

majority of his reconfirmations in the soo desu ka → hai/un ‘I see → yes/yeah’ pattern were 

produced overlapping with the final particle ka. In the case of Ethan, this pattern was seen in his 

overlaps for ‘floor continuation.’ The interviewer had a tendency to give the listener response a 

soo desu ka ‘oh, I see’ after the end of Ethan’s turn, and this listener response seemed to work as 

a sequence-closing third (Schegloff, 2007). When Ethan intended to answer a question in 

multiple turns, it was necessary for him to signal that his answer was incomplete, and thus by 

continuing the floor overlapping with the final particle ka, he indicated his nonalignment to the 

possible sequence closure and prevented the interviewer from starting a new sequence.  

Frank also often overlapped with the final particle ka in the post-interview, but in 

addition to overlapping with the last element of a listener response, he also overlapped with the 

question marker ka. This type of overlap was limited to a polar question when his initial response 

was hai ‘yes,’ but when he answered a wh-question, in-breath overlap was often observed. 

Frank’s overlap with the question marker ka indicates his ability to project the end of the 

question turn and respond promptly. This trend is similar to the findings in Stivers et al. (2009) 

study in which they compared turn transition time of polar question and answer sequence in ten 

languages. Their results showed that the mean time of turn transition for confirmation (yes) in 

Japanese was approximately minus 100 milliseconds, which means that on average the 
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confirmation response overlapped the question turn; and Japanese speakers' responses were the 

fastest among the ten languages. This might suggest that through the interaction with native 

Japanese speakers, Frank acquired the Japanese response timing.             

While most types of overlaps were observed in multiple learners’ interviews, overlaps for 

‘information supply’ and ‘repair request’ were only observed in Ethan’s post-interview. These 

two functions are different from the other observed overlaps in a way that they directly affect the 

floor holder’s ongoing talk. For example, ‘repair request’ will suspend the current sequence and 

start a side sequence (Jefferson, 1972) to resolve the trouble source, and ‘information supply’ 

will affect the construction and continuation of the floor holder’s talk. This shows Ethan’s 

development of competence in more collaborative participation in the conversation. However, it 

should be noted that the occurrence of these functions of overlaps depends on the context of the 

conversation, and thus the absence of these types of overlaps in the interview data does not 

necessarily mean that the other learners were unable to utilize these functions. 
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CHAPTER 6:  L2 LEARNERS’ PRODUCTION OF OVERLAP IN CASUAL 
CONVERSATIONS WITH NATIVE SPEAKERS OF JAPANESE DURING STUDY 

ABROAD 
 

In Chapter 5, I examined the five L2 learners’ production of overlaps and their functions 

and the developmental trends observed in their pre- and post-interviews. In this chapter, we will 

look at the occurrence of overlap in casual conversations between the L2 learners and native 

Japanese speakers. In the following sections, I will first examine individual L2 learners’ 

development in the production of overlaps found in the course of study abroad. Then, I will 

present the overall developmental trends observed in the five L2 learners’ conversations.      

 

6.1 Individual L2 Learners’ Changes in Their Production of Overlaps in Casual Conversations  

Each L2 learners audio-recorded three or four conversations during their stay in Japan. 

Their conversation partners were native Japanese speakers with whom they had regular 

interactions. In other words, the conversations were not first-encounter conversations. The list of 

conversation partners can be found in the Appendix E. The topic of the conversation was left to 

the learners and their conversation partners, and the conversation was spontaneous. For the 

analysis, I extracted 20 minutes of recording from each conversation, excluding the first five 

minutes of each conversation.   

 

6.1.1  Tina 

Tina recorded dinner table conversations with her host mother for all three conversations. 

As Table 6.1 shows, she already produced quite a few overlaps in the first recording, which took 

place about a month after her arrival in Japan. Overall, she produced more overlaps as a non-

floor holder in all three conversations (1st 68%, 2nd 59%, and 3rd 57% as a non-floor holder). The 
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most frequent overlap function was ‘listener response,’ followed by ‘floor continuation.’ These 

two functions were observed from the first recording on, and the number of overlaps in these 

functions stayed almost the same throughout. Functions that showed an increasing trend were 

‘reconfirmation’ and ‘overlap with co-construction.’ Overlap for ‘reconfirmation,’ in particular, 

showed the most increase from the first to the third recording. Other overlap functions that 

occurred in all three conversations were ‘misjudgment of turn completion’ and ‘early response.’ 

In the following, I will present qualitative changes in the occurrence of each function of overlap 

from the perspective of the contexts in which the overlaps occurred and their interactional effect 

in the conversation.     

  
Table 6.1   

Occurrence of Overlap in Tina’s Casual Conversations with Her Japanese Host Mother 
�  Function 1st (10/23) 2nd (2/13) 3rd (4/3) 

Non-
floor 
holder 

Listener response 18 38% 19 37% 18 29% 

Misjudgment of turn completion 8 17% 4 8% 11 17% 

Early response 4 9% 1 2% 5 8% 

Interruption 1 2%     
Clarification question   4 8%   
Delayed response   1 2%   
Information supply   1 2%   
Floor bidding �  �  �  �  2 3% 

Floor 
holder 

Floor continuation 11 23% 12 24% 11 17% 

Reconfirmation 4 9% 6 12% 11 17% 

Overlap with co-construction 1 2% 2 4% 3 5% 

Self-clarification   1 2%   
Other Floor-free �  �  �  �  2 3% 

�  Total 47 100% 51 100% 63 100% 
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Overlap for ‘listener response’ found in Tina’s conversations can be further classified 

into four categories based on their functions, as shown in Table 6.2. The most frequent function 

was ‘understanding,’ followed by ‘agreement,’ and ‘continuer’ was rarely produced in overlap. 

This tendency was common to all three conversations, except there were also listener responses 

that displayed surprise in the third conversation.  

  
Table 6.2   

Functions of Overlap for ‘Listener Response’ in Tina's Casual Conversations 
Function of listener response 1st 2nd 3rd 
Understanding 11 (rep=123) 14 (rep=1) 11 
Agreement 6 4 3 (rep=1) 
Continuer  1 1 1 
Surprise   3 
Total 18 19 18 
 

The timing of giving these listener responses was not random. Tina produced most of the 

listener responses immediately after a word/phrase that was a key for understanding, or after a 

clause. In Excerpt 6.1, Tina asks her host mother what she did that day. While her host mother is 

answering the question, Tina gives listener responses at a various timing.    

 
Excerpt 6.1  Tina-3  6’38”  Today’s events 
 
1   T: kyoo wa    nani o shimashita ka? 
                “What did you do today? 
2   M:         un 
                                  “uh huh” 
3      kyoo wa ne, zu:tto ie ni ita. moo kinoo mo mae no hi mo zu:tto  
                “Today, I stayed home all day. Yesterday and also the day before yesterday 
4      dekaketeta desho?    dakara kyoo wa, atarashii kurasu no 
                “(I) went out, you know?  So, today new class’s 
5   T:                   un. 
                                                         “yeah” 
                                                
23 ‘Rep’ means repetition, and the number indicates how many instances of listener response in this 
function were produced in the repetition of the floor holder’s previous utterance.     
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6   M: kyookasho, wakaru? [textbook [o      
                “kyookasho, do (you) understand? Textbook.  
7 → T:                    [a::      [n n n. 
                                                             “Oh.”             “yeah yeah yeah” 
8      kore ni shiyoo are ni shiyoo tte kimete, de (1.0) chuumon shite.    
                “(I) decided (the textbook), like this one or that one? and ordered them, and.” 
9   T: un. 
                “uh huh.” 
10  M: un. ((coughing)) °sore toka nani shita kana°. (0.8) sooji ne.  
                “Yeah. What else did I do? Cleaning.” 
11     sentaku kyoo wa otenki yokatta kara,           
                “Laundry, the weather was nice today, so 
12  T: un un un. 
                “yeah yeah yeah.” 
13  M: futon zenbu dashite, [soto ni. un.   
                “(I) took out all the futon and, to the outside. Yeah. 
14→ T:                      [a:: 
                                                                  “I see.” 
 

After Tina’s question in line 1, her host mother held the floor and explained what she did 

on that day, and Tina occasionally inserted listener responses during her host mother’s talk. 

Prompted by her host mother’s wakaru? ‘do (you) understand?’ in line 6, Tina displayed her 

understanding, saying a:: ‘oh’ in line 7. However, at the same time, her host mother continued 

saying the English translation ‘textbook,’ and Tina confirmed her understanding again, 

immediately after hearing the word ‘textbook,’ saying n n n ‘yeah yeah yeah’ in line 7. Although 

Tina had already showed her understanding by saying a:: ‘oh,’ responding to her host mother’s 

clarification (English translation) as well made it clear that mutual understanding had been 

achieved. Another overlap of ‘listener response’ was observed in line 14. In this case, Tina gave 

a listener response that showed her understanding after a clause, futon zenbu dashite ‘(I) took out 

all the futon and,’ which indicated one of the things that she did on that day.         

In the first recording, most of Tina’s overlapped listener responses were produced 

immediately after a noun, as n n n ‘yeah yeah yeah’ in line 7, which followed the noun 

‘textbook.’ On the other hand, in the other two conversations, more listener responses were 
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produced after a clause, particularly following the te-form of a verb, as a:: ‘I see’ in line 14, 

which followed the clause futon zenbu dashite ‘(I) took out all the futon and.’ One possible 

reason that Tina inserted a listener response mostly after a noun in the first conversation is that 

many of the overlap of ‘listener response’ occurred in a repair sequence. In fact, six out of ten 

listener responses that showed ‘understanding’ in the first conversation were observed in such a 

context. Excerpt 6.2 shows an example of Tina’s listener responses during repair. Prior to this 

segment, her host mother said that she still had to work on that day and her student was coming 

soon to take a private lesson at her house. In this excerpt, her host mother tells Tina that the 

student is a chuugakusei ‘junior high-school student,’ but Tina confuses the word chuugaku 

‘junior high-school’ with chuugoku ‘China.’ When her host mother clarifies the difference of the 

two words, Tina displays her understanding, overlapping with her host mother’s utterance.        

 
Excerpt 6.2  Tina-1  19’45”  Chuugaku ‘Junior high-school’ vs. Chuugoku ‘China’ 
 
1   M: chuugakusee. chuugaku ichinensee. 
                “Junior high-school student. 1st year junior high-school student.” 
2   T: hontoo? chu[ugaku? 
                “Really? Junior high-school?” 
3   M:            [un.   chuugaku [ichinensee. 
                                           “Yeah. 1st year junior high-school student.” 
4 → T:                            [a::→ 
                                                                               “I see.” 
5   M: demo (0.6) ano: bareebooru (0.2) no kurabu hai[tteru kara 
                “But, um, (he) is in a volleyball club, so”     
6   T:                                               [a              
                                                                                                                           “Oh,” 
7      etto °aha° chuugaku chuugoku [XXX ahahaha 
                “well, ((laugh)) Junior high-school, China XXX” ((laugher)) 
8   M:                              [a:::→  
                                                                                   “Oh” 
9      chuugoku wa Chine- [China ne. 
                “Chuugoku is Chine- China, okay?” 
10→ T:                    [>hai hai hai hai<.  
                                                              “Right right right right.” 
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11     I was like [e::?   
                “I was like, what?” 
12  M:            [chuugakusei (0.5) [ne. 
                                           “Junior high-school student, okay?” 
13→ T:                               [oookay. un un. 
                                                                                       “Okay. Yeah yeah.” 
 
14  M: de, 
                “and” 
15  T: volleyball? 
                “Volleyball?” 
16  M: bareebooru kurabu ni [haitteru kara, ma koko kita toki  
                “(he) is in a volleyball club, so when (he) gets here 
17→ T:                      [a:::→ 
                                                                  “Oh.” 
18  M: moo tsukarete,     a: nemuta::i. 
                “(he) is already tired, and ‘Boy, I’m sleepy.’” ((mimicking the student)) 
19  T:               u::n               huhuhuhu 
                                               “uh huh.”                             ((laugh)) 
 

When Tina’s host mother said in line 1 that a junior high-school student was coming, 

Tina was surprised and repeated the word chuugaku with a rising intonation in line 2. It became 

clear later in this conversation that Tina confused this word with another word chuugoku ‘China.’ 

In response to Tina’s clarification question (line 2), her host mother confirmed in line 3 that it 

was chuugaku ichinensei ‘1st year junior high-school student.’ With her confirmation, Tina 

showed her understanding in line 4, saying a::→ (rising then flat intonation) ‘I see.’ Here, Tina 

produced her listener response a:: after listening to the noun chuugaku. Her host mother 

responded yes to Tina’s honto? ‘really?’ before her repetition in line 3, and the word chuugaku 

with a falling intonation reinforced her host mother’s confirmation. Therefore, Tina’s 

uncertainness was resolved when she heard chuugaku. Her host mother then continued talking 

about the student in line 5, but in the middle of her turn, Tina said a ‘oh’ in line 6, displaying that 

she realized something. She uttered a little laugh and said chuugaku chuugoku ‘junior high-

school, China’ in line 7, implying that she was mixing up these two words. Her host mother also 
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quickly realized Tina’s misunderstanding, saying a:: ‘oh’ in louder volume in line 8, and 

clarified the difference of these two words. It seems that, in line 9, her host mother was going to 

say Chinese initially, but she stopped and changed it to China. At this point, Tina was aware of 

the meanings of the two words, so when she heard “Chine-” she instantly showed her strong 

alignment in line 10, saying hai ‘right’ four times in faster speech. Then, her host mother 

repeated the original word chuugakusei ‘junior high-school student,’ and Tina showed her 

understanding in response to the word in line 13. When her host mother returned to her original 

talk about the student in line 14, Tina recalled the word ‘volleyball’ with a rising intonation, 

which was mentioned earlier (line 5) before Tina realized her misunderstanding. Her host mother 

restarted her talk by repeating what she said in line 5. When Tina heard bareebooru kurabu ni ‘in 

a volleyball club,’ she expressed her understanding in line 17. This suggests that the phrase 

bareebooru kurabu ni clarified the connection between volleyball and the student, and helped her 

understand. These examples in Excerpt 6.2 may suggest that in the first conversation, there were 

more instances of achieving mutual understanding at the vocabulary level, and these were 

evidenced by the overlapped listener responses.      

Overlaps for ‘floor continuation’ were also seen quite a few times, with the frequency 

staying almost the same throughout the three conversations. However, there were some changes 

in terms of how Tina continued the floor. In the first conversation, some of the overlaps for 

‘floor continuation’ were due to Tina’s lack of fluency. Tina often paused in the midst of her turn, 

and because the pause was sometimes quite long, her host mother would insert a continuer, 

supply information to help Tina continue, or offer some related comments. Excerpt 6.3 is a case 

where her host mother made a short comment when Tina paused for a while in the middle of her 

turn. Tina continued her turn at the moment when she seemed to have remembered a word she 
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was looking for and overlapped with her host mother’s comment. In this excerpt, Tina and her 

host mother are talking about their favorite fruits.  

 
Excerpt 6.3  Tina-1  13’34”  Favorite fruits 
 
1  M: budoo mo oishii yo ne? 
              “Grapes are also delicious, aren’t they?” 
2    (2.3) 
3  T: a:: 
              “Um” 
4  M: furuutsu dai[suki. 
              “I love fruits.” 
5→ T:             [un¯   momo momo [suki. u::n. 
                                           “yeah, peaches, I like peaches. Yeah. 
6  M:                              [momo a:: momo mo su- momo mo  
                                                                                “Peaches, oh, peaches as well, li- peaches are also 
7     oishii yo [ne::→ 
              “delicious, aren’t they?” 
8  T:           [n:::→ 
                                      “Yeah.” 
 

Her host mother said grapes were also delicious in line 1 with sentence-final particles yo 

ne, seeking agreement from Tina, but Tina did not respond to it. After a 2.3-second pause (line 2), 

Tina uttered a filler a:: ‘um,’ but did not continue immediately. Since Tina did not continue, her 

host mother inserted a comment in line 4, saying she loved fruits. Before her host mother 

completed her comment, Tina said un¯ in line 5 in high pitch and louder volume, which sounded 

that she remembered or realized something. She then continued her turn, overlapping with her 

host mother’s utterance. The token un¯ ‘yeah’ and the repetition of the word momo ‘peach’ in 

line 5 seem to suggest that Tina had been trying to recall the word momo after she uttered a:: 

‘um’ in line 3. Tina’s overlap for ‘floor continuation’ in this case seems to be coincidental. She 

might have been focusing on remembering the word momo ‘peach’ and not paying much 

attention to her host mother’s comment in line 4. Therefore, the reason that she overlapped was 

probably that she remembered the word and got ready to continue the floor at the exact moment.    
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In the third conversation, Tina’s floor continuation showed her ability to closely monitor 

the moment-by-moment interaction and negotiate turn-taking. In Excerpt 6.4, Tina is explaining 

to her host mother how much an online streaming service costs. In this conversation, Tina is the 

floor holder who is explaining about the service, but occasionally, her host mother inserted 

questions to get more information about it.     

 
Excerpt 6.4  Tina-3  19’38”  Streaming services 
1   M: sore wa okane harau no? 
                “Do you pay for that?” 
2   T: hai. [etto .hh n:: juu doru    a:: per month? per month [XX 
                “Yes. Well, um, 10 dollars, um, per month? Per month XX. 
3   M:      [u::n.                 un.                         [ikkagetsu. 
                            “I see.”                                        “Uh huh.”                                                 “One month” 
4   T: ikkagetsu. [hai. 
                “One month. Yes.” 
5   M:            [ikkagetsu juu doru, to iu koto wa ikkagetsu:  
                                          “10 dollars per month; that means, one month 
6      °ichi juu hyaku° sen-en? 
                “one, ten, hundred, a thousand yen? 
7   T: un n un. sen-en. 
                “Yeah yeah yeah. A thousand yen.”  
8   M: un. [de su]ki na: (1.0) [no erande?] 
                “I see. And choose ones you like?” 
9 → T:     [etto ]             [< ta  ku  ]san> [ga aru. 
                          “Well,”                                   “there are many.”                       
10  M:                                          [a takusan aru no? 
                                                                                                                “Oh, there are many?” 
11  T: hai. 
                “Yes.” 
12  M: hee. 
                “I see.” 
 

In line 1, Tina told her host mother that the service costs ten dollars per month. Her host 

mother then converted it to yen in lines 4 and 5. Tina confirmed the price in yen in line 6 and her 

host mother gave a listener response un in line 7.  Immediately after the listener response, Tina 

continued the floor in line 8 with a filler etto ‘well.’ However, at the same time, her host mother 

also attempted to ask another question following her listener response in line 7. When Tina’s 

filler etto overlapped with her host mother’s utterance, Tina did not continue, and her host 
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mother also stopped in the middle of her sentence. After her host mother stopped, they both 

silenced for one second, and then both of them resumed their turn concurrently. Although her 

host mother said the whole question in line 8, overlapping with Tina’s turn, she reacted to Tina’s 

utterance takusan ‘many’ and asked a clarification question in line 10. How they both stopped 

after an overlap and resumed their turns after a pause (lines 8 and 9) suggests their close 

monitoring of overlap and silence for turn-negotiation. In other words, they both stopped to give 

up the floor and restarted, taking the pause as a signal that the other person was not going to take 

the floor. As I mentioned when I discussed Tina’s interview data in the previous chapter, Tina 

seemed to have developed the ability to resolve overlap, paying close attention to step-by-step 

interaction. Although the case (lines 8 and 9) in Excerpt 6.4 ended up overlapping again, how 

Tina handled the situation supports the development of her competence in turn-taking 

management.        

One of the only overlap functions for which the frequency increased each time was 

overlap for ‘reconfirmation.’ Overall, the basic pattern of reconfirmation was the same in all 

three conversations. That is, her host mother gives a listener response to show her understanding, 

and then Tina reconfirms the information that her host mother has just received. The difference 

found in the three conversations was the timing of the onset of reconfirmation. In the first and 

second conversations, Tina gave a reconfirmation after listening to her host mother’s listener 

response until the end, whereas in the third conversation, her ‘reconfirmation’ overlapped with 

the last element of the listener response. Excerpt 6.5 is an example from the first conversation. 

Prior to this conversation, Tina and her host mother were talking about Tina’s favorite kind of 

watermelons. In the following segment, her host mother asks Tina whether her father grows the 

said watermelons. 
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Excerpt 6.5  Tina-1 12’37”  Father’s farm 
 
1  M: e, sore wa otoosan tsukutte nai? 
              “e, (your) father does not grow them? 
2  T: un. 
              “Yeah.” 
3  M: faamu de. noojoo de. 
              “At the farm ((loanword)). At the farm.” 
4  T: n? [o:: o:: ie ie [ie. 
              “What? Oh, oh, no no no.  
5  M:    [otoosan       [tsukutte nai?  
                      “(your) father does not grow (them)? 
6  T: un. a:: kudamono nai.= 
              “Yeah. Um, no fruits. 
7  M: =a sokka ku[damono nai ka. (0.8) zannen. 
                “Oh, I see. No fruits. That’s too bad. 
8→ T:            [un. 
                                        “Yeah.” 

 

Initially, Tina responded to the question simply by acknowledging the statement of the 

question in line 2, meaning that her father does not grow them. However, her host mother 

probably either did not catch Tina’s answer or was not convinced by the answer, and made the 

question more specific by adding a location ‘at the farm’ in line 3. Tina sounded confused at first 

in line 4 but quickly displayed her understanding. At the same moment, as Tina showed her 

understanding, her host mother repeated the question again in line 5. In response to the repeated 

otoosan ‘(your) father’ (line 5), Tina said ie ‘no’ three times (line 4) and answered un ‘yeah’ 

once again in line 6, following her host mother’s question tsukutte nai? ‘does not grow?’ This 

time Tina made her answer more specific and said kudamono nai ‘no fruits’ in line 6. Her host 

mother finally expressed her understanding with the listener response a sokka ‘oh, I see’ in line 7, 

and after listening to the listener response, Tina gave a reconfirmation in line 8.  

Tina’s host mother also often used repetition to express understanding. In fact, all of the 

instances of overlaps for ‘reconfirmation’ in the second conversation were produced in response 

to her host mother’s repetitions. Excerpt 6.6 is an example of such a case. In this conversation, 
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Tina and her host mother are talking about different shapes of sweets that Tina brought back 

from Taiwan.     

     
Excerpt 6.6  Tina-2  17’40”  Different shapes of sweets 
 
1  M: a ironna katachi ga aru. 
              “Oh, there are many shapes.” 
2  T: ha:i, e:tto (0.8) haato to a:: (0.5) °painappuru: sukue-°  
              “Yes. Well, heart and, um, pineapple, squa-” 
3     (1.1) Taiwan. hahaha. 
                           “Taiwan.”  ((laugh)) 
4  M: a:: Taiwan no katachi. kore wa? 
              “Oh, a shape of Taiwan. How about this? 
5  T: e::t[to      crown?= 
              “Well, crown?” 
6  M:     [atama no 
                        “Head’s” 
7     =kuraun [ne. 
                “Crown, okay.” 
8→ T:         [un. 
                                 “Yeah.” 
 

In line 4, her host mother picked a particular shape and asked Tina what it was. After 

Tina answered that it was the shape of a crown in line 5, her host mother showed her 

understanding by repeating the answer kuraun ‘crown’ in line 7. Immediately after listening to 

the repeated word, although her host mother also added a sentence-final particle ne after it, Tina 

gave a reconfirmation un ‘yeah’ in line 8, which overlapped with the sentence-final particle. This 

pattern was seen in the majority of overlap for ‘reconfirmation’ in the second conversation. That 

is, Tina gave a reconfirmation just as her host mother completed her repetition of a word.  

While there was no notable difference in terms of the timing of reconfirmation in the first 

two conversations, in the third conversation, the timing of reconfirmation became slightly faster. 

More specifically, Tina’s reconfirmation overlapped with the last element of the repeated word, 
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as shown in Excerpt 6.7. Prior to this excerpt, Tina was explaining her experience of taking a 

footbath in a hot spring.           

 
Excerpt 6.7  Tina-3  16’02”  Hot springs 
 
1  T: <mecha atsukat[ta>. 
                “It was very hot.” 
2  M:               [atsukat[ta?     demo kimochi ii desho? [ahaha 
                                               “Was it hot? But it feels good, right?”                               ((laugh))         
3  T:                       [@ha hai@.                     [un un. 
                                                                    “Yes.”                                                            “Yeah yeah.” 

  

Looking back the experience, Tina mentioned in line 1 that the hot spring was very hot. 

Then, her host mother expressed her understanding and/or receipt of information in line 2 by 

repeating the word atsukatta ‘was hot.’ In response to her host mother’s listener response, Tina 

gave a reconfirmation in line 3, overlapping with the past tense suffix -ta in atsukatta. It is 

interesting to note that both her host mother’s listener response in line 2 and Tina’s 

reconfirmation in line 3 overlapped with the last element of atsukatta. Exposure to native 

speakers’ pattern of overlap may have helped Tina acquire the timing of overlap.   

The number of ‘overlaps with co-construction’ also slightly increased over time. The 

difference between the three conversations was that Tina’s continuation started well after the 

beginning of her host mother’s co-construction in the later conversations. Excerpt 6.8 is an 

example from Tina’s first conversation. Prior to this conversation, Tina asked her host mother 

what time she would be working the next day, and her host mother said that she would be 

working from 5:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. Tina then told her host mother about her own schedule, as 

shown in Excerpt 6. 8. In this conversation, Tina first says the staring time of her club practice. 

Her host mother then co-constructs the end time of the club slightly earlier than Tina, and Tina 

shadows her host mother’s co-construction.  
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Excerpt 6.8  Tina-1  24’37”  Taiko club 
 
1  T: etto:    <taiko wa:>    rokuji kara:: 
              “Well, Japanese drum (club) is from six o’clock” 
2  M:       un             un   
                          “uh huh”                    “uh huh” 
3     a:: hachi[ji gurai made?] 
              “Oh, until around eight o’clock?” 
4→ T:          [<ha chi ji  ma]de> (.) etto hachiji han=  
                                       “Until eight o’clock. Well, eight thirty 
5     =et[to toki-          [tokidoki. 
                “well, some- sometimes.” 
6  M:    [hachiji han gurai [ne.  
                      “Around eight thirty, okay.” 

 

In line 1, Tina said her club activity would be from 6 o’clock, lengthening the particle 

kara ‘from,’ which indicated the incompleteness of the sentence. Following Tina’s utterance, her 

host mother completed Tina’s turn in line 3 by mentioning the end time of the club. Tina also 

completed her own turn slightly after the beginning of her host mother’s co-construction. Tina 

and her host mother’s overlapped utterances in lines 3 and 4 were almost identical and mostly 

overlapped. 

In the second conversation, after her host mother started her co-construction, Tina also 

continued her turn in line with her host mother’s co-completion, as seen in Excerpt 6.9. In this 

conversation, her host mother is asking Tina about the means of transportation while she was 

traveling in Taiwan.  

 
Excerpt 6.9  Tina-2  7’14”  Transportation in Taiwan 
 
1   M: basu ni notte zenbu. 
                “By taking a bus, everything.” 
2   T: un un. [itsumo. 
                “Yeah yeah. Always.” 
3   M:        [densha wa? 
                                  “How about trains?” 
4   T: a:: den- [e::: 
                “Oh, tra- um,” 
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5   M:          [zenzen 
                                      “not at all” 
6      (1.0) 
7   T: night maaketto (0.3) [a:::        chikatetsu 
                “night market, um, subway”  
8   M:                      [un un un un. 
                                                                 “uh huh uh huh” 
9      chikatetsu [notte itta? fuun. 
                “Did you take a subway? I see.” 
10→ T:            [nori- nori-      norimashita. 
                                           “to- to- (I) took.” 
 

Tina said that she took a bus all the time (line 2) while she was in Taiwan, and in line 3, 

her host mother asked if she had ever taken a train. In line 7, Tina mentioned ‘night market’ and 

chikatetsu ‘subway,’ which implied that Tina took a subway when she went to a night market. 

Her host mother understood what Tina was going to say, so she completed Tina’s sentence in 

line 9. Her host mother’s co-construction started by repeating Tina’s previous utterance 

chikatetsu ‘subway,’ and in line with that, Tina also continued her turn in line 10. As a result, her 

host mother’s notte ‘ride and’ and Tina’s nori- ‘ride (verb stem)’ started at the same time. 

Although Tina could not articulate the word immediately, the timing of the overlap was as if they 

were sharing and constructing the turn together. 

In the third conversation, there was also a case where Tina continued her turn, responding 

to her host mother’s co-construction, as shown in Excerpt 6.10. In this conversation, her host 

mother asks Tina if she has a club activity the next day and co-constructs Tina’s response turn.  

  
Excerpt 6.10  Tina-3  10’44”  Skipping the club 
 
1  M: ashita kurabu mo aru no? 
              “Do you also have a club tomorrow?” 
2    (1.5) 
3  T: aru kedo[:: 
              “I have, but 
4  M:         [un (0.5) ji[kan ga nai [yo ne. 
                                  “uh huh. (you) have no time, right?” 
5→ T:                     [um         [hai ikimasen. 
                                                             “um”                   “Yes, I’m not going.” 
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Tina gave an answer to the question hesitantly in line 3 with a pause after the question 

(line 2) and the lengthened conjunction kedo ‘but.’ Her host mother understood from the way 

Tina responded that she was going to skip the club practice, so she completed Tina’s turn by 

saying jikan ga nai yo ne ‘(you) have no time, right?’ in line 4, indirectly implying that Tina was 

not going. Immediately after her host mother started her co-construction, Tina uttered a filler ‘um’ 

in line 5, which suggests that Tina had something to say and might have continued her turn at 

this point. However, she acknowledged her host mother’s co-construction jikan ga nai ‘ have no 

time’ overlapping with the final particles yo ne, and completed her own turn more directly by 

saying ikimasen ‘I’m not going.’ By acknowledging her host mother’s co-construction, Tina used 

it as a reasoning for her own answer. In other words, they jointly constructed the answer ‘I have, 

but I have no time, so I’m not going.’ Unlike non-lexical listener responses, such as a:: ‘oh’ and 

fuun ‘I see’ or repetition of the floor holder’s previous utterance, the utterance for co-

construction could be mistaken for an interruption. However, Tina’s overlap with her host 

mother’s co-construction suggests that Tina did not treat it as interruption nor hesitate to 

continue her turn. Rather, she co-constructed her turn with her host mother. 

Overlap by ‘misjudgment of turn completion’ is another type of overlap that was 

observed in all three conversations. Although the occurrence of this overlap type in the first and 

the third conversation did not differ greatly (8 and 11 respectively), the contexts in which these 

overlaps happened were quite different. In the first conversation, more than half of this type of 

overlap occurred due to her host mother’s taking Tina’s language skills into consideration and 

repeating and translating words after a question. This tendency, however, was not seen in the 

later conversations. Excerpt 6.11 shows an example of overlap due to ‘misjudgment of turn 

completion.’ Earlier in this conversation, Tina and her host mother were talking about their 
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favorite fruits. In the following segment, her host mother asks Tina if she has had persimmons 

before. Her host mother repeats the word persimmon in Japanese a few times and also in English.       

 
Excerpt 6.11 Tina-1  14’50”  Persimmon 
 
1  M: kaki (0.4) kaki tabeta koto aru? kaki. [persi]mmon. 
              “Persimmon. Have you ever had persimmons? Persimmon. Persimmon. 
2→ T:                                        [kaki ]     oh persimmon? 
                                                                                                         “Persimmon. Oh, persimmon?” 
3  M: un. 
              “Yeah.” 
4  T: etto: (1.3) a: kaki etto    a: (0.5) ze- zenzen?  
              “Well, um, persimmon, well, um no- not at all?” 
5  M:                          un 
                                                                      “uh huh” 
6  T: >I’ve never had it?<. 
                “I’ve never had it?” 
7  M: a: soo. 
              “Oh, I see.” 

 

After the end of the question (line 1), her host mother repeated the key term kaki 

‘persimmon’ and translated the word into English without any pauses. Tina, on the other hand, 

responded to the question in line 2 by first repeating the term kaki after listening to her host 

mother’s question and the repeated kaki. However, because of the English translation, Tina’s 

response overlapped with her host mother’s turn. As we can see in Tina’s following response, 

her speech was not smooth with frequent fillers and pauses (line 4), and she also sometimes used 

English (line 6). Therefore, her host mother might have felt the need to provide linguistic support 

by repeating and translating the key word of a question. In fact, five out of eight overlaps by 

‘misjudgment of turn completion’ in the first conversation occurred in contexts similar to 

Excerpt 6.11. This result supports Kogure’s (2002) findings in the study of overlapped utterances 

in conversations between native and non-native speakers of Japanese. Kogure found that many of 

the overlaps in the novice level learners’ conversations occurred because the native speakers 

adjusted their questions by paraphrasing them immediately following the question in 
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consideration of the L2 learners’ proficiency level. However, overlaps in this type of context 

were not observed in Tina’s second and third conversations, although her proficiency level after 

study abroad was still elementary level on the SPOT test.     

Frequently observed contexts in which Tina’s overlap by ‘misjudgment of turn 

completion’ occurred in the third conversation were those in which her host mother continued 

her turn not to help Tina’s comprehension, but because she was not done talking yet. Some of 

these overlaps were also due to Tina’s actively participating in the conversation by showing 

interest and asking for more information related to her host mother’s talk. Excerpt 6.12 is an 

example of such a case. In this excerpt, her host mother is checking a weather forecast in the 

newspaper and complains that it seems that it will rain on the day she is planning to go see the 

cherry blossoms. Tina misjudges her host mother's turn completion and asks a question. 

 
Excerpt 6.12 Tina-3  20’52”  Weather forecast 
 
1  M: un, kaite aru. ashita wa (0.6) ame. (1.4) doyoobi mo ame furu no? 
              “Yeah, it’s written. Tomorrow will be rainy. Saturday will be rainy as well?”  
              ((Reading a newspaper.)) 
2  T: n? 
              “What?” 
3  M: watashi ohanami ikunoni. (1.0) hora. [ashi- 
              “I’m planning to go to cherry blossom viewing. Look. Tomorr-” 
4→ T:                                      [doko ohanami. 
                                                                                                    “Where is cherry blossom viewing at?” 
5  M: hanami wa ne, shukugawa.  
              “Cherry blossom viewing is, (at) Shukugawa river.” 

 

In line 1, her host mother told Tina about the weather forecast in the newspaper and 

complained that rain was also forecast for Saturday. Tina uttered n? ‘what?’ in line 2, but her 

host mother continued the floor, telling that she was planning to go see the cherry blossoms in 

line 3, presumably, from the context, on Saturday. She then showed something (most likely the 

weather forecast) to Tina, saying hora ‘look.’ At this point, Tina interpreted that her host 
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mother’s turn had reached an end, and Tina asked a question in line 4 about the cherry blossom 

viewing her host mother was talking about. Her host mother was actually not done talking and 

attempted to continue the floor (line 3), but because of the overlap with Tina’s question, her host 

mother answered the question in line 5 instead of continuing the floor. This example shows that 

Tina was more actively involved in the conversation, showing interest and expanding the current 

talk by asking questions, instead of only responding to her host mother’s questions. 

Similar to ‘misjudgment of turn completion,’ overlaps for ‘early response’ also occurred 

in different contexts between the first and third conversations. In the first conversation, Tina’s 

overlaps for ‘early response’ happened during a repair sequence. In such a context, Tina would 

request a repair, and then her host mother would rephrase or provide additional information to 

resolve the trouble source. Since the repair turn was essentially the same as what Tina heard 

earlier, Tina often understood the question before the completion of the repair turn, and as a 

result, she responded to the question overlapping in the midst of her host mother’s turn. Excerpt 

6.13 is an example of such a case. In this conversation, Tina and her host mother are talking 

about watermelons. Prior to this segment, Tina mentioned that she liked golden watermelons. 

Her host mother was not familiar with this kind of watermelon, so she asks what it looks like 

inside.      

     
Excerpt 6.13  Tina-1  12’14”  Golden watermelons 
 
1   M: kin-iro?  
                “Gold?” 
2   T: un un.    etto (1.0) oishii. 
                “Yeah yeah. Well, delicious.” 
3   M:        un. 
                               “uh huh” 
4      oishii? [gooruden, naka ga? 
                “Delicious? Golden, inside?” 
5   T:         [u:::n. 
                                    “Yeah.” 
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6      n? 
                “What?” 
7   M: soto wa, guriin de [naka ga koo 
                “The outside is green and the inside is like 
8 → T:                    [hai hai hai, mido[ri::  to: naka [de a:: (0.6) 
                                                             “Yes yes yes, green and on the inside, um 
9   M:                                      [midori de      [un 
                                                                                                       “Green and                 “uh huh” 
10  M: [kiiro? 
                “Yellow?” 
11  T: [shi-  shiroi [°shiroi°. 
                “whi- white, white.  
12  M:               [shiroi? 
                                                  “White?” 
13  T: u::n.= 
                “Yeah.” 
14  M: =a:: soo. 
                  “Oh, I see.” 

 

Her host mother asked Tina in line 4 if the inside of the watermelon was golden in color, 

but Tina did not get the question immediately, and she initiated repair in line 6. In response to 

Tina’s repair request, her host mother pointed out, in line 7, that the outside is green, contrasting 

the term soto ‘outside’ and naka ‘inside.’ Immediately after listening to soto wa guriin de ‘the 

outside is green and,’ Tina started her response in line 8, overlapping with her host mother’s turn. 

This suggests that her host mother’s additional information helped Tina understand the initial 

question, and instead of listening until the end of her host mother’s repair turn, Tina promptly 

showed her understanding and returned to the original question – answer sequence in line 8.  

In the third conversation, most of her overlap for ‘early response’ happened in response 

to her host mother’s questions, especially when Tina answered yes, as seen in Excerpt 6.14. This 

conversation is the continuation of Excerpt 6.5 in which Tina explained about an online 

streaming service to her host mother. In this segment, they are talking about what shows are 

included in the service.  
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Excerpt 6.14  Tina-3  19’59”  Movies in the streaming services 
 
1  T: to: ei[ga. 
              “And movies.” 
2  M:       [un. eiga mo aru [no? 
                             “Uh huh. There are movies, too?” 
3  T:                        [hai. 
                                                                    “Yes.” 
4  M: atarashii eiga (.) wa [°nai kedo° 
              “New movies are not included though” 
5→ T:                       [un. atarashii. 
                                                                  “Yeah. New.” 
6  M: atarashii no mo aru no? 
              “There are new ones, too? 
7  T: hai.    
              “Yes.” 

 

When Tina said the service also streamed movies in line 1, her host mother sounded a 

little surprised in line 2. Then in line 4, her host mother pointed out her assumed restriction of the 

streaming service, saying atarashii eiga wa nai kedo ‘new movies are not included though.’ The 

micro pause between eiga ‘movie’ and the particle wa, and the softer voice towards the end 

suggests her host mother’s uncertainty. Although line 4 was not a question, it sounded that her 

host mother was checking her assumption with Tina. Tina, on the other hand, responded in line 5 

well before the end of her host mother’s turn. It is predicted that after listening to atarashii eiga 

wa ‘new movies are,’ Tina thought her host mother was asking if new movies were also 

available, and thus Tina went ahead and confirmed in line 5 that there were new movies as well 

without listening until the end. The difference in the contexts of overlap for ‘early response’ in 

the first and the third conversations indicates the development of Tina’s ability to predict the 

orientation of the conversation and move the conversation forward by responding promptly.  

  In summary, the analysis of overlap in Tina’s three conversations revealed changes in 

the contexts in which overlap occurred and in the way Tina participated in the conversations. In 

the first conversation, overlap was often observed during repair when Tina would give a listener 
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response to show her understanding (e.g. Excerpt 6.2) or respond to a question early (e.g. 

Excerpt 6.13) at the moment the trouble source was resolved, overlapping with her host mother’s 

repair turn. This type of overlap seems to help finish the repair sequence and return to the base 

sequence quickly. Another characteristic found in the first conversation was the overlap due to 

her host mother’s accommodation to Tina’s linguistic level by adding an English translation 

immediately after a TRP (e.g. Excerpt 6.11), supplying information or a comment when Tina’s 

talk included many fillers and long pauses (e.g. Excerpt 6.3) and so on. In the later conversations, 

especially in the third one, we observed Tina’s quicker start of reconfirmation (e.g. Excerpt 6.7) 

and early responses in non-repair sequences (e.g. Excerpt 6.14). These overlaps show the 

development of her ability to predict the current speaker’s turn without listening until the end 

and her competence in promptly moving the conversation forward. Tina’s active participation in 

the conversation, such as asking more details about the floor holder’s talk, sometimes resulted in 

overlap (e.g. Excerpt 6.12) as well. Tina’s overlapped utterances also indicated her close 

attention to the ongoing interaction, as seen in turn-negotiation (e.g. Excerpt 6.4) and overlap 

with the non-floor holder’s co-construction (e.g. Excerpt 6.9 and 6.10) in which she showed her 

competence in constructing a turn together with the interlocutor.               

 

6.1.2  Ken 

Ken audio-recorded his conversations four times during his stay in Japan. The first and 

second conversations were with his Japanese friends Yumi and Aiko respectively, and the third 

and fourth conversations were with his host mother. Similar to his interview data, Ken produced 

the fewest overlaps in his conversations among the five L2 learners. It should be noted, however, 

that in his conversation reports for the third and fourth conversations, he wrote “I am tired from 
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studying so I am a bit quiet” (third conversation) and “I was pretty tired at the time” (fourth 

conversation). Therefore, his tiredness might have somewhat affected his attitude and 

participation in these conversations as well.  

As Table 6.3 shows, Ken produced more overlaps as a non-floor holder than as a floor-

holder in all four conversations. The most frequently observed overlap function was ‘listener 

response,’ followed by ‘floor continuation.’ The overall occurrence of overlap increased in the 

third and fourth conversations, and particularly a gain in overlap for ‘listener response’ 

contributed to this total increase. Other functions that were also found from the first conversation 

on, such as ‘early response’ (as a floor holder) and ‘floor continuation,’ did not show great 

changes in frequency over time, but more varieties of overlap functions were observed in the last 

two conversations. While the occurrences of most functions other than ‘listener response’ and 

‘floor continuation’ were quite small, in the fourth conversation, relatively frequent occurrences 

of ‘overlap with co-construction’ were found. It is unknown why there were so few overlaps in 

the second conversation, but in fact, the production of overlaps by his Japanese conversation 

partner, Aiko, was also infrequent compared to the other conversations.  

The occurrence of overlap for ‘listener response’ increased the most among all types of 

overlap functions found in Ken’s conversations. In the last two conversations, more than half of 

his overlaps were for ‘listener response.’ One of the causes for this change may be the difference 

among his conversation partners. While the first and second conversations with Yumi and Aiko 

respectively conveyed the impression that Ken and his partners talked approximately the equal 

amount, in the last two conversations with his host mother, Ken mostly listened and responded to 

his host mother’s talk. In addition to that, Yumi and Aiko produced shorter turns with frequent 

pauses between clauses, whereas his host mother produced longer turns with fewer pauses. In 
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other words, there were more opportunities for Ken to give listener responses in the third and 

fourth conversations, and given that his host mother rarely paused during her turn, his listener 

responses tended to overlap more compared to the first and second conversations.  

 
Table 6.3   

Occurrence of Overlap in Ken's Casual Conversations with Native Japanese Speakers 
�  Function 1st (10/26) 2nd (2/25) 3rd (4/12) 4th (5/30) 

Non-
floor 
holder 

Listener response 8 47% 1 33.3% 18 58% 15 54% 

Early response       1 4% 

Clarification question   1 33.3% 1 3%   
Misjudgment of turn completion     2 7% 1 4% 

Delayed response     1 3% 1 4% 

New turn at TRP     1 3%   

Floor 
holder 

Floor continuation 3 18% 1 33.3% 5 16% 4 14% 

Reconfirmation 3 18%       
Early response 1 6%   1 3%   
Floor hold     2 7%   
Overlap with co-construction  �  �  �  �  �  5 18% 

Other Floor-free 2 12% �  �  �  �  1 4% 

�  Total 17 100% 3 100% 31 100% 28 100% 
 

When the functions of listener responses are considered, as shown in Table 6.4, it became 

apparent that the increase in frequency was limited to the function of displaying understanding. 

This suggests that in the third and fourth conversations, Ken conveyed his understanding more 

often to the floor holder, or his host mother, during her turn. Therefore, this increase seems to 

indicate the development of his competence in moving the conversation forward as a cooperative 

listener by showing that he is following the conversation.   
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Table 6.4   

Functions of Overlap for ‘Listener Response’ in Ken's Casual Conversations 
Function of Listener response 1st 2nd 3rd 4th  
Understanding 3 1 16 (rep=3) 12 
Agreement 4  2 3 
Evaluation  1    
Total 8 1 18 15 

 

The difference in the occurrence of overlap for ‘listener response’ between the first two 

and the last two conversations was not just its frequency, but also the contexts in which Ken 

produced it. In the first two conversations, most of the overlaps for ‘listener response’ were 

either a response during repair, or a response following a question-answer sequence which 

showed the questioner’s receipt/understanding of the answer. In both situations, the listener 

responses were given toward the information that Ken requested. In a repair sequence, Ken 

requested clarification and gave listener response when he got enough information to understand. 

In a question-answer sequence, he displayed his understanding/receipt of the answer he asked, as 

shown in Excerpt 6.15.  

 
Excerpt 6.15  Ken-1  9’13”  Tomorrow’s class 
 
1  K: n:: ashita?    jugyoo aru? 
              “Um, tomorrow? (Do you) have classes? 
2  Y:             un. 
                                         “uh huh.” 
3     ashita wa (0.6) jugyoo wa nai kedo (0.3) dai[gaku ni  
              “I don’t have classes tomorrow, but to the university” 
4→ K:                                             [un. 
                                                                                                                    “Uh huh.” 
5  Y: ikanai to ikenai. 
              “(I) have to go.” 
6  K: a::. 
              “I see.” 
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In this question-answer sequence, Yumi’s answer was not a simple yes or no. Her answer 

included two clauses. In line 3, she first said jugyoo wa nai ‘don’t have classes’ with the 

conjunction kedo ‘but’ and continued saying that she still had to go to school. Ken gave his first 

listener response un ‘uh huh’ in line 4 after hearing Yuim’s kedo clause, which included her 

direct answer to the question, and then in line 6, he displayed his understanding after the 

completion of her answer turn.   

While overlap for ‘listener response’ in the first and second conversations was mostly 

observed with interlocutors’ turns that were requested by Ken, in the third and fourth 

conversations, there were more instances of overlap for ‘listener response’ with turns initiated by 

the interlocutor. These listener responses seemed to indicate that Ken understood the intention of 

the floor holder’s talk and the flow of the conversation. Excerpt 6.16 is an example of Ken’s 

listener response that shows his understanding of the purpose of his host mother’s talk. In this 

conversation, Ken asks his host mother if it is required to have a license in order to fish in Japan. 

His host mother asks about a word he uses, then instead of answering his question, she guesses 

what his question means and asks as a clarification question to confirm the accuracy of her guess. 

Ken gives a listener response when his host mother utters the alternative wording for the trouble 

source.             

 
Excerpt 6.16  Ken-3  9’16”  License for fishing 
 
1   K: ano: (1.0) nihon de (0.6) ano (1.5) tsuri suru (0.6) tsuri o  
2      suru tame ni (0.7) nanka (2.5) tsuri o suru no ga  
3      daijoobu (0.3) to iu (1.3) nanka (0.3) shoo? (0.7) ga  
4      hitsuyoo desu ka? 
                “Um, in Japan, um, in order to do fishing, like, do (I) need, like, shoo (a proof)? that  
                  it’s okay to fish?” 
5      (1.4) 
6   M: shoo towa? 
                “What do you mean by shoo?” 
7   K: shoo         [tte 
                “Shoo is” 
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8   M:      watashi [ga (0.3) watashi ga tsu- tsuri no raisensu o  
9      motteru t[te iu koto? 
                “That I, I have a fi- fishing license?” 
10→ K:          [a:::: raisensu. 
                                       “Oh, license.” 
11  M: uun. nihon wa betsu ni (.) nai yo. 
                “No, Japan does not require one.” 
 

In lines 1 – 4, Ken asked his host mother if he would need some kind of shoo to fish in 

Japan. Typically the reading shoo is not used by itself but is used instead in compound words 

such as menkyoshoo ‘license’ and gakuseishoo ‘student ID.’ The Chinese character for shoo 

generally means permission or proof, so it is assumed that Ken incorrectly used the word shoo 

for a permission or proof to do fishing in this context. Because of the incorrect use of the word 

shoo, his host mother did not understand and initiated repair in line 6, asking what he meant by 

shoo. Generally, Ken would be the one to take the next turn and attempt to resolve the trouble 

source, but in this case, his host mother guessed what he meant and asked for his confirmation in 

lines 8 – 9. When Ken heard his host mother said tsuri no raisensu o motteru ‘have a license for 

fishing’ (lines 8 – 9), he showed his realization in line 10, saying a:::: raisensu ‘oh, license,’ 

which overlapped with his host mother’s turn. This listener response suggests that Ken realized 

that he should have used the word ‘license’ instead of shoo. It also indicates that he understood 

that his host mother was referring to the word in question. That is, he was aware that her turn in 

lines 8 – 9 was the other-repair turn (Schegloff et al., 1977). Although Ken did not directly 

respond to his host mother’s clarification question, his listener response implied mutual 

agreement on ‘shoo’ corresponding to ‘license,’ and thus his host mother took his listener 

response (line 10) as a confirmation, and in the following turn (line 11) she answered uun ‘no’ to 

the initial question (lines 1 – 4).   
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  Excerpt 6.17 is another example of Ken’s listener response that seems to show his 

understanding of the relevance of the floor holder’s talk. This conversation took place on the 

morning that Ken was leaving his host family. In this excerpt, his host mother advises him to 

make sure to stand in line properly while he waits for the bus in case the bus is crowded. His host 

mother mentions her experience of getting on a packed bus in a similar situation before, and Ken 

gives a listener response at the timing that her story became relevant to her previous advice.                 

  
Excerpt 6.17  Ken-4  7’04”  Waiting for a bus 
 
1   M: doyoobi demo (0.3) asa hayai (0.8) basu (0.5) tabun  
2      moshikashitara (1.7) <ippai> kamo wakarahen kara (1.0) maa ittara           
3      yuutoku kedo (0.5) chanto retsu ni narandokana akan yo. 
                “Even on Saturday, probably early morning buses might be full, so when you get there,  
                  I will warn you, you should properly stand in line.” 
4   K: un. (3.0) hai. 
                “Okay. I will.” 
5   M: kaidoo (.) atashi hokkaidoo iku toki mo (0.8) hachiji gurai no  
6      (0.5) basu notta n yatta ke na: (2.0) hachiji sugi no basu notta  
7      kedo (0.8) <suggoi> ippai yat[te.   norenai hito mo otte  
                “When I go to Hokkaido, (I) suppose (I) took a bus around eight o’clock as well. (I) took a bus 
                  after eight o’clock, but it was very full. Some people couldn’t get on the bus and” 
8 → K:                              [fuun.     
                                                                                     “I see.” 
9   M: tsugi no basu ni shita kedo nijuppun ni ippon deru kedomo,  
10     ano    kichinto narandokanakattara noshite kurenai kamo wakarahen  
                “took the next bus, but, though the bus comes every 20 minutes, um, if you didn’t stand in line  
                  properly, they might not let you get on (the bus),” 
11  K:     hai 
                        “Yes” 
12     kara, narande otomodachi to hanashi shito[ki ne. 
                “so stand in line and chat with your friend, okay?” 
13  K:                                          [un.    hai. 
                                                                                                                “Okay. I will.” 
 

Ken was planning to take a bus on that morning, so in lines 1 – 3, his host mother advised 

him to stand in line at the bus stop to secure his spot, warning in line 2 that the bus might be full 

(ippai kamo wakarahen). He took her advice and said un. hai. ‘Okay. I will.’ in line 4. Then in 

line 5, his host mother started telling a story about when she went to Hokkaido. She said that she 

also took a bus in the morning for that trip and her bus was very full. When she said suggoi ippai 
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yatte ‘was very full’ in line 7, it became apparent that her story was the reasoning behind her 

advice, and at that moment, Ken uttered a listener response fuun ‘I see’ in line 8, overlapping 

with her turn. The word ippai ‘full’ was used both in her advice (line 2) and her story (line 7) to 

express a packed bus, and this word indicated the connection between her advice (lines 1 – 3) 

and her experience (lines 5 – 7). Given that Ken produced the listener response in line 8 

immediately after he heard the key word ippai ‘full,’ this might imply that he not only 

understood his host mother’s story but also the possibility of getting on a packed bus. In other 

words, the timing of his listener response in line 8 may suggest that because he understood that 

she told her experience with the intention of supporting her advice, he gave the listener response 

at the point where her intention became clear with the key word ippai ‘full.’ 

Overlap for ‘floor continuation’ was the second most frequent overlap type in Ken’s 

conversations. In the first conversation, this kind of overlap seemed to have happened due to his 

lack of fluency. That is, his continuation was not smooth, and there were relatively long pauses 

between turns. Excerpt 6.18 shows an example of such a case. Prior to this conversation, Ken’s 

friend, Yumi, asked him how he liked the store they went to together. In the following 

conversation, Ken is explaining what he liked about the store. At one point, the conversation on 

this topic seems to start winding down, and Yumi starts to look for the next topic. However, he 

continues the floor, overlapping with her utterance. 

    
Excerpt 6.18  Ken-1  8’08”  Good things about the store 
 
1   K: sono geemu wa <meccha> tanoshii (0.6) kara, (5.0) sono mise ga suki. 
                 “That game is very fun, so I like that store.” 
2   Y: un un un un. 
                 “I see.” 
3   K: demo (1.6) e (0.7) sono mise de    matenroo opera to barusaiyu  
                 “But, e, in that store, ‘Matenroo opera’ and ‘Berusaiyu’” 
4   Y:                                 un. 
                                                                                         “uh huh.” 
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5   K: mitsu(0.3)ke(.)ta? 
                 “did (we) find?” 
6   Y: a soo soo soo soo [soo soo soo soo. 
                 “Oh, yeah yeah yeah yeah.” 
7   K:                   [un. 
                                                           “Right.” 
8      (2.0) 
9      un. (1.4) sore ga ii. 
                 “Yeah. (I) like that.” 
10  Y: ahahaha[ha 
                  ((laugh)) 
11  K:        [ii. (1.2) un. 
                                 “Good. Yeah.” 
12     (1.2) 
13  Y: <ato[wa::> 
                  “Anything else” 
14→ K:     [iro- ironna::    ironna (2.2) ninki::(0.7) ga nai (0.8) bando  
                           “vari- various, various unpopular bands’ (goods) 
15  Y:                    un. 
                                                            “uh huh.” 
16  K: ga aru. 
                 are there.” 
17     (0.8) 
18  Y: a:: mainaa na bando mo [utteru? 
                 “Oh, minor bands are also sold?” 
19  K:                        [un.    un un un. 
                                                                       “Yeah.      Yeah yeah.” 

 
 
In lines 1 – 6, Ken told Yumi that he really liked the game they played at the store and 

also pointed out that the store carried goods for the specific bands he mentioned. Then, there was 

a silence for 2 seconds (line 8), and he seemed to be moving toward the closure of this topic by 

concluding his talk, saying sore ga ii ‘(I) like that’ in line 9 and reconfirming his talk in line 11. 

There was another pause (line 12), and Yumi attempted to move on to a different topic in line 13, 

saying atowa:: ‘anything else’ in slower speech. It seemed that she was not sure what to talk 

about at that point. They often showed signs of having trouble finding topics to talk about, which 

was also mentioned in Ken’s conversation report, and later in the conversation, she said atowa 

n::: nani hanaseba ii? ‘anything else, hmm, what should (we) talk about?’ However, Ken started 

the continuation of the floor in line 14, elaborating on what he said in lines 3 and 5, which 
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overlapped with Yumi’s attempt to move on to the next topic. Considering the frequent pauses 

during Ken’s talk, this overlap might have been accidental, and it did not seem competitive. 

However, this is also not a cooperative overlap since their orientation of the conversation was 

different, and Ken’s continuation kept the conversation on the previous topic instead of moving 

it forward. 

In the other three conversations, Ken’s overlap for ‘floor continuation’ occurred as a 

result of the active participation from the Japanese conversation partner. Especially, his host 

mother gave rather long listener responses frequently during Ken’s talk. His host mother often 

repeated what he said to show her understanding, and he seemed to be able to interpret her 

repetitions as listener responses. Excerpt 6.19 shows an example of ‘floor continuation’ 

overlapping with his host mother’s repetition. Prior to this conversation, Ken and his host mother 

were talking about fishing. In the following Excerpt 6., his host mother asks him what he would 

do with the fish he caught. While he explains what he would do, his host mother shadows what 

he says.  

 
Excerpt 6.19  Ken-3  16’09”  Fishing 
1   M: de Ken nanka are? otoosan to tsuri ni itte     
                “So, Ken is like, that? You go fishing with your father and” 
2      (1.8) 
3   K: un. 
                “uh huh” 
4   M: sakana tsuttara sokode taberu no? baabekyuu suru? 
                 “if (you) caught fish, would you eat them there? Would you barbeque them?” 
5   K: ie. 
                 “No.” 
6   M: motte kaeru n? 
                 “Would you bring them home?” 
7   K: un. ie ni mot[te kaette, 
                 “Yeah. (I will) bring them home and” 
8   M:              [ie ni motte kaeru. 
                                                “bring them home.” 
10     (1.8) 
11  K: soko ni (2.0) yaite, 
                 “grill them there and” 
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12  M: ie de ya[ite    ] na? 
                “grill them at home, huh?” 
13→ K:         [taberu.]    un. 
                                    “eat.”                   “Yeah.” 

 

In the conversation (lines 1 – 5), it turned out that Ken would not eat the fish he caught 

on site. His host mother then asked if he would bring them home in line 6, and he said un ‘yeah.’ 

In lines 7 – 13, Ken explained what he would do with the fish in chronological order: bring it 

home (line 7), grill it (line 11), and eat it (line 13). For each step, his host mother repeated his 

utterance, showing her understanding, and in line 13, overlapping with his host mother’s 

repetition, Ken continued his turn. He also responded to her tag question na? (line 12) at the end. 

This example shows that he recognized his host mother’s utterances as listener responses, and his 

confirmation at the end suggests that he was listening to the listener response that happened 

almost simultaneously with his own turn.   

Overlap for ‘early response’ was seen in the first, third and fourth conversations, but the 

occurrence was very limited. In the first and third conversation, Ken’s ‘early response’ was as a 

floor holder whereas one in the fourth conversation was as a non-floor holder. All instances of 

overlap for ‘early response’ were early confirmation with a short token, such as un/hai ‘yeah/yes.’ 

The following segment from Excerpt 6.18 shows Ken’s ‘early response’ as a floor holder. As we 

saw, prior to this segment, Ken and his friend Yumi were talking about a store they went to, and 

Ken explained what made him like that store. Ken then mentions another reason why he likes the 

store. His early response occurs when Yumi asks a clarification question.  

 
Partial reproduction of Excerpt 6.18  Ken-1  8’35”  Good things about the store 
 
13  Y: <ato[wa::> 
                  “Anything else” 
14  K:     [iro- ironna::    ironna (2.2) ninki::(0.7) ga nai (0.8) bando  
                           “vari- various, various unpopular bands” 
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15  Y:                    un. 
                                                            “uh huh.” 
16  K: ga aru. 
                 “are there.” 
17     (0.8) 
18  Y: a:: mainaa na bando mo [utteru? 
                 “Oh, minor bands are also sold?” 
19→ K:                        [un.     un un un. 
                                                                       “Yeah.”      “Yeah yeah.” 
 

In line 14, Ken added another point that he liked about the store, that is, the store carries 

minor bands. However, his word choice ninki ga nai bando ‘unpopular bands’ did not fit well in 

this context, which was evident from Yumi’s clarification question in the following turn (line 18).  

After Ken finished his turn in line 16, there was a pause, and then in line 18, Yumi uttered a:: 

‘oh,’ which indicated her understanding, and asked a clarification question by rephrasing Ken’s 

previous utterance. She used mainaa na bando ‘minor bands’ instead of ninki ga nai bando 

‘unpopular bands.’ When he heard the phrase mainaa na bando mo ‘minor bands as well,’ he 

confirmed her interpretation, saying un ‘yeah’ in line 19. He also gave another confirmation after 

the completion of the clarification question. It might be that the two confirmations were 

addressed to different parts of Yumi’s restatement. That is, the first confirmation was for mainaa 

na bando ‘minor bands’ and the second one was for utteru ‘are sold,’ which Ken said aru ‘there 

are’ instead. When he began the early response in line 19, Yumi had not reached a TRP nor 

provided intonational cues, such as rising intonation. However, his confirmation suggests that he 

recognized that Yumi’s utterance was a restatement of his previous utterance and found it 

appropriate to confirm her understanding. He could have listened until the end and then 

confirmed, but by responding early, he resolved her uncertainty as quickly as possible. In other 

words, it helped achieve their mutual understanding quickly. 
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 In the fourth conversation, Ken’s overlap for ‘early response’ was as a non-floor holder, 

which is shown in Excerpt 6.20. Earlier in the conversation, Ken mentioned that his friend would 

be taking the same bus as Ken. Recalling this comment, his host mother asks Ken when his 

friend is coming in the following Excerpt 6..    

 
Excerpt 6.20  Ken-4  13’32”  Bus schedule 
  
1  M: moo (2.5) hichiji:: <hichiji> (0.5) e nijuppun ni  
2     otomodachi ga kuru n? 
              “Already 7 o’clock, 7 o’clock. E, is (your) friend coming at 7:20?” 
3     (1.3) 
4  K: a:: (6.0) itsu kuru ka wa 
               “Well, as for the time (he) will come,” 
5  M: itsu kuru [ka wakarahen no? 
               “As for the time (he) will come, you don’t know?” 
6  K:           [wakaranai    kedo. 
                                       “I don’t know, but. ” 
7  M: Ken no wa shichiji gojuppun no basu ya tte itte  
               “‘Ken’s bus leaves at 7:50’ you told,” 
8     yuu[te aru] n desho? 
               “(you’ve) already told him, right?” 
9→ K:    [un.   ]         hai hai hai. 
                       “Yeah.”                        “Yes yes yes.” 
  
 

Ken’s host mother knew that Ken was taking a bus at 7:50, so when she noticed that it 

was already 7 o’clock, she asked Ken in lines 1 – 2 if his friend was coming at 7:20. However, it 

turned out that Ken did not know when his friend was planning to come. His host mother 

sounded a little surprised to know that (line 5), and asked in lines 7 – 8 whether Ken had told his 

friend what time he would be leaving. It would be worrisome to know that Ken did not know 

when his friend would come when he had to leave at a certain time to catch a bus. Therefore, it 

makes sense that his host mother made sure that his friend knew when their bus was leaving. Ken 

responded in line 9 after he heard the te-form of the verb itte ‘to say,’ overlapping with his host 

mother’s question. The timing of Ken’s response suggested that he confirmed the fact that he 

told his friend about the bus schedule, which implied that his friend would come in time, 
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although Ken did not know the exact time. Given that his host mother’s question in lines 7 – 8 

was most likely to make sure that his friend would make it on time, his early confirmation was 

able to quickly eliminate his host mother’s concern.    

One of the major differences found in the fourth conversation compared to earlier 

conversations was Ken’s ‘overlap with co-construction.’ As I mentioned earlier, Ken’s host 

mother was very active in participating in the conversation even when Ken was holding the floor 

(e.g. Excerpt 6.19), and she also frequently co-completed his turn. Sometimes the overlap lasted 

quite long, and other times his host mother’s co-construction was different from what Ken was 

going to say. In either case, his overlap did not sound competitive, as it would be in the case of 

overlap for ‘floor hold,’ nor did it seem that his turn was interrupted by the co-construction. 

Rather, it seemed that he acknowledged his host mother’s contribution, constructed the turn with 

her, and was able to continue his turn smoothly. The following excerpt shows an example of 

‘overlap with co-construction.’ In this conversation, Ken’s host mother co-constructed his turn in 

the form of a clarification question, and at the same time, he completed the turn almost 

simultaneously.     

 
Partial reproduction of Excerpt 6.20  Ken-4  13’32”  Bus schedule 
 
1  M: moo (2.5) hichiji:: <hichiji:> (0.5) e nijuppun ni  
2     otomodachi ga kuru n? 
              “Already 7 o’clock, 7 o’clock. Um, is (your) friend coming at 7:20?” 
3     (1.3) 
4  K: a:: (6.0) itsu kuru ka wa 
               “Well, what time (he will) come is,” 
5→ M: itsu kuru [ka wakarahen no? 
               “What time (he will) come, (you) don’t know?” 
6→ K:           [wakaranai    kedo. 
                                       “(I) don’t know, but.” 
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When his host mother asked him in lines 1 – 2 if his friend was coming at 7:20, it took a 

while for Ken to respond to the question. First, there was a pause (line 3), and then he uttered a 

filler a:: ‘well’ in line 4. After that, he paused for six seconds and instead of answering yes or no, 

he continued saying itsu kuru ka wa ‘what time (he will) come is.’ Although his turn was 

incomplete at this point, it was predictable that he did not know when his friend was coming 

from the way he responded. That is, it was unlikely to continue the sentence with a statement that 

he knew when his friend was coming, and the long pauses in line 3 and 4 and his indirect answer 

to the yes-no question seemed to suggest that his answer was going to be a disconfirming answer 

(Pomerantz & Heritage, 2013; Stivers et al., 2009). His host mother went ahead and co-

constructed the rest of his turn in line 5, starting with Ken’s previous utterance itsu kuru ka ‘what 

time (he will) come.’ Ken, on the other hand, continued his turn almost in line with his host 

mother’s co-construction in line 6. That is, instead of continuing the turn and ignoring his host 

mother’s co-construction, he started his continuation following her repetition itsu kuru, so that 

they would co-complete the predicate part together. This suggests that Ken became able to 

acknowledge the non-floor holder’s co-construction as a non-floor-taking turn and construct the 

turn together.   

Ken’s host mother’s co-construction did not always match with what Ken was intending 

to say. In such cases, he continued and completed his turn overlapping with the co-construction 

without mentioning his host mother’s wrong prediction. Since his host mother’s incorrect 

prediction would not contribute to the construction of his turn, it seems natural to fix the co-

constructed turn as quickly as possible. Excerpt 6.21 is an example of such a case. In this 

segment, Ken and his host mother are looking back on the welcome party at the very beginning 
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of study abroad and talking about the seating arrangement. His host mother co-constructs his turn, 

but it was different from what Ken was intending to say.           

 
Excerpt 6.21  Ken-4  6’02”  Memories of the welcome party 
 
1  M: teeburu wa? 
              “How about the table?” 
2     (2.0) 
3  K: o(.)bo:eteru. nanka okaasan wa °watashi no° (0.7) migi. 
               “(I) remember. Like, mom (host mother) was on my right.” 
3  M: un. soo soo soo soo. 
               “Yeah. Right right.” 
4  K: de (0.5) hoka no             
               “and other” 
5→ M: ryuugakusei[tachi ga] 
               “exchange students are” 
6→ K:            [hosuto  ] famirii= 
                                         “host families” 
7  M: =e? un un. 
              “e? yeah yeah.”          ((Their pets interrupted the conversation.)) 
 

After Ken recalled his host mother’s seating position at the party in line 3, he continued 

his turn in line 4 saying de hoka no ‘and other.’ Then his host mother co-constructed the turn in 

line 5, saying ryuugakusei tachi ga ‘exchange students are.’ However, this was not what Ken 

was thinking, so overlapping with her co-construction, he completed the turn in line 6. Ken’s 

overlap signaled his host mother that her co-construction was different from Ken’s intention. As 

a result, she stopped her co-construction in the middle (line 5), and thus the last portion of his 

turn did not overlap. Therefore, Ken’s overlap in line 6 was not a mere continuation of his turn, 

but it functioned to fix the mismatch of co-construction smoothly. 

Excerpt 6.22 shows another case of a mismatch between Ken’s intended talk and his host 

mother’s co-construction. Prior to this conversation, his host mother pointed out that her dog, 

Mimi, was barking more than usual because of Ken’s suitcase. She said that her dogs would bark 

a lot when they see a big suitcase because they knew that it meant someone would go somewhere. 
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In this excerpt, after hearing Mimi’s bark, Ken mentions the voice of Mimi since it will be the 

last day for him to hear it. His host mother’s co-construction is quite difference from how Ken 

actually completed the turn, but he acknowledges her co-construction and incorporates it into his 

turn.  

 
Excerpt 6.22  Ken-4  12’39”  Sound of a dog 
 
1  ((Sound of a dog)) 
2  M: wakatta. 
              “Okay.” ((Addressed to the dog)) 
3     (3.0) 
4  K: Mimi no koe ga 
               “Mimi’s voice is” 
5  M: un. 
              “Yeah” 
6→    (1.2)[samishii te kiko[eru. 
                           “Sounds like (she is saying) ‘sad.’” 
7→ K:      [a::             [naka- naka- ki- (1.5) kikoenakattara,  
                          ((sigh))                            “naka- naka- if (Mimi’s voice was) unheard,” 
8     un, tabun samishiku naru. 
               “yeah, probably (I) will be sad.” 
 

In line 4, Ken uttered the subject clause Mimi no koe ga ‘Mimi’s voice is,’ and then his 

host mother gave a continuer un ‘yeah’ in line 5. However, he did not continue his turn right 

away. After a 1.2-second pause (line 6) his host mother co-constructed the rest of his turn, and at 

the same time, Ken sighed out loud in line 7. His host mother’s co-construction in line 6 referred 

to Mimi’s voice itself, saying samishii te kikoeru ‘(Mimi’s voice) sounds like (she is saying) 

‘sad.’’ Although her co-construction was syntactically and contextually possible, it seems to 

have been very different from what Ken was thinking. Overlapping with the last part of her co-

construction, he started the continuation of his turn in line 7. He produced the rest of the turn 

from his point of view, saying kikoenakattara ‘if (I) didn’t hear (Mimi’s voice).’ Then, he 

showed his agreement, saying un ‘yeah’ in line 8 and continued, saying tabun samishiku naru 

‘probably (I) will be sad.’ His agreement un in line 8 was most likely to his host mother’s 
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previous utterance samishii ‘sad’ in line 6. Although his host mother’s co-construction was not 

what he was going to say, they both shared the feeling of sadness from Mimi’s voice. By saying 

un ‘yeah’ in line 8, Ken acknowledged her co-construction and incorporated the shared element, 

sadness, into his turn. Ken’s overlapping with his host mother’s co-construction contributed to 

the sense that lines 4 through 8 are a smoothly co-constructed sequence of utterances.      

In summary, the changes in the occurrence of overlap in Ken’s conversations during 

study abroad were related to his development in two main competences. One is the ability to 

understand the direction of conversation and the connection of each turn, and the other is the 

ability to recognize non-floor holder’s non-floor taking turns inserted during his turn. In the first 

conversation, Ken’s lack of fluency was one of the reasons that caused overlap (e.g. Excerpt 

6.18), and most of his overlaps for ‘listener response’ were limited to repair or question-answer 

sequences (e.g. Excerpt 6.15), in which he showed his understanding to the responses that he 

requested from the interlocutor (second pair part of an adjacency pair). On the other hand, in the 

third and fourth conversations, there were more instances of listener responses that seemed to 

suggest his understanding of not just the interlocutor’s utterance itself, but also the intention of 

the interlocutor’s utterances (e.g. Excerpt 6.16) and the connection of each turn (e.g. Excerpt 

6.17). Ken also became able to recognize the non-floor holder’s non-floor taking utterances, such 

as listener responses in the form of repetition and co-constructions, which were inserted in the 

middle of his turn. This showed up as overlap for ‘floor continuation’ and ‘overlap with co-

construction.’ Furthermore, in the fourth conversation, Ken showed his competence in 

constructing his turn with the interlocutor by acknowledging the interlocutor’s attempts at co-

construction and completing the turn overlapping with the co-construction so that the overlap 

contributed to the smooth joint construction of a turn (e.g. Excerpt 6.20 – 6.22).                                      
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6.1.3  Frank 

Frank showed the greatest increase in the occurrences of overlaps in his conversations 

among the five L2 learners. As Table 6.5 shows, the number of overlaps increased from the third 

conversation on, and particularly, the number of overlaps and varieties of overlap functions as a 

non-floor holder increased. Similar to Tina and Ken, the overlap functions that increased the 

most were ‘listener response’ and ‘floor continuation.’          

 
Table 6.5   

Occurrence of Overlap in Frank's Casual Conversations with Native Japanese Speakers 
�  Function 1st (10/19) 2nd (1/9) 3rd (5/12) 4th (7/7) 

Non-
floor 
holder 

Listener response 5 22%   21 38% 23 42% 

Misjudgment of turn completion 2 9%   2 4% 2 4% 

Early response 3 13%   1 2% 1 2% 

New turn at TRP 1 4%   1 2% 1 2% 

Delayed response    1 13% 1 2% 1 2% 

Co-construction      2 4% 2 4% 

Interruption     1 2% 1 2% 

Floor bidding     1 2%   
Information supply �  �  �   1 2%   

Floor 
holder 

Floor continuation 6 26% 2 25% 19 34% 16 29% 

Floor hold 4 17% 2 25% 2 4% 2 4% 

Reconfirmation 2 9%     2 4% 

Overlap with co-construction   1 13%   2 4% 

Self-clarification �  �  �  �  1 2% 1 2% 

Other Floor-free �  �  2 25% 3 5% 1 2% 

�  Total 23 100% 8 100% 56 100% 55 100% 
 

Frank recorded his first conversation with his female friend, Nao, the second 

conversation with his male friend, Satoru, and the third and fourth conversations with his female 

friend/resident assistant, Rika. As I mentioned when I discussed Ken’s conversation data, the 
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way the conversation partner participated in the conversation seemed to influence the occurrence 

of overlap. In Frank’s case, the second conversation with Satoru was quite awkward. Knowing 

that they had to record 30 minutes of conversation. Satoru frequently checked the remaining time 

during the conversation and expressed difficulty in finding what to talk about. Frank also pointed 

out the awkwardness, reflecting on the conversation. In his conversation report, he said, 

“Although we’re supposed to be carrying on the conversation as if we aren’t being recorded, I 

think occasionally it was difficult for both of us to speak with each other without feeling slightly 

awkward.” This may be one of the reasons that very few overlaps were found in the second 

conversation. 

Frank’s data indicated that some overlap functions appeared earlier in the course of study 

abroad than the others. For instance, as a non-floor holder, overlaps for ‘early response,’ ‘new 

turn at TRP,’ and ‘misjudgment of turn completion’ were observed since the first recording, and 

their frequency and the contexts in which they happened stayed almost the same throughout. For 

instance, overlap for ‘early response’ occurred when Frank confirmed his interlocutor’s 

clarification question. ‘Misjudgment of turn completion’ was observed when he responded to a 

question because his interlocutor rephrased her initial question or added information immediately 

after the initial question. As a floor holder, overlap for ‘reconfirmation’ was found in the first 

and fourth conversations, and this function also did not show any changes in terms of frequency 

or in the contexts of its occurrence in the two conversations. In both conversations, 

reconfirmation was given in response to the non-floor holder’s use of a listener response to 

express understanding, and his reconfirmation overlapped with the last element of the listener 

response. Frank had evidently already developed these overlap functions before recording the 
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first conversation, suggesting that these functions developed earlier than others that were found 

only in the later conversations.   

Other overlap functions that appeared since the first recording indicated changes in 

frequency and the contexts in which they occurred over the course of study abroad. The 

occurrence of overlap for ‘listener response’ and ‘floor continuation’ increased greatly in the 

third and fourth conversations, and overlap for ‘floor hold’ showed changes in the contexts that 

caused overlap. The changes seen in these three overlap functions seem to be strongly influenced 

by the development of Frank’s fluency and the way conversation was constructed. The first two 

conversations mostly consisted of the conversation partner asking questions or initiating talk, and 

Frank responding to them, whereas in the later conversations, both Frank and his interlocutor 

contributed equally to the construction of the conversations.   

  The increase of overlaps for ‘listener response’ suggests that Frank was more actively 

involved in the conversation by expressing his understanding and/or agreement with the 

interlocutor’s talk. As Table 6.6 shows, overlap for ‘listener response’ increased considerably 

from the first to the third conversation. Particularly, the frequency of listener responses that 

expressed understanding increased greatly in the third conversation. In the fourth conversation, 

however, most of the overlaps for ‘listener response’ showed his agreement. This might have 

been due to the topics of their conversation. In the third conversation, Rika talked about topics 

that the Frank did not know very well, whereas, in the fourth conversation, they mainly talked 

about topics that they were both familiar with or with which Frank was more familiar.             
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Table 6.6   

Functions of Overlap for ‘Listener Response’ in Frank's Casual Conversations 
Function of Listener response 1st 3rd 4th 
Understanding 1 11 (rep=2) 3 
Agreement 4 10 17 (rep=4) 
Continuer    3 
Total 5 21 23 
 

In the third conversation, most of the overlaps for ‘listener response’ which showed 

understanding were observed after a noun or a noun phrase, as seen in Excerpt 6.23, and the rest 

of the overlaps for ‘listener response’ occurred mostly at the end of a turn. In this excerpt, Rika is 

explaining to Frank about the Japanese custom of cleaning one’s house on New Year’s Eve. 

Frank inserts listener response after a noun and a noun phrase to show his understanding.   

 
Excerpt 6.23  Frank-3  9’17”  House cleaning on New Year’s Eve 
 
1  R: sanjuuichi-nichi (0.5) juuni-[gatsu no.       ni (0.4) oomisoka ni  
              “31st, in December.”                                                                         “On, on New Year’s Eve,” 
2→ F:                              [sanjuuichi-nichi. 
                                                                                   “31st.” 
3  R: ano osooji wo suru tte iu bunka [ga 
              “um, a culture that (people) do house cleaning is” 
4→ F:                                 [a:: oosooji toka. 
                                                                                         “Oh, deep house cleaning and such” 
5  R: soo. oosooji (0.4) soo.  
              “Right. Deep house cleaning. Yeah.” 
 

Prior to this segment, Rika mentioned the term oomisoka ‘New Year’s Eve,’ and she 

explained in line 1 that it was a term referring to December 31st. After she said sanjuuichi-nichi 

‘31st,’ Frank repeated the word showing his understanding/receipt of the information in line 2. 

Then in lines 1 and 3, Rika told Frank that in Japanese culture, people do housecleaning on New  

Year’s Eve. The year-end housecleaning is typically called oosooji ‘deep house cleaning,’ and it 

seemed that Frank knew this term already, as seen in his listener response in line 4. After hearing 
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Rika’s noun phrase osooji wo suru tte iu bunka ‘a culture that (people) do house cleaning,’ Frank 

expressed his understanding/realization in line 4, saying a:: ‘oh,’ and shared his knowledge, 

saying the word oosooji, which would have been a more suitable word choice in this context. In 

both instances, Rika’s utterances sanjuuichi-nichi (line 1) and osooji wo suru tte iu bunka (line 3) 

to which Frank responded were key points of her talk. Therefore, by showing understanding 

concurrently with her turn, his overlapped listener responses seemed to help move the 

conversation forward smoothly. Overall, about half of Frank’s overlaps for ‘listener response’ in 

the third conversation were observed in this type of context, that is, showing understanding after 

hearing key words. In the fourth conversation, however, a different trend was found.  

The major difference between the third and the fourth conversations in terms of the 

timing of overlaps for ‘listener response’ was that in the fourth conversation, about one-third of 

them occurred at the end of a clause, which was not seen in the third conversation. Excerpt 6.24 

shows an example in such a context. Prior to this conversation, Frank mentioned a new rule that 

in order to play for a professional basketball team, the players must attend college for at least one 

year. In this excerpt, Rika comes up with her reasoning behind the rule. Frank shows agreement 

with her assumption, providing listener responses at the end of clauses.           

 
Excerpt 6.24  Frank-4  24’36” Education and sports 

1  R: kookoosee o sotsugyoo sureba okkee da yo tte iu to (1.0) hontoo ni  
2      benkyoo shinai hitotachi ga fuechau no kamo shirenai [yo ne. 
                “If (we) say (you) just have to graduate high school, the number of people who don’t study at  
                  all might increase, [don’t you think?   
3 → F:                                                      [un. 
                                                                                                                                           “Yeah.” 
4   R: dakara moo supootsu bakkari yatte seiseki mo shirana(0.3)i [shi 
                “So, (they) would only play sports and don’t care about (their) grades [and” 
5 → F:                                                            [un.  
                                                                                                                                                         “Yeah.” 
6   R: doo demo ii yo tte. .hh dakara zenzen benkyoo shinakute  
                “(They would be like) ‘whatever.’ So (they) don’t study at all and” 
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7   F: maa dai[gaku 
                “Well, university” 
8   R:        [sore de ii (0.6) sono michi ga dekichau to:: (1.3)  
9      abunai tte [koto nano kana? wakannai. 
                “I wonder if it’s like, if that’s okay, if that path is available, it would be dangerous?  
                  I don’t know.” 
10→ F:            [soo da yo ne.  
                                           “That’s right, isn’t it?” 
 

As a reason for requiring college attendance for prospective professional basketball 

players, Rika pointed out in lines 1 – 2 that many high school athletes might not study enough if 

they could become professional players straight after graduating high school. After hearing the 

main clause hontoo ni benkyoo shinai hitotachi ga fuechau no kamo shirenai ‘the number of 

people who don’t study at all might increase’ (line 2), Frank provided a listener response in line 

3, overlapping with the sentence final particles yo ne. Rika then listed probable outcomes if there 

were not such a rule. She said in line 4 that students would only play sports and not care about 

their grades. After hearing the clause, Frank agreed with her again, saying un ‘yeah’ in line 5. 

Concluding her assumption, Rika said in lines 8 – 9 that if that path (beginning a career as a 

professional player immediately after graduating high school) were available, it would be 

dangerous. After hearing the clause, Frank agreed with her explicitly, saying soo da yo ne ‘that’s 

right, isn’t it?’ in line 10. These listener responses given after clauses are the response to a bigger 

chunk of ideas, compared to those in Excerpt 6.23, in which he responded to particular a noun 

(phrase). Therefore, the increase of overlap for ‘listener response’ after a clause may suggest that 

Frank became able to respond to the speaker’s ideas rather than a single word or a phrase. 

Examining the timing and frequency of aizuchi ‘backchannel’ in Japanese native speakers’ 

conversation, Kamiya, Kashioka, Ohno, and Matsubara (2010) found that speakers were more 

likely to insert aizuchi after a clause. Thus, the timing of Frank’s listener responses became 

similar to that of native Japanese speakers.   
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One of the reasons for the increase of overlap for ‘floor continuation’ seems to be that 

Frank developed his ability to keep the floor for more than one turn. In the early conversations, 

he tended to release the floor after a single turn. However, in the third and forth conversations, he 

kept the floor longer with multiple turns. As a result, the instances of floor continuation naturally 

increased. Another possible reason is that in the later conversations, Frank’s continuation began 

in the middle of his interlocutor’s listener response. In the first conversation, his overlap for 

‘floor continuation’ occurred when he continued after the first listener response, but his 

interlocutor provided additional listener response after that, as seen in Excerpt 6.25. In this 

conversation, Frank is telling Nao about a music class he is taking. Frank’s continuation overlaps 

with Nao’s second half of her listener response. 

 
Excerpt 6.25  Frank-1  17’59”   Music history class 
 
1  F: sono jugyoo wa (1.8) ongaku o kiku wa (0.5) ongaku o kiku toki wa  
2     arimasen. (1.5) tabun (0.8) kono jugyoo wa ongaku no rekishi desu. 
              “As for the class, there is no time for listening to music. Probably, this class is on music history.” 
3  N: n:: rekishi. [naruhodo. 
              “Oh, history. [I see.” 
4→ F:              [watashi wa amari rekishi o benkyoo shimashita kara    
                                              “I hadn’t studied (music) history very much, so” 
5  N: hoo hoo 
              “I see.” 
6  F: totemo omoshiroi.  
              “very interesting.” 
 

After hearing Frank’s explanation in lines 1 – 2 that the class he was taking was about 

music history, Nao expressed her understanding, saying n:: rekishi ‘oh, history’ in line 3. 

Following the listener response, Frank continued his talk in line 4. However, Nao added another 

listener response naruhodo ‘I see’ in line 3, and thus his continuation overlapped with her 

utterance. On the other hand, in the later conversations, more instances of Frank initiating his 

continuation in the middle of the non-floor holder’s listener response were observed, as shown in 
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Excerpt 6.26. In this excerpt, Frank mentions college basketball players’ tough schedule. Rika 

gives listener responses during his talk, and he continues his talk overlapping with the last parts 

of her listener responses.  

 
Excerpt 6.26  Frank-4  17’59”  Basketball    
 
1  F: maa basukettobooru wa kekkoo taihen    
              “Well, basketball is pretty tough” 
2  R: u::[::n 
              “Yeah” 
3→ F:    [da to omou. 
                       “I think.” 
4  R: tai[hen. 
              “Tough.” 
5→ F:    [nanka (4.0) i- (1.0) issh- 
                       “like i- issh-” 
6  R: n? 
              “huh?” 
7  F: ichinen de    ma (2.2) etto taikai janakute futsuu no shiai wa  
              “in a year, well, um, not tournaments but regular games are” 
8  R:            un 
                                      “uh huh” 
9  F: yonjuu gurai ga aru kara. 
              “there are about 40 (games), so.” 
 

Rika inserted a listener response u::::n ‘yeah’ in the middle of Frank’s turn in line 2, and 

he continued his turn, overlapping with the listener response in line 3. Then in line 4, she 

repeated his utterance taihen ‘tough,’ agreeing with him. Frank continued the floor in line 5, 

starting his next turn in the middle of her repetition. Frank’s overlapped floor continuation, as 

seen in this excerpt, may suggest that he was able to distinguish listener responses from floor-

taking turns, and he did not mind overlapping with them.  

The difference between Frank’s overlap for ‘floor hold’ in the first two conversations and 

the last two was the length of the gap between his turns, which seemed to be related to his 

fluency. In the first and second conversations, his continuation of the floor was not smooth, and 

sometimes he started his following turn so late that his interlocutor seemed to assume that he had 
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released the floor. Excerpt 6.27 shows an example of a quite delayed floor hold. In this 

conversation, Frank is telling his friend Satoru about a rule in his dorm. Frank continues his talk 

well after his previous turn and in the middle of Satoru’s attempt to start a new topic.        

 
Excerpt 6.27  Frank-2  22’45”  Dorm rules 
 
1   F: demo (1.0) ryoo wa nanka (1.0) kibishii na::. 
                “But the dorm is kind of strict.” 
2   S: e nande? 
                “E, why?” 
3      (3.0) 
4   F: okyaku-san (0.5) <zenzen>              [hairenai. 
                “Guests can’t enter at all.” 
5   S:                           a:: soo da. i[retekurenai n datte ne.  
                                                                            “Oh, that’s right. (they) don’t let (them) enter, right?” 
6      kono sakki mo hanashiteta kedo.  
                “this, (we) talked about it earlier, but. Yeah.” 
7      (1.5) 
8      un. tokorode sa (1.6) [nanka 
                “Yeah. By the way, like” 
9 → F:                       [hoka no ryoo wa 
                                                                    “Other dorms are” 
10  S: e? 
                “What?” 
11  F: daijoobu to omou kedo (0.8) ryuugakusee no ryoo wa 
                “okay (I) think, but exchange students’ dorm is” 
12  S: a:: ryuugakusee no ryoo dake ka. haitcha ikena[i no wa.  
                “Oh, only exchange students’ dorm. One that (guests) cannot enter.” 
11  F:                                               [un. 
                                                                                                                           “Yeah.” 
 

Frank first mentioned that his dorm was strict in line 1. In response to Satoru’s 

clarification request in line 2, Frank started explaining why he believed the dorm was strict. 

After Frank said okyaku-san zenzen ‘guests, not at all’ in line 4, Satoru expressed his realization 

in line 5, saying a:: soo da ‘oh, that’s right,’ and co-constructed Frank’s turn. Apparently, they 

had talked about this before, as Satoru explicitly mentioned that they talked about it earlier in 

their conversation in line 6, although this was not included in the recording. After Satoru’s 

comment in line 6, there was a 1.5-second pause, and Frank still kept silent, so it did not seem 
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that he intended to continue his talk. Therefore, Satoru attempted to start a new topic, saying 

tokorode sa ‘by the way’ in line 8. This signaled that Satoru had taken the floor, but Frank did 

not say anything until after the 1.6-second pause in line 8, and his continuation in line 9 

overlapped with Satoru’s turn. Frank’s continuation was abrupt, and it gave the impression that 

he was not paying much attention to the progress of the conversation.    

By the third and fourth conversations, Frank’s fluency had improved greatly, and his 

overlap for ‘floor hold’ was done more promptly. In most cases, this type of overlap was 

observed when Frank responded to a yes/no question. That is, immediately after he answered yes, 

his interlocutor attempted to take the floor, but Frank had more to say. Excerpt 6.28 shows an 

example of such a case. Prior to this conversation, Frank and Rika were talking about the 

difference in pronunciation between Japanese and Vietnamese. In this excerpt, Rika asks Frank if 

he knows about International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). Immediately after Frank answers yes, 

Rika continues her talk, but overlapping with her turn, Frank adds more information to his 

answer.  

 
Excerpt 6.28  Frank-3  23’24”  IPA 
 
1  R: hiragana ja zettaini kakenai kotoba ga aru janai desu ka.  
              “There are words that absolutely cannot be written in hiragana, you know?” 
2     ta[toeba ai pii ee toka tukattara (0.4) ai pii ee shitteru? 
              “For example, if (we) used IPA and such, do (you) know IPA?” 
3  F:   [un. 
                    “Yeah.” 
4     un. shit[teru shitteru. 
              “Yeah. I know I know.” 
5  R:         [soo da yo ne. dakara [ai- 
                                   “Right. So, I-” 
6→ F:                               [gengogaku no senmon daka[ra shitteru. 
                                                                                  “(I) know because linguistics is (my) area of expertise.” 
7  R:                                                        [soo da yo ne.�
                                                                                                                                               “Right.” 
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Referring to the pronunciation of Vietnamese, Rika pointed out in line 1 that some words 

in Vietnamese cannot be spelled out with the Japanese writing system (hiragana) because of the 

difference in the pronunciation. Then, she proposed the use of IPA in line 2. However, before she 

completed her turn, she asked Frank if he knew what IPA was. Since IPA is an abbreviation, it 

was crucial that Frank understood the term to maintain mutual understanding. It seemed that 

Rika just wanted to know whether he knew it or not, and once his knowledge was confirmed 

with his response un ‘yeah’ in line 4, Rika gave a listener response soo da yo ne ‘right’ and 

continued her talk in line 5. However, Frank’s answer had not been completed yet, and he 

explained why he knew IPA in line 6, overlapping with Rika’s turn. Unlike the case of Excerpt 

6.27, overlaps for ‘floor hold’ in the later conversations were done more quickly, and thus turn 

transition was smoother.      

Overlap functions that were observed only in the third and fourth conversations were 

similar in that they showed Frank’s active and cooperative participation in the construction of 

conversation. Although the frequency of these functions was small (once or twice per 

conversation), Frank utilized these overlaps purposefully to maintain or show mutual 

understanding. For example, overlap for ‘self-clarification’ occurred when his interlocutor 

showed difficulty in understanding what he had just said, as seen in Excerpt 6.29. Prior to this 

conversation, Rika mentioned that Japanese and Korean grammars are similar, and they both 

have honorific expressions. In this excerpt, Frank and Rika are talking about pronunciation 

differences between Japanese and Korean. When Rika sounds confused by Frank’s comment, he 

clarifies, overlapping with Rika’s turn.       
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Excerpt 6.29  Frank-3  20’32”  Pronunciation differences 
 
1   R: dakara bunkateki ni mo niteru n (0.5) da yo (0.3) da yo ne.  
                 “So, (they are) culturally similar as well, you know?”  
2      niteru to omou n [da. 
                 “(They are) similar, (I) think.” 
3   F:                  [hatsuon wa anmari: (0.4) chigai nai [kedo 
                                                         “Pronunciation is not that different though.” 
4   R:                                                       [°e:::° 
                                                                                                                                              “Hmm.” 
5      e chigai nai? (0.3) a [chigau? 
                “E, no difference? Oh, different?” 
6 → F:                       [ya,  chi- chigau tokoro ga aru kedo     
                                                                     “No, there are differences, but” 
7   R: un. 
                “Uh huh.” 
8   F: daitai (0.5) maa (1.2) maa wakaranai kedo    [onaji mitai. 
                 “mostly, well, well I don’t know, but (they) sound the same.” 
9   R:                                           hh.[hatsuon wa ne:  
                                                                                                                         “Pronunciation is” 
10     kekkoo chigau n da. 
                 “actually pretty different.” 
 

After Rika pointed out the similarities in Japanese and Korean in lines 1 – 2, Frank 

mentioned in line 3 that the two languages do not differ greatly in their pronunciation. However, 

his comment confused Rika, as seen in line 5. There seemed to be a few reasons for this 

confusion. First, Frank’s use of the topic marker wa in line 3 sounded odd in this context. Since 

both Rika and Frank mentioned the similarity of Japanese and Korean in lines 1 – 3, it would 

have sounded more natural to use the particle mo ‘also’ instead of wa. Second, the word chigai 

nai ‘no difference’ sounds a little strange, and it would have been better to say either chigai ga 

nai ‘no difference’ or chigawanai ‘not differ.’ When Rika sounded confused in line 5, Frank 

started his self-clarification in lines 6 and 8, overlapping with her turn. Although she seemed to 

have been mainly confused by his utterance chigai nai (line 3), he clarified his thought on the 

pronunciation differences in more detail. Maintaining mutual understanding is essential to move 

the conversation forward, and thus Frank’s quick response to Rika’s confusion may indicate his 
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ability to adjust his talk based on the listener’s understanding and regain mutual understanding 

promptly.             

Overlap for ‘co-construction’ was another overlap function found only in later 

conversations, and it showed Frank’s supportive participation in the conversation. Previous 

studies have suggested that when participants in a conversation produce the same utterance at the 

same time, it gives a sense of closeness (Sasagawa, 2007), and that the listener’s empathic 

reaction to the speaker’s talk sometimes results in overlapped co-construction (Do, 2009). In 

Frank’s case, he utilized overlap for ‘co-construction’ to support his interlocutor’s understanding 

and/or statement. In other words, by co-constructing the turn with his interlocutor, Frank 

emphasized their shared understanding. In Excerpt 6.30, Frank confirms Rika’s understanding by 

co-constructing her turn. Prior to this conversation, Frank was explaining about the Japanese 

courses offered at his university in the U.S. In this segment, Rika expresses her understanding by 

restating what Frank has said, and at the same time, Frank co-constructs her utterance.          

 
Excerpt 6.30  Frank-3  19’28”  Levels of Japanese courses 
 
1  F: maa intermediate ga (0.7) ni-maru-ni. 
              “Well, intermediate (level) is 202.” 
2  R: un. 
              “Okay.” 
3  F: soshite sono ato yonhyaku kara (1.0) a- adobansu. 
              “And after that, 400 and above are advanced (levels).” 
4  R: a:: sokka sokka sokka [sokka sokka. chuukyuu,  
              “Oh, I see I see. ”                                                        “Intermediate” 
5  F:                       [demo sooyuu hito wa 
                                                                   “But such people are” 
6  R: shokyuu [chuukyuu jyoo[kuu mitaina. sokka sokka sokka sokka. 
              “elementary, intermediate, advanced, like that. I see.” 
7→ F:         [chuukyuu     [jyookuu 
                                   “intermediate, advanced” 
8     maa sooyuu hito wa amari inai. 
              “Well, such people are not many.” 
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In lines 1 and 3, Frank explained the course numbering and what that indicated. Rika 

showed her understanding in line 4, saying sokka ‘I see’ multiple times, and then in line 6, she 

restated the level of courses offered based on Frank’s previous talk. When she said shokyuu 

‘elementary’ in line 6, Frank joined her and co-constructed the turn in line 7, saying chuukyuu 

‘intermediate’ at the exact same time and shadowed jookyuu ‘advanced.’ By co-constructing 

Rika’s turn, Frank supportively confirmed her understanding.   

 Another case of overlap for ‘co-construction’ was observed when Frank showed his 

agreement with Rika’s comment, as shown in Excerpt 6.31. In this conversation, Frank and Rika 

are talking about retirement age. When Rika mentions a typical retirement age for athletes, Frank 

co-constructs the portion of retirement age, overlapping with her turn.    

 
Excerpt 6.31  Frank-4  23’41”  Retirement age 
 
1  R: amerika rokujuu made kana? (1.0) retirement. 
              “America (is) until 60 (years old), I wonder. Retirement.” 
2  F: iya (0.7) rokujuu::go-sai made. 
              “No, until 65 years old.” 
3  R: go-sai made? dakara sa (0.8) dakedo sono supootsu senshu dattara:             
      “Until (sixty) five years old? So, but like if (you) were an athlete,” 
4     sono (0.5) ritaiya suru no ga  
              “um, retirement is” 
5  F: ritaiya suru no wa futsuu ni 
              “retirement is normally” 
6  R: yo[njuu gurai]            desho? 
              “40-ish”                                              “right?” 
7→ F:   [yonjuu    ]yonjuu gurai 
                    “40, 40-ish.” 
 

Frank and Rika talked about the retirement age for employees in the U.S. in lines 1 – 2, 

and then she pointed out the case of athletes in line 3. After Rika said ritaiya suru no ga 

‘retirement is’ in line 4, Frank joined in the construction of her turn in line 5, repeating her 

utterance, saying ritaiya suru no wa futsuu ni “retirement is normally.” Then in line 6 and 7, they 

stated the retirement age for athletes at the same time, with Frank beginning very slightly after 
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her utterance. His co-construction in lines 5 and 7 seem to suggest his cooperative participation 

in the conversation, implying shared knowledge and supporting her statement by saying the same 

thing essentially at the same time.  

All instances of Frank’s overlap for ‘co-construction’ were produced either at the same 

time (e.g. Excerpt 6.30) or slightly after the speaker’s utterance (e.g. Excerpt 6.31). In the latter 

case, it sounded that Frank got a clue from the initial part of Rika’s utterance and co-constructed 

her turn. In Excerpt 6.31, immediately after Rika said yo- in yonjuu ‘forty’ in line 6, Frank 

started his co-construction. This slightly delayed co-construction may suggest that Rika’s yo- 

gave him a clue to the retirement age that she was about to say. Given that Frank never initiated 

his co-construction before Rika began, his overlap for ‘co-construction’ may be intended to show 

support rather than to complete her turn.      

  In summary, Frank’s conversation data showed that the occurrence of overlap seemed to 

be related to the development of his level of fluency and the way he involved himself in the 

conversation. The overlap functions found in his earlier conversations indicated that he already 

had the ability to respond quickly for confirmation and to project a possible TRP. His quick 

responses appeared as the overlaps for ‘early response’ and ‘reconfirmation,’ and his ability to 

predict the end of a turn was evident in the overlap for ‘new turn at TRP’ and ‘listener response,’ 

which overlapped with the last element(s) of a turn. Some overlaps in the earlier conversations 

seemed unintentional on Frank’s side, but rather, were due to his conversation partner’s 

continuation after a TRP. This case was seen in ‘misjudgment of turn completion’ and ‘floor 

continuation’ (e.g. Excerpt 6.25). Overlap for ‘floor hold’ in the first two conversations was due 

to his lack of fluency, and it disrupted the flow of conversation, rather than moving the 

conversation forward (e.g. Excerpt 6.27). By the time he recorded the third conversation, 
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however, his fluency increased greatly, which resulted in the rise of the frequency of overlap for 

‘floor continuation’ and smoother turn transition during overlap for ‘floor hold’ (e.g. Excerpt 

6.28). Moreover, we saw Frank’s more active and supportive participation in the later 

conversations through his overlaps with his interlocutor’s turn. The increase in the frequency of 

overlap for ‘listener response’ suggested his active involvement in the conversation as a non-

floor holder expressing understanding and agreement with the ongoing talk. Frank also utilized 

the overlap for ‘co-construction’ to support his interlocutor’s understanding (e.g. Excerpt 6.30) 

and statement (e.g. Excerpt 6.31). The increased number of overlap functions seem to suggest 

that he developed different ways to cooperatively participate in the conversation and became less 

concerned about overlapping.          

 

6.1.4   Jeff 

The frequency of overlap in Jeff’s conversations was already quite high in the first 

conversation. Because of that, the increase of overlap frequency over time was smaller than that 

of seen with the other L2 learners. It should be noted, however, that his last conversation was 

recorded during the 6th month of his stay in Japan, although his study abroad program lasted for 

10 months24. Therefore, the data only shows his development in the first six months. He recorded 

his first conversation with his female friend Haru, and his second and third conversations with 

his male friend Masato. As Table 6.7 shows, quite a few overlap functions were already observed 

in his first conversation. The number of overlap functions slightly increased over time, but the 

frequency of each overlap function mostly did not show great changes.  

                                                
24 Due to a technical problem, Jeff’s fourth conversation was not recorded. 
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Among the four overlap functions as a non-floor holder that occurred in all the 

conversations, overlap for ‘early response’ and ‘information supply’ did not show notable 

changes in terms of the contexts in which they occurred. All instances of overlaps for ‘early 

response’ happened when Jeff answered yes to his interlocutor’s question, following a key word 

of the question. Overlap for ‘information supply’ was observed when Jeff inserted a word during 

his interlocutor’s turn, which supported the construction of the ongoing turn. The interlocutor did 

not necessarily show difficulty in constructing the turn, but Jeff provided additional information 

to his interlocutor’s turn, which shows his cooperative participation in the conversation.    

 
Table 6.7   

Occurrence of Overlap in Jeff's Casual Conversations with Native Japanese Speakers 
�  Function 1st (10/18) 2nd (12/23) 3rd (3/23) 

Non-
floor 
holder 

Listener response 22 39% 24 35% 25 42% 

Misjudgment of turn completion 8 14% 4 6% 3 5% 

Early response 4 7% 2 3% 5 8% 

Information supply 1 2% 2 3% 1 2% 

Delayed response 1 2%     
Co-construction   2 3% 1 2% 

New turn at TRP   1 1% 2 3% 

Floor 
holder 

Reconfirmation 10 18% 13 19% 10 17% 

Floor continuation 8 14% 16 23% 8 13% 

Floor hold 1 2% 2 3% 1 2% 

Overlap with co-construction 1 2% 2 1% 1 2% 

Self-clarification �  �  1 1% 1 2% 

Other Floor free �  �  �  �  2 3% 

�  Total 56 100% 69 100% 60 100% 
 

Overlap for ‘listener response’ was the most frequently observed function in all three 

conversations. The frequency of this type of overlap did not change greatly over time, as shown 
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in Table 6.8. Compared to the other four L2 learners, Jeff used repetition as listener response 

more frequently25. In the first conversation, more than half of his listener responses were 

repetitions of a part of his interlocutor’s utterance. On the other hand, in the second and the third 

conversations, the portion of repetition decreased to one-third of the total number of listener 

responses, and he started to use more of non-lexical tokens, such as a: ‘oh’ and soo ‘yeah.’           

 
Table 6.8   

Functions of Overlap for ‘Listener Response’ in Jeff's Casual Conversations 
Function of Listener response 1st 2nd 3rd 
Understanding 14 (rep=7) 12 (rep=4) 8 (rep=3) 
Agreement 8 (rep=6) 11 (rep=4) 13 (rep=4) 
Surprise  1 2 
Evaluation   2 
Total 22 24 25 
 

The timing of overlap for ‘listener response’ showed some influence of the types of 

listener responses he used, and its trend changed over time. In the first conversation, many of 

Jeff’s listener responses were in the form of repetition, and he produced listener responses 

immediately after the key words that he repeated. Excerpt 6.32 shows an example of such a case. 

In this excerpt, Jeff and Haru are talking about the Japanese negative prefix fu- and are listing 

words with the prefix. Jeff expresses his agreement with Haru, repeating her utterance.  

 
Excerpt 6.32  Jeff-1  16’49”  A Japanese prefix 
 
1  J: fubyoo- a:: futoo (.) a (.) nan da, 
               “fubyoo- um, injustice, oh, um” 
 

                                                
25 Previous studies that investigated the use of listener response by Chinese learners of Japanese reported 
their tendency to use repetition as listener response (Fujii, 2001; Mizuno, 1988; Yoo, 1997). Since Jeff is 
also a native speaker of Chinese, his frequent use of repetition might also be due to the influence of his 
native language.  
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2  H: futoo toka fukanoo toka [fubyoodoo to[ka. 
               “Injustice, impossible, inequality, and such” 
3→ J:                         [un.         [fubyoodoo [fubyoodoo. 
                                                                      “Yeah.”                  “Inequality inequality.” 
4  H:                                                 [un. 
                                                                                                                              “Yeah.” 
5  J: un. soo soo. 
               “Yeah. Right right.” 
 

In line 1, Jeff tried to come up with words with the prefix fu-, but it sounded as if he were 

having difficulty remembering. Haru also gave some examples in line 2, and when she said 

fubyoodoo ‘inequality,’ Jeff expressed his strong agreement in line 3, repeating the word twice. 

Jeff actually tried to say the word fubyoodoo in line 1 but was able to remember it only partially. 

Therefore, when Haru said the word he was trying to say, he also said it by himself and showed 

agreement.  

Most of the cases of overlaps for ‘listener response’ in the first conversation were 

observed in contexts similar to Excerpt 6.32. However, in the later conversations, more listener 

responses were non-lexical tokens, and the overlaps at the end of clauses increased. This trend 

was also seen in Frank’s conversation data. As seen in Excerpt 6.33, more instances of overlaps 

appeared after conjunctions, such as kara ‘because’ and kedo ‘but.’ Prior to this conversation, 

Jeff said that salaries in Japan were higher than in Taiwan, but prices were cheaper in Taiwan 

than Japan. However, he did not articulate this very well. In this excerpt, Masato paraphrases 

what Jeff tried to say, and Jeff shows agreement, giving a listener response at the end of a clause.      

 
Excerpt 6.33  Jeff-3  19’20”  Commodity price 
 
1  M: a:: dakara sono mono no nedan tte koto da yo ne. [nanka  
              “Oh, so you mean prices of goods, right? Like,”    
2  J:                                                  [so so soo. 
                                                                                                                                “Yeah yeah.” 
3  M: bukka toka tte iu kedo sono mono no nedan ga  
              “it’s called commodity price, but the prices of goods are” 
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4  J: mono no nedan ga 
              “Prices of goods are” 
5  M: takakunai kara [sono hikukutemo dekiru [kedo koko dattara 
              “not expensive, so (it’s) possible with low salary, but if it was in Japan,” 
6→ J:                [so so soo.             [soo soo. 
                                                  “Yeah yeah.”                                  “Yeah yeah.” 
7  M: yappa takai kara aruteedo no nenshuu ga nai to dame. 
              “(things are) expensive after all, so (you) have to have a certain amount of annual salary.” 
 

Masato paraphrased the connection between salaries and commodity prices in Tokyo and 

Taiwan that Jeff tried to convey prior to this Excerpt 6. Jeff then expressed his agreement, saying 

so so soo ‘yeah yeah’ (line 6). Unlike the case of Excerpt 6.32, in which Jeff responded to a 

particular word, Jeff’s listener response in this case was given to the whole clause, mono no 

nedan ga takakunai kara ‘the prices of goods are not expensive, so’ (lines 3 and 5). This 

suggests that Jeff had begun to respond to bigger units of meaning. As I mentioned when I 

discussed Frank’s conversations, the overlap for ‘listener response’ at the end of a clause is 

commonly seen in native speakers’ conversation. Therefore, the increase of listener response at 

the end of a clause shows that Jeff had started to acquire listener response timing that is similar 

to the native speakers.     

The type of overlap that showed a decreasing trend was the ‘misjudgment of turn 

completion.’ Most of this type of overlap occurred due to his interlocutor’s continuation after the 

end of a question, despite Jeff’s prompt response after a TRP. One of the possible reasons that 

this type of overlap occurred more frequently in the first conversation than the other two is that 

his conversation partner in the first conversation tended to explicitly question his understanding 

or his knowledge. Excerpt 6.34 is an example of such a case. Prior to this conversation, Haru was 

asking Jeff about the reading of some Chinese characters used in both Japanese and Chinese. She 

was writing down the Chinese pronunciation in katakana but accidentally wrote one sound in 

hiragana, which she stated in line 1. In this excerpt, Haru asks Jeff if he knows katakana. 
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Although Jeff responds immediately after Haru’s question, she continues her turn and their 

utterances overlap.    

 
Excerpt 6.34  Jeff-1 17’54”  Katakana 
 
1  H: a: kore dake hiragana ni @shichatta@. e katakana mo dekiru?  
              “Oops, I wrote this in hiragana. Um, do you know Katakana as well?” 
2     wakaru? (0.5) [shiranai no kana. 
              “Do you understand? [I wonder if you don’t know.” 
3→ J:               [katakana         a 
                                                “Katakana”                    “oh” 
4  H: hiragana to katakana to kanji. mittsu tsukatteru? 
              “Hiragana, katakana and kanji. Do you use the three of them?” 
5  J: un. 
              “Yeah.” 
 

After Haru asked Jeff if he knew katakana (lines 1 – 2), he started his response in line 3. 

However, Haru continued after her question, wondering in line 2 whether Jeff might not know 

katakana, which caused overlap. It is possible that the .5-second pause after the question (line 2) 

prompted her following utterance. Although some of the overlaps by ‘misjudgment of turn 

completion’ were caused by Haru’s uncertainty about Jeff’s knowledge or understanding, this 

type of overlap also suggests Jeff’s prompt turn-taking after a question.   

Most cases of overlaps by ‘misjudgment of turn completion’ involved a response by Jeff 

overlapping with the interlocutor’s continuation after a question. That is, his turn was the 

requested second-pair part of a question-answer sequence. In the third conversation, there was 

also a case in which Jeff asked a question at a possible TRP of his interlocutor’s turn, as seen in  

Excerpt 6.35. Prior to this segment, Jeff told Masato that he was planning to come back to Japan 

for graduate school in the future. In this conversation, Masato tells Jeff that he wants to go to 

graduate school in the U.S. Jeff asks a question, at a possible TRP in Masato’s turn.        
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Excerpt 6.35  Jeff-3  20’00”  Going to graduate school 
 
1  M: urayamashii na:: ore mo daigakuin ikitai. 
              “I’m jealous. I want to go to grad school, too.” 
2     (2.0) 
3  J: ganbat[te. 
              “Good luck.” 
4  M:       [amerika no. 
                              “American.” 
5  J: @amerika no@ (0.8) nihon janai? 
              “American one, not Japan?” 
6  M: nihon janai. [ano   nihon no (0.4) e demo shoojiki ne::  
              “Not Japanese. Um, Japanese, um, but honestly,” 
7→ J:              [nande? 
                                              “Why?” 
8  M: tabun nihonjin kara shitara tabun nihon no daigakuin wa  
9     ikanai to omou ne. 
              “maybe, from Japanese people’s perspective, maybe (Japanese people) wouldn’t go to  
                Japanese grad school, I think.” 
 

Masato expressed his envy (line 1) in response to Jeff’s plan to go to graduate school in 

Japan, but added in line 4 that he would want to go to one in the U.S. Jeff found it funny that 

Masato wanted to go to a school in the U.S. and asked for a clarification, saying nihon janai? 

‘not Japan?’ in line 5. Masato confirmed in line 6, repeating Jeff’s utterance nihon janai and 

continued the floor. At the same time, Jeff asked why (line 7) immediately after Masato’s 

repetition, which was a possible TRP. Although Masato had already started his continuation, he 

stopped and explained why he wanted to go to graduate school in the U.S. in line 6 – 9. Given 

that Jeff’s question turn was his voluntary turn-taking, this overlap shows his more active 

participation in the conversation.        

From the second conversation on, overlaps for ‘co-construction’ and ‘new turn at TRP’ 

started to appear. All instances of ‘new turn at TRP’ in Jeff’s conversations were that he took the 

floor overlapping with the sentence-final particle ne in yo ne ‘right?’ at the end of his 

interlocutor’s turn. Given that the sentence-final particle is one of the utterance-final elements 

that can signal possible turn endings (Tanaka, 2010), Jeff’s overlap for ‘new turn at TRP’ 
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suggests his ability to recognize the utterance final element, in his case, the sentence-final 

particles and to project the end of a turn.  

Overlap for ‘co-construction’ was observed when Jeff’s interlocutor (Masato) restated 

what Jeff had said to show his (Masato’s) understanding. In the second conversation, Jeff’s co-

constructions were rather a small part of Masato’s turn. More specifically, one case was co-

construction of a predicate, and the other was a part of a word. Although the portion was small, 

the timing of Jeff’s co-constructions was perfectly in unison with Masato’s utterance. This 

suggests that Jeff predicted Masato’s turn precisely and produced co-construction at the exact 

timing. In the third conversation, Jeff produced longer co-construction, as shown in Excerpt 6.36. 

Prior to this conversation, Masato said that he could guess the rough meaning of Chinese text 

using his knowledge of kanji. In this excerpt, Jeff, who is a native speaker of Chinese, tells 

Masato that the opposite is also true. When Masato restates Jeff’s previous utterance, Jeff co-

constructs Masato’s restatement.           

  
Excerpt 6.36  Jeff-3  7’21”  Reading kanji 
 
1  J: nanka tatoeba ano (1.2) ano nanka (0.4) reading section?  
              “Like, for example, um um like reading section?” 
2     soo soo soo. ja skip, itsumo. (1.0) skim through.(0.5)  
              “yeah yeah yeah. Then skip, always. Skim through.” 
3     kanji daka[ra.   
              “Because it’s in kanji.”                                                              
4  M:           [a:: [sokka sokka.  
                                      “Oh, I see I see.” 
5  J:                [so so so 
                                                  “Yeah yeah yeah.” 
6  M: hee: kanji bakari [tottettara 
              “I see. If you picked up just kanji,” 
7→ J:                   [tsukatte:  moo imi wa wakaru. 
                                                         “Using (just kanji), already (I) understand the meaning.” 
 

In lines 1 – 3, Jeff said that he could skim through Japanese reading sections because of 

the use of kanji. Masato showed understanding, giving listener responses in line 4. Immediately 
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after Masato said kanji bakari ‘just kanji’ in line 6, Jeff also started co-constructing Masato’s 

turn. Although Masato did not complete his turn, it seems that he was going to restate what Jeff 

said in lines 1 – 3. That is, kanji bakari tottettara ‘if you picked up just kanji’ referred to Jeff’s 

skim through (line 2). Jeff’s co-construction was actually different from what Masato said in 

terms of word choice, but what they meant to say was similar. In other words, Jeff understood 

that Masato intended to mention Jeff’s previous utterance. All turns that Jeff co-constructed in 

the two conversations were Masato’s restatements of something Jeff had said previously. In other 

words, these turns were about shared information with which Jeff was more familiar than Masato.     

As for the overlaps as a floor holder, the frequency of each overlap function did not show 

notable changes over time, except for an increase of ‘floor continuation’ in the second 

conversation. Overlap for ‘floor hold’ was observed in all three conversations, but the main 

cause of this type of overlap seemed to be Jeff’s lack of fluency. That is, Jeff’s frequent pauses 

and fillers during his talk wrongly invited his interlocutor to take the floor, as seen in Excerpt 

6.37. Prior to this conversation, Masato mentioned that college students in central Tokyo had 

various distractions because of many entertainment facilities in the area, and thus they did not 

study, whereas in Tucson there was no place to play, so students did nothing but study. In this 

excerpt, Jeff talks about things he would usually do in Tucson on the weekend. Jeff’s turn 

includes many fillers and relatively long pauses, which seems to lead Masato taking the floor. 

 
Excerpt 6.37  Jeff-2  19’23”  Things to do in Tucson 
 
1 J: maa nanka (2.0) nani mo nanka (1.0) ikenakatta. nanka tu- nanka  
2     ari- Tucson de hontoo ni nanka basho ni (4.0) 
              “Well, like, nothing, like (I) couldn’t go. Like, Tu- like Ari- in Tucson, really, like, to places” 
3  M: nanka [i- 
              “like, i-” 
4→ J:       [ya dakara    nanka doyoobi to nichiyoobi (0.5) nanka to-  
                              “No, so, like Saturdays and Sundays, like, to- ” 
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5  M:                  un 
                                                    “Uh huh” 
6  J: nanka (0.7) taitei 
              “like, usually,” 
7  M: ji[mu ni ittari 
              “go to the gym and” 
8  J:   [nanka jibun no heya [de         benkyoo  
                    “like in my room, study” 
9  M:                        [un heya de  
                                                                   “yeah, in the room” 
10 J: benkyoo shitari,   etto soo. 
              “study and, well yeah.” 
11 M:                 un 
                                                 “Yeah” 
 

Jeff’s turn (line 1 – 2) was syntactically incomplete with frequent fillers (nanka) and 

pauses. He paused for 4 seconds at the end of line 2, and then Masato took the floor in line 3. 

Because Jeff seemed to have difficulty in constructing the sentence (lines 1 – 2), Masato might 

have waited for 4 seconds, which is quite a long pause for a normal conversation. At the same 

time, the 4-second pause seemed to have signaled that Jeff had released the floor. However, 

overlapping with Masato’s turn, Jeff continued the floor in line 4. Masato stopped his talk right 

away and gave a continuer un ‘uh huh’ in line 5. Overlap for ‘floor hold’ can be considered as a 

competitive overlap because of the competition with the interlocutor for the floor (Iida, 2005). 

However, in these cases, it was probably unclear to the interlocutor that Jeff intended to keep the 

floor. In other words, the overlap for ‘floor hold’ was caused by Jeff’s unintentional signal that 

led to his interlocutor taking the floor. In fact, when Jeff overlapped and continued the floor, his 

interlocutor quickly stopped and gave up the floor.         

The majority of overlaps that Jeff produced as a floor holder were ‘floor continuation’ 

and ‘reconfirmation.’ The frequency of the overlap for ‘floor continuation’ increased in the 

second conversation, and one of the possible reasons for this increase seemed to be the way Jeff 

produced his talk. In all three conversations, he had a tendency to repeat words, and each turn or 
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sentence tended to be short. In addition to that, his talk was not smooth with frequent pauses 

during his turn. Overall, most of this type of overlap were found at turn-initial position – in other 

words when he started the next turn. However, in the second conversation in particular, more 

instances of overlaps were observed in the middle of his turn, which was caused by his pauses 

within the turn. That is, his interlocutor gave listener responses during those pauses to encourage 

his talk. Therefore, in Jeff’s case, the increase of overlap for ‘floor continuation’ seemed to be 

due to his lack of fluency.      

As for overlap for ‘reconfirmation,’ it showed some changes in terms of the contexts in 

which it occurred. In the first conversation, the majority of this type of overlap occurred when 

his interlocutor expressed her understanding or receipt of Jeff’s talk by repeating a part of his 

previous utterance, as seen in Excerpt 6.38. In this excerpt, Haru asks Jeff about Chinese 

characters. After Jeff responds to the question, Haru restates his answer, expressing her 

understanding.   

 
Excerpt 6.38  Jeff-1  16’19”  Chinese characters  
  
1  H: e chuugoku (.) chau taiwan ni kono ji wa nai? 
              “Um, China, then in Taiwan, isn’t there this character?” 
2  J: un nai. 
              “Yeah, there isn’t.” 
3  H: sonzai shinai [n da.  
              “(It) doesn’t exist, I see.” 
4→ J:               [un. 
                                                “Yeah.” 
 

Following Jeff’s answer un nai ‘yeah, there isn’t,’ Haru showed her understanding, 

saying sonzai shinai n da ‘(it) doesn’t exist, I see’ in line 3. The part sonzai shinai ‘doesn’t exist’ 

referred to Jeff’s response nai ‘there isn’t’ (line 2), and immediately after Jeff heard that part, he 

reconfirmed his answer in line 4. Most cases of overlaps for ‘reconfirmation’ in the first 
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conversation had in common that Jeff produced reconfirmation to Haru’s (almost) exact 

repetition of his utterances.  

In the second and the third conversations, more instances of overlaps for ‘reconfirmation’ 

were responses to non-lexical listener response, such as a: ‘oh’ and hee ‘I see,’ as shown in 

Excerpt 6.39. In this conversation, Jeff tells Masato that he will come back to Japan in the future 

for graduate school (line 1). When Masato shows his understanding with a listener response, Jeff 

reconfirms his previous utterance, overlapping with Masato’s turn.  

 
Excerpt 6.39  Jeff-3  14’58”  Graduate school 
 
1  J: tabun dai[gaku:    [daigakuin. 
              “Maybe university, grad school.” 
2  M:          [nihon no [daigakuin.  
                                     “Japanese grad school.” 
3     a:: [ii ne. 
              “Oh, sounds good.” 
4→ J:     [soo. waseda de. (0.6) waseda no (0.7) [XXX. 
                         “Yeah. At Weseda. Weseda’s XXX.” 
5  M:                                            [ii na:: 
                                                                                                                  “I’m jealous” 
 

Masato’s response in line 3 consisted of two listener response tokens; one was 

understanding (a:: ‘oh’) and the other was evaluation (ii ne ‘good’). Jeff reconfirmed after 

hearing a:: ‘oh,’ but because Masato’s listener response was not completed yet, Jeff’s 

reconfirmation overlapped. Compared to the first conversation, in which Jeff reconfirmed the 

actual words that his interlocutor repeated, in the second and the third conversation, he started to 

respond to more abstract expressions of understanding by non-lexical tokens. From another 

perspective, his reconfirmations in the first conversation might have been more about the 

accuracy of the interlocutor’s information receipt, whereas in the later conversations he 

reconfirmed the accuracy of what he said, with which his interlocutor agreed or understood.     
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The only new overlap function as a floor holder that appeared in the second conversation 

was ‘self-clarification.’ Although this type of overlap was found only once in the second and 

once in the third conversation, these cases showed Jeff’s ability to quickly clarify trouble sources 

that his interlocutor indicated in Jeff’s turn. Excerpt 6.40 shows an example of such a case. In 

this conversation, Jeff and Masato are talking about theme park tickets. Masato questions Jeff’s 

previous utterance, and when Jeff realizes his mistake, he quickly clarifies his previous utterance, 

overlapping with Masato’s turn.    

 
Excerpt 6.40  Jeff-2  10’30”  Theme park ticket 
  
1  J: >nanka< one month (0.4) chiketto   [ga aru. 
              “Well, the one-month ticket is available.” 
2  M:                                  a:[: : :  
                                                                                          “Oh” 
3     anno? sonna no. 
               “Is there? such thing.” 
4  J: aru? 
               “Is there?” 
5  M: wan-iyaa pasu [dattara shitteru kedo. 
               “I know one-year pass though.” 
6→ J:               [a:      a:       wan-iyaa [ga aru.  
                                                “Oh oh, one-year (pass) is available.” 
7  M:                                          [un. 
                                                                                                             “Yeah” 
 

Jeff said in line 1 that the theme park offered a one-month pass option, but Masato 

questioned in line 3 if such an option existed. Jeff also showed a lack of confidence in line 4. 

Then Masato mentioned that he knew one-year pass instead. As soon as Masato said wan-iyaa 

pasu ‘one-year pass’ in line 5, Jeff expressed his realization and revised his previous utterance in 

line 6, saying wan-iyaa ga aru ‘one-year (pass) is available,’ which overlapped with Masato’s 

turn. Jeff’s utterances in line 6 simultaneously showed agreement with Masato’s point and 

repaired his own previous utterance. In other words, Jeff’s quick response made it possible to 

achieve mutual agreement during Masato’s turn and move the conversation forward.   
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In summary, the analysis of Jeff’s conversations revealed some trends in his ways of 

constructing a conversation and how they influenced the occurrence of overlap. Moreover, close 

analysis of each overlap function suggested the development of his grammatical knowledge and 

his understanding of ongoing talk. Some of the characteristics of Jeff’s talk, especially in the 

earlier conversations, were the frequent use of repetition and less articulate speech with fillers 

and pauses. His lack of fluency wrongly invited his interlocutor to take the floor, which caused 

the overlap for ‘floor hold’ (e.g. Excerpt 6.37), and the frequent pauses during his turn also led 

overlaps with his interlocutor’s listener responses. Jeff’s use of repetition was seen in the 

overlaps for ‘listener response’ when he expressed understanding or agreement by repeating his 

interlocutor’s utterance (e.g. Excerpt 6.32). In the first conversation, Jeff was also more 

responsive to his interlocutor’s repetition when he provided reconfirmation (e.g. Excerpt 6.38). 

Given that a repetition in his conversations tended to be a word or a short phrase, his production 

and reaction to the repetition of previous utterances seem to suggest that his understanding and 

reaction to the conversation was rather word by word. This was also seen in the overlaps for 

‘early response’ in which he replied yes, following a key word. However, in the later 

conversations, Jeff’s use of repetition decreased, and he started to use and respond more to non-

lexical listener response tokens, which responded not just to a certain word but to a larger unit of 

meaning, such as a clause. As a result, more instances of overlaps for ‘listener response’ 

occurred at the end of a clause (e.g. Excerpt 6.33), and more overlaps for ‘reconfirmation’ were 

found following a non-lexical token (e.g. Excerpt 6.39). These changes indicate the development 

of Jeff’s ability to take in and respond to a larger unit of meaning, such as a clause or a turn. This 

was a common finding in the overlap functions observed in the second and the third 

conversations. That is, Jeff became able to understand better what was going on and where the 
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conversation was going. This was evident from the overlap for ‘co-construction,’ in which he 

predicted the ongoing turn precisely and co-constructed the turn at the exact timing (e.g. Excerpt 

6.36). The overlap for ‘self-clarification,’ in which he recognized his interlocutor’s uncertainty 

and quickly clarified the trouble source to move the conversation forward (e.g. Excerpt 6.40) 

also showed his ability to understand the moment-by-moment interaction. Furthermore, the 

timing of overlaps also reflected the development of Jeff’s grammatical knowledge, such as his 

ability to recognize utterance-final elements and to co-construct a turn in unison. Therefore, 

although the frequency of overlaps did not change greatly between the first and the third 

conversations, Jeff’s overlaps in the third conversation showed his ability to understand the 

bigger picture of the conversation.   

 

6.1.5   Ethan 

Ethan’s proficiency level was already quite high when he started his study abroad 

program, and he produced varieties of overlap functions in all four conversations, as shown in 

Table 6.9. He recorded four conversations with his female friends Keiko (1st conversation), Mika 

(2nd conversation), and Nana (3rd and 4th conversations). The overall frequency of the occurrence 

of overlap did not change greatly over time. However, if we look at its frequency per 100 

Speaker Changes, his overlap frequency increased by 30 percent between the first and the forth 

conversations (See Table 4.2). Although quite a few types of overlap functions were found in his 

conversations, most of them were limited to one or two instances per conversation, and overlap 

for ‘listener response,’ ‘floor continuation,’ and ‘misjudgment of turn completion’ consisted of 

more than 70 percent of the total occurrences of overlaps in all four conversations. The other L2 
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learners showed a trend that their overlap for ‘floor continuation’ in the earlier conversation was 

due to their lack of fluency, but such a trend was not found in Ethan’s conversations.      

 

Table 6.9   

Occurrence of Overlap in Ethan’s Casual Conversations with Native Japanese Speakers 
�  Function 1st (10/13) 2nd (12/27) 3rd (4/3) 4th (7/14) 

Non-
floor 
holder 

Listener response 22 55% 18 44% 19 41% 19 42% 

Misjudgment of turn completion 3 8% 3 7% 5 11% 5 11% 

Co-construction 1 2.5% 3 7%   1 2% 

Floor bidding 1 2.5% 1 2%     
New turn at TRP 1 2.5% 1 2%     
Delayed response 1 2.5% 1 2%     
Early response 1 2.5%     2 4% 

Interruption   3 7% 2 4% 1 2% 

Clarification question       2 4% 

Information supply �  �  �  �  �  �  1 2% 

Floor 
holder 

Floor continuation 6 15% 9 22% 11 24% 11 24% 

Floor hold 2 5%   4 9%   
Overlap with co-construction 2 5%   2 4%   
Self-clarification     2 4% 1 2% 

Reconfirmation �     1 2%   
Other Floor free �  �  2 5% �  �  2 4% 

�  Total 40 100% 41 100% 46 100% 45 100% 
 

Ethan’s overlap for ‘listener response’ did not show notable changes in terms of its 

frequency, but the number of overlap functions increased slightly, as shown in Table 6.10. Ethan 

also used more varieties of  listener response tokens besides non-lexical tokens, such as tashikani 

‘you’re right’ and da yo ne ‘exactly.’ As for the timing of overlap, many of his listener responses 

in all of his conversations were observed at or after the end of clauses. This suggests that Ethan 
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had already developed the ability to give listener responses with a timing similar to that of native 

speakers before he recorded his first conversation.     

 
 
Table 6.10   

Functions of Overlap for ‘Listener Response’ in Ethan's Casual Conversations 
Function of Listener response 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 
Understanding 11 11 13 (rep=1) 10 
Agreement 11 6 (rep=1) 2 (rep=1) 2 
Continuer   1 3 3 
Surprise   1  
Evaluation    4 
Total 22 18 19 19 
 

Ethan’s listener responses included both short responses such as un ‘yeah’ and a: ‘oh,’ 

and longer utterances, as seen in Excerpt 6.41. In the cases with longer listener responses, 

Ethan’s listener responses overlapped with the floor holder’s turn for quite a while. In Excerpt 

6.41, Ethan expresses strong empathy with frequent listener responses which overlapped with 

quite a long portion of his interlocutor’s turn. Prior to this excerpt, Ethan and Keiko were talking 

about the importance of having a purpose in learning a foreign language. They were in 

agreement that there was nothing amazing about being able to speak a foreign language itself, 

but they admired people who learned the language to achieve their dreams. Keiko expressed a 

feeling of dislike about people who expressed admiration when they learned that she was an 

English teacher, and thus she did not want to tell people her occupation. In this excerpt, Keiko 

tells Ethan how people do not take her seriously when she denies their compliments. Ethan 

shows strong agreement with Keiko’s claim, overlapping with her turn.                  
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Excerpt 6.41 Ethan-1  19’25”  Compliments    
 
1  K: hontoo ni sugokunai tte omotte itten no[ni ya matamata: mitaina.  
              “I’m saying, thinking I’m really not amazing, but (they are) like, no, you’re just being humble.” 
2→ E:                                        [ya: sore wakaru. 
                                                                                                         “Yeah, I know.” 
3  K: [soo iu yaritori ga       suggoi mendoku[sai kara. 
              “Such interaction is really annoying, so” 
4→ E: [sore honma ni wakaru de.               [honma ni wakaru. 
               “(I) completely understand that.”                                       “(I) completely understand.”                                            
 

Ethan’s listener responses overlapped with quite a large portion of Keiko’s turn. However, 

both speakers did not seem to mind the overlap. Ethan could have agreed with Keiko after she 

completed her turn, but he chose to express his agreement during her turn. This suggests that he 

did not hesitate to overlap with the floor holder’s turn and utilized overlap for ‘listener response’ 

to express his strong empathy, supporting Keiko’s talk. Ethan’s strong agreement expressed by 

the listener responses supported and strengthen her claim.      

Another regularly found overlap function was ‘misjudgment of turn completion.’ This 

function was found in two types of contexts. One was when Ethan responded immediately after a 

question, but his interlocutor continued after the question. The other was when his interlocutor 

paused during her turn. In the latter context, Ethan interpreted the pause as a signal of releasing 

the floor and took the turn by asking a related question, as seen in Excerpt 6.42. Prior to this 

conversation, Keiko was complaining about her work, saying that only Japanese staff including 

herself had to work overtime while her non-Japanese colleagues did not. In this conversation, 

Ethan asks a question when Keiko pauses in the middle of her turn.                   

 
Excerpt 6.42  Ethan-1  11’58”  Overtime work   
 
1  K: ma tashikani soko ne kyooyoo dekinai kedo ne. ichioo kinmu jikan  
2     sugiteru kara.  
              “Well, certainly, we can’t force them though, you know? Because, supposedly, it’s passed their  
                on-duty hours.” 
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3  E: u::n. 
              “Yeah.” 
4  K: demo (1.8) [nande mitaina. 
              “But, like, why? ” 
5→ E:            [e sono hitotachi doko no kuni? 
                                         “Um, which country are they from?” 
 
6  K: amerika. 
              “USA.” 
 

Keiko continued the floor in line 4, saying demo ‘but,’ which suggested that she was 

going to say something contrary to her previous comment. However, for some reason she paused 

for 1.8 seconds. Eventually, Keiko continued and completed the turn (line 4), but Ethan 

interpreted the pause as a release of the floor and self-selected for the next turn in line 5, which 

resulted in an overlap with her turn. Ethan’s question (line 5) asked about Keiko’s non-Japanese 

colleagues she mentioned prior to this excerpt. In other words, his question expanded the 

conversation on the current topic and also showed his interest in Keiko’s talk. Ethan’s questions 

after pauses found in all of his conversations all related to the ongoing topic and they expanded 

the conversation, as in line 5. This suggests Ethan’s ability to promptly react to possible TRPs 

signaled by pauses and to participate actively to expand and move the conversation forward.  

While overlap for ‘misjudgment of turn completion’ showed Ethan’s ability to take the 

floor at possible TRPs, he also sometimes interrupted the floor holder’s turn at non-TRPs. 

Although his interruption stopped his interlocutor’s turn, the content of his interrupted turn 

related to the topic of the conversation, and most of his interruptions were questions that showed 

his interest in the topics, rather than attempts to gain the floor and start his talk. Excerpt 6.43 is 

an example of overlap due to ‘interruption.’ In this conversation, Nana tells a story about her 

childhood and how her grandfather, who owned a bicycle shop, used to let her ride an unusual 

unicycle. Ethan interrupts in the midst of Nana’s turn and asks for detail about her story. 
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Excerpt 6.43  Ethan-3  10’49”  Unicycle     
 
1  N: ato mise ni kazatte aru    chotto saakasu mitai na  
               “And being displayed in a store, a little circus-like” 
2  E:                         ee 
                                                                   “Uh huh.” 
3  N: koo nagai ichi[rinsha?               [mo: katte ni nosete kure@ta@. 
              “like this long unicycle?”                                             “also (my grandpa) let me ride it freely.” 
4  E:               [a:: nagai ichirinsha. [ee. 
                                                “Oh, long unicycle. Yeah.” 
5     hee. 
              “Really?” 
6  N: dakara [ka- 
              “So, ka-” 
7→ E:        [daijoobu datta? noreta? 
                               “Were (you) okay? Were (you) able to ride (it)?” 
8  N: un. chotto kowakatta kedo noreta. Hahaha 
              “Yeah. (I) was a little scared but able to ride (it).” ((laugh)) 
 

Nana was still keeping the floor in line 6, starting a new turn with the conjunction dakara 

‘so,’ which suggested that she had more to say, but Ethan interrupted her and asked a question in 

line 7. Although Ethan’s interruption stopped her turn, his question was asked to further the 

conversation. Therefore, the intention of his interruptions was cooperative, in that he showed his 

interest and was actively involved in expanding the conversation.  

Ethan also purposefully utilized overlap to control the direction of the conversation when 

he was the floor holder. For example, most of his overlaps for ‘floor hold’ were observed when 

he expressed strong arguments or gave supportive information to strengthen his claim before his 

interlocutor gave opinions about it, as seen in the case of Excerpt 6.44. In this conversation, 

Ethan claims that a fee is required to use a bicycle-parking lot, but Nana is skeptical about this. 

When she tries to take the floor and express her opinion, Ethan provides more concrete 

information to support his claim, overlapping with her utterance.             
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Excerpt 6.44  Ethan-3  12’22”  Bicycle parking fee   
 
1  N: e okane kakaranai? 
              “Um, it doesn’t cost money?” 
2  E: ya kakaru yo. 
              “No, it does cost money.” 
3  N: kakaru? [yappari. 
              “It cost money? after all.” 
4  E:         [n n un. 
                                  “Yeah yeah.” 
5  N: e [kakarutte kiita? [haha 
              “Oh, did you hear that it costs money?” ((laugh)) 
6  E:   [zetttai kakaru.  [ahaha zettai kakaru. 
                    “It definitely costs money. ((laugh)) It definitely costs money.”                                     
7  N: nanka [kakarana- 
              “Somehow it doesn’t cost” 
8→ E:       [tsuki ni sanzen-en gurai [kakaru rashii. 
                              “I heard that it costs about 3000 yen per month.” 
9  N:                                 [a soo na no? 
                                                                                         “Oh, is that so?” 
 

Although Ethan claimed that it costs money to use a bicycle-parking lot, Nana sounded 

skeptical of his claim and asked in line 5 if he actually heard from someone that it required fees. 

Ethan made a strong claim, saying zettai kakaru ‘(it) definitely costs money’ repeatedly in line 6, 

yet it seemed that Nana was still not convinced, as she said kakarana- ‘it doesn’t cost’ in line 7. 

Ethan, on the other hand, continued his claim giving a specific price to strengthen his claim in 

line 8. In this case, Ethan was sure that his statement was true. Therefore, although Nana tried to 

give her opinion in line 7, Ethan continued, overlapping with Nana’s turn, so that he could 

convince her. It turned out later in the conversation that Nana had never used a bicycle-parking 

lot before and did not know much about it, and she was just guessing that parking there was free. 

Therefore, Ethan’s overlap in line 8 was effective in eliminating Nana’s doubt and moving the 

conversation forward.       

Ethan’s overlap for ‘self-clarification’ and ‘early response’ also functioned to move the 

conversation forward by maintaining mutual understanding and responding quickly. In both 
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cases, he showed his ability to recognize what was going on in the ongoing interaction and 

promptly responded for the smooth flow of conversation. For instance, overlap for ‘self-

clarification’ was observed when his interlocutor showed uncertainty about the point of the 

question, as seen in Excerpt 6.45. In this conversation, Ethan and Nana are talking about her 

grandfather’s bicycle shop. Ethan asks Nana a question, but before she completes her answer, he 

restates his question with additional information to clarify his point. 

 
Excerpt 6.45  Ethan-3  6’51”  Used bike   
 
1  E: chuukohin wa doo? 
              “How about used ones?” 
2  N: chuukohin (0.7) chuukohin [wa: 
              “Used ones. Used ones are” 
3→ E:                           [ojiisan wa chuukohin atsukatteru? 
                                                                           “Does your grandfather carry (them)?” 
4  N: a nanka shuuri o suru? 
              “Oh, like, (he) fixes (them).” 
5  E: shuuri o [suru 
              “(He) fixes (them).”            
6  N:          [un. shuuri wa suru.  
                                    “Yeah. (He) at least fixes (them).” 
7  E: e:: 
              “I see.” 
8  N: kedo atarashii jitensha shika uttenai °kana°. 
              “but (he) only sells new bicycles, I suppose.” 
9  E: sokka. 
              “I see.” 
 

Ethan’s question chuukohin was doo? ‘how about used ones?’ in line 1 was somewhat 

vague even considering the context since he did not specify what he wanted to know about used 

bikes. Nana’s response in line 2 also suggested her uncertainty about how to answer the question. 

Then, in line 3, overlapping with her response, Ethan clarified his question with a more specific 

description. After his clarification, she uttered a change-of-state token a ‘oh’ and gave a relevant 

answer in line 4. Given that his clarification started well after she started her response turn, he 

might have sensed from the way she responded that his question was not clear and felt the need 
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to clarify it. Ethan’s quick self-clarification filled the gap in understanding and prompted Nana’s 

smoother answer.  

 Overlap for ‘early response’ also contributed to move the conversation forward by 

reading the intention of his interlocutor’s turn and responding before a possible TRP, as seen in 

Excerpt 6.46. In this conversation, Ethan tells Nana that he was able to fish as a baby before he 

even began walking. When Nana asks a confirmation check about his unique story, he responds 

before she completes her turn. By responding early, Ethan shows his understanding of what Nana 

intends to say, and his early response has the effect of achieving mutual understanding quickly.    

 
Excerpt 6.46  Ethan-4  5’11”  Fishing from a stroller   
 
1  E: arukeru yooni naru mae ni    tsuri dekiru yooni natta. 
              “Before I was able to walk, I became able to fish.” 
2  N:                           un. 
                                                                         “Uh huh.” 
3     fufufu [e:: 
              ((laugh)) “Really?” 
4  E:        [haha yakara beibiikaa kara tsuri shiteta.    
                               ((laugh)) “So, I was fishing from a stroller.” 
5  N: a:: watashi shashin o mita. sore[wa 
              “Oh, I saw the picture. That one.” 
6  E:                                 [a misetakke? 
                                                                                         “Oh, did I show it to you?” 
7  N: sore wa tada (0.4) bebiikaa ni (0.4) suwaritai kara  
8     suwatteru n dewa [naku 
              “It wasn’t just you wanted to sit in the stroller, so you were sitting on it, but” 
9→ E:                  [iya iya iya arukenakatta. 
                                                       “No no no, I couldn’t walk.” 
 

Ethan’s story that he used to fish from a stroller as a baby was quite unusual, so Nana 

checked her understanding that it was not just because he wanted to sit in the stroller (lines 7 – 8). 

In this story, the fact that he was not able to walk at that time was a quite important point, and 

thus when Nana asked if he had simply wanted to sit in the stroller, he quickly denied this, 

saying iya iya iya ‘no no no’ and emphasized that he was not able to walk (line 9). From the way 
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Nana phrased her utterance in lines 7 and 8, it is assumed that Nana was going to say something 

similar to what Ethan said in line 9. In other words, Ethan understood the direction of the 

conversation from the context and responded early so that they could achieve mutual 

understanding on that matter quickly and move on.                

While cases such as Excerpt 6.46 utilized overlap to achieve mutual understanding 

promptly, Ethan also used overlaps to show shared knowledge and empathy. Such cases were 

found in overlaps for ‘co-construction.’ To co-construct a turn, the speakers must have shared 

knowledge on the topic discussed. Therefore, by co-constructing a turn, the non-floor holder can 

convey a sense of unity and/or empathy. Excerpt 6.47 is an example of Ethan’s co-construction, 

which shows his understanding of Keiko’s claim. In this conversation, Ethan and Keiko are 

discussing how Japanese people tend to overreact when foreigners speak Japanese, but the same 

will not happen in the U.S. in English. When Keiko pauses in the middle of her turn, Ethan co-

constructs the rest of her turn after the pause.  

 
Excerpt 6.47  Ethan-1  21’05”  Language skills   
 
1   K: dakara ryuugaku shiteite nihongo chotto shaberetara,  
2      hee sugo:i tte nihonjin wa naru kedo, gyaku ni uchi ga koo  
3      amerika toka ni itte jikoshookai toka shite mo, e:: you can  
4      speak English wow toka ni zettai nannai yo ne. 
                “So, if (you) were studying abroad and able to speak a little Japanese, Japanese people 
                 would be like ‘oh, (you are) amazing,’ but in contrast, if I went to the U.S. and such, and  
                 introduced myself, it would never be like ‘you can speak English, wow!’ right?” 
5   E: ahahaha 
                ((laugh)) 
6   K: ahaha [sore wa sa, amerikajin toka wa sonnani  
                ((laugh)) “That’s because Americans and such are not really” 
7   E:       [maa ne.                                             
                               “Well, yeah.” 
8   K: ryuugakusei [ni         a eigo dekiru koto ga atarimae tte  
                “towards exchange students, oh, being able to speak English is nothing special” 
9   E:             [tashika ni 
                                             “That’s true.” 
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10  K: iu fuu ni (1.0)[miteru desho? 
                “they see (like that), right? ” 
11→ E:                [omowareteru kara.= 
                                                    “assumed as (such), so” 
12  K: =un. 
                “Right.” 
 

In lines 1 – 4, Keiko pointed out that while Japanese people get amazed by non-native 

speakers speaking Japanese, the same thing would not happen in the U.S. in English, and Ethan 

agreed with her in line 7. At the same time, Keiko began explaining why people would not be 

surprised by non-native speakers speaking English in the U.S. In line 8, she said eigo dekiru koto 

ga atarimae ‘it’s only natural that (international students) are able to speak English,’ which was 

the key point of her argument. Keiko paused for a second in line 10, then when Keiko resumed 

her turn, Ethan also simultaneously co-completed her turn by producing a predicate. Ethan’s co-

construction omowareteru ‘being assumed’ was different from Keiko’s miteru ‘to see,’ but they 

meant the same thing from the different point of views. Keiko was talking from the perspective 

of Americans who ‘see’ a non-native speaker speaking English as normal, whereas Ethan was 

talking from the standpoint of exchange students who ‘are assumed’ to be able to speak English. 

His co-construction not only helped to move the conversation forward after the pause but also 

supported her point by completing the turn with her.    

Excerpt 6.48 is another example of overlap for ‘co-construction,’ which was not 

necessarily to move the conversation forward but to show empathy for his interlocutor’s talk. 

Prior to this conversation, Ethan mentioned that in winter some people dressed like summer at 

his home university in the U.S. because the inside of buildings were quite warm. In this excerpt, 

Mika shares a similar experience when she studied abroad in Canada. By co-constructing her 

turn, Ethan showed empathy for her talk. 
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Excerpt 6.48  Ethan-2  24’02”  Out-of-season outfits   
 
1  E: atchi omoikkiri fuyu nanoni: (0.4) nanka naka attakai kara  
              “Over there, it’s completely winter, but like, the inside is warm, so ” 
2     ue kyamisooru ni    jiinzu ni buutsu @mitaina@ 
              “the top is camisole and jeans and boots, like that.” 
3  M:                  un 
                                                     “Yeah.” 
4  E: ahaha 
              ((laugh)) 
5  M: jooge chotto (0.5) atte@nakunai? mita[ina@.         
              “Aren’t tops and bottoms matching? Like that.” 
 
6  E:                                       [ahaha sasuga ka- kanada. 
                                                                                                     ((laugh)) “As expected, Ca- Canada.”                 
7  M: so soo iu hito [ippai ita. 
              “Yeah, there are many of such people” 
8→ E:                [sore ooi yo ne. 
                                                  “There are many of them.” 
9  M: u:n. 
              “Yeah.” 
 

Mika said she also saw people who dressed as if it were summer during the cold winter in 

Canada because of the heating system inside the buildings, which was very similar to what Ethan 

had just said prior to this excerpt. When Mika said soo iu hito ‘such people’ (line 7), referring to 

the people in out-of-season clothes, Ethan co-constructed her turn, saying sore ooi yo ne ‘there 

are many of them,’ overlapping with Mika’s utterance. Unlike the case of Excerpt 6.47, there 

was not a pause before his co-construction, and his utterance did not match up precisely with 

Mika’s utterance grammatically. Ethan also repeated the first half of her turn as sore ‘that’ 

referring to soo iu hito ‘such people’ in addition to co-constructing the latter half of her turn. 

Therefore, his turn in line 8 may be interpreted not as a partial co-construction but as his delayed 

construction of a full turn that agreed with Mika’s comment. By saying the same thing 

overlapping with Mika’s turn, Ethan did not merely support her comment, but rather he 

participated in the evaluation of the topic as one who was equally familiar with it (cf. Endo & 

Yokomori, 2015).                 
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While overlap for ‘co-construction’ specifically looked at co-constructing the floor 

holder’s particular turn, a broader sense of jointly constructing a conversation was seen in 

overlap for ‘information supply’ and ‘overlap with co-construction.’ In these cases, Ethan 

participated in the conversation by supplying information to support the floor holder’s talk 

(Excerpt 6.49) and acknowledging and incorporating the non-floor holder’s co-construction 

(Excerpt 6.50) to his turn. These examples demonstrate Ethan’s active cooperation with his 

interlocutor in creating a conversation together, rather than strictly maintaining the speaker and 

listener roles. Excerpt 6.49 shows an example of Ethan supplying information in the midst of the 

floor holder’s turn. In this conversation, Ethan and Nana are talking about their childhood 

memories. Ethan says that he remembers his childhood but does not remember exactly when 

those memories are from. On the other hand, Nana can specify the timeline of her memories 

quite well, and she gives a possible reason for that. Ethan agrees and supports her assumption, 

supplying reasoning during her turn.   

   
Excerpt 6.49  Ethan-4  4’08”  Childhood memories  
 
1  E: mukashi no kioku aru n ya kedo    (2.8) itsu no kioku ka wakarahen. 
              “I have old memories, but I don’t know when these memories are from.” 
2  N:                                un.  
                                                                                     “Yeah.” 
3     u::n. (1.8) nansai goro toka wa? 
              “I see. How about approximate age?” 
4  E: ya sore mo yoku wakaranai na.         
              “No, I don't remember that, either.” 
5     (2.0) 
6  N: a tabun watashi basho ga chigau kara oboe= 
              “Oh, maybe in my case, places are different, so I rememb-” 
7  E: =un. [sore da to omou.  
              “Yeah. I think that is it.” 
8  N:      [soko i- itsugoro ka tte iu [no wa. 
                            “There, around what time is” 
9→ E:                                  [achikochi itteta kara. 
                                                                                           “Because you went to various places.” 
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Nana used to live in Europe when she was a child and Ethan knew this. In line 6, Nana 

said that the reason that she could recall her childhood memories well was probably due to the 

circumstances that her family moved frequently, and she could specify the times from the 

locations of her memories. Ethan quickly agreed with her in line 7 and supported her assumption 

in line 9, saying achikochi itteta kara ‘Because you went to various places’ in the midst of her 

turn. Although Ethan did not directly co-construct Nana’s turn, he joined in during her turn and 

supported her reasoning. His overlap in line 9 demonstrated his active involvement in the 

conversation, expressing shared understanding and support.           

As a floor holder, Ethan acknowledged and incorporated his interlocutor’s co-

construction into his continuation of a turn, as seen in Excerpt 6.50. This shows his stance of 

creating a conversation together. In this conversation, Ethan is complaining about how people 

praise his Japanese just hearing his short self-introduction. When Keiko co-constructs his turn, 

he acknowledges her co-construction and continues his talk, incorporating part of her utterance. 

 
Excerpt 6.50  Ethan-1  20’09”  Self-introduction   
 
1  E: ma yasashiku shiteru tsumori (0.9) da to wakatteru n da kedo 
              “Well, I know that (they) are trying to be nice, but” 
2  N: un un 
              “Yeah yeah.” 
3  E: ji(.)ko(.)sho- jikoshookai (0.8) [deki- 
              “self-intro-  self-introduction deki-” 
4  N:                                  [dake da yo [mitaina. hahaha 
                                                                                            “only that, like that.”               ((laugh)) 
5→ E:                                              [un. jikoshookai  
6     (0.8) dekiru dake de (0.8) perapera to itte kuru to .hh iya:::  
7     sonna koto nai @yaro@  
              “Yeah. When people say I’m fluent by just hearing me being able to do self-introduction,  
                well, that’s not true, right?” 
 

Keiko co-constructed Ethan’s turn in line 4, following his somewhat halting utterance 

and a 0.8-second pause (line 3). Overlapping with Keiko’s co-construction, Ethan acknowledged 
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her co-construction, saying un ‘yeah’ and continued his turn in lines 5 – 7. He incorporated part 

of her co-construction dake ‘only’ in the continuation of his turn and restated his previous 

utterance (line 3), saying jikoshookai dekiru dake de ‘by only being able to do self-introduction.’ 

We do not know what Ethan initially intended to say in line 3, but it seems that Keiko’s co-

construction prompted his following turn. In all instances of ‘overlaps with co-construction,’ he 

acknowledged his interlocutor’s co-construction by explicitly saying un ‘yeah’ as seen in Excerpt 

6.50 and/or by incorporating part of the co-construction in his turn. This suggests that Ethan 

recognized his interlocutor’s co-construction as a non-floor taking turn and acknowledged her 

contribution to the construction of his turn.         

In summary, the analysis of overlap in Ethan’s conversations revealed his ability to 

utilize overlaps to show his active involvement and cooperative attitude in the construction of 

conversation. Since his proficiency level was quite high when he started his study abroad 

program, unlike the other L2 learners, his overlaps were not generally caused by a lack of 

fluency. Moreover, he seemed to have already developed the ability to give listener responses 

between clauses like native speakers and to promptly take the floor at possible TRPs before the 

first recording. While he produced various types of overlap functions, these overlaps served to 

achieve three major objectives: to express strong empathy, support and/or interest, to move the 

conversation forward, and to jointly create a conversation. Firstly, Ethan expressed his empathy 

and support for his interlocutor’s talk through overlapped ‘listener response’ (e.g. Excerpt 6.41) 

and ‘co-construction’ (e.g. Excerpt 6.47 and 6.48). Particularly, by co-constructing a turn with 

his interlocutor, he also conveyed a sense of unity. When Ethan did not share common 

knowledge on the interlocutor’s topic, he actively asked questions to expand the conversation, as 

seen in overlap by ‘misjudgment of turn completion’ (e.g. Excerpt 6.42) and ‘interruption’ (e.g. 
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Excerpt 6.43), which showed his interest and involvement in the conversation. Although his 

interruption disrupted his interlocutor’s turn, he furthered the conversation by asking related 

questions, and thus his intention was cooperative. Secondly, by overlapping with his 

interlocutor’s turn, he moved the conversation forward. In the case of overlap for ‘self-

clarification,’ when he realized a miscommunication had occurred, he quickly clarified his 

previous utterance to regain mutual understanding (e.g. Excerpt 6.45) and move the conversation 

forward. Another example was his ‘early response,’ in which he understood what his interlocutor 

intended to ask and responded well before the end of the interlocutor’s turn (e.g. Excerpt 6.46). 

In both cases, he managed to move the conversation forward with his prompt responses. Lastly, 

his overlapped utterances also showed his active participation in jointly constructing a 

conversation with his interlocutor. This included co-constructing the floor holder’s turn (e.g. 

Excerpt 6.47 and 6.48) and acknowledging and incorporating his interlocutor’s co-construction 

in his own turn (e.g. Excerpt 6.50). Japanese conversational style is often called kyoowa ‘co-

constructed conversation’ (Mizutani, 1984) where the participants collaboratively construct a 

conversation, which blurs the distinction between speaker and listener (cf. Hayashi & Mori, 

1998; Ono & Yoshida, 1996). Therefore, the way Ethan participated in the conversations with 

overlaps seems to suggest that he has adapted to the Japanese conversational style.         

                  

6.2 Developmental Trends in the L2 Learners’ Casual Conversations 

In the previous section, I have individually examined the five L2 learners’ production of 

overlaps in casual conversations with Japanese native speakers during study abroad. Overall, all 

L2 learners showed an increase in the frequency of the occurrence of overlap and the variety of 

overlap functions. The characteristics common to all five learners were that they produced 
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overlaps as a non-floor holder more often than as a floor-holder and that the most frequently 

observed overlap functions were overlap for ‘listener response’ and ‘floor continuation.’ Their 

development showed not only quantitative change but also qualitative changes, which include 

the change in the contexts in which overlap occurred and the causes that led to overlap. Due to 

the difference in their language abilities, each learner showed a different rate of development 

over time. However, their development can be explained from the perspective of following three 

main factors: 1) the L2 learners’ degree of proficiency, 2) improvement of their linguistic skills 

and knowledge, and 3) their way of participating in the conversation.  

First, except Ethan who was already an advanced level speaker, the other four L2 learners’ 

early conversations included overlaps due to their low linguistic ability. Their conversation data 

showed that the native speakers tended to accommodate their L2 interlocutors’ proficiency levels 

by giving supportive listener responses and supplying additional information to maintain mutual 

understanding and the flow of conversation. For instance, the L2 learners’ lack of fluency 

characterized by frequent pauses and fillers wrongly signaled their interlocutors to take the floor, 

or it triggered their interlocutor’s listener responses, which caused overlap for ‘floor hold’ 

(Excerpts 6.3, 6.18) and ‘floor continuation’ (Excerpts 6.27, 6.37). In the case of Tina, her 

interlocutor had a tendency to add explanations or additional information immediately after a 

question or a statement with consideration for her linguistic knowledge, and this type of 

accommodation caused overlap by ‘misjudgment of turn completion’ (Excerpt 6.11). These cases 

of overlaps were not necessarily intentional on the L2 speakers’ side, but this type of overlap was 

a common occurrence in the lower level learners’ conversations. 

The second factor in the increase of overlap was the development of the L2 learners’ 

linguistic competence, particularly the increase of their grammatical knowledge. One of the 
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typical changes in terms of the timing of overlap was the increase of overlap near a possible TRP, 

which made it possible to respond quickly for confirmation (Excerpt 6.7) and to continue or take 

the floor smoothly overlapping with the last element of a previous turn. This change indicates 

that the L2 learners had become able to project possible TRPs from the context and/or by the 

recognition of utterance-final elements, such as sentence-final particles. The development of 

their ability to predict TRPs was observed in the timing of overlap for ‘listener response,’ ‘new 

turn at TRP,’ ‘reconfirmation’ and so on. Overlap for ‘co-construction’ also showed their 

development of grammatical knowledge. Most of their co-constructions were precisely worded 

and timed to match their interlocutors’ ongoing turns (Excerpts 6.30, 6.36, 6.47).  

The L2 learners’ linguistic progress also seemed to affect how they understand the 

conversation. In terms of the timing of listener response, in many cases, they tended to give 

listener responses after key words in the early conversations while in the later conversations, 

more listener responses were given after clauses (Excerpts 6.24, 6.33). This change suggests that 

they became able to take in and respond to larger units of meaning rather than word by word. 

Some overlap functions in the later conversations also showed the L2 learners’ ability to pay 

close attention to moment-by-moment interaction and to predict the direction of the conversation. 

For example, Ethan’s overlap for ‘self-clarification’ was observed in response to his 

interlocutor’s delayed response, which suggested the ambiguity of his question (Excerpt 6.45). 

His prompt clarification regained the mutual understanding and moved the conversation forward. 

Turn-taking after a pause also indicates their ability to recognize a possible signal of floor release, 

which was seen in overlap for ‘floor continuation’ (Excerpt 6.4)  and ‘misjudgment of turn 

completion’ (Excerpt 6.42). As for predicting the direction of the conversation, early responses 

produced well before the TRPs showed the L2 learners’ ability to understand the intention of 
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their interlocutors’ talk from the context, or based on their shared knowledge, without listening 

until the end (Excerpts 6.14, 6.46). Overlap for ‘co-construction’ also demonstrated their ability 

to predict and jointly create the floor holder’s ongoing turn.     

The third factor, which seems to be most strongly related to the occurrence of overlap, 

was the change in their way of participating in the conversation. All five L2 learners showed 

more active participation and involvement in the conversation over the course of study abroad. 

The increase of listener response showed their interest in the floor holder’s talk and overlapped 

listener responses conveyed their empathy and support (Excerpt 6.41). They also actively asked 

questions to show interest and broaden the conversation, which resulted in overlap for 

‘interruption’ (Excerpt 6.43) and ‘misjudgment of turn completion’ (Excerpts 6.12, 6.35, 6.42). 

The L2 learners were also more involved in jointly constructing the conversation, especially in 

the later conversation. Overlap for ‘co-construction’ emphasized the mutual understanding with 

their interlocutors and/or empathy toward the interlocutor’s statement (Excerpts 6. 36, 6.47, 

6.48), and by co-constructing a turn with the interlocutor, instead of simply responding after the 

completion of the turn, it created a sense of unity. Similarly, when their interlocutors co-

constructed their turn, they acknowledged their interlocutors’ contributions and incorporated 

them into their continuations (Excerpts 6.20, 6.50). Furthermore, besides the co-construction of a 

particular turn, they demonstrated their ability to cooperatively construct the conversation 

through providing supportive information (Excerpt 6.49) and as-needed clarification (Excerpts 

6.29, 6.40, 6.45) in order to maintain mutual understanding and move the conversation forward. 

Their active participation in the conversation utilizing overlap seems to reflect the characteristics 

of Japanese conversation style, as Mizutani (1983) called kyoowa ‘co-constructed conversation’ 

(also see Hayashi & Mori, 1998), and to indicate their development of interactional competence.  
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The analysis of the occurrence of overlap in the L2 learners’ conversation revealed the 

relationship between the improvement of their language skills and change in the contexts in 

which overlap occurred. Also, we saw their active involvement in the conversation through their 

overlapped utterances. In the next chapter, I will compare the findings from the analyses of the 

conversation data and the pre-/post-interview data and examine how the L2 learners’ 

development over the course of study abroad is reflected in the changes observed in the pre- and 

post-interviews. Then, taking all findings into account, I will attempt to present a developmental 

sequence in the use of overlap observed in the L2 learners’ conversation.          
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CHAPTER 7:  DEVELOPMENTAL SEQUENCE IN THE OCCURRENCE OF 
OVERLAP BY L2 JAPANESE LEARNERS 

 

In Chapter 5 and 6, I investigated the occurrence of overlap in the five L2 Japanese 

learners’ pre- and post-interviews and their casual conversations during study abroad from the 

perspective of overlap functions and the contexts in which they occurred. Because of the 

difference in the format of interactions between interview and casual conversation, the tendency 

of frequently observed overlap functions was somewhat different. Therefore, in order to 

understand the overall development of their production of overlapped utterances in the 

interaction, it is necessary to take into account the difference between the two data, and how 

these results are interrelated. The findings also suggested individual differences due to the 

difference in their proficiency levels. However, some similarities in their development were also 

found over the course of study abroad, regardless of their linguistic abilities. In other words, it 

seems that some of their developments in the production of overlap were strongly related to the 

L2 learners’ linguistic advancement while others may have been acquired through the repeated 

interaction with native Japanese speakers over time. 

 The Language Contact Profiles (LCP)26 collected from the participants as part of the 

post-study abroad questionnaire showed somewhat similar responses among the participants, in 

terms of the frequency and the amount of time they spent interacting in Japanese outside of class. 

Four out of five participants answered that they spent about 1-2 hours per day for extended 

conversations in Japanese with their host family and/or friends, while Jeff answered that he spent 

about 4-5 hours per day. Although LCP gives rough idea of how much time the learners spent 

interacting with native Japanese speakers, it is hard to say much from this data alone. One of the 
                                                
26 Fernández and Tapia (2016) claim the inconsistency of the students’ self-evaluation and suggest that the 
LCP on its own is not very reliable for assessing the amount of out-of-class interaction in the target language 
during study abroad.  
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participants, Ken, expressed the difficulty of averaging out the amount of out-of-class interaction 

in Japanese. In the post-study abroad questionnaire, he said “I think my experience is a bit hard 

to analyze, since it began with a lot of improvement through speaking and interacting with native 

Japanese speakers, then went into a slump where all I did was study with very little interaction 

with anybody, then came to an exciting last couple months with a lot of interaction with native 

speakers. It’s pretty hard for me to give any “this many days per week, this many hours per day” 

since these kinds of things changed drastically throughout my study abroad experience.”   

Regardless of the amount of time they reported in LCP, the post-interview and the 

questionnaire revealed that all five participants tried to actively interact with native Japanese 

speakers during their stay in Japan. Tina and Ken reported daily interaction with their host 

mothers, and all five of them joined club activities at their host universities, which provided 

weekly interaction with Japanese college students. Frank mentioned in the interview that he was 

the only non-Japanese member in the club he joined, and Ken and Ethan reported in the 

questionnaire that they had daily interaction with Japanese club members. Jeff also commented 

in the questionnaire that he was forced to speak only Japanese in class and outside of class due to 

the environment. These comments suggest that they were not just passively immersed in 

Japanese because they were in Japan, but they proactively put themselves in a situation where 

they had to participate in conversation with native Japanese speakers.                  

In this chapter, I will first examine the differences and similarities of the occurrence of 

overlap in the interview and conversation data and discuss how the developments during study 

abroad can be seen in the changes between the pre- and post-interviews. Then, considering all of 

the findings of the occurrence of overlap in the interaction between the L2 learners and native 
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speakers of Japanese, I will attempt to present an observed developmental sequence of the 

production of overlapped utterances by L2 learners of Japanese over the course of study abroad.  

   

7.1 Comparison Between Interview and Casual Conversation   

7.1.1   Differences and Similarities    

One of the major differences in the occurrence of overlap found in the L2 learners’ 

interviews and the casual conversations was that they produced overlap more often as a floor 

holder than a non-floor holder in the interviews, whereas it was the opposite in the casual 

conversations. In other words, more participation in the interaction as a listener (non-primary 

speaker) was observed in the casual conversation. This is probably due to the nature of the 

interview, in which the role of interviewer and interviewee made the distinction of who speaks 

when clearer than in the casual conversation. Especially in the pre-interview, the format of the 

interaction was mostly question – answer sequences, and thus there were very limited occasions 

for the L2 learners to overlap and participate during the interviewer’s turn.  

In addition to that, it is assumed that the question – answer format contributed to the 

frequent occurrence of overlap for ‘reconfirmation,’ which increased the ratio of overlap as a 

floor holder in the interview data. The majority of overlaps for ‘reconfirmation’ in their 

interviews were produced in response to the interviewer’s information receipt or a sequence-

closing third (Schegloff, 2007), such as soo desu ka ‘I see.’ Therefore, it seems that the L2 

learners utilized reconfirmation to reinforce the credibility and the mutual understanding of the 

information they provided as an answer to the question. On the other hand, in the casual 

conversations, overlap for ‘reconfirmation’ was not observed as much although there was 
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individual variation27. This also suggests that the role as an interviewee might have affected the 

frequent occurrence of overlap for ‘reconfirmation.’ 

Another possible reason for fewer occurrences of overlaps as a non-floor holder in the 

interview than the casual conversation is the different degree of shared knowledge between the 

L2 learners and their interlocutors. In the interviews, the interviewer basically asked the 

interviewee about information they did not share, and the main interest of the interaction was 

getting information about the interviewee. Therefore, the interviewer would participate in the 

interviewee’s talk as a listener, giving listener responses and asking questions, but the other way 

around was quite rare. On the other hand, in the casual conversations, the L2 learners and their 

conversation partners often talked about common subjects, and the L2 learners also had 

opportunities to listen and respond to their interlocutors’ talk. Thus, more instances of overlaps 

as a non-floor holder were observed in the casual conversations. The difference in the degree of 

shared knowledge was also evident from the overlap functions that were missing in the interview 

data. For example, overlaps related to co-construction, which suggest shared knowledge on the 

issue being discussed, were not found in the interview data although many of the L2 learners 

showed their ability to co-construct their interlocutor’s turns in the casual conversation.      

In terms of the similarities, the most frequently observed overlap function as a floor 

holder was ‘floor continuation,’ and the one as a non-floor holder was ‘listener response’ in both 

data sets. This is probably because both overlap functions are related to the production of listener 

responses, which is particularly common and frequently observed in Japanese conversation 

(Clancy et al., 1996; Maynard, 1986; 1989; 1993; Ohama & Nishimura, 2005; White, 1989). 

Given the fact that listener responses account for a large portion of overlaps in conversation 
                                                
27 Overlap for ‘reconfirmation’ was observed in every conversation of Tina and Jeff, while in the other 
three L2 learners’ conversations, this function of overlap was observed much less often in their 
conversations.     
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between native Japanese speakers as previous studies have reported (e.g. Fujii, 1997; Honda, 

1997; Iida, 2005; Ikoma, 1996), it seems natural to observed overlaps for ‘floor continuation’ 

more than other overlap functions, since the more a listener (L1 speaker) gives listener responses 

during the current turn, the more chances there are for the floor holder (L2 speaker) to overlap 

with the listener responses as s/he continues the floor. The high frequency of overlap for ‘listener 

response’ by L2 learners also agrees with those studies’ results.   

Another similarity was that the number of overlap functions as a non-floor holder showed 

more changes over time in both data sets. This is partly because there are more types of overlap 

functions as a non-floor holder, but this may also suggest that the L2 learners’ participation in 

the conversation as a non-floor holder developed more through the interaction with native 

speakers of Japanese. In the next section, I will examine how the developments found in the 

conversation data are related to the changes between the pre- and post-interviews.   

 

7.1.2 Relationship Between the Developments in Conversations and Pre- and Post-Interviews   

As I discussed in the previous section, due to the difference in the format of interaction, 

the trends in the occurrence of overlap in conversations and interviews showed some differences. 

However, this does not mean that overlaps found in the conversations and the interviews are not 

comparable to each other. The L2 learners’ linguistic progress seen in the occurrence of overlap 

in the casual conversations over the course of study abroad was also seen from their post-

interviews. In particular, the development of the ability to project a turn-in-progress was 

observed more frequently in the interviews because of the interview-style interaction.  

One of the major factors that seemed to have affected the production of overlap in the 

post-interviews was the L2 learners’ ability to project possible TRPs by recognizing utterance-
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final elements. Especially, overlap with the sentence-final particle ka was observed in different 

overlap functions. For instance, in the post-interviews, Frank overlapped with the last element of 

a question turn (the question marker ka) several times when he responded yes to a question (e.g. 

Excerpt 5.12), and Jeff and Ethan frequently overlapped with the final particle ka in the 

interviewer’s listener response soo desu ka ‘I see’ for their ‘reconfirmation’ and ‘floor 

continuation.’  

Although the L2 learners improved their ability to project possible TRPs, and overlap 

with the utterance-final elements was also observed in their casual conversations, it was less 

frequent than in their post-interviews. This is probably because the interview was done using 

polite speech (desu/masu style). In the polite speech, a question is marked with the final particle 

ka, but in casual speech, a question is generally expressed with a rising intonation instead of the 

particle ka. The listener response soo desu ka ‘I see’ is also typically used in formal speech, 

while in casual speech, short non-lexical utterances, such as a: and hee ‘I see’ are used more 

often. In other words, because of the use of polite speech, the utterance-final element was more 

salient in the interview conversation. This may be the reason that more instances of overlaps with 

the final particle ka were observed in their post-interviews. 

The ability to understand what is going on in the moment-by-moment interaction and to 

predict the direction of the interlocutor’s talk also appeared in the smoother ‘floor continuation’ 

and the increase of overlaps for ‘early response’ in the post-interviews. For example, in the pre-

interviews, Tina and Ken were rather sensitive about overlapping with the interviewer’s turns, 

and they sometimes even explicitly apologized when they accidentally overlapped (e.g. Excerpt 

5.7). However, in their post-interviews, even if unintentional overlaps occurred, they smoothly 

continued the floor, responding to the interviewer’s continuers. Given that neither Tina nor Ken 
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ever apologized for overlapping with the interviewer’s turns in casual conversations, they might 

have become less sensitive about the overlap in the Japanese conversation quite early on before 

they recorded their first conversations.  

As for the increase of overlap for ‘early response,’ not only the L2 learners’ ability to 

predict the direction and the intention of their interlocutors’ talk, but also their participation in 

jointly constructing a conversation, seems to have affected the occurrence of overlap for ‘early 

response’ in the post-interview. As we saw in Excerpt 5.14 and Excerpt 5.21, Frank’s and Jeff’s 

early responses were produced in a way that they produced their answer as part of or as a 

continuation of the interviewer’s question. In Excerpt 5.14, Frank confirmed the interviewer’s 

clarification question well before the TRP (line 5).                     

 
Excerpt 5.14  Frank Post-Interview 4’00” Club members 

1   I: ano, sono saakuru no hito wa hotondo nihonjin desu ka= 
                “Um, are people in that club mostly Japanese?” 
2      =soretomo ryuugakusee mo ta[kusan °imashita°. 
                “Or were there many exchange students as well?” 
3   F:                            [watashi shika inai.  
                                                                               “There is no one but me” 
4   I: a, ryuugakusee [wa hitori?      ] 
                “Oh, exchange student was one?” 
5 → F:                [ryuugakusee nara] hitori. 
                                                    “exchange student was one.” 
 
 

By echoing the interviewer’s utterance almost exactly (line 5), overlapping with her turn, 

it sounded as if Frank made her turn (line 4), which started as a question, ended as a statement. 

That is, instead of producing two separate turns for a question – answer sequence, Frank almost 

took over the interviewer’s turn and completed it as a statement or confirmation.  

Jeff also had similar cases, in which he responded in a form of constructing part of the 

interviewer’s turn. For instance, his early response in Excerpt 5.21 was produced as a 
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continuation of the interviewer’s utterance. Prior to this excerpt, they had talked about Jeff’s 

experience during study abroad, and in line 1, the interviewer shifted to the next subject, saying 

jaa ‘well then.’ Since the flow of the interview was basically a question-and-answer format, the 

topic shift typically meant moving on to the next question. 

 
Excerpt 5.21 (Partial)  Jeff Post-Interview 16’29”  Feeling lonely after study abroad 

1   I: jaa ano ryuugaku ga owatte: (0.5) [ima 
                “Well then, um, study abroad has ended and [now” 
2 → J:                                   [sabishi@katta desu@   
                                                                                                “(I) felt lonely.” 
 

It is unknown what the interviewer intended to say in line 1 since she stopped her turn 

when Jeff began talking. However, apparently, Jeff predicted from her utterance ryuugaku ga 

owatte ‘study abroad has ended and’ that she was asking him how he felt when his study abroad 

ended, and following her utterance, he responded, saying that he felt lonely (line 2). Although it 

is possible that the interviewer was going to say something else in line 1, Jeff nicely connected 

her turn-in-progress (line 1) and his response (line 2) and created a statement “when the study 

abroad ended, I felt lonely.” Jeff’s early response like this example shows his ability and attitude 

to jointly construct a turn or conversation with his interlocutor.             

In the next section, taking into account all of the findings from the analysis of overlap in 

the L2 learners’ interview and conversation data, I will attempt to present an observed 

developmental sequence of the production of overlapped utterances by L2 learners of Japanese 

over the course of study abroad. 
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7.2 A Developmental Sequence of the Occurrence of Overlap by L2 Japanese Learners  

The five L2 learners’ development, though they all differed in proficiency level and 

developed at a different pace, showed some similarities, and it appears that they follow a similar 

developmental sequence. As I mentioned earlier, the occurrence of overlap in the L2 learners’ 

interviews and conversations did not necessarily reflect the L2 learners’ proficiency levels as 

measured by the SPOT test. This was evident from Ken’s pre-interview, in that although his 

SPOT test score was the second highest among the five learners at the time of the pre-interview, 

he produced the fewest number and functions of overlaps in the interview. The results also 

suggest the influence of study abroad. For example, Tina’s proficiency test score for the post-test 

was still much lower than the other four learners’ scores for their pre-tests. However, if we 

compare the frequency and types of overlaps in Tina’s later conversations with overlaps in 

Frank’s and Ken’s early conversations, Tina’s production of overlap, both frequency and variety 

of functions, surpasses that of Frank and Ken. This suggests that Tina developed her interactional 

competence to utilize overlap over the course of study abroad. 

The close analysis of overlap functions that started to appear in the L2 learners’ 

conversations suggests that there are two main factors that affect the L2 learners’ development: 

linguistic ability and degree of involvement in the conversation. Their earlier development 

showed more influence from their linguistic ability. On the other hand, their later development 

suggested an effect of the degree of their involvement in the conversation in addition to their 

linguistic ability. In the following sections, I will discuss how the L2 learners’ linguistic ability 

that relates to the occurrence of overlap evolved over time and the development of their active 

involvement in the conversation. It should be noted, however, that the developmental sequence I 

discuss here is based solely on the five L2 participants’ development observed in their interview 
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and conversation data. All learners had more than two semesters worth of Japanese instruction 

prior to study abroad. Therefore, the earliest stage of this developmental sequence may not apply 

to beginning learners who have studied Japanese for less than two semesters. 

 

7.2.1 Development of the L2 Learners’ Linguistic Ability in Relation to the Occurrence of 

Overlap    

Based on the overlap functions found in the data and the timing of their appearance over 

the course of study abroad, the L2 learners’ developmental sequence in terms of their linguistic 

ability may be divided into four stages. In the following, I will describe what the L2 learners are 

able to do and which overlap functions may appear at each stage. 

At Stage 1, the L2 learners are able to recognize listener responses as non-floor taking 

turns, though their own overlap for ‘listener response’ happens only occasionally, often during 

repair. When their interlocutors give listener responses during their turn, the learners do not mind 

overlapping with them when they continue their floor. However, their lack of fluency, indicated 

by frequent fillers and pauses, sometimes triggers their interlocutor’s increased participation 

during their turn, which includes giving supportive listener responses, supplying information to 

prompt the construction of a turn-in-progress, taking the floor to move the conversation forward, 

and so on. This causes more unintentional overlaps for ‘floor continuation’ and ‘floor hold.’ 

Sometimes their interlocutors may mistakenly take the learners’ pauses due to their lack of 

fluency as a signal for floor release and attempt to take the floor. In such cases, when the L2 

learners’ continuation overlaps with their interlocutors’ turn, the learners may stop their turn and 

even apologize for the overlap. At this stage, they are also able to respond after the completion of 
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a question turn, but their responses may not be prompt enough, leading their interlocutor to 

continue their floor, which causes overlap from ‘delayed response.’      

At Stage 2, the learners’ response time improves, and they are able to respond promptly 

at TRPs. However, due to their proficiency level, the interlocutor may continue after the TRPs 

for linguistic accommodation. This includes restatements of questions, translations of words, 

comprehension checks, and so on. Since the L2 learners start their response turn at TRPs, overlap 

for ‘misjudgment of turn completion’ occurs. The L2 learners are also able to take in and 

respond to relatively small units of meaning, including words and short phrases. This can be 

observed in their way of giving listener responses. At this stage, they tend to give listener 

responses after a key word or a key phrase of a turn, and the frequency of listener response 

gradually increases. As their response time improves, they become able to respond early during 

repair or polar questions. The response in this case is mainly a short yes or no, and this causes 

overlap for ‘early response.’ They are also more aware of their own utterances and are able to 

self-correct grammatical mistakes, such as verb conjugations and speech style (polite/plain 

forms). When their interlocutors co-construct the L2 learners’ turns, the learners are able to 

recognize these co-constructions as non-floor taking turns and continue their own turn. In such 

cases, the L2 learners echo part of the interlocutor’s co-constructions and/or continue their own 

turns in line with the co-constructions.    

At Stage 3, the L2 learners are able to project possible TRPs and to recognize utterance-

final elements, such as sentence-final particles and the last elements of predicates. This ability is 

seen in various overlap functions, such as ‘floor continuation’ and ‘reconfirmation.’ In the case 

of overlap for ‘new turn at TRP,’ overlaps with the question marker ka or the sentence-final 

particle ne are often observed in question/confirmation sequences. That is, overlap occurs at the 
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transition between the question turn and the answer turn. This type of overlap is not limited to 

question – answer sequences and can be found when the L2 learners take the floor at a possible 

TRP. They are also able to take in and respond to bigger units of meaning. This is seen in the 

placement of their listener responses, where more overlap for ‘listener response’ is observed after 

clauses.    

By the time the L2 learners reach Stage 4, they are able to predict the direction of the 

conversation and anticipate the interlocutor’s intentions. With this ability, the learners start to co-

construct their interlocutors’ turns. Using their grammatical knowledge and ability to predict the 

turn-in-progress, they are able to co-construct the turn with precise timing. Their co-construction 

can vary from words to a longer portion of the turn. The L2 learners are also able to respond 

early to the current turn-in-progress to move the conversation forward. At this stage, their early 

responses are not limited to short yes/no responses but also include more concrete comments.        

 

7.2.2 The L2 Learners’ Development of the Degree of Involvement in Conversation 

Over that course of study abroad, the L2 learners’ production of overlap in conversations 

showed their development in their participation stance in conversation, and the degree of their 

involvement in the conversation was seen through their use of overlap. In this section, I will 

discuss how the progress of involvement encouraged the way they overlapped in conversation. 

Although I divided the developmental sequence into four stages, it is assumed that their 

involvement increased gradually through the course of study abroad, and each division may 

overlap.      

At Stage 1, the overlap functions that the L2 learners produce in conversation do not 

really suggest their involvement in the conversation.    
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At Stage 2, the L2 learners start to utilize overlap functions that show their active 

participation in the conversation. Overlap for ‘early response’ implies that the responder has 

understood the question before listening until the end, which suggests that the responder can 

anticipate what the questioner wants to know. This may help create a sense of closeness, and by 

giving the requested answer early, the learners can promptly move the conversation forward. 

Overlap for ‘new turn at TRP’ also functions to smoothly further the conversation. From the 

perspective of jointly constructing a conversation, ‘overlap with co-construction’ somewhat 

indicates the L2 learners’ understanding of this concept. That is, they acknowledge their 

interlocutors’ participations in the construction of their own turns and cooperatively create the 

turns together. However, given that the co-construction in this case is initiated by their 

interlocutors, this is rather passive compared to the overlap for ‘co-construction’ which appears 

in the next stage. Therefore, the degree of involvement by overlap with co-construction is 

somewhat less than the involvement exhibited by actively co-constructing their interlocutors’ 

turns.           

At Stage 3, more functions of overlaps reflect the L2 learners’ involvement in the 

conversation. The learners start actively engaging in jointly construct conversations with their 

interlocutors. The obvious way of doing this is to co-construct their interlocutors’ turns, which 

creates a sense of unity. However, this is not the only way to jointly create a conversation. 

Expanding the current topic by asking questions is another way to further the conversations with 

their interlocutors. Overlap for ‘new turn at TRP,’ ‘interruption,’ and ‘misjudgment of turn 

completion’ were all used for asking further questions on the topic they were discussing.  

The L2 learners’ strong display of support, empathy, and interest were also observed from 

their overlaps with their interlocutors’ utterances. Co-construction can emphasize the participants’ 
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shared knowledge and the learners’ empathy or support for their interlocutors’ statements. 

Overlap for ‘listener response’ at Stage 3 is more frequent, overlaps for a longer period of time, 

and expresses strong empathy and understanding. In terms of their awareness of what is going on 

in the conversation, the L2 learners are able to closely monitor moment-by-moment interaction 

and react appropriately to move the conversation forward. For example, when their interlocutors 

are taking the floor and there is a pause during their turn, the learners may overlap by 

‘misjudgment of turn completion’ because the L2 learners are able to quickly react to the possible 

floor release signaled by the pause to move the conversation forward.  

At Stage 4, the L2 learners are able to assist interlocutors to further the smooth 

development of the conversation. For example, overlap for ‘co-construction’ at this stage is 

different from Stage 3 in that co-construction at Stage 4 is observed after a pause during their 

interlocutors’ turn, which functions to help constructing the interlocutor’s continuation, whereas 

one at Stage 3 does not have the element of helping their interlocutors. The L2 learners are also 

able to effectively adjust their contributions to the ongoing conversation to resolve difficulties, 

which can be seen in overlap for ‘information supply’ and ‘self-clarification.’ If the interlocutors 

seemed to have difficulty understanding the L2 learners’ previous talk, they are able to quickly 

resolve the trouble source and maintain mutual understanding by supplying necessary 

information and clarifying previous utterances. 

 

7.2.3 An Observed Developmental Sequence of the Occurrence of Overlap  

In the previous sections, I have discussed the L2 learners’ development from the 

perspective of two main factors: linguistic ability and degree of involvement in the conversation. 

Although I discussed these factors separately, the actual developmental sequence is affected by 
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the combination of the two factors. The close analysis also revealed that some overlap functions 

seem to evolve as the learners develop their linguistic ability and become more involved in the 

conversation. For example, overlap for listener response was one of the overlap functions found 

in the very early stage of development in the present study, but the contexts in which it occurred 

changed over time. Therefore, I divided the observed overlaps for listener response into four 

phases, which correlate with the different stages of the learners’ linguistic ability and their 

degree of involvement in conversation. Table 7.1 lists the description of overlap functions that 

showed phased development. The overlap functions that did not seem to show different phases in 

the present study are not included in this list. The developmental phases are determined based on 

the trends found in the learners’ recorded conversations over the course of study abroad, and thus 

this list is not an exhaustive list of possible developmental phases of each function.    

 

Table 7.1   
Descriptions of Overlap Functions that Showed Phased Development 
Overlap function 
(Floor holder) Phase Description 

Floor continuation 1 
 
 
 
 
 

2 

When the L2 learner attempts to continue the floor and overlaps with the 
interlocutor’s turn, s/he would stop and apologize for overlapping. The L2 
learner’s frequent pauses and fillers triggered the interlocutor to insert a 
continuer, supply information etc. during his/her turn, which causes 
unintentional overlap.  
 
The L2 learner keeps the floor longer with multiple turns, which creates 
more chances to overlap with the interlocutor’s listener responses. 
Sometimes s/he starts the continued turn, overlapping with the last 
element(s) of a listener response. 

Reconfirmation 1 
 
 
 
2 

Reconfirmation starts immediately after the interlocutor’s first listener 
response token and overlaps with the utterance that follows after the 
listener response.   
 
Reconfirmation starts before the end of the interlocutor’s first listener 
response token and overlaps with the last element of it. 

Floor hold 1 
 
 

The L2 learner’s frequent pauses and fillers wrongly signal the 
interlocutor to take the floor, which causes overlap.  
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2 Happens when the L2 learner expresses strong arguments or gives 
supportive information to strengthen his/her claim before the interlocutor 
gives opinions about it. 

Overlap with co-
construction 

1 
 
 
 
2 

Echoes part of the interlocutor’s co-construction and/or after the 
interlocutor began his/her co-construction, the L2 learner also continues 
his/her own turn in line with the co-construction.   
  
Acknowledge the interlocutor’s co-construction and incorporate it to one’s 
own turn construction. 

Overlap function 
(Non-floor holder) Phase Description 

Listener response 1 
 
2 
 
3 
 
 
4 

Only occasionally, often happens during repair. 
 
Often given after a word or short phrase. 
 
The frequency of listener responses increases and they are given after 
clauses more often. 
 
More variety of listener response tokens are used, and strong feelings are 
expressed by overlapping. 
 

Misjudgment of 
turn completion 

1 
 
 
 
2 

The L2 learner responds promptly at TRPs, but the interlocutor continues 
after the TRP for linguistic accommodation (rephrase, translate, 
comprehension check etc.). 
 
The L2 learner actively takes the floor at possible TRPs to ask questions. 
S/he can quickly react to possible floor release signaled by pauses to move 
the conversation forward. 
 

Early response 1 
 

2 

Early responses are limited to confirmations, such as hai/un ‘yes/yeah.’ 
 
The response is more than just a yes or no. The L2 learner can understand 
the direction of the conversation from the context and respond early so 
that they can further the conversation. 
 

New turn at TRP 1 
 
 
2 

In most cases, the L2 learner takes the floor to respond to a yes/no 
question. 
 
The L2 learner takes the floor to ask a question or comment on the topic to 
expand the conversation. 
 

Co-construction 1 
 
 
2 

Co-constructs a small portion of the interlocutor’s turn, such as a word or 
a predicate. It emphasizes shared knowledge and empathy.   
 
Co-construction occurs after a pause during the interlocutor’s turn to move 
the conversation forward.   
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Table 7.2 illustrates a developmental sequence of the occurrence of overlap observed in 

this study. The left column shows a developmental sequence of the L2 learners’ linguistic ability 

from Stage 1 (top) to Stage 4 (bottom), which I described in 7.2.1. The top row shows a 

developmental sequence of the L2 learners’ degree of involvement in conversation from Stage 1 

(left) to Stage 4 (right), as I explained in 7.2.2. The items within each stage (the top row and the 

left column) are in no particular order.  

The placement of each overlap function in this table shows the degree of involvement the 

overlap displays and the linguistic ability that is necessary to produce the overlap. The symbols 

ª and ² indicate overlap as a floor holder and a non-floor holder respectively. The number after 

an overlap function (e.g. listener response-1) indicates its developmental phase as listed in Table 

7.1. For example, if an L2 learner produced only overlap for ‘floor continuation-1’ and ‘delayed 

response’ in his or her conversation, it is assumed that the learner is at Stage 1 in both factors 

(top left corner of the table). 
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Table 7.2   
Observed Developmental Sequence in the Occurrence of Overlap for L2 Japanese Learners During Study Abroad 

                                                                                               Less involved                          Degree of involvement in conversation                          More involved 
                                                                                                         1                                       2                                              3                                                4 

�  

                                                       
 
 
L2 learners are able to: • Have a conversation, 

but their participation 
is less active. 

• More actively 
participate in 
conversation. 

• Jointly construct a 
conversation. 

• Express 
support/empathy and 
sense of unity. 

• Closely monitor ongoing 
interaction. 

• Assist interlocutors to 
further the smooth 
development of the 
conversation.  

• Effectively adjust their 
contributions to the 
ongoing conversation 
to resolve difficulties. 
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• Recognize listener responses as non-floor 
taking turns, but their lack of fluency 
(fillers, pauses) triggers their 
interlocutor's participation during their 
turn. 

• Respond after the completion of a 
question turn but may not be able to 
respond promptly. 

² Listener response-1 
² Delayed response 
ª Floor continuation-1 
ª Reconfirmation-1  
ª Floor hold-1  

 

   

• Respond promptly at TRPs, but the 
interlocutor may continue for linguistic 
accommodation. 

• Take in and respond to relatively small 
units of meaning. 

• Respond quickly during repair or polar 
questions. 

• Self-correct grammatical mistakes. 
• Recognize the interlocutor’s co-

constructions as non-floor taking turns. 

² Misjudgment of turn 
completion-1 

² Listener response-2 
ª Self-correction (verb 

conjugation, speech 
style etc.) 

² Early response-1 
ª Overlap with co-

construction-1 

�  �  

• Project possible TRPs. 
• Recognize utterance-final elements. 
• Take in and respond to bigger units of 

meaning. 

 ² Listener response-3 
² New turn at TRP-1 
ª Floor continuation-2 
ª Reconfirmation-2  

² New turn at TRP-2 
ª Overlap with co-

construction-2 

 

• Predict the direction of the conversation 
and anticipate the speaker's intention. 

• Precisely co-construct the interlocutor's 
turn. 

  ² Listener response-4 
² Co-construction-1  
² Misjudgment of turn 

completion-2  
² Early response-2  
² Interruption 

² Co-construction-2 
² Information supply  
ª Floor hold-2 
ª Self-clarification 
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Besides Ethan, the other four L2 learners had never participated in a study abroad 

program in Japan before, and the overlap functions observed in the four L2 learners’ first 

conversations did not show their active involvement in conversation very much. Therefore, we 

can assume that the four learners were at Stage 1 when they started their study abroad program. 

Ethan, on the other hand, was already producing overlap functions that reflected his active 

involvement in conversation in his first conversation. In other words, Ethan was already at a 

higher stage than the others from the beginning. This might be due to his previous experience of 

study abroad. In the following, I will discuss each L2 learner’s development according to the 

observed developmental sequence. 

Tina began at Stage 1 in involvement and Stages 1-2 in linguistic ability. In her early 

conversations, her overlaps were often observed during repair (listener response-1, 2), and there 

were also overlaps due to her interlocutor’s linguistic accommodation (misjudgment of turn 

completion-1, floor continuation-1). In the last conversation, Tina moved into Stages 2-3 in both 

involvement and linguistic ability. She became able to recognize utterance-final elements, which 

was seen in the overlap with the last element of the interlocutor’s listener response 

(reconfirmation-2), and to respond early in non-repair sequences (early response-1). She also 

actively participated in the conversation by asking questions to expand the conversation (new 

turn at TRP-2) and cooperatively co-constructed her own turn (overlap with co-construction-1).  

Ken began at Stage 1 in both involvement and linguistic ability. In the first conversation, 

his lack of fluency affected the occurrence of overlap (floor continuation-1), and the majority of 

his overlaps for ‘listener response’ were found in repair or question-answer sequences (listener 

response-1). In the later conversations, Ken moved into Stage 2 in involvement and Stages 2-3 in 

linguistic ability. The frequency of listener responses increased and the listener responses were 
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given between clauses more often (listener response-3). Ken also became able to recognize non-

floor taking utterances, which showed up as overlap for floor continuation (phase 2) and overlap 

with co-construction (phase 1).  

Frank’s starting point was somewhat vague. He began at Stages 1-2 in involvement and 

Stages 1-3 in linguistic ability. He was already able to respond quickly for confirmation (early 

response-1) and to project a possible TRP and overlap with the last element(s) of a turn (new 

turn at TRP-1). At the same time, there were also overlaps that showed his low linguistic ability 

(floor hold-1, listener response-1). In the later conversations, Frank moved into Stages 2-3 in 

involvement and Stages 3-4 in linguistic ability. By then, his fluency improved greatly and as a 

result, more occurrence of overlap for floor continuation (phase 2) was observed. The increase of 

overlap for listener response (phase 3) showed his active participation in the conversation as a 

non-floor holder, expressing understanding and agreement. Frank also utilized overlap for co-

construction (phase 1) to support his interlocutor’s talk. 

Jeff began at Stages 1-2 in both involvement and linguistic ability. Initially, his lack of 

fluency caused overlap (floor hold-1), and his frequent pauses also led to overlap with his 

interlocutor’s listener responses (floor continuation-1). His understanding and reaction to the 

conversation were rather word by word, and most of the time, he gave a listener response after a 

key word of the turn (listener response-2). This trend was also observed when he replied yes, 

following a key word (early response-1). In the later conversations, Jeff moved into Stages 2-3 in 

involvement and Stages 3-4 in linguistic ability. He started to respond to larger units of meaning 

and more instances of overlap for ‘listener response’ occurred after a clause (listener response-3). 

His ability to recognize utterance-final elements was seen in overlap for new turn at TRP (phase 
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1). He also became able to predict ongoing turns and co-constructed turn with precise timing (co-

construction-1).  

As I mentioned earlier, Ethan was already a few stages ahead of the other L2 learners 

when he started his study abroad program. He began at Stages 2-3 in involvement and Stages 3-4 

in linguistic ability. In the first conversation, he was already able to give listener responses after 

clauses and to promptly take the floor at possible TRPs. Ethan expressed his empathy and 

support for his interlocutor’s talk with overlaps (listener response-4, co-construction-1). When he 

was not as familiar with the topic as his interlocutor, he actively asked questions to expand the 

conversation, as seen in overlap by misjudgment of turn completion (phase 2) and interruption, 

which showed his interest and high involvement in the conversation. In the fourth conversation, 

Ethan reached Stage 4 in both involvement and linguistic ability. At this stage, he was able to 

jointly co-construct the conversation and also to assist his interlocutor to keep the conversation 

moving. For example, he helped co-construct his interlocutor’s turn when his interlocutor 

seemed not sure about how to say something (co-construction-2). Also, when he realized that 

miscommunication had occurred, he quickly resolved the trouble source by supplying 

information or clarifying his previous utterance to regain mutual understanding and move the 

conversation forward (self-clarification, information supply).  

As we can see from the results above, each learner showed a different rate of 

development. Especially, since there are two factors, the combination of the two also varied 

individually. For instance, Ken began at Stage 1 in both factors whereas Frank began with his 

linguistic ability ranging from Stages 1 to 3. This may suggest that there is no right way to 

develop and the observed developmental sequence should be understood as a flexible construct.    
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CHAPTER 8:  CONCLUSION 
 
 

This dissertation investigated the occurrence and use of overlap in conversation as one 

type of interactional resource. I examined five L2 learners of Japanese who participated in one-

year study abroad programs in Japan and collected their casual conversation data with their 

native Japanese friends over the course of their study abroad, in addition to pre- and post-

interviews. Through the analysis of their conversational data from the perspective of overlapping 

talk, this study showed the L2 learners’ development of interactional competence over the course 

of study abroad, as they expanded their use of different functions of overlap in the conversation. 

In what follows, I discuss the results of the study for each research question and present 

pedagogical implications and directions for future research.       

 

8.1 Summary of Results and Discussion 

8.1.1 Frequency of Overlap 

In Chapter 3, I presented the change in the frequency of overlap per 100 Speaker Change 

in each L2 learner’s interviews and conversations. Overall, the results suggested a positive 

development in the occurrence of overlap in both data sets. Comparing the pre- and post-

interviews, all L2 learners except Ken showed an increase in the frequency of overlap. Although 

Ken produced overlap less frequently in the post-interview, it was partly because there were 

more speaker changes in the post-interview. The raw number of the occurrence of overlap in the 

pre- and post-interviews was actually almost the same (12 overlaps and 11 overlaps respectively).  

As for the casual conversations during study abroad, all L2 learners overlapped more 

frequently in the last conversation than the first conversation. However, they did not always 

show steady increase across all the conversations. This might be partly due to their interlocutors’ 
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ways of speaking and the topics they discussed. For example, in Frank’s second conversation, 

both Frank and his conversation partner had difficulties finding a topic to talk about, resulting in 

frequent awkward silences; as a result, there was very small number of overlaps. On the other 

hand, Ken's conversation partner in his third conversation was very talkative and a fast speaker, 

and they frequently overlapped with each other’s turns. Although frequency alone does not 

provide much information, the fact that the L2 learners overlapped more at the end of study 

abroad may suggest that the learners started to adapt to Japanese conversational style, which 

includes frequent overlap (e.g. Horiguchi, 1997; Iida, 2005; Stivers et al., 2009).       

  

8.1.2 Functions of Overlap   

Overlap types were classified based largely on Iida’s (2005) approach, from the 

perspective of who overlaps whom (floor holder or non-floor holder) and the function of each 

overlap. In the L2 learners’ conversations and interviews, ten types of overlap functions as a 

non-floor holder and six types of overlap functions as a floor holder were found. This was almost 

exactly the same set of functions as Iida (2005). Although not all overlap functions were equally 

frequently observed in the L2 learners’ data, this showed that L2 learners produce various 

overlap functions as well. 

In Chapter 5, I individually examined the L2 learners’ overlap in the pre- and post-

interviews. Across all participants, more instances of overlaps as a floor holder were observed in 

both interviews. The most frequent overlap types were ‘floor continuation’ and ‘reconfirmation.’ 

It is assumed that the interview style, in which the participants have fixed roles as an interviewer 

and an interviewee, had an effect on who overlapped whom. That is, while the interviewer may 
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actively participate as a listener when the interviewee responds, it is less usual for the 

interviewee to speak when the interviewer asks questions.  

However, the major change between the pre- and post-interviews was that the L2 learners 

produced a greater variety of overlap functions as a non-floor holder in the post-interview. One 

of them was overlap for ‘early response.’ In the pre-interview, this type of overlap was found 

only in Jeff’s interview; however, in the post-interview, everyone used it at least once. This 

indicates the learners’ ability to project the direction of the turn-in-progress and their 

contributions to promptly move the conversation forward by responding early.  

Another function that appeared only in the post-interview was overlap for ‘new turn at 

TRP,’ which was found only in the post-interviews of Frank, Jeff, and Ethan. This overlap 

function facilitates a smooth transition between one speaker to another. Frank utilized this 

function quite a few times when he responded to questions, overlapping with the question marker 

ka. Given that Japanese speakers’ response timing seems to be faster than many other languages 

(Stivers et al, 2009), the change between pre- and post-interview may suggest that the L2 

learners became able to respond like Japanese speakers.  

It is also interesting to point out that the two overlap functions that were newly observed 

in the post-interview, ‘early response’ and ‘new turn at TRP,’ are suitable overlaps for smooth 

interaction between the interviewer and the interviewee. That is, other overlap functions that the 

L2 learners used in casual conversations but that may not be appropriate in interviews were not 

found because of this particular interactional setting. This also seems to suggest their 

development of interactional competence. 

Contrary to the interview data, more instances of overlap in the L2 learners’ 

conversations were produced as a non-floor holder. As I discussed in Chapter 6, the L2 learners 
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not only overlapped more frequently but also produced a greater variety of overlap functions in 

their conversations over time. Although it was not apparent in the L2 learners’ pre-interviews, 

towards the beginning of the study abroad, the overlap was often caused by the L2 learners’ lack 

of fluency. That is, when the L2 learners showed difficulty constructing their turn, their 

interlocutors would provide listener responses to show support, supply information, and/or co-

construct the ongoing turn to work together with the learner and move the conversation forward. 

In such cases, the L2 learners were not necessarily intending to overlap with their interlocutors’ 

utterances. 

 A similar case is an overlap due to the interlocutors’ linguistic accommodation. In this 

case, the L2 learners’ turn-taking was done properly at a TRP, but because of the 

accommodation, the L2 learners' overlap happened. The L2 learners’ overlap in such situations 

may not have contributed to the ongoing conversation, but the collaboration from the interlocutor 

might have helped the L2 learners practice such collaborative participation in the conversation. 

In other words, by experiencing such situations over and over, the L2 learners learn it as one way 

to participate in the conversation. In fact, the overlap functions found in the later conversations 

displayed the L2 learners’ collaborative participation in the conversation, such as ‘co-

construction,’ which literally co-construct the interlocutors’ turns, or overlaps from close 

monitoring of moment-by-moment interaction. This might explain why Frank and Ken who were 

more proficient than Tina in terms of grammatical knowledge, nonetheless began from about the 

same degree of involvement in conversation as Tina.   
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8.1.3 A Developmental Sequence in the Occurrence of Overlap    

As I presented in Table 7.1 in Chapter 7, the five L2 learners appeared to have followed a 

similar developmental sequence, even though they developed at a different rate. Their 

development seemed to be influenced by two main factors: their linguistic ability and their 

degree of involvement in the conversation. Based on the order of overlap functions that appeared 

in the L2 learners’ conversations, I divided these two factors into four stages respectively. 

Interestingly, all L2 learners who had never studied abroad before began from Stage 1 in the 

degree of involvement in conversation, although they began at different stages in linguistic 

ability. This seems to suggest that linguistic ability alone is not enough to develop their use of 

wide range of overlap functions in conversation. Given the fact that all five L2 learners advanced 

1 – 2 stages in the degree of involvement after study abroad, the L2 learners’ development in the 

use of overlap in conversation seems to suggest that by being overlapped by and overlapping 

with their Japanese peers in discursive practices, the L2 learners learned to jointly construct a 

conversation during study abroad.  

 

8.2 Pedagogical Implications 

The findings of this study suggested a positive influence of study abroad in the L2 

learners’ development of the occurrence of overlap in their conversation. However, for some L2 

learners, it took a while to see the development. For example, Ken and Frank did not show a 

great increase in their overlap frequencies until their third conversations, which were recorded 

over half a year after the beginning of their study abroad programs. This may imply that it takes 

time to develop overlap use by simply picking it up through their daily interaction. Therefore, it 
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might be a good idea to increase their exposure to overlaps in conversation by explicitly 

introducing this interactional resource in the language classroom as well.  

As I mentioned in the introduction, dialogues in language textbooks never overlap, but in 

reality, people overlap each other’s turns, especially in Japanese conversation. However, the 

overlap is an indication of strong emotions or a result of active and cooperative participation in 

the conversation, and people do not overlap simply for the sake of overlapping. Therefore, it 

would be unnatural to make a pre-overlapped dialogue or try to practice overlapping with the 

interlocutor without a particular reason to do so. Instead, listening to a short segment of native 

speakers’ natural conversation in which overlap occurs might help increase the L2 learners’ 

exposure to this particular interactional resource. In addition to that, comparing the original 

conversation with one that was re-recorded without overlap might be a good way to have the L2 

learners pay attention to the difference. These activities can also be done in the L2 learners’ 

home countries as a preparation before study abroad so that they can be more sensitive about 

overlap when they actually interact with native speakers. The L2 learners could also record their 

conversation with a native speaker and objectively analyze their conversation from the 

perspective of the occurrence of overlap.           

The observed developmental sequence of the L2 learners’ production of overlap showed 

that certain overlap functions appear earlier than others. In other words, depending on the level 

of the stage that the L2 learners are at, the variety of overlap functions that appear in their 

conversation is limited. Honda, (2015) asked why L2 learners of Japanese do not overlap in 

conversation and suggested four possible factors. Two of them are a lack of linguistic ability and 

a lack of sociocultural knowledge. She claims that these factors affect their ability to predict their 

interlocutors’ turn-in-progress. The other two factors are related to their will to overlap, and 
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these are the difference in politeness strategy and the formation of empathy, which may be 

culturally specific concepts.  

Honda argues that the first two factors will become less of an issue as learners’ linguistic 

ability develops, but the last two will not be easy to resolve. In her study, Honda mainly 

discussed the overlap for ‘co-construction’ as a type of overlap that native speakers often 

produce but L2 learners do not. Based on the developmental sequence that was observed in this 

study, overlap for ‘co-construction’ starts to appear when the L2 learners are at Stage 4 in the 

linguistic ability and Stage 3 in the degree of involvement, which is quite a high stage. Since she 

did not include the L2 learners’ proficiency levels in her data, it is unknown which stages of 

development they were at.  

The overlap function that can express empathy is not limited to ‘co-construction,’ and 

expressing empathy is not the only function that overlap can convey. Therefore, saying that L2 

learners do not overlap based on one rather advanced overlap function could obscure the other 

overlap functions that L2 learners are already able to employ to show their empathy or to jointly 

construct a smooth conversation. When introducing overlap in Japanese conversation, language 

instructors should not just focus on the ways L2 Japanese learners fail to interact like native 

speakers but should instead pay attention to what the L2 learners are doing with overlap at their 

own developmental stage and help them move to the next stage.               

 
8.3 Directions for Future Research 

This dissertation shed light on L2 Japanese learners’ development of overlap in talk-in-

interaction as an interactional resource during study abroad. Based on the findings from the five 

L2 participants in my study, I attempted to find trends in the occurrence of overlap for L2 

Japanese learners over the course of study abroad. Although the results suggested some similar 
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patterns among the five learners, more data will be necessary to confirm whether this observed 

sequence is applicable to the wider population. For example, considering the possible influence 

of the L2 learners’ native languages and gender difference is necessary.  In the present study, all 

participants were native English speakers, except for Jeff whose native language was Chinese. 

Although Jeff’s data alone cannot justify the influence of his Chinese background, Jeff did 

actually overlap more frequently than the other participants already at the beginning of study 

abroad28. Also, Tina was the only female learner among the five participants. Given that the 

degree of involvement people prefer in conversation may vary for various reasons, such as 

cultural background (e.g. Tannen, 1981) and gender, collecting data from L2 learners of both 

genders and learners with various cultural and linguistic backgrounds will be crucial to consider 

the relevancy of the interactional development observed in this study.  

Also, the relation between L2 learners’ language proficiency when they start their study 

abroad programs and the developmental sequence may reveal the different degree of effect of the 

study abroad. For instance, someone who has no knowledge of Japanese whatsoever and 

someone who is self-educated and has advanced knowledge of Japanese grammar but has never 

interacted with people in Japanese before might show different developmental sequences 

compared to someone who has a basic knowledge of Japanese on day one of the study abroad. 

While the participants in the present study seemed to develop their interactional competence in 

tandem with their linguistic competence, if the amount of interaction with the native speakers 

matters for the development of interactional competence, L2 learners who study abroad without 

knowing any Japanese might develop their interactional competence faster than linguistic 

competence due to being immersed with Japanese from the very early stage of their study. They 

                                                
28 Some studies have reported the Chinese speakers’ high frequency of overlaps at non-TRPs in Chinese 
conversations (e.g. Deng, 1998) and intercultural conversations (e.g. Ulijn and Li, 1995).  
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might show different ways to demonstrate high degree of involvement without high linguistic 

ability that was not observed in the present study. On the other hand, L2 learners who already 

have high linguistic ability at the beginning of study abroad might quickly develop their 

interactional competence or they might go through the developmental sequence regardless of 

their linguistic competence.      

Another perspective on the overlap in the L2 learners’ conversation is to investigate their 

interactional competence in the use of overlap in different social settings. Interactional 

competence varies depending on the practice and the participants (Young, 2008a). Therefore, 

depending on the relationship with the interlocutor, gender of the participants, and the context of 

the discursive practice, how the participants utilize overlap in the interactional activity may 

change. While the conversation data examined in this study was free talk between friends, gender 

of the interlocutor nor the topic of the talk were not controlled, which made it hard to pinpoint 

what might have influenced the L2 learners’ production of overlap.  

In the process of creating the observed developmental sequence, it became clear that one 

overlap function could appear at multiple stages, depending on the degree of involvement and/or 

linguistic ability. In this study, the multiple layers of an overlap function showed a progress of 

the L2 learners' interactional competence. However, at the same time, these layers may also 

suggest different levels of involvement that are appropriate for certain social activities. Takeda 

(2016) investigated overlaps in Japanese interaction of different genres (free talk vs. task 

interaction) and levels of intimacy (intimate vs. distant) and found that what the participants 

conveyed through overlaps differed in each context. Therefore, more variety of social contexts 

should be examined as a mean to measure L2 learners’ interactional competence. 
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I hope that the findings of this study have contributed to furthering research on L2 learners’ 

overlap in talk-in-interaction and the field of L2 interactional competence and development.   
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APPENDICES   

Appendix A: Pre-SA Questionnaire (Online Survey) 

 
1. Your name:  

2. Gender: 
3. Age: 

4. Country of birth:  
5. Places you lived while growing up: e.g., Birth – 18: San Diego CA, 18 – now: Tucson AZ 
6. What is the first language(s) you learned as a child?     

7. What is the next language you learned?    
8. What is the age you began learning the language you selected in Question 7? 

9. Generally, in which language do you feel the most comfortable communicating? 
10. If your answer to Question 9 is different from the answer you gave for Question 6 (What is the first language you learned as a 

child), at what age did it become your more comfortable language? 
11. What is your mother’s first language(s)?    

12. What is your father’s first language(s)?    
13. What language do your parents primarily use to speak with you?    

14. What language do you primarily use to reply to your parents?    
15. Do you consider yourself a bilingual or a multilingual? If so, what are the languages involved?  

I do NOT consider myself a bilingual or a multilingual / I consider myself a bilingual or a multilingual: (specify the languages 
involved) 

16. In what language(s) did you receive the majority of your pre-college education? Select all that apply. 
English / Spanish / Chinese / Japanese / Other  

16a. If more than one, please give the approximate number of years for each language. 
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17. What language(s) did you study as a foreign language in high school? Select all that apply. 
English / Spanish / Chinese / Japanese / French / German / Italian / Other (please specify) 

18. What language(s) did you study as a foreign language in college? Select all that apply. 
English / Spanish / Chinese / Japanese / French / German / Italian / Other (please specify) 

19. How many semesters have you studied Japanese so far?   
High school:   
University/college:  
Other (please specify):  
<Pull down options> None, less than 1 semester, 1 semester, 2 semesters, 3 semesters, 4 semesters, 5 semesters, 6 semesters, more 
than 7 semesters. 

20. Have you ever visited or lived in a country where a language other than your native language is spoken prior to study abroad?  If 
Yes, please give details below.  

 Country/region Language Length of stay Purpose 

Experience 1     

Experience 2     

…     

Experience 10     

 
21. Please rate your current Japanese language ability.  Select one for each skill.   
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Li
st

en
in

g I can understand a 
few familiar words. 
I can understand 
some words that 
are similar to those 
in my own 
language. 
 

I can understand 
some everyday 
words, phrases and 
questions about 
me, my personal 
experiences and my 
surroundings, when 
people speak 
slowly and clearly. 

I can understand 
ideas on familiar 
topics expressed 
through phrases, 
short sentences, 
and frequently used 
expressions. I can 
understand the 
main point in 
messages and 
announcements. 

I can understand 
main ideas and a 
few details in 
sentences, short 
conversations and 
some forms of 
media. 
 

I can understand 
ideas on familiar 
topics expressed 
through a series of 
sentences. 
I can understand 
details expressed in 
conversations and 
through some 
forms of media. 

I can understand 
some extended 
speech on a variety 
of familiar and 
some unfamiliar 
topics delivered 
through 
conversations and 
other media. 
 

I can understand 
some extended 
speech on 
unfamiliar topics 
delivered through a 
variety of media. 
 

I can understand 
extended speech 
and lectures, even 
when somewhat 
complicated. 
I can understand 
most forms of 
media with little 
effort. 

I can understand 
most spoken 
language and some 
technical 
discussions. I can 
understand some 
accents and 
dialects. 
 

R
ea

di
ng

 I can identify some 
words or phrases, 
especially those 
that are similar to 
words in my own 
language. 
 

I can understand 
familiar words and 
short, simple 
phrases or 
sentences. 
 

I can understand 
the main idea and 
some details in 
simple texts that 
contain familiar 
vocabulary. 

I can understand 
the main idea and 
many details in 
some texts that 
contain familiar 
vocabulary. 
 
 

I can understand 
most details in 
texts that contain 
familiar vocabulary 
and the main idea 
and many details in 
texts that contain 
unfamiliar 
vocabulary. 

I can understand 
many different 
types of texts that 
contain unfamiliar 
vocabulary. 

I can understand 
the subtleties of 
texts on familiar 
topics and 
information from 
texts on unfamiliar 
topics. 

I can understand 
long, complex texts 
and recognize some 
literary and 
technical styles. 

I can understand 
abstract and 
linguistically 
complex texts. 
I can make 
appropriate 
inferences and 
identify literary 
elements. 
 

Sp
ea

ki
ng

 I can use single 
words and simple 
memorized 
phrases. 
 

I can interact with 
help using 
memorized words 
and phrases. I can 
answer simple 
questions on very 
familiar topics. 
 

I can exchange info 
about familiar 
tasks, topics and 
activities.� I can 
handle short social 
interactions using 
phrases and 
sentences, but� I 
may need help to 
keep the 
conversation going. 

I can begin and 
carry on an 
unrehearsed 
conversation on a 
limited number of 
familiar topics. 
I can ask and 
answer simple 
questions and 
exchange 
information in 
highly familiar 
situations. 

I can state my 
views and begin 
and carry on 
conversations on a 
variety of familiar 
topics and in 
uncomplicated 
situations. 
 

I can state and 
support my views 
and take an active 
part in discussions 
on familiar topics 
and in some 
complicated 
situations. 
 

I can express 
myself on a range 
of familiar and 
some unfamiliar 
topics.� I can link 
ideas in extended 
discussions. 
 

I can communicate 
with fluency and 
flexibility on 
concrete social and 
professional topics. 
 

I can usually adapt 
my language to the 
situation.� I can 
express myself 
with fluency, 
flexibility and 
precision on 
concrete and some 
abstract topics. 
 

W
rit

in
g I can copy some 

characters and 
words. 
 

I can provide some 
basic information 
on familiar topics 
in lists and simple 
forms. 
 

I can write simple 
descriptions and 
short messages and 
request or provide 
information on 
familiar topics. 
 

I can write about 
familiar topics and 
experiences in 
series of sentences. 
 

I can summarize, 
describe or explain 
familiar topics and 
support my views 
with some details. 
 

I can express ideas 
in detailed 
narratives, 
descriptions or 
explanations on 
familiar and some 
new topics. 
 

I can express ideas 
on a variety of 
topics in clear, 
organized texts. I 
can adjust my 
writing for some 
audiences. 
 

I can write clear, 
well-organized 
texts for a variety 
of audiences on 
concrete social and 
professional topics. 
 

I can express 
myself with 
fluency and 
precision on 
concrete and some 
abstract topics. I 
can adapt my 
writing style 
according to 
purpose and 
audience. 

22. What year are you in school?    Freshman / Sophomore / Junior / Senior / Graduate student / Other 
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23. What is your major(s)? 
24. On average, how often did you communicate with native or fluent speakers in Japanese last year (2012-13) outside of Japanese 

language class?  
never / a few times a year / monthly / weekly / daily 

25. Use this scale provided to rate the following statements   never / a few times a year / monthly / weekly / daily  
Prior to this semester, I tried to speak Japanese to: 

a) my instructor outside of class 
b) friends who are native or fluent speakers of Japanese 

c) classmates 
d) strangers whom I thought could speak Japanese 

26. For each of the items below, choose the response that corresponds to the amount of time you estimate you spent on average last 
year.    never / a few times a year / monthly / weekly / daily 

a) watching Japanese language television/movies/videos with subtitles 
b) watching Japanese language television/movies/videos without subtitles 

c) reading in Japanese, not including Japanese textbooks (newspapers, novels, magazines, manga, etc.)  
d) listening to songs in Japanese 

e) writing a journal/blog in Japanese  
27. List any other activities that you commonly did using Japanese. 

28. Please indicate all the UA Japanese courses you have taken so far. 
29. What Japan related college courses have you taken at other institutions? Please give brief description of the courses. If this 

question doesn’t apply to you, leave it blank. 
30. Which study abroad program will you be attending?  

31. Which situation best describes your living arrangement in Japan? Please select all that apply. 
a) I will live in the home of a Japanese-speaking family (homestay) 
b) I will live in a student dormitory. 
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c) I will live alone in an apartment. 
d) I will live in a house or an apartment with native or fluent Japanese speaker(s). 
e) I will live in a house or an apartment with others who are NOT native or fluent Japanese speakers. 
f) Other: _______________ 

32. What are your goals for studying abroad in Japan? Select all that apply.    
to improve language skills / to learn about Japanese culture / to travel / to interact with native speakers of Japanese / to make 
Japanese friends / to learn about myself / to make friends around the world / to expand my worldview / to enhance career 
opportunities / to enhance the value of college education / to immerse myself in Japanese language / to immerse myself in 
Japanese culture / Other (Please specify) 

33. Among the goals you selected in Question 32, which ones are your top three goals? 

34. What do you think will help you improve your Japanese while you are in Japan? Select all that apply. 
language classes / being in Japan / interaction with Japanese people / homestay / joining clubs and “circles” / interaction with other 
non-Japanese people / watching TV in Japanese / volunteering / part-time job / traveling / other (please specify)  

35. Do you have any other comments about this questionnaire or about study abroad, including any expectations and concerns you 
may have? 
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Appendix B: Post-SA Questionnaire  

1. Your name:  

2. Age: 
3. Which situation best describes your living arrangements in Japan? 

a) I lived in the home of a Japanese-speaking family 
i. Please list the members of the family (e.g., mother, father, one 4-year-old daughter, one 13-year-old son). 

ii. Did they speak English?  Yes / No   If yes, how often did they speak to you in English?   Never / Rarely / Sometimes / 
Often / Always  

iii. Were there other non-native speakers of Japanese living with your host family?  Yes / No 
If Yes, what language did you primarily use to communicate with them?  English / Japanese / Other 

b) I lived in a student dormitory. 
i. I had a private room. 

ii. I had a roommate(s) who was a native or fluent Japanese speaker. 
What language did you primarily use to communicate with your roommate?  English / Japanese / Other 

iii. I lived with others who were NOT native or fluent Japanese speakers. 
What language did you primarily use to communicate with your roommate(s)?  English / Japanese / Other 

c) I lived alone in an apartment. 
d) I lived in a house or an apartment with native or fluent Japanese speaker(s). 

What language did you primarily use to communicate with your housemate(s)?  English / Japanese / Other 
e) I lived in a house or an apartment with others who were NOT native or fluent Japanese speakers. 

What language did you primarily use to communicate with your housemate(s)?  English / Japanese / Other 
f) Other: _______________ 
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4. What were your goals for studying abroad in Japan? Select all that apply.    
to improve language skills / to learn about Japanese culture / to travel / to interact with native speakers of Japanese / to make 
Japanese friends / to learn about myself / to make friends around the world / to expand my worldview / to enhance career 
opportunities / to enhance the value of college education / to immerse myself in Japanese language / to immerse myself in 
Japanese culture / Other (please specify) 

5. Among the goals you selected in Question 4, which ones were your top three goals? 

6. Did these goals evolve over the course of your stay in Japan? If so, how? Please explain.  
 

LANGUAGE CONTACT PROFILE 
For the following items, please specify:  

(i) How many days per week you typically used Japanese in the situation indicated        0  1  2  3  4  5  6  7 
(ii) on average, how many hours per day you did so.                   0-1    1-2    2-3    3-4    4-5    more than 5 

Circle the appropriate numbers.   
7. How much time did you spend doing the following each week? 

a) speaking a language other than English or Japanese to speakers of that language (e.g., Chinese with a Chinese-speaking 
friend). Typically, how many days per week? On those days, typically how many hours per day?  

b) speaking Japanese to native or fluent speakers of Japanese. Typically, how many days per week? On those days, typically 
how many hours per day?   

c) speaking Japanese to non-native speakers of Japanese (i.e., classmates). Typically, how many days per week? On those days, 
typically how many hours per day?  

d) speaking English to native or fluent speakers of Japanese. Typically, how many days per week? On those days, typically 
how many hours per day?  

e) speaking English to non-native speakers of Japanese (i.e., classmates). Typically, how many days per week? On those days, 
typically how many hours per day?  

8. On average, how much time did you spend speaking, in Japanese, outside of class with native or fluent Japanese speakers during 
your study abroad program? Typically, how many days per week? On those days, typically how many hours per day?  
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9. During the year abroad, outside of class, I tried to speak Japanese to:  
a) my instructor. Typically, how many days per week?  On those days, typically how many hours per day? 
b) friends who are native or fluent Japanese speakers. Typically, how many days per week? On those days, typically how many 

hours per day?  
c) classmates (i.e., other Japanese language learners). Typically, how many days per week? On those days, typically how many 

hours per day?  
d) strangers whom I thought could speak Japanese. Typically, how many days per week? On those days, typically how many 

hours per day?  
e) host family, Japanese roommate, or other Japanese speakers in the dormitory. Typically, how many days per week? On those 

days, typically how many hours per day? 

f) service personnel. Typically, how many days per week? On those days, typically how many hours per day?  
g) other (please specify). Typically, how many days per week? On those days, typically how many hours per day? 

10. How often did you use Japanese outside the classroom for each of the following purposes?  
a) to obtain directions or information (e.g., “Where is the post office?”, “What time is the train to …?”, “How much are 

stamps?”). Typically, how many days per week? On those days, typically how many hours per day?   
b) for superficial or brief exchanges (e.g., greetings, “Please pass the salt,” “I’m leaving,” ordering in a restaurant) with my 

host family, Japanese roommate, or acquaintances in a Japanese-speaking dormitory. Typically, how many days per week? 
On those days, typically how many hours per day?   

c) for extended conversations with my host family, Japanese roommate, friends, or acquaintances in a Japanese-speaking 
dormitory, including native speakers of English with whom I speak Japanese. Typically, how many days per week? On those 
days, typically how many hours per day?  

11. How much time did you spend doing each of the following activities outside of class? 
a)     overall, in reading in Japanese outside of class. Typically, how many days per week? On those days, typically how many 

hours per day?   
b)     reading Japanese newspapers outside of class. Typically, how many days per week? On those days, typically how many 

hours per day?   
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c)     reading novels in Japanese outside of class. Typically, how many days per week? On those days, typically how many hours 
per day?   

d)     reading Japanese magazines outside of class. Typically, how many days per week? On those days, typically how many hours 
per day?   

e)     reading schedules, announcements, menus, and the like in Japanese outside of class. Typically, how many days per week? 
On those days, typically how many hours per day?  

f)     reading e-mail or Internet web pages in Japanese outside of class. Typically, how many days per week? On those days, 
typically how many hours per day?  

g)     overall, in writing in Japanese outside of class. Typically, how many days per week? On those days, typically how many 
hours per day?  

h)     writing homework assignments in Japanese outside of class. Typically, how many days per week? On those days, typically 
how many hours per day?  

i)     writing personal notes or a journal in Japanese outside of class. Typically, how many days per week? On those days, 
typically how many hours per day?  

j)     writing e-mail in Japanese outside of class. Typically, how many days per week? On those days, typically how many hours 
per day? 

k)     texting in Japanese outside of class. Typically, how many days per week? On those days, typically how many hours per 
day? 

l)     reading and writing on social networking websites (e.g., facebook, twitter, etc.) in Japanese outside of class. Typically, how 
many days per week? On those days, typically how many hours per day?  

m) overall, in listening to Japanese outside of class.  Typically, how many days per week? On those days, typically how many 
hours per day? 

n)     listening to Japanese television, movies, videos, or radio outside of class. Typically, how many days per week? On those 
days, typically how many hours per day?  

o)     listening to Japanese songs outside of class.  Typically, how many days per week? On those days, typically how many hours 
per day?  

12. How often did you deliberately try to use things you were taught in the classroom (grammar, vocabulary, expressions) with native 
or fluent speakers outside the classroom? Typically, how many days per week? On those days, typically how many hours per day?   
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13. How often did you take things you learned outside of the classroom (grammar, vocabulary, expressions) back to class for question 
or discussion? Typically, how many days per week? On those days, typically how many hours per day?  

14. On average, how much time did you spend speaking in English outside of class during your stay in Japan? Typically, how many 
days per week? On those days, typically how many hours per day?  

15. How often did you do the following activities in English while in Japan?  
a) talking to family and friends at home (i.e. in the U.S.) in English (phone call, Skype, video chat, etc.).  
b) watching movies, television, and/or videos in English. Typically, how many days per week? On those days, typically how 

many hours per day?  
c) reading newspapers, magazines, and/or novels in English. Typically, how many days per week? On those days, typically how 

many hours per day?  

d) reading e-mail in English. Typically, how many days per week? On those days, typically how many hours per day?  
e) reading Internet web pages in English. Typically, how many days per week? On those days, typically how many hours per 

day? 
f) reading and writing on social networking websites (e.g., facebook, twitter, etc.) in English. Typically, how many days per 

week? On those days, typically how many hours per day?  
g) writing e-mail, a blog, and/or a journal in English.  Typically, how many days per week? On those days, typically how many 

hours per day?  
16. Did you join a club, a “circle”, or some other type of groups while in Japan? If Yes, what kind? 

17. Did you participate in any other community gatherings and/or activities? If Yes, please give details. 
18. Who did you talk to the most in Japanese? Teacher / Japanese friends / host family / classmates / strangers (i.e., waiters, clerks 

etc.) / other (please specify) 
19. Please rate your current Japanese language ability.  Select one for each skill.   
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Li
st

en
in

g I can understand a 
few familiar words. 
I can understand 
some words that 
are similar to those 
in my own 
language. 
 

I can understand 
some everyday 
words, phrases and 
questions about 
me, my personal 
experiences and my 
surroundings, when 
people speak 
slowly and clearly. 

I can understand 
ideas on familiar 
topics expressed 
through phrases, 
short sentences, 
and frequently used 
expressions. I can 
understand the 
main point in 
messages and 
announcements. 

I can understand 
main ideas and a 
few details in 
sentences, short 
conversations and 
some forms of 
media. 
 

I can understand 
ideas on familiar 
topics expressed 
through a series of 
sentences. 
I can understand 
details expressed in 
conversations and 
through some 
forms of media. 

I can understand 
some extended 
speech on a variety 
of familiar and 
some unfamiliar 
topics delivered 
through 
conversations and 
other media. 
 

I can understand 
some extended 
speech on 
unfamiliar topics 
delivered through a 
variety of media. 
 

I can understand 
extended speech 
and lectures, even 
when somewhat 
complicated. 
I can understand 
most forms of 
media with little 
effort. 

I can understand 
most spoken 
language and some 
technical 
discussions. I can 
understand some 
accents and 
dialects. 
 

R
ea

di
ng

 I can identify some 
words or phrases, 
especially those 
that are similar to 
words in my own 
language. 
 

I can understand 
familiar words and 
short, simple 
phrases or 
sentences. 
 

I can understand 
the main idea and 
some details in 
simple texts that 
contain familiar 
vocabulary. 

I can understand 
the main idea and 
many details in 
some texts that 
contain familiar 
vocabulary. 
 
 

I can understand 
most details in 
texts that contain 
familiar vocabulary 
and the main idea 
and many details in 
texts that contain 
unfamiliar 
vocabulary. 

I can understand 
many different 
types of texts that 
contain unfamiliar 
vocabulary. 

I can understand 
the subtleties of 
texts on familiar 
topics and 
information from 
texts on unfamiliar 
topics. 

I can understand 
long, complex texts 
and recognize some 
literary and 
technical styles. 

I can understand 
abstract and 
linguistically 
complex texts. 
I can make 
appropriate 
inferences and 
identify literary 
elements. 
 

Sp
ea

ki
ng

 I can use single 
words and simple 
memorized 
phrases. 
 

I can interact with 
help using 
memorized words 
and phrases. I can 
answer simple 
questions on very 
familiar topics. 
 

I can exchange info 
about familiar 
tasks, topics and 
activities.� I can 
handle short social 
interactions using 
phrases and 
sentences, but� I 
may need help to 
keep the 
conversation going. 

I can begin and 
carry on an 
unrehearsed 
conversation on a 
limited number of 
familiar topics. 
I can ask and 
answer simple 
questions and 
exchange 
information in 
highly familiar 
situations. 

I can state my 
views and begin 
and carry on 
conversations on a 
variety of familiar 
topics and in 
uncomplicated 
situations. 
 

I can state and 
support my views 
and take an active 
part in discussions 
on familiar topics 
and in some 
complicated 
situations. 
 

I can express 
myself on a range 
of familiar and 
some unfamiliar 
topics.� I can link 
ideas in extended 
discussions. 
 

I can communicate 
with fluency and 
flexibility on 
concrete social and 
professional topics. 
 

I can usually adapt 
my language to the 
situation.� I can 
express myself 
with fluency, 
flexibility and 
precision on 
concrete and some 
abstract topics. 
 

W
rit

in
g I can copy some 

characters and 
words. 
 

I can provide some 
basic information 
on familiar topics 
in lists and simple 
forms. 
 

I can write simple 
descriptions and 
short messages and 
request or provide 
information on 
familiar topics. 
 

I can write about 
familiar topics and 
experiences in 
series of sentences. 
 

I can summarize, 
describe or explain 
familiar topics and 
support my views 
with some details. 
 

I can express ideas 
in detailed 
narratives, 
descriptions or 
explanations on 
familiar and some 
new topics. 
 

I can express ideas 
on a variety of 
topics in clear, 
organized texts. I 
can adjust my 
writing for some 
audiences. 
 

I can write clear, 
well-organized 
texts for a variety 
of audiences on 
concrete social and 
professional topics. 
 

I can express 
myself with 
fluency and 
precision on 
concrete and some 
abstract topics. I 
can adapt my 
writing style 
according to 
purpose and 
audience. 

20. Do you have any other comments about this questionnaire, or about your study abroad experience? 
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Appendix C: Interview Protocols 

 
Pre-SA interview in Japanese 
 
<Past experience>  
Tell me about your experience on … 
• Japanese language study 
• Your visit in Japan 
• Japan related events you have participated 
 
<Current activity> 
Why do you want to study abroad in Japan? 
Are you currently doing anything to prepare for study abroad? 
Tell me about your hobbies. 

 
<Future plan> 
What do you want to do in Japan?  
What do you expect from one-year study abroad? 
 
 
Post-SA interview in Japanese 
 
<Past experience>  
Tell me about your experience in Japan. 
Was the year abroad in Japan just like what you expected? 
What was hard for you? 
 
<Current activity> 
How do you feel after coming back to the U.S.? 
 
<Future plan> 
What are your plans from now on?  
In order to maintain and develop your Japanese skills, what are you going to do in the U.S.? 
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Appendix D: Conversation Report 

 
Conversation Report  #___ 

 
1. Your name: 
 
 
2. Recording date and time: mm/dd/yyyy  __:__ am/pm 
 
 
3. Location and the setting of the conversation: e.g., host family’s house, at dinner table 
 
 
4. Conversation partner’s gender: female / male 
 
 
5. Conversation partner’s age (if you know) 
 
 
6. Did you record a conversation with the same person before?    Yes / No 

 
 

7. Relationship with the conversation partner: e.g., host mother, friend, classmate, etc. 
 
 
8. How did you two meet?    
 
 
9. On average, how often do you interact with him or her?  Please be as specific as possible. 

 
 
10. Comments on the conversation. 

• Was it typical of the conversations you usually have with him or her? 
• Did you find anything difficult?  
• Compared to the previous conversation(s) you recorded, are there anything you think 

improved? (Not applicable to the first recording) 
• Anything else you noticed. 
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Appendix E: Information of the Conversation Partners 

 
This table summarizes the background information of the conversation partners based on the 
information from the L2 learners’ conversation reports.  
 
1. Relationship  
2. Gender 
3. Age 
4. Frequency of interaction 
 
 1st Conversation 2nd Conversation 3rd Conversation  4th Conversation 
Ethan 1. Friend of 3 

years (Keiko) 
2. Female 
3. 24 
4. A few times a 

year 

1. Friend (Mika)  
2. Female  
3. 20 
4. Once a week  

1. Friend (Nana) 
2. Female 
3. 19 
4. Daily  

1. Girlfriend 
(same as #3) 

2. Female 
3. 20 
4. Daily 

Frank 1. Friend (Nao) 
2. Female 
3. Early 20s 
4. Once a week 

1. Friend (Satoru) 
2. Male  
3. 21 
4. Once a week  

1. Dorm Resident 
Assistant (Rika) 

2. Female  
3. Early 20s 
4. Once a week 

1. Friend/RA 
(same as #3) 

2. Female 
3. Early 20s 
4. Daily (long 

conversation 
once a week)  

Ken 1. Friend (Yumi) 
2. Female 
3. 22 
4. Daily  

1. Friend (Aiko) 
2. Female 
3. 20 
4. Once in a few 

weeks  

1. Host mother 
2. Female 
3. Over 70 
4. Everyday 

Same as #3 

Jeff  1. Friend (Haru) 
2. Female 
3. 18 
4. 2 – 3 times a 

month 

1. Friend (Masato) 
2. Male  
3. 22 
4. Weekly 

Same as #2 

Tina 1. Host mother 
2. Female 
3. 57 
4. Everyday 

Same as #1 Same as #1 
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